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ABSTRACT 
KATHLEEN ROBIN CURTIN: Honey from the Lion: Interpretation and Religious 
Persecution in Early Modern English Autobiography  
(Under the direction of Reid Barbour) 
 
In Judges 10, Samson finds the corpse of a lion filled with honey, and from this 
experience, he crafts a riddle. For writers from a variety of confessional backgrounds, 
Samson’s paradox of honey in the lion evokes the mysterious and multilayered 
nature of religious persecution. Just as Samson frames this meeting of contraries as 
an interpretive puzzle, so also sufferers struggle to ascribe meaning to early modern 
religious conflict. While martyrologies and histories tend to reduce religious 
persecution into two-dimensional clashes between polarized perspectives, 
autobiographies reveal the multidimensional nature of this experience as a crisis of 
identity and interpretation that unfolds not only between religious groups, but within 
the mind, imagination, and will of the sufferer himself. In chapters on Thomas 
More’s Dialogue of Comfort, John Bale’s Vocacyon, John Donne’s Devotions, Toby 
Mathew’s True Historical Relation, and John Bunyan’s Grace Abounding, I situate 
these individuals’ interpretive processes in the context of early modern debates about 
how to interpret the shared meaning-making resources inherited from the medieval 
church, including church history, tradition, the sacraments, and Scripture.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Underlying the violence of the early modern period is a more private, less 
investigated side of religious persecution: the internal crisis of individuals seeking to 
make meaning of their affliction. While martyrologies and histories tend to reduce 
religious persecution into two-dimensional clashes between polarized perspectives, 
autobiographies reveal the multidimensional nature of this experience. In this 
dissertation, I argue that religious persecution provokes a crisis of identity and 
interpretation that unfolds not only between religious groups, but within the mind, 
imagination, and will of the sufferer himself. Itraces the processes through which 
individuals made meaning of their suffering across an approximately 150-year period 
that begins with Thomas More’s imprisonment and ends approximately at the time of 
John Bunyan’s release from prison at the time of the Declaration of Indulgence in 
1672. 
 Samson’s riddle of the lion filled with honey evokes the paradoxical and 
mysterious nature of religious persecution for the writers studied in this dissertation, 
all of whom seek to decode the “riddle” of God’s providential work beneath the 
ferocious exterior of imprisonment, exile, and execution. Affliction called for 
interpretation, I argue, because early modern Christians recognized in suffering a 
distinction between the event and its meaning. Both Catholics and Protestants agreed 
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that religious persecution carried significance that went beyond, and was sometimes 
in direct opposition to, the apparent, surface level. Thus, they routinely argued that 
the evil of suffering signified good for those who could rightly “translate,” read, or 
interpret the symbolic dimensions of their painful experience. Drawing upon a skein 
of narratives, symbols, and practices inherited from medieval Christianity, sufferers 
strove to create connections between their particular circumstances and the 
communities and traditions that rendered them meaningful. In doing so, they faced 
difficult questions about the meaning of Scripture, the nature of the sacraments, the 
shape of church history, and the identity of the church.  
 Autobiography, I argue, captures the interpretive processes involved in 
ascribing meaning to religious persecution in ways that other genres do not. For early 
modern Christians, religious persecution was a multifaceted experience in which 
both soul and body were on trial and conflict with authorities overlapped with 
combat with the devil. Personal accounts of persecution bring together the internal 
and external components of suffering as writers both recount events and narrate the 
process through which they ascribe meaning to these experiences. As writers draw 
upon shared traditions, they struggle not only with the question of what these texts 
and traditions mean, but also with the problem of how they apply to the 
particularities of their own lives. John Bunyan asks, for instance “can the Scriptures 
agree in the salvation of my soul?”1 and John Donne, reflecting on the narrative of 
                                                             
1 John Bunyan, Grace Abounding and Other Autobiographies, ed. John Stachniewski and Anita 
Pacheco (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 60. 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Lazarus’s resurrection, wonders “is there any room in this argument for me, or shall I 
be open to the contrary?”2   
 Even as suffering is a cipher that requires interpretation, it also an experience 
that carries within it keys to its own meaning. Throughout this dissertation, I trace 
the recurring idea that affliction functions as a mode of perceiving Scripture, the 
social structure, and the spiritual world. The perspective created by suffering by 
provides insights that remain hidden to those not suffering as the temporal losses 
caused by suffering create a capacity for knowing God, acknowledging human 
sinfulness, thinking about the “other” world beyond death, and meditating on 
Scripture. For some writers, affliction serves as a synecdochic glimpse into hell, 
rendering vivid the state of imprisonment and impending execution they believed 
awaited sinful humans. Reasoning from the glimpse of hell they gain through 
suffering, writers argue that temporary persecution is worth it if it enables them to 
avoid an eternity of pain. On the reverse side, suffering also affords some writers a 
glimpse of heaven; the first martyr, Stephen, who in the final moments of his life 
receives a vision of the resurrected Christ, serves as a paradigmatic example of such 
experience.  
 Writers also gain greater personal understanding of the passion of Christ and 
of the sufferings of the apostles and prophets. John Bale asserts that his experience of 
exile gives him special understanding of the difficult New Testament book of 
Revelation, a text written by the Apostle John while in exile. Similarly, John Bunyan 
                                                             
2 John Donne, Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions, ed. Anthony Raspa (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1987), 79. 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repeatedly avers that while in prison he gained particularly vivid insight into the 
Bible. For these writers, suffering holds apocalyptic value in the sense that it reveals 
biblical concepts that are, for people not suffering, counterintuitive or difficult to 
grasp. Often, writers argue that a life of comfort, security, or wealth may mask the 
true spiritual state of the world around them, and therefore they see suffering as a 
valuable means of orienting themselves spiritually. This insight goes beyond mere 
cognitive understanding; it is a palpable, vivid, affective, and bodily apprehension of 
spiritual truths.   
          Affliction not only brings the spiritual world into focus, but also, in the process, 
transforms sufferers’ vision of the society in which they live, turning their notions of 
power, wealth, and success upside down. Both More and Bunyan draw upon Jesus’s 
parable of Dives and Lazarus as a source text for the idea that those who suffer now 
will experience reward hereafter while those now wealthy and comfortable will 
experience eternal suffering. These sufferers thus not only ascribe meaning not only 
to painful experiences, but, by implication, to wealth, comfort, and success as well. 
Even as they find value in affliction, they may identify dangers in a life free from 
suffering, arguing, for instance, that those who do not experience suffering are not 
truly Christians. In doing so, they contribute to debates about the role of wealth and 
success as a signifier of God’s favor and election, often resisting such narratives in 
order to assert, as John Bunyan and Thomas More both do, that suffering carries 
spiritual value inaccessible to the rich and comfortable.   
           Although suffering at times becomes a means of vision, it also brings with it 
vulnerability to self-deception, delusion, and misprision. Telling the difference 
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between the insights brought by suffering and the delusion stirred by fear is one of 
the preoccupations of writers examined in this dissertation. From More to Bunyan, 
writers struggle with the question of how to distinguish the voice of God from the 
voice of Satan, how to limit or harness the power of the imagination and passions, 
and how rightly to orient the memory and will. The imagination and passions, 
faculties particularly stirred by the fear of persecution, are the focus of particular 
concern. Writers vary in their attempts to accommodate or abnegate these faculties. 
Thomas More advocates accommodation through his use of “merry tales” and 
meditation while at the same time placing limits on the capacity of the mind to grasp 
the pleasures of heaven or the pains of hell. Consistently, writers turn to paradox in 
order to explain the combination of comfort and pain that comes with religious 
persecution. For all these writers, the faculties only may take them part of the way 
toward understanding the meaning of suffering, although they disagree about just 
how far they can go. While John Donne emphasizes analogy as a tool for moving 
from the natural to spiritual worlds, John Bunyan asserts discontinuities between the 
realms of nature and grace. Writers also turn their distrust of the individual mind 
against their enemies, accusing them of being deluded by corrupt passions and 
imaginations or by the deceptions of Satan.  
The difficulty of interpreting suffering unfolds in the context of sixteenth and 
seventeenth-century debates about the reliability of the mind, the value of personal 
experience, and the legibility of nature and history. Interacting with epistemological 
developments like the sixteenth-century revival of skepticism and seventeenth-
century explorations of method, writers wrestle with questions about the reliability of 
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their own minds, the value of experience, and the signifying power of the natural 
world. In particular, John Donne and Toby Mathew, both of whom were familiar 
with the writings of Bacon, show the influence of Bacon’s critique of traditional 
methods for obtaining knowledge. In their works, they dwell on problems of 
observation, verification, and proof as they test their religious beliefs. Donne and 
Mathew both use the image of the mind as a “glass” in order to explore the capacity 
for both vision and distortion inherent in the human faculties. Both imagine the 
interpretation of the self as an “art” that requires careful investigation. The term 
“evidence” takes on prominence in the works of the seventeenth century writers I 
study. Even though he lacks the educational resources available to elites like Mathew 
and Donne, John Bunyan also looks to an alternative means of acquiring “evidence” 
by looking to a combination of Scripture, inspiration from the Holy Spirit, and 
experience in order to verify his personal beliefs.    
 Debates about the exegesis of Scripture shape the ways in which writers 
interpret their own lives. Obeying the injunction to read Scripture in light of 
Scripture, reformed writers particularly struggle with the conflicted messages about 
suffering found in the Bible. Both Donne and Bunyan move anxiously back and forth 
between comparison of themselves to texts that relate affliction to punishment and 
those that point to suffering as a mark of God’s redemptive work. In particular, the 
relationship of law to gospel and of grace to works presents challenges of application 
for reformed writers as they negotiate conviction of sin with reliance on the finished 
work of Christ.  Many of the writers considered in this dissertation wrestle with the 
question of whether to avoid suffering if it is possible as they face the dilemma of 
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which causes are worth suffering for and interrogate the boundaries between 
martyrdom and suicide. John Donne’s Pseudo-Martyr offers an extended 
examination of the nature of martyrdom, a question Thomas More had also raised in 
the Dialogue of Comfort. 
 The way writers interpret religious persecution and the way they regard the 
relationship of sign and signified in the Eucharist are intimately but complexly 
related. Janel Mueller argues that, for Protestants, martyrdom became a 
“compensation” for “rejecting transubstantiation and the corporal real presence by 
staking out a rival ontology in which analogical relations bind with the force of 
physical connections.”3 As I argue, however, Catholics also applied sacramental 
fusion of sign and signified to martyrdom, as seen in Toby Mathew’s assertion that 
the deaths of martyrs serve as a substitute for the outlawed mass in England. 
Recognizing that both Catholics and Protestants suffer martyrdom, however, Mathew 
distinguishes between Catholic and Protestant suffering by applying the Protestant 
view of transubstantiation to their acts of martyrdom, arguing that their sufferings, 
like their sacrament, is a mere empty sign or “bare” commemoration.4   
For all the authors I study, history served as an important resource for making 
meaning of suffering. As a result, each author looks backward even as they look 
forward, assimilating and adapting past narratives and traditions as they make 
meaning of their own experiences.  The reception and transformation of history is a 
                                                             
3 Claire McEachern and Debora Shuger, eds., Religion and Culture in Renaissance England 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 178.  
 
4 Tobie Mathew, A missive of consolation sent from Flanders to the Catholikes of England, Louain, 
1647, 160‐61. 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major theme of the dissertation and emerges across the broad time span of this 
dissertation in ways that it would not in a study of a briefer period. As I argue, 
seventeenth-century writers appropriate Tudor narratives of religious persecution as 
they seek to apply them to the very different contexts of the Jacobean and Stuart 
periods. Apocalyptic readings of history, for instance, remain important from Bale to 
Bunyan, even though the shape these narratives, the nature of the “Antichrist,” and 
the role of the Christian monarch undergo development and change across this 
period.  Whereas Bale identifies the Roman Catholic Church as the Antichrist and 
sees continuous conflict as inevitable, Bunyan, while continuing to point to the 
Roman Catholic Church as the Antichrist, identifies the divisions among Protestants 
as the more pressing issue of his time. Thus, in the dissertation I trace a dialogue not 
only between Catholic and reformed groups, but also between the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries as my final chapter returns to the themes considered in the 
opening chapters by examining Bunyan’s reinterpretation of the works of Martin 
Luther and John Foxe.   
 At times the overlap between internal and external trauma can lead to a 
blurring of categories and can render the central terms of this dissertation—
“affliction,” “persecution,” and “suffering”—difficult to define. Early modern 
Christians, I argue, saw inner and outer suffering as intimately related. While trying 
to distinguish between these varied forms of trauma as clearly as possible, I 
recognize the ambiguity and overlap inherent in early modern religious writing and 
trace, how, for instance, physical events such as sickness, imprisonment and torture 
consistently become metaphors for spiritual states and internal experiences. This 
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overlap between the physical and the spiritual, I argue, is characteristic of the early 
modern approach to suffering as a multi-dimensional experience in which both soul 
and body are on trial, and in which conflict with civil authorities overlaps with 
combat with the devil. Rather than seek to make a neat division where early modern 
writers do not, I look to the blurring of these lines as an important clue to the process 
through which writers make meaning of suffering. In chapter 1, for instance, Thomas 
More fictionalizes his imprisonment by recasting it as an illness, while in chapter 4 
John Donne recounts his experience of illness using imagery evocative of martyrdom, 
religious persecution, and civil conflict. Similarly, Bunyan compares his experiences 
of temptation and despair to imprisonment, applying to his internal state images that 
he draws from his physical experience of spending twelve years in the Bedford jail. 
Through these elisions of the physical and spiritual, I argue, we see the vestiges of 
medieval visions of suffering in which martyrdom was seen as a disposition rather 
than only as an event.5   
 By examining five writers spread across a roughly 150-year period, I trace 
continuities and changes in the meanings ascribed to suffering, in the process writers 
go through to arrive at these meanings, and in hybrid literary forms they create in 
order to take readers through this process with them. Gregory, whose Salvation at 
Stake serves as one of the first cross-confessional analyses of martyrdom, advocates 
studying early modern martyrdom as “one comprehensive story” that “begins in the 
late middle Ages and runs into the seventeenth century, linked by shared values as 
                                                             
5 Gregory, Brad S., Salvation at Stake: Christian Martyrdom in Early Modern Europe (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1999), 50. 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well as violent conflict.”6 By studying authors from a variety of confessional 
backgrounds across a broad chronological scope, I hope to contribute to the study of 
this “comprehensive story” by offering an account of how individual sufferers 
related themselves to these shared but contested traditions. Such a cross-confessional 
approach is particularly appropriate for the study of England, a nation that 
experienced several dramatic changes in religious policy. As John Coffey points out, 
Catholics and Protestants “tended to share the belief that religious persecution was 
an appropriate way of maintaining and defending orthodoxy, although they differed 
over what orthodoxy meant.”7   
       Catholics and Protestants alike looked back to the martyrs of the early church as 
models as they experienced religious persecution in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. Their interpretations of history diverged, however, with the reign of 
Constantine and the church’s increase of political power. For Protestants, the reign of 
Constantine was at once an example of godly rule by a Christian prince and the 
beginning of corruption in the church. While Foxe praises Constantine, John Bale 
associates his reign with decline: “But whan great Constantine the Emperour had 
given peace to the Christen churche / that all persecucion ceased / than came in 
ceremonie upon ceremonie / & none ende was of them.”8 Catholics and Protestants 
tend to agree that lack of persecution leads to complacency and heresy in the church, 
                                                             
6 Ibid., 3. 
 
7 John Coffey, Persecution and Toleration in Protestant England 1558‐1689 (London: Longman, 2000), 
54. 
 
8 John Bale, The Vocacyon of Johan Bale, ed. Peter Happe and John N. King (Binghamton, NY: 
Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies, 1990), 43. 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and, conversely, that persecution promotes its purity and growth. Thus, Constantine 
poses a paradox: while he is a hero for bringing peace to the church, historians see 
temporal peace as a source of spiritual vulnerability. Even the Catholic Toby 
Mathew points to Constantine’s reign as a source of decline, but he limits the decline 
to the Eastern church while arguing that the Western church remained uncorrupt.  
 While Protestants trace a narrative of decline through the middle ages, 
Catholics look to spiritual disciplines as the means through which the tradition of 
martyrdom remained alive despite the absence of outward persecution. Gregory 
describes this shift: “As the model of Christian perfection shifted to monasticism in 
the centuries after Constintine’s conversion, martyrdom was transformed rather than 
abandoned.”9 In place of violent deaths in defense of the faith came “spiritual 
martyrdom” in the form of “self-renunciation, endurance of suffering, and ascetic 
practices.”10 Growing out of the monastic tradition, meditation on the humanity of 
Christ reflected in his passion served as the focal point of late-medieval piety: “In 
England as elsewhere the Bernardine tradition of affective meditation on the passion, 
enriched and extended by the Franciscans, had become without any rival the central 
devotional activity all seriously minded Christians.”11   
       For More, imprisoned in the Tower, religious persecution took on meaning in 
light of these traditions. More interpreted his suffering by meditating on the passion 
of Christ and discipling the will through ascetic practices. For Catholics like More, 
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the interior struggle with temptation was the central element of suffering. As a result, 
Catholics identified religious persecution as one of many different forms of suffering 
through which the afflicted person wrestled with sin and gained opportunities for 
merit rather than singling it out as a particularly significant event. 
Unlike Catholics, who situated the reemergence of persecution in older 
traditions of interpreting affliction, reformists quickly singled out religious 
persecution as a central component of their religious identity. In order to answer 
charges of novelty, reformists looked to history in order to identify suffering as a 
historical link to the biblical and patristic past they yearned to bring to life in the 
present. Just as sixteenth-century sufferers looked back to the early church and to the 
persecution of Lollards to discover their spiritual forebears, so seventeenth-century 
men and women looked back to the sixteenth century, finding in persecution a link 
that connected the seventeenth century to the reformation, to the early church, and, 
ultimately, to biblical history.  
The centrality of suffering to Protestant identity provided powerful impetus 
for the development of biography and autobiography. John Bale, for instance, 
published Ann Askew’s first-person account of her trials along with his own 
commentary and also produced other biographical works in addition to an 
autobiographical account of his own experiences. The reign of Mary I marked the 
prototypical period of persecution against Protestants, a period invoked again and 
again by future Protestants facing persecution. During Mary’s reign, 300 Protestants 
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were executed and 800 fled to the continent.12 It was during this period that Bale 
wrote the Image of both Churches, and also during this period that Foxe began work 
on the Acts and Monuments, a work that codified the “counter-history” of the church 
as a suffering and marginalized community. For Protestants, this period saw the 
development of a sharply polarized vision of the church in which the persecuted 
reformed community constituted the “true” church while the Roman Catholic Church 
was seen as a “false” church characterized by idol worship, wealth and power, and 
deceptive visual display. 
For reformists, the Apocalypse provided the structure for making sense of 
religious conflict by defining it as struggle between Christ and Antichrist. Shifting 
their focus from meditation on Christ’s passion toward a forward-looking interest in 
the end of time and the return of Christ, many Protestants saw religious persecution 
as a means of participating in an apocalyptic struggle. Within this framework, 
martyrs functioned as “a sign of the end times” and were needed to “complete the 
number of persecuted victims under the altar (Rev. 6.9-11) before God would finally 
silence the raging of the Roman Antichrist.”13 As a result of this perspective, 
sixteenth-century reformists interpreted persecution as a sign that they were 
preaching God’s word correctly. As Tyndale in the Obedience of the Christian Man 
points to persecution as an “evident token” that someone is preaching the “true word 
of God,” since “the word is ever hated of the world, neither was ever without 
persecution, (as thou seest in all the stories of the Bible, both of the new testament 
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and also of the old,) neither can be, no more than the sun can be without his light.”14 
As Gregory explains, “Martyrs provided a clear sign that the evangelical cause was 
just and right”15 and “bespoke divine favor” since “the devil opposed the Gospel 
because he could not bears its truth.”16 Thus, on the ecclesiastical level, persecution 
served as confirmation that the reformist church was the “true” church and that it 
preached the gospel accurately.   
          The Counter-Reformation brought about a reinterpretation of persecution, 
causing Catholics to identify suffering as an important mark of Catholic identity and 
to see it as a part of the conflict between the two churches. For English Catholics, the 
experience of harsh persecution in the Elizabethan period created a recusant culture 
shaped by the threat of martyrdom. As a result of legislation passed in the 1570s and 
1580s that made recusant life increasingly difficult, Elizabeth I’s persecution of 
Catholics in the 1580s was almost as severe as the Marian persecution had been. 
Missionary priests and those who helped them suffered the most violent 
punishments,17  but lay people who refused to attend the Church of England’s 
services also faced high fines.18 In the period from 1577 and 1603, “between 120 and 
130…priests were executed, along with around 60 lay recusants.”19 From the late 
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1560s on, “loyalty to Rome became identified with disloyalty to Elizabeth.”20 Many 
Catholics lived on the Continent and developed a thriving exile culture that included 
universities, such as the seminary at Douai (founded 1568).21 During the reign of 
James I, the discovery of the Gunpowder plot in 1605 led to increasing pressure on 
Catholics and to the requirement that all subjects take an Oath of Allegiance. “By 
1613,” Coffey explains, “London’s prisons alone contained 40 recusants and 11 
priests who had been gaoled for refusing to take the oath.”22 Only 25 Catholics were 
executed during the reign of James, however.23 Persecution of Catholics lessened 
substantially after 1624 as a result of James’s negotiation of marriage between the 
Catholic Henrietta Maria of France to his son Charles.24  
Like Protestants, Catholics began to publicize the deaths of their martyrs in 
“narrative pamphlets” and “collections” intended for wide audiences.25 Toby 
Mathew participated in and contributed to a Catholic culture of interpreting suffering 
that had developed substantially since the time of Thomas More. Within this 
environment, religious persecution had become established as a mark of religious 
identity for Catholics. For Mathew, as for More, suffering continues to function as a 
form of penance. In contrast to More, however, Mathew sees suffering as a particular 
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mark of religious identity that distinguishes Catholics from Protestants, particularly 
Anglicans, whom Mathew views as conformists who value their comfort over the 
salvation of their souls. Mathew draws extensively on a continental tradition of 
interpreting suffering and he transmits this culture to England through his translation 
of biographical and autobiographical works. For Mathew, Catholic lives—and, in 
particular, Catholic suffering—function as evidence for the veracity of the Catholic 
Church.  
Beginning in the late sixteenth century, narratives of Catholic/Protestant 
conflict are increasingly applied to internecine conflict within the Protestant 
community. Protestants who desired more thoroughgoing reform of the Church of 
England faced persecution during the reigns of Elizabeth, James, and Charles.  
During Elizabeth’s reign, Puritan ministers suffered persecution and loss of their 
benefices or positions at universities as a result of the challenge they posed to 
uniformity. Although James allowed for doctrinal latitude within the Church of 
England, he required conformity to the Book of Common Prayer and removed 
ministers who refused to conform from their posts.26 The relative peace of the 
Jacobean period gave way to greater polarization between the established church and 
reformist elements during the reign of Charles I.  Protestant nonconformists faced 
trial and disfigurement rather than death, as, for example, in the case of the branding 
of William Prynne.27   
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Increasingly, Protestant nonconformists read Foxe’s Acts and Monuments as 
a work that valorizes nonconformity. While memorializing martyrs’ resistance to 
Mary’s religious policies, however, Foxe’s text also presents Protestant monarchs as 
God-ordained deliverers of the church. William Lamont points out the “ambivalent” 
use of John Foxe’s martyrology in the seventeenth century as a text that provides 
models of dissent while at the same time upholding the Elizabethan settlement.28 
Suspension of the persecution of nonconformists marked the early years of the 
interregnum.29 Nonconformists experienced much greater freedom during these years. 
Coffey points out that “the unexpected triumph of the godly after 1640” “created 
space for the sects that had been systematically persecuted under Elizabeth, James 
and Charles.”30 In the early 1650s, John Bunyan underwent conversion and joined 
the Bedford congregation.  
After the Restoration, persecution of nonconformists groups reemerged and 
led writers like John Bunyan to return to sixteenth-century texts as sources for 
making meaning of his own turbulent time. Bunyan suffered imprisonment in the 
years immediately following the Restoration, and spent twelve years in prison with 
the exception of a few brief respites. Arrested in 1660, Bunyan faced harsher 
punishment as a result of the 1661 Fifth Monarchist uprising, which powerfully 
influenced the perception of nonconformist groups as a threat to civil order.31 These 
laws, known as the Clarendon Codes, led to the imprisonment and 
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disenfranchisement of thousands of nonconformists, particularly ministers. Laws 
such as the 1664 Conventicles Act outlawed meetings not authorized by the Church 
of England and made it illegal to diverge from the Book of Common Prayer.32 Those 
who broke the law faced fines, imprisonment, and potentially banishment and 
execution as well.33 Persecution lessened after the 1672 Declaration of Indulgence 
led to the suspension of “penal laws against both Dissenters and Catholic 
Recusants.”34 In 1673, however, this brief period of toleration ended, and the Test 
Act required “all holders of civil and military offices to take oaths of supremacy and 
allegiance, sign a declaration against transubstantiation, and receive Anglican 
communion.”35 Although Bunyan gained release from prison in 1672, he once again 
faced the threat of persecution during the 1680s, a period that inspired him to revisit 
questions about the meaning of persecution in works like his 1684 Seasonable 
Counsel.  
            My work contributes to ongoing conversations about the formation of early 
modern selves by arguing for the centrality of autobiographical discourses of 
martyrdom in the development of identity. As Stephen Greenblatt defines it in 
Renaissance Self-Fashioning, “fashioning” is the “forming of a self,” the 
construction of “a distinctive personality, a characteristic address to the world, a 
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consistent mode of perceiving and behaving.”36 Even as he seeks “consistent” modes 
of behavior, however, Greenblatt recognizes the contradictions and internal tensions 
inherent in early modern identities, examining what he calls a “disquieting internal 
rupture” in early modern subjectivity.37 I argue that the questions posed by affliction 
made it a particularly important site of self-fashioning because it provokes writers to 
enter into an interpretive process of ascribing meaning to their experiences. The 
experience of suffering itself, furthermore, helped to shape writers’ “mode of 
perceiving,” causing them to redefine their relationships to systems of power, to 
history, and to the “other” world beyond death. In particular, I examine how writers 
draw upon Scripture and history as resources for “framing” themselves for the 
endurance of affliction and forming counter-narratives that valorize marginalization 
and persecution as marks of identity. As I argue, persecution creates opportunities 
for challenging and inverting authority structures, and I examine how affliction is at 
once a formative experience and something that writers shape through acts of 
authorship and interpretation.  
            In her book The Shattering of the Self: Violence, Subjectivity, and Early 
Modern Texts, Cynthia Marshall asserts that Greenblatt’s interest in the emergence 
of modern subjectivity causes him to overlook the early modern fear of individuality 
and desire for self-dissolution.38 In responding to Greenblatt, Marshall situates a 
historicized understanding of the humours and passions within a Freudian framework 
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that identifies the desire for self-dissolution as an expression of sadomasochistic 
impulses. While I agree with Marshall’s thesis that “an emergent sense of the 
autonomous self…existed in tension with an established popular sense of the self as 
fluid, unstable, and volatile,”39 I disagree with Marshall about the value of Freudian 
sexual categories for the interpretation of early modern experience. Instead, I argue 
that the paradoxical relationships between self-fashioning and self-cancellation 
emerge from within early modern debates about the meaning of religious persecution 
in particular and suffering in general.  
             In The Renaissance Bible, Debora Shuger demonstrates that the early 
modern period contains its own resources for theorizing the complexity of the self. 
Examining Erasmus’s controversial assertion that Christ struggled with a human fear 
of death in the garden of Gethsemane,40 she argues that this vision of Christ as a 
sufferer at war with his own fear led to emphasis on internal conflict as an important 
element of virtuous self-sacrifice.41 Using a term she derived from Eramsus, Shuger 
also refers to this concept of divided subjectivity as the “chimerical self,” which she 
defines as a self that is “composed of heterogeneous and heteronomous parts.”42 
Thomas More echoes this reading of Christ’s travail in the Garden of Gethsemane in 
his Tears of Christ, one of the Tower Works, and he offers an extensive study of his 
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own experiences of doubt and fear in the Dialogue of Comfort, the work that is the 
subject of the first chapter of this dissertation.  
 In attempting to understand the experience of religious persecution on the 
sufferers’ own terms, I build on the work of historians Brad S. Gregory (Salvation at 
Stake: Christian Martyrdom in Early Modern Europe) and John Coffey (Persecution 
and Toleration in Protestant England, 1558-1689). Gregory and Coffey study 
persecution by attempting to reconstruct the worldviews that gave raise to early 
modern religious violence. Resisting reductionism, which they define as the 
explanation of religious experience primarily in terms of economic, social, and 
psychological factors, they seek to offer a robust account of religious history 
understood in the terms of early modern writers themselves.43 In the introduction to a 
collection of essays edited by Gregory and Coffey entitled, Seeing Things Their Way: 
Intellectual History and the Return of Religion, Coffey and Alastair Chapman 
summarize this approach to early modern religion as follows:  
As it relates to religion and intellectual history, seeking to see things their 
way demands attention to the religious dimensions of people’s thought and a 
refusal to explain away what is religious by reference to what is supposedly 
more fundamental. And these demands can only be pursued through 
laborious attention both to the texts themselves and to the variety of 
intellectual, social, and political contexts in which they were written.44  
As a literary scholar, I seek to reconstruct writers’ understanding of suffering 
through historically contextualized understanding of the terms, metaphors, and 
intertexts they use as they write about their experiences. Drawing upon the work of 
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scholars who seek to complicate polarized visions of early modern British religious 
culture, such as Anthony Milton’s Catholic and Reformed, I attempt to ground my 
study of literary texts in a detailed understanding of the specific religious and 
political debates in which the texts I study participate. In the The Reformation 
Unsettled: British Literature and the Question of Religious Identity, 1560-1660, 
edited by Jan Frans Van Dijkuizen and Richard Todd, the editors assert that literary 
texts reveal the “religious hybridity of early modern England in concentrated 
form.”45 In this collection, the essay “In Thy Passion Slain: Donne, Herbert, and the 
Theology of Pain” by Jan Frans van Dijkhuizen points to affliction as a site of 
particularly rich and controversial meanings in poetry. By studying the accounts of 
writers who underwent conversion and persecution—often crossing or blurring 
confessional lines along the way—I look to autobiographical accounts of affliction as 
texts that reveal early modern religious identity as something formed through a 
process of personal investigation and struggle.  
John Stachniewski’s study of religious despair in The Persecutory 
Imagination offers a valuable contribution to the project of investigating early 
modern religious experience and identity. Stachniewski traces the experience of 
despair in early modern works of autobiography, lyric, and drama, exposing its 
prevalence across the Protestant spectrum in seventeenth-century England and 
examining its powerful role in shaping identity. Stachniewski, however, fails to 
explore the significance early modern writers themselves attributed to their 
experiences of despair. Imposing modern political and economic narratives on early 
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modern experience, Stachniewski envisions the Protestant religious experience as 
“persecutory” and oppressive. In doing so, he overlooks the paradoxical meanings 
early modern writers themselves ascribed to their experiences; even as they 
recognized the pain caused by despair, they also saw such experiences as formative 
in positive ways. By seeking to understand early modern experiences of affliction on 
the writers’ own terms, I want to uncover the paradoxes that enabled writers to see 
affliction as at once a source of pain and consolation, loss and gain.   
Recognizing that “autobiography” is a modern designation that cannot be 
applied to early modern texts without anachronism, I draw upon a broad and flexible 
definition of the term in this dissertation. Particularly because I am interested in the 
intersection of autobiography and accounts of affliction, I chose texts in which 
writers describe and make meaning of personal experiences of suffering, whether 
these are in the first person or not, and whether they recount the author’s entire life 
or focus primarily on particular traumatic events. Thus, I broaden the traditional 
definition of “autobiography,” summarized by Dean Ebner, who defines 
“autobiography” as a “a self-written, prose46 account which attempts the recollection 
of the major portion of one’s past life and which focuses upon the inner thoughts or 
domestic or external activities of the individual.”47 Expanding this definition to 
include works that cover smaller portions of the writer’s life as well, I include works 
such as John Bale’s Vocacyon, an account of a single year, and John Donne’s 
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Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions, which focuses on only one month of the 
author’s life. Within these texts, I examine how writers use inset genres such as 
polemic, dialogue, and meditation as resources for exploring the layered and 
equivocal nature of their experiences and for relating their lives to past texts.  
While the kinds of autobiographies Ebner describes can be found in the 
seventeenth century, they are almost impossible to find in the sixteenth century. As a 
result, some critics have concluded that autobiography did not exist during this 
period. As Meredith Ann Skura demonstrates in her book Tudor Autobiography: 
Listening for Inwardness, however, “autobiographical” texts do exist in the sixteenth 
century, but they overlap with other genres, appear in verse as well as prose, and 
incorporate elements of fiction. In particular, Skura acknowledges the role that 
fiction plays in sixteenth-century writings about the self: “One of the book’s most 
important assumptions is that the development of autobiography and of fiction have 
been too closely entwined to separate them clearly.”48 She attributes this 
“entwinement” to reticence about writing directly about the self, particularly for 
aristocratic writers, and to early modern and medieval literary theory.49 Building on 
Skura’s understanding of sixteenth-century autobiography, I include Thomas More’s 
Dialogue of Comfort (1532) as the earliest work in the dissertation and seek to 
understand how More’s use of a fictional setting and characters shapes his depiction 
of his own final months in the Tower. 
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Autobiographies of religious persecution are hybrid in genre, I argue, because 
the experience of religious persecution is hybrid in nature. Texts shift generic 
registers as writers engage the varied faculties absorbed in the struggle to make 
meaning of persecution. Thomas More’s Dialogue of Comfort, for instance, unfolds 
in three sections that engage the reason, imagination, and will in turn, and, 
resultantly, shift in structure from a treatise, to a sermon filled with exempla, to a 
meditation.50 Similarly, John Donne develops his Devotions through a repeating 
tripartite structure that moves from meditation on nature, to interpretation of 
Scripture, and, finally, to prayerful acceptance of sacramental paradoxes.   
In negotiating the porous boundaries between self and community, tropes 
such as synecdoche and metaphor become important tools for ascribing significance 
to personal experience. Conversely, in asserting differences between religious groups, 
irony and satire become means of articulating rifts. Debora Shuger identifies the 
emergence of parrhesia, or bold speech, as a mark of sixteenth-century Protestant 
identity.51 I trace the emergence of parrhesia to reformists’ confident interpretation 
of Scripture and to their belief that the Word, when rightly preached, inevitably 
draws persecution. While seventeenth-century Anglicans like John Donne back away 
from the assertive style of early reformists in favor of a more conciliatory tone, 
nonconformists like John Bunyan take up the embattled stance that characterized 
reformists of the sixteenth century. 
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 In contrast to modern autobiography, which often accentuates traits that make 
the authors distinctive individuals, early modern autobiographers seek to 
demonstrate their similarity to and connection with others.  In fact, individuality is 
typically seen as a negative characteristic, a mark of the author’s alienation from 
others and of the unintellibility of his story. All of the authors puzzle over the 
problem of the relationship between part and whole, individual and universal as they 
attempt to situate the details of their lives within a framework that bestows meaning 
on the particulars. In his book Autobiography in Early Modern England, Adam 
Smyth looks to sources seldom viewed as autobiographical, such as commonplace 
books and parish registers, in order to construct a more historically accurate vision of 
how early modern men and women recorded the events of their lives. Smyth’s 
discussion of the clues to early modern identity found in commonplace books 
demonstrates this privileging of similarity over distinctiveness:  
If criticism conditions us to expect a subjectivity founded on difference and 
individuality—if criticism, in other words, prepares us to find only ourselves 
in early modern texts—commonplace books reveal the degree to which a 
compiler’s identity was, in these texts, formulated through a very different 
mechanism, through a process of alignment with other figures, narratives, and 
events. Commonplace books suggest a subjectivity that proceeds through a 
searching out of analogues, which prizes sameness not difference, a sameness 
that extends from past through present to future lives.52  
Smith seeks to reorient critical discussions of autobiography by focusing on what 
early modern writers themselves considered significant about their own lives. As he 
asserts, these writers saw past texts and traditions as important resources for making 
meaning of their own lives. Although I do not focus on commonplace books in this 
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dissertation, I draw upon Symth’s insight by examining the ways in which writers 
create relationships of similarity and difference between themselves and past texts. 
For the writers I examine, quotation of Scripture and other texts provides an essential 
means of writing their way out of solitude and into community.  
In chapter 1, I begin with Thomas More’s argument that suffering involves an 
internal struggle with fearful imagination, a conflict resolved through meditation on 
the paradoxical meeting of fear and love found in Christ’s agony in the garden of 
Gethsemane. As More seeks meaning for his suffering, he expresses skepticism 
about the reliability of the individual mind but finds in the church a stable and 
unified source of truth. In chapter 2, I argue that early reformist ideas reverse More’s 
formulation: unlike More, who regards himself as divided and the church as the 
structure that holds together the dissonances of the self, Bale depicts himself as 
unified and the church as divided. The specters of false images that More locates in 
the imagination of the individual Bale ascribes to the ceremonies and visual 
symbolism of the Roman Catholic Church. Unlike More, who maintains that 
religious persecution differs in degree but not in kind from other kinds of affliction, 
Bale assigns it special status as a sign of membership in the “true” church. Both 
writers, however, give shape to their lives by placing themselves in lineages of past 
sufferers, which, although differently imagined, create communal contexts that 
render individual experience legible. 
In chapters 3 and 4, I compare the former Catholic John Donne to the convert 
to Catholicism Toby Mathew. Reacting to both Protestant and post-Tridentine 
Catholic formulations of religious persecution as a mark of identity, Donne relocates 
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spiritual martyrdom in the interpretive process itself, presenting internal struggle as a 
means of offering the self to God. Looking to God’s two “books” of nature and to 
Scripture, Donne seeks contexts that render the physical details of his experience 
meaningful but, in the wake of controversies about the legibility of nature and the 
identity of the church, he often finds disconnections rather than correspondences. 
While Donne problematizes martyrdom as a sign of religious identity, Mathew 
asserts the polemical value of affliction as evidence for the veracity of the Roman 
Catholic Church. Drawing upon images of printing, stamping, and painting, Mathew 
emphasizes the importance of persecution as a visible sign of the church’s identity 
and relates it to the sacramental mysteries of the Eucharist and the incarnation. In my 
final chapter, I examine how John Bunyan draws upon sixteenth-century narratives 
of affliction as he struggles to ascribe meaning to his own experiences not only of 
persecution but also of internal doubt and despair. Looking back not only to 
sixteenth-century reformists like Martin Luther and John Foxe Bunyan returns to the 
internalized vision of suffering as a struggle with self and Satan seen in More’s 
approach to affliction. For Bunyan, however, rejection of the institutional church 
intensifies his struggle to stabilize his rapidly shifting internal world, leading him to 
look outward to the life, death, and resurrection of Christ, as well as to the 
experience of persecution itself for assurance of his salvation.  
  
Chapter 1:  
A Fever Both Hot and Cold:  
Martyrdom as Internal Conflict in Thomas More’s Dialogue of Comfort (1534) 
 
In The Renaissance Bible, Debora Shuger draws a correlation between the way late-
medieval theologians interpreted Christ’s experience of suffering and the way they 
ascribed meaning to human affliction. Pointing to the 1499 debate between John 
Colet and Desiderius Erasmus about Christ’s agony in the Garden of Gethsemane, 
Shuger argues that in Erasmus’s1503 treatise based on this discussion, 
Disputatiuncula de taedio, pavore, tristita Jesu, he challenged the patristic view of 
Christ as a “spiritual athlete” free of doubt and fear by exploring how Christ’sorrow 
reflected the fullness of his humanity.53 
          Thus, in raising the question of what it meant for Christ to suffer as a human 
being, Erasmus entered into an important debate about the nature of spiritual heroism, 
an issue that would take on new importance in the subsequent decades as religious 
persecution and conflict began to emerge more prominently within the church. 
Thomas More would draw upon Erasmus’s work on this topic as he was preparing 
himself for execution in the Tower and would seek to apply devotionally the difficult 
theological questions Erasmus raised. More brings the late-medieval emphasis on the 
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humanity of Christ expressed in Erasmus’s treatise as a resource for ascribing 
meaning to his own experiences of internal conflict, fear, and sadness. Throughout 
the Tears of Christ (1534-35) and the Dialogue of Comfort (1534), More develops a 
vision of martyrdom that seeks to accommodate the natural vulnerabilities that he 
sees as inherent in human nature.  
        Modifying both the model of the Stoic sage and the fearless martyr, More 
presents the endurance of martyrdom as a process rather than an event, and he points 
to the private, internal struggle involved in preparing himself for death as just as 
important an element of martyrdom as the public trial and execution. In doing so, 
More locates religious heroism within, in the realm of private experience, and he 
privileges the internal battle with the self and Satan over the public clash with the 
Tudor authorities. Even as More validates the internal struggle involved in preparing 
himself to suffer, however, he also seeks to place limits on the power of subjective 
experience. Believing that the solitary mind is vulnerable to self-deception and to the 
attacks of the devil, More orients himself through meditation on Christ’s passion and 
by looking to church tradition as means of stabilizing his contradictory and shifting 
internal states. 
 More uses fiction and the genre of dialogue in order to foreground the 
internal dimension of his struggle as well as a means of looking outward to the 
community of the church. Dialogue serves as a means of accommodation because it 
addresses the faculties particularly vulnerable to fear, validating the power of the 
imagination by offering it stories and images to counter the terrifying apprehensions 
that haunt these faculties. Even as dialogue accommodates, however, it also 
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challenges the interlocutors to look outside themselves, to test their assumptions, to 
see their situation from more than one perspective, and to envision themselves as 
parts of a larger whole. As More’s text reveals, however, a sense of the whole arises 
out of painful tensions, tensions epitomized in the paradoxical nature of suffering 
itself, which functions within the Dialogue of Comfort simultaneously as a source of 
terror and comfort, as divine discipline and as a mark of God’s favor, and as a source 
of both insight and vulnerability.  
Erasmus, the Tears of Christ, and Internal Conflict   
The Tears of Christ is More’s last work. In it, he takes a stance similar to that of 
Erasmus on the nature of Christ’s agony in the garden. In the introduction to his 
translation of Erasmus’s text, Michael Heath notes parallels between the two works, 
including similarities in the titles as well as “several possible echoes…such as the 
discussion of the martyrs’ eagerness and Christ’s reluctance, and the example of the 
deserving but frightened soldier.”54  More’s discussion differs in genre and purpose 
from that of Erasmus, functioning, as James D. Tracy explains, as “a personal 
meditation of the kind traditionally understood as a second stage in the 
comprehension of Scripture, a gathering of spiritual fruit made possible by the spade-
work" of earlier commentators.55 Looking to Christ’s agony in the garden from a 
personal perspective, More draws upon Christ’s example as a means of preparing 
himself for his own execution. The two “echoes” that Heath identifies—the contrast 
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between Christ’s fear and the courage of later martyrs and the discussion of a soldier 
who continues to fight despite his fear— both serve as sources of personal comfort 
by enabling him to embrace a model of martyrdom in which fear, rather than being 
absent, plays an integral role.  
      Both Erasmus and More seek to understand the contrast between Christ 
and the fearless martyrs and sages of history. For both writers, as for the history of 
commentators who had gone before them, Christ’s expressions of dread and his 
desire to escape death strike them as strange, problematic, even scandalous.56 After 
discussing Christ’s total immersion in the human emotions of fear and sorrow, 
Erasmus asks “is there really nothing here to compare with the tales told of the 
martyrs” (Erasmus 45). In answer to his own question, he replies, “not in the Gospels; 
they tell of grief, distress, sweat” (Erasmus 45). In contrast to martyrs who went to 
their death in “transports of joy” or who made “eager or exultant speeches” as they 
approached execution, Christ faced his death with great trepidation, praying, in fact, 
that he might escape this ordeal (Erasmus 45). As Erasmus struggles with the 
question of whether Christ’s fear evinces a lack of “charity,” he comes to the 
conclusion that even though Christ lacked the “outward signs” of charity seen in 
historical martyrs, he possessed an inward, unseen charity, an “underlying cause” 
that is “a better criterion than those outward and commonplace signs” (Erasmus 48). 
Erasmus thus locates Christ’s charity within, in his struggle with fear and sorrow, 
rather than without, in bold speeches and demonstrations of courage. For More, this 
idea that fear and sorrow may function as “signs” of courage rather than of 
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cowardice proves crucial to his interpretation of his own experience, enabling him to 
resist the idea that his fear was a mark of defeat and a reason for despair.   
Like Erasmus, More explores the contrast between Christ’s fear and the 
displays of courage offered by later martyrs. He asks, “since we know His martyrs 
rushed to their deaths eagerly and joyfully, triumphing over tyrants and torturers, 
how can it not seem inappropriate that Christ himself, the very prototype and leader 
of martyrs, the standard-bearer of them all, should be so terrified at the approach of 
pain, so shaken, so utterly downcast?” (More 14:55).57 For More, interested in the 
devotional and personal implications of Christ’s suffering, the nature of Christ’s 
example to subsequent martyrs is particularly important. As the “prototype and 
leader of martyrs,” Christ’s behavior sets the pattern that More uses to make 
meaning of his own suffering. For More, Christ’s agony in the garden raises the 
question of what exemplary suffering really looks like: is it “eager” and “joyful” or 
might it be marked by terror and sadness?  
For More, Christ’s experience of human fear and sadness proves to be a 
source of great consolation as he wrestles with his own feelings of dread. Although 
Erasmus also points to the consolatory value of Christ’s example, More dwells on 
this dimension of Christ’s suffering at much greater length. More asserts, for 
instance, that Christ chose to take on such great psychological turmoil in order to 
encourage reluctant martyrs:  
since He foresaw that there would be many people of such a delicate 
constitution that they would be convulsed with terror at any danger of being 
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tortured, He chose to enhearten them by the example of His own sorrow, His 
own sadness, His own weariness and unequally fear, lest they should be so 
disheartened as they compare their own fearful state of mind with the 
boldness of the bravest martyrs. (More 14:101) 
More envisions Christ’s suffering as an element of the incarnation; Christ became 
not only a human being, but he took on the experience of the weakest of his 
followers in order to “enhearten” them in their own suffering.  
While More suggests that those of “delicate constitution” would find the 
example of the martyrs discouraging, he finds in Christ an example that would 
encourage the fearful to persevere. More goes on to envision Christ’s suffering in the 
garden as a “designed for nothing more clearly than to lay down a fighting technique 
and a battle code for the faint-hearted soldier” to follow (More 14:109). Similarly, 
More interprets Christ’s bloody sweat not only as a foreshadowing of “the blood 
which future martyrs would be forced to pour forth on the ground” but also as an 
“unheard of, marvelous example of profound anguish as a consolation to those who 
would be so fearful and alarmed at the thought of torture that they might otherwise 
interpret their fear as a sign of their downfall and thus yield to despair” 
(More14:253). Acknowledging that such emotions may appear to be a “sign of their 
downfall,” More encourages the fearful instead to look to Christ and, through 
consideration of his example, recognize their fear as a “sign” of their connection to 
him.  
For More, meditation is the means through which the sufferer apprehends 
such comfort:  
Whoever is utterly crushed by feelings of anxiety and fear and is tortured by 
the fear that he may yield to despair, let him consider this agony of Christ, let 
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him meditate on it constantly and turn it over in his mind, let him drink deep 
and health-giving draughts of consolation from this spring. For here he will 
see the loving shepherd lifting the weak lamb on his shoulders, playing the 
same role as he himself does, expressing his very own feelings, and for this 
reason: so that anyone who later feels himself disturbed by similar feelings 
might take courage and not think that he must despair. (More 14:253)  
In contrast to the typical injunction that the Christian imitate Christ, here More 
imagines Christ imitating his followers, “playing the role” of terrified Christians by 
experiencing the emotions of the human sufferer. Again, More emphasizes the idea 
that Christ’s example guards against despair in the sufferer by enabling them to see 
their fear as an occasion for identification with Christ rather than for despair.  
 More also builds on Erasmus’s definition of courage not as the lack of fear 
but as the ability to struggle against very powerful and very real emotions. Erasmus 
explains that “bravery is not insensitivity to these threats to nature, but rather the 
ability to endure and overcome them with a steadfast heart” (Erasmus 27) and 
contrasts Christ with the Stoic sages by arguing that Christ’s experience of human 
emotions provided an occasion for merit. Explaining that Stoics acknowledge that 
fear of death is natural, a “pardonable fault, to be ignored not commended,” Erasmus 
goes beyond this view to make the assertion that death is an evil and that the struggle 
with fear of death is “an opportunity to act well” (Erasmus 35). Thus, Erasmus 
validates the persistence of struggle between fear and love and resists Colet’s 
argument that charity has the power to overcome the natural fear of death entirely 
(Erasmus 41). 
Both More and Erasmus use the image of the terrified soldier who 
nevertheless fights bravely in battle as an example of the merit that comes from 
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wrestling not only with the enemy but also with one’s fear. Such a soldier, Erasmus 
argues, should be considered “twice brave” because he “mastered himself before 
routing the enemy” (Erasmus 30). More similarly explains that a terrified soldier 
deserves “even more praise” than one free of fear because “he had to overcome not 
only the enemy but his own fear, which is often harder to conquer than the enemy 
himself” (Erasmus 85). For both Erasmus and More, then, courage is an internal 
disposition that emerges through a protracted battle with fear. By arguing that this 
victory within is in some ways more praiseworthy, Erasmus and More locate 
spiritual heroism within the terrified, trembling Christian rather than in public 
displays of courage.    
 Erasmus’s treatise validates the internal complexity of the martyrs’ 
experience by looking to Christ for evidence that surrender to the Father may coexist 
with dread of death.  Resisting Colet’s argument that charity has the power to 
overcome the natural fear of death entirely (Erasmus 41), Erasmus argues that both 
fear and love coexisted simultaneously in Christ:  
in humans any strong emotion is in competition with others, and as each one 
is more or less powerful, it either overwhelms or succumbs to others. In 
Christ, however, it was by no means the same: in him every movement, of the 
mind or the body, found nothing to oppose it, whether different or similar, 
and continued to fulfill its natural function. In him intense joy could not cast 
out milder feelings of pleasure, nor intense pain suppress some milder hurt; 
sublime pleasure could not block extreme pain, nor agonizing pain stifle 
sublime pleasure. (Erasmus 43) 
Here Erasmus both affirms Christ’s full experience of human emotion yet also 
distinguishes Christ from human beings by pointing to Christ’s two wills as in a 
perfect, sinless state of tension. Although Erasmus distinguishes between Christ’s 
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extraordinary nature, in which the two wills coexist without canceling one another 
out, he nonetheless acknowledges that Christ’s experience of internal conflict is a 
dimension of his humanity and therefore something he holds in common with other 
sufferers. 
The doctrine of Christ’s two wills is central to the vision of martyrdom that 
Eramsus presents (Erasmus 52). Erasmus acknowledges that the church traditionally 
recognizes the coexistence of the two wills and affirms that they are “not merely 
different by nature, but actually in conflict: what the one wants the other rejects” 
(Erasmus 20). Similarly, More references the idea of Christ’s two wills as he 
explores Christ’s dread in the garden, noting that “the reasoning power of His soul, 
in obedience to the will of the Father, agrees to suffer that most bitter death, while at 
the same time, as a proof of His humanity his bodily senses react to the prospect with 
revulsion and dread” (More 14:219). More argues that both Christ’s prayer and his 
subsequent actions reveal this “dual reaction” at work (More 14:221). 
Shuger identifies Erasmus’s focus on Christ’s complex, divided humanity is 
important for late-medieval notions of spiritual heroism; “The hagiographical model 
of the ‘harmonic’ self—a self, that is, unified by a single dominant affect—has been 
replaced by an ‘atonal’ subjectivity: self-divided, decentered, dissonant.”58 As she 
explains, furthermore, “this version of the exemplary subject” is “drastically more 
complex than either the martyr of the Stoic.”59 According to Erasmus, Christ’s 
courage is even greater than that of the sages and martyrs because Christ experienced 
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fear and sorrow to the greatest imaginable degree and yet persevered through it. The 
result of these multiple fractures is the experience of paradox, or the coexistence of 
conflicting affective states, so that “Christ simultaneously experienced both 
incomparable joy and extreme agony.”60 While Christ’s experience of internal 
division stems from his full participation in human nature, Christ’s divine nature 
enables him to hold conflicting emotions in tension. Thus, for writers like More, 
Christ becomes an exemplary sufferer who at once validates human experience but 
who also provides a model for how to limit and master the power of fear.  
Erasmus’s focus on the Garden, the scene of Christ’s battle with his 
conflicted will, reflects a broader movement in the late-medieval church toward a 
focus on self-denial and asceticism as means of imitating Christ. In a period when 
opportunities for actual martyrdom were rare, such practices served as means of 
offering the self to God through “spiritual martyrdom.” Within this context, as Brad 
S. Gregory argues in his assessment of late-medieval spiritual heroism, actual 
martyrdom “circumscribed” or represented the most “dramatic examples” of the 
virtue of patience after which all were supposed to strive.61 Nevertheless, the 
difference between martyrs and those who exercised patience in ordinary 
circumstances was one of degree, not kind: “(Martyrdom’s) essence might be seen 
less as death for Christ – which, depending on circumstances, might not be possible 
– than as willing perseverance in whatever adversities one faced. In this light, 
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martyrdom was simply the most radical display of the virtue of patience open to all 
Christians.”62   
Throughout the Dialogue of Comfort, More prepares himself for literal 
martyrdom by means of a process of “spiritual martyrdom” undertaken through 
ascetic practices. He advocates spiritual disciplines as the means of preparing to 
endure persecution, and he stresses that such habits are necessary not only in times of 
tribulation, but also, to perhaps an even greater degree, during times of comfort. For 
More, meditation is a means of “framing” the self to interpret and endure persecution. 
This process begins before any suffering occurs; More advises the prosperous 
Christian to withdraw and perform private devotions: “Let hym also chose himself 
some secret solitary place in his own house / as far fro noyse & companye as he 
conveniently can / And thither let hym some tyme secretely resort alone / 
ymagynyng hym selfe as one goyng out of the world evin strayt vnto the gevyng vpp 
his rekenyng vnto god of his sinfull lyvyng” (More 12:164). In his view, the 
cultivation of an accurate view of the self requires the voluntary embrace of 
confinement, solitude, and suffering. Roper attests to the fact that More practiced 
such withdrawal for prayer and meditation during the busy days of his career as 
councilor to Henry VIII.63 
In the Dialogue of Comfort, More compares such asceticism to a fever that is 
both hot and cold at the same time, arguing that when affliction is taken on 
voluntarily, suffering and comfort exist simultaneously. In language evocative of 
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Erasmus’s discussion of Christ feeling sorrow and joy at the same time without one 
canceling the other out, More characterizes this fever as an experience of 
simultaneous emotions, explaining that he felt both hot and cold in “the self same 
parts,” so that he “sensibly felt & right painfully to / all in one instant both hote and 
cold at ones” (More 12:88). So, More explains, those who undertake penance “shall 
haue cause to be & shalbe in dede / both sad & glad & both twayne at ones / & shall 
do as I remember holy saynt hierome biddeth, Et doleas & de dolore gaudeas // both 
be thow sorye (sayth he) and be thow also of thy sorrow ioyfull” (More 12:90). In 
the Dialogue of Comfort, More advises those suffering religious persecution to give 
assent of the will to imprisonment, loss of property, and death, arguing that, if they 
do so, religious persecution will become, like asceticism, a source of comfort not 
only of pain, but of spiritual comfort and benefit as well.  
Unlike Protestants who would in subsequent decades point to religious 
persecution as a particular mark of identity, More sees religious persecution merely 
as an outward occasion that prompts him to go through the arduous task of 
surrendering himself to God. Thus, while acknowledging that religious persecution 
differs in some respects from other forms of affliction, More connects it to other 
forms of suffering. More articulates this connection by arguing that religious 
persecution is a form of temptation, and thus an attack on the inner person just as 
much as an attack on his body. While he distinguishes between temptation and 
persecution, he argues that they are inseparable, that “eyther of them is incedent to 
the tother”: “For both by temptacion the devil persecuteth vs, & by persecucion the 
devil also temptith vs / and as persecucion is tribulacion to euery man, so is 
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temptacion tribulacion to euery good man” (More 12:100). In More’s view, 
temptation is a form of persecution because it creates “great inward trowble & secret 
grefe” in the heart. Thus, More argues that even those who seems to be rich and 
comfortable may be experiencing “tribulacions that euery man markith not” (More 
12:51). 
Identifying both temptation and persecution as Satanic attacks, Antony 
distinguishes between them only on the basis of the strategy Satan employs: “Now 
though the devil our spirituall enemye fight against man in bothe, yet this difference 
hath the comen temtpacion from the persecucion, that temptacion ys as it were the 
fendes trayn / and perseuccion his playne open fight” (More 12:100). While 
emphasizing that temptation is “comen to both” forms of suffering, he asserts that 
religious persecution is the “most perilous” form of temptation because it combines 
the elements of many other forms of temptation because it pulls the sufferer into a 
web of conflicting desires and fears:   
for wheras in tempacions of prosperite, he [Satan] vseth onely delectable 
allectyves to move a man to synne / and in other kyndes of tribulacion & 
aduersite, he vseth onely grief and payne to pull a man into murmure 
impacience and blasphamye / in this kind of persecucion for the faith of 
Christ he vseth both twayne / that is to wit both his allectiue of quyete & rest 
by deliueraunce from deth & payne, with other pleasures also of this present 
life / and beside that the terror & infliccion of intolerable payne and torment. 
(More 12:201) 
The person facing religious persecution struggles with the desire to give in and gain 
freedom as well as fear of future pain and uncertainty about their ability to endure it. 
More repeatedly brings up torture as a particular focus of fear in the Dialogue of 
Comfort, frequently expressing concern that he will not be able to bear up under the 
extreme temptation that such pain would pose. For More, the promise in 1 
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Corinthians that God will not allow anyone to be tempted beyond their capacity to 
endure, but will instead provide a way out that they may be able to endure it, serves 
as a repeated source of comfort (More 12:247 and 278-79). 
In books 2 and 3 of the Dialogue of Comfort, More explores various 
dimensions of the experience of temptation, discussing temptation in general in book 
2 and the temptations particular to religious persecution in book 3. In book 2, More 
delves into the interior dimensions of temptation, arguing that Satan uses the 
sufferer’s own body and mind against them. In this book, More both seeks to 
accommodate the subjective experience of the sufferer and to challenge them to 
resist the “false fantasies” that plague the afflicted mind. Recognizing that spiritual 
heroism occurs not through the abnegation of fear and sorrow but through the 
process of wrestling with these emotions, More appeals not only to the reason but 
also the imagination and affections in his attempt to offer comfort. Citing Saint 
Bernard, More asserts that temptation, rather than a cause for discouragement, is 
actually an occasion for merit if the sufferer chooses to enter into the process of 
“wrestling” with sin that temptation offers:  
As holy saynt Barnard sayth / how couldest thow fight or wrestell therfor, yf 
there wer no challenger against the that wold provoke the therto / And therfor 
may it be a greate comfort / as S Iames sayth, to euery man that seeth hym 
selfe chalengid & prouokyd by temptacion / For theby percevith he that yt 
commeth to his course to wrestle / which shalbe / but yf he willyng will play 
the coward or the fole, the mater of his eternall reward. (More 12:101-2) 
For More, as for Erasmus in his discussion of Christ’s sufferings, the experience of 
“fighting” and “wrestling” with Satan, rather than a source of discouragement, 
actually serves as an opportunity to show courage and gain a reward.  
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The multivocal form of More’s Dialogue of Comfort enables him to privilege 
the internal dimensions of his preparation for death over his external circumstances 
while the dialogic form of the work helps him to dramatize the interior conflict this 
preparation involved. Written in 1634, during a time when “More and his family 
were doing their utmost to seek his release from the tower,”64 the Dialogue of 
Comfort reflects More’s determination to suffer for his faith as well as his 
uncertainty about his ability to endure the affliction that lay ahead of him. Frank 
Manley describes the context in which More wrote the Dialogue of Comfort: 
“Considered from a biographical standpoint, A Dialogue of Comfort…catches that 
moment between two great temptations – the past, before More resolved to enter the 
Tower, and that still to come, in his trial and death.”65 Although More composed the 
Dialogue of Comfort while imprisoned in the Tower, he sets the dialogue in Turkey 
in the years 1527-28.66 In doing so, he chooses to transform his personal situation 
into a broader scenario of threat in which the entire church is in peril. The Turkish 
threat to Hungary functions as a synecdoche for threats on Christendom.  Hungary, 
Vincent observes in the dialogue, is “a very sure kay of cristedom,” so that “yf 
Hungary be lost” the Turk will “haue an open redy way into almost the remenaunt of 
all cristendome” (More 12:193). Manley identifies both the Turk as just one 
instantiation of evil: “The enemy within is identical with the enemy without, and 
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both are seen to be masks—agents or representatives—of a more ancient power of 
evil.”67 
The two interlocutors in the dialogue serve as a means of moving back and 
forth between opposing perspectives within the self. Dialogue form also, however, 
enables More to place the self, presented as vulnerable to temptation, in the 
relationship to the community of the church. Seeing Antony as a spiritual counselor 
on the model of Augustine in the Soliloquies and the character of “Augustine” in 
Petrarch’s Secretum,68 Norland asserts that the text presents “an internal dialogue” in 
which “the divided self examines its actions and reviews its judgment.”69 Even as 
both characters represent elements of More, however, the dialogue between the older 
and younger man also seem to point to the relationship between More and the 
traditions of his church, which serves as the “old man” to whom he looks for counsel. 
K. J. Wilson, focusing on the discrepancies in age between More and Antony, argues 
that Antony, rather than an “alter-ego” for More himself, instead is a Socratic figure 
of the kind that appears in More’s other dialogues: “Amid the eclectic variety of 
More’s writings one notices his recurrence to the figure of the old, or older, man.  
With this figure…More commonly links its counterpart: the young friend, relation, 
disciple, servant.”70 In both cases, dialogue is a process through which the teachings 
of the church move from merely intellectual concepts to experientially grasped, 
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internalized truths that enable the sufferer to endure by enlarging their vision of the 
unseen world: of heaven, hell, of Christ and the universal church.  
Book 1: The Role of Reason in the Interpretation of Affliction  
The three books of the Dialogue, believed by many to represent the three major 
faculties of the soul, the memory, understanding, and will, explore the interplay 
between various dimensions of the self as Antony moves from recitation of 
theological principles in book 1 to accommodation of Vincent’s fear in book 2, to 
orientation of the will through meditation in book 3. For More, preparation for 
suffering involves the entire self as he cumulatively draws more and more of the 
human faculties into the process of surrendering to God.  In “Resources of Kind in A 
Dialogue of Comfort,” Billingsley argues that book 1 addresses the reason.71 He 
compares it a “theological treatise,” “useful for the exposition of faith but wearisome 
in conversation.”72 In book 1, Antony lays out many of the underlying theological 
principles and master metaphors on which he builds the rest of the work. The least 
dialogic of the three parts, however, book 1 also reveals the limitations of reason by 
showing how difficult it can be for fearful sufferers to apply these principles to 
themselves.  
In chapter 1, Antony refers to human suffering as a “sicknes” (More 12:12), 
which ultimately stems from the “mortal maladye” and “deadly wounds” (12:11) of 
human sinfulness and thus effects all human beings. Suffering, paradoxically, 
however, serves both as a result of sin and as a possible means of curing it. 
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Throughout book 1, More emphasizes the “medicinable” qualities of affliction, 
arguing that even pain that comes as a direct result of sin may be “medicinable” if 
the sufferer will “so take yt.”  Tribulation holds curative potential because of it offers 
an opportunity for expiation of sin, serving “a very good special medisyn, to cure 
hym of al the payne in the tother world, & wyn hym eternall salvacion” (More 
12:27). More emphasizes, however, the need for active participation on the part of 
the sufferer, arguing that the sufferer may “make” such tribulations “medicinable for 
hym self” only “yf hym selfe will” (More 12:25). Such sufferers choose to “make a 
medisyn of ther maladye” (More 12:26), transforming a consequence for sin into an 
opportunity to work towards their salvation and avoid punishment in the afterlife. 
The experience of suffering itself raises a challenge to the sufferer as he or she must 
choose how to receive and respond to affliction.  
 Suffering that is not the consequence of any known sin may be “better than 
medicinable because it offers “double medicyn” (More 12:29). While such suffering 
may also expiate past sin and help the sufferer earn eternal salvation, its function is 
primarily preventative, acting as “both a cure for the synne passid, & a preseruative 
for the synne that is to come” (More 12:30). The third type of suffering that Antony 
describes is “better than medicinable” because, rather than atone for past sin, such 
suffering provides an opportunity for “the exercise of our pacyens & encrese of our 
meryte” (12:30). Antony offers Job as an example of such a sufferer (More 12:31), 
describing this type of suffering as tribulation undergone “for the mayntenaunce of 
iustice or for the defence of godes cause” (More 12:32) including religious 
persecution of the kind More faced.  
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 For More, all three of these forms of affliction contain potential value 
because they initiate the sufferer’s process of seeking comfort. According to More, 
this desire is in itself a source of consolation because it serves as a sign that God is at 
work and has “put such a vertuouse well ordred appetite” in the mind (More 12:16). 
The desire for comfort thus serves as a “sure vndowtid token, that toward our fynall 
saluacion our savior is hym selfe so graciously besy abowt vs” (More 12:16). For 
More, suffering holds value because it shatters the individual’s sense of sufficiency, 
destroying the “fantasies” that distract them from eternal realities of sin, heaven, and 
hell. More points out the clarifying effects of suffering, arguing that while “many a 
man that in an easye tribulacion falleth to seke his ease in the pastyme of worldly 
fantasies,” in situations of “greater pyane” he finds “all these comfortes so feoble, 
that he ys fayne to fall to the sekyng of godes help” (More 12:18). Tribulation thus 
serves as a source of vision, exposing the fictions that, in More’s view, usually 
dominate human experience. As a result, the afflicted person gains greater access to 
the underlying reality of Christian experience, which, for More, consists in constant, 
unrelenting conflict with Satan for the soul. “The sorest tribulation of all,” he 
explains, is the “feare of lesyng throw dedly synne” not just physical life, but the life 
of the soul (More 12:20). 
In book 1, More lays out the theological foundations of his perspective on the 
value of suffering. In More’s view, human existence has a definite order in which 
earthly suffering is a necessary prerequisite to eternal comfort. More characterizes 
human life as a period of pilgrimage, as a time of weeping and sowing in preparation 
for the next life (More 12:41-42). As a result, viewing human life as a time of 
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laughing and reaping leads to a dangerous reversal of the order that, for More, 
pervades human existence, since God “settith the wepyng tyme before” the time of 
laughing, which will “come after in hevyn” (More 12:42). Conversely, those who 
suffer on earth will enjoy comfort heaven. In support of this argument, More cites a 
range of scriptural passages, including Hebrews 12:6, the proof-text for the value of 
suffering used by Roman Catholics and reformists alike: “saint Paule sayth to the 
hebrewes that god those that he loveth he chastiseth / Et flagellat omnem filium quem 
recipit: and he scourgeth euery sone of his that he recevith” (More 12:42). Based on 
this pattern, tribulation is an indicator that a person will experience comfort after 
death. Citing both Paul and Christ, More asserts that a life of suffering is 
characteristic of the Christian to the extent that “we can not…come to hevyn but by 
many tribulacions” (More 12:43). 
For More, the body and soul, this life and the next make up unequal but 
nevertheless interrelated parts of a closed system. God, More asserts, “punyshith not 
one thing twyse” (More 12:25), so that sins punished on earth will not be punished in 
the afterlife. Antony cites the authority of Scripture and the unanimity of the church 
in support of his point: “Thus see we well by the very scripture yt selfe how trew the 
words are of the old holy sayntes, that with one voise in a maner say all oen thing / 
that is to wit / that we shall not haue both contynuall welth in this world & in the 
tother to” (More 12:43). As a result of their sin, human beings must suffer, either on 
earth or in heaven, making earthly comfort and heavenly comfort mutually exclusive. 
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Although all sins must be punished once, not all punishments are equal, 
however. Punishment on earth is, in More’s system, much less severe than 
punishment in the afterlife:  
For likewise as in hell payne serveth onely for punishment without any maner 
of purging, because all possibilitie of purging is past / in purgatory 
punyshment servith for onely purging, because the place of deserving is 
passyd: so while we be yet in this world in which is our place& our time of 
merite & well deserving / the tribulacion that is sent vs here for our sinne 
shall yf we faithfully so desire, beside the clensyng and purging of our payne, 
serve vs also for encease of rewarde. (More 12:36) 
More sees earthly tribulation as full of “possibilitie” that suffering after death, 
including suffering in purgatory, lacks. Just as tribulation on earth may serve as a 
substitute for punishment in the afterlife, so also physical pain may take the place of 
spiritual torture. Invoking man’s nature as both body and soul, he advises those who 
do not feel sorrow for their sins to take on voluntary physical suffering: “sith the 
body & the sowle together make the hole man / the lesse affliccion that he felith in 
his sowle, the more payne in recompence let hym put vppon his body, & pourge the 
spirite by the affliccion of the flesh” (More 12:98). Thus, in More’s economy of 
divine reward and punishment, earthly and physical suffering takes on great value 
when considered in the context of the whole picture, which includes body and soul, 
earth and heaven.  
 More makes it clear, however, that man’s suffering on earth only takes on 
spiritual value through the merit of Christ’s work. Thus, he resists the reformist 
rejection of the value of human works by arguing that human suffering does have 
real merit and value, but qualifies his statement by acknowledging that this merit 
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only comes “by the meane of cristes passion” (More 12:25). Discussing penance, he 
explains: 
For tough mans penaunce with all the good works that he can do / be not 
hable to satisfie of them selfe for the lest synne that we do / yet the liberall 
goodness of god thorow the merite of christes bitter passion (without which 
all our works could neyther satisfie nor deserue / nor yet do not in dede 
neyther merite nor satisfie so much as a sponefull to a great vessel full, in 
comparison of the merite and satisfaccion that Christ hath merited & satisfied 
for vs hym selfe) this liberal goodness of god I say / shall yet at our faithfull 
instaunce & request, cause our penaunce & tribulacion paciently taken in this 
world to serue vs in the tother world both for relese & reward tempered after 
such rate, as his high goodnes & wisdome shall se conveniently for vs / 
wherof our blynd mortalitie can not here imagine nor devise the stynt. (More 
12:36) 
More depicts this world and “tother” world as incommensurate yet connected by 
means of “Christ’s bitter passion,” which imbues human penance and works with 
redemptive potential, making it possible for these works to lead to “relese” and 
“reward.” The rate of exchange between human suffering and divine reward, 
however, operates according to a divine rather than human calculation, as God 
“tempers” human reward according to his “high goodness and wisdome.” Prayer 
makes it possible for a human being to believe that their situation of suffering has 
meaning beyond the capacity of “blind mortality” to understand.   
 More thus imagines a synergistic relationship between human suffering and 
the passion of Christ in which God rewards Christians who “do what is in them” by 
granting them grace through Christ. Rather than a substitution of Christ’s suffering 
for man’s suffering, as in the reformist conception of atonement, More instead 
imagines a cooperative process through which man suffers alongside Christ, and, 
through the merit of Christ, is able to participate in his own atonement. More 
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captures this dynamic through his image of the Christian as a patient cooperating 
with the divine physician by making suffering “medicinable” or even “meritorious” 
through the manner in which it is received. Thus, the Christian participates 
synecdochally in the passion of Christ as he enacts or imitates Christ’s suffering by 
embracing his own tribulation. Thus, imitation of Christ, rather than the analogical 
act that it would become for reformist thinkers, was a literal participation in Christ’s 
redemptive work as the believers’ earthly, physical suffering, by the “meane of 
Cristes passion,” was believed to contribute literally to the atonement of the believer.   
Book 2: The Role of Imagination in the Interpretation of Affliction  
Although More sets forth theological principles about suffering in book 1, it is in 
book 2 that he takes on the problem of applying these paradoxical truths to lived 
experience. Billingsley argues that while book 1 appealed to the reason, book 2 
directs its focus on the senses.73 More thus turns his attention to the fearful 
imaginations of suffering and the feelings of grief, fear, and dread they evoke. Rather 
than seek to abnegate or repress the power of such human emotions, More instead 
accommodates the image-making capacity of the mind by fighting “false fantasies” 
with alternative images and stories. While, as Billingsley points out, the imagination 
may be misused through focus on “worldly tribulation,” it may also be used rightly 
when directed toward proper objects of meditation.74 
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In book 1, the word “imagination” occurs relatively few times, and the word 
“fancy” does not occur at all. Imagination, however, takes on a central role in book 2 
as Antony seeks to apply the principles of book 1 while taking into account the 
limitations and contingencies of suffering and frightened human beings. In the 
opening chapter of book 2, Vincent reflects on their previous discussion and worries 
that Antony’s “labour…in talkyng so long together without interpawsyng between / 
& that of mater studiouse & displesaunt” (More 12:78) may have tired him and 
worsened his illness. Antony acknowledges that he also reflected on the conversation 
and wishes that they “had more often enterchaungid words / & partid the talk 
between vs” (More 12:79). Antony recognizes the dialogue structure as a form of 
accommodation to both speakers because it enables them to divide the work between, 
enables both speakers to participate fully, and guards against weariness.   
Antony also modifies his style by acknowledging the value of “merry tales” 
in the process of seeking comfort. Citing Thomas Aquinas on the value of 
playfulness and joking,75 Vincent argues that “proper plesaunt talkyng…is a good 
vertew, servyng to refresh the mynd & make it quikke & lusty to labour & study 
agayne / where contynuall fatigacion wold make it dull and dedly” (More 12:82). 
Antony hesitatingly agrees, explaining that joking and merry tales are so natural to 
humans that they would be used whether he sanctioned them or not (More 12:82). He 
assents that, as long as God is the first cause of comfort, “some honest worldly 
myrth” may be allowed as an accommodation to “diuersitie of diuers mens myndes” 
(More 12:83). By comparing his audience to children who do not want to take 
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medicine unless it is “temprid with some such thing for his fancye as maketh the 
meate or the medisin lesse holsome than it shuld be” (More 12:84), he acknowledges 
that as a counselor he must concede to “fancy” so that his message will be received. 
As a result, in book 2, More uses many examples and merry tales, elicits more input 
from Vincent, and dwells at length on the pitfalls and proper use of the imagination.  
For More, the imagination, or “fancy,” is the central battleground in the 
struggle with Satan. It is through the imagination that the sufferer “frames” or shapes 
their vision of the trials they are currently experiencing and that lie ahead of them. In 
his discussion of the “night’s fear,” or suffering that arises for an unknown cause, 
More argues that “fantasye dowbleth” dread and causes the sufferer to believe that 
their circumstance is “much worse than in dede it is” (More 12:107). The overly 
scrupulous person, for instance, “frameth hym selfe many tymes dowble the feare 
that he hath cause” (More 12:113). He asserts that such fear comes about not only 
because of the way the individual “frames” their experience but also because the 
devil “hath framid” it so “in their fantasye” (More 12:112). In his discussion of 
temptation, More identifies the physical makeup of the individual as a source of 
vulnerability to Satanic attack, acknowledging that Satan not only uses external 
circumstances to tempt Christians, but also “mens complexcions within them, helth 
or siknes, good humours or bad / by which they be light hartid or lumpish / strong 
hartid / or faynt & feble of spirite  / bold & hardy / or timerouse & ferefull of corage” 
(More 12:149). More bases his view on the interconnectedness of the body and soul, 
observing that “for sith the soule& the bodye be so kynt and ionyd together, that they 
both make between them one person / the distemperaunce of either other, engendreth 
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some tyme the distemperaunce of both twayne” (More 12:152). As a result, he 
advises those struggling with sin to see a doctor and those who are sick to seek the 
aid of a priest (More 12:151-52). Regardless of what humoural disadvantages a 
person may possess, More regards such difficulties as sources of merit. Discussing 
the example of a person who struggles with unwanted or intrusive thoughts, More 
points out that since “he taketh such thoughts displesauntly & striveth & fighteth 
against them / he hath therby a good token that he is godes favour” (More 12:153). 
More goes so far as to argue, citing Jean Gerson, that such internal struggle may 
“stand hym in stede of his purgatory” (More 12:153). 
Even as More validates the private, interior struggle of sufferers, he also 
underscores the vulnerability of the imagination to deception and delusion. In 
response to his doubt about the capacity of the individual to interpret their 
circumstances rightly, he exhorts sufferers to look outside themselves, to the 
resources of the church and its traditions, in order to find certainty. For More, the 
church is the epistemological anchor that enables him to ascertain what is real in the 
midst of both an inner and outer world full of delusions and false images. Antony 
considers the mind’s capacity for delusion in 2.16, where he discusses the problem of 
a person who believes that God has told him to commit suicide. Among the tests 
proposed for evaluating revelations, Antony warns Vincent to ask “whether he fall 
into any singularite of opinions, against the scripture of god, or agaysnt the comen 
faith of christes catholique church” (More 12:133). “Singularity,” for Antony, may 
lead to error, and the scripture and the shared beliefs of the church provide the basis 
for truth. By identifying scripture as “of God” and the church as “christes catholique 
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church,” Antony underscores the divine origin of both Scripture and tradition, 
arguing that these two forms of revelation taken together form the basis for 
discerning whether a new insight constitutes “revelation” or not. For More, dialogue 
serves as a means of testing the validity of truth claims. For instance, as a remedy for 
the delusions of the suicidal man, More imagines a scenario in which friend uses 
counsel, combined with accommodating rhetoric that takes into account the man’s 
emotional state, in order to order to correct his false conviction (More 12:129). Thus, 
while More validates the individual’s internal struggle, he finds the resources for 
overcoming Satan’s delusions outside the self, in the spiritual resources of Christ and 
his church. Thus, in book 3, Antony pushes Vincent beyond discussion of the pitfalls 
of the imagination into the process of orienting the will through meditation. For 
More, looking outward to the church, to heaven and hell, and to the passion of Christ 
strengths him to endure suffering despite the persistence of fear. These broader 
contexts help More not by doing away with his fear, but by enabling him to place it 
in perspectives that render the painful experience of persecution meaningful and 
worth enduring.  
Book 3: the Role of the Will in the Interpretation of Religious Persecution  
In book 3, More finally turns his focus to religious persecution itself, which he refers 
to as Satan’s open assault, addressing in turn the loss of goods, imprisonment, 
physical harm, and execution. In this section, More appeals to the will, exhorting 
sufferers to submit to religious persecution willingly, bringing to it the same 
disposition they would bring to spiritual disciplines like fasting or penance.In 
appealing to the will, however, More does not abnegate the other faculties. Instead, 
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he calls upon the affections and imagination by encouraging the sufferer to visualize 
scenes of heaven, hell, and the passion of Christ in which their personal fear takes on 
meaning in light of larger realities. Often structuring these mental tableaux in the 
form of juxtapositions, More encourages the sufferer to choose between contrasting 
images---to fear hell more than they fear earthly suffering and to prize the 
approbation of the church over the condemnation of the world. Like the dialogue 
form itself, the meditative process draws upon the imagination but seeks to push it 
beyond its natural limitations in order to grasp the reorienting and paradoxical 
realities revealed in light of the “other” world. 
 In order to exhort sufferers to submit willingly to their imprisonment, More 
contrasts the pain of temporary confinement on earth with the eternal punishments of 
hell. Just as in book 2 More explored the ways in which fear may make a threat seem 
worse than it really is, so he argues in book 3 that fear may lead to “wrong 
Imaginacion” and “vntrew perswacion” about the nature of freedom and bondage. 
We only think freedom is better than imprisonment, Antony asserts, because “our 
fantasy frameth vs a false opinion, by which we deceive our selfe and take yt 
[imprisonment] for sorer than yt is” and because we “take our selfe before for more 
fre than we be & prisonment for a stranger thing to vs than yt is in dede” (More 
12:276). Instead, he demonstrates that all human beings are in “bondage” to sin 
(More 12:253), under the supervision of the “jailer,” God, and awaiting an imminent 
and unavoidable execution (More 12:268). 
Because most people are distracted by earthly concerns, they do not 
recognize that they are imprisoned, Antony explains. Nevertheless, the invisibility of 
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the prison is simply an indicator of the its strength and size: “And this prison is also 
so sure & so subtilly bildyd, that albeit that yt lyeth open on euery side without any 
wall in the world / yet wander we neuer so ferre about therin, the way to get out at / 
shall we neuer fynd / so that he nedeth not to coler vs nor to stokk vs for any fere of 
scapyng awaye” (More 12:272). Antony describes the “jail” of the world as “subtilly 
bildyd,” so that the freedom humans seem to experience is only a sign of God’s 
power as jailer; he does not need to “coler vs nor to stokk vs” because he knows that 
humans cannot escape (More 12:272). Those who believe they are free, Antony 
asserts “cant” and deceive themselves about the nature of their lives, living in a 
“false perswasion of welth” and in “forgetfulness of our wretched state” (More 
12:273). Such distorted interpretation of imprisonment is particularly dangerous, 
Antony argues, because it places the individual in danger of eternal confinement in 
hell. He cautions sufferers against abandoning Christ out of fear of imprisonment, 
lest “with the avoydying of an easier prison,” we “fall into a worse / & in stede of a 
prison that can not kepe vs long, fall into that prison out of which we can neuer come 
/ where the short prisonment wold wynne vs euerlastyng lybertie” (More 12:280). 
Instead, Antony exhorts Vincent to meditate on the imprisonment of biblical heroes 
such as Joseph, Daniel, and above all, Christ (More 12:279). 
On the basis of his comparison between imprisonment and the general human 
condition, Antony exhorts sufferers to assent to their imprisonment willingly. 
Although divine grace is needed for proper interpretation of suffering, the choice to 
accept suffering, More suggests, lies within the power of the sufferer. More 
emphasizes the capacity of an individual to transform their experience of 
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imprisonment by control of the will. In developing this idea, More draws upon Stoic 
teachings, citing Seneca as a source of “good remedy” for prisoners: 
The greest grief that is in bondage or captivite, ys this as I trow / that we be 
forced to do such labour, as with our good will we wold not / But than against 
this griefe Senek techeth vs a good remedy / Semper da operam, ne quid 
inuitus facias / Endevour thy selfe euermore, that thow do nothing against thy 
will / But that thing that we se we shall nedes do / let vs vse alwey / to put 
our good will therto. (More 12:254) 
Freedom, for Seneca, is an interior state rather than an external circumstance. As a 
result, the contented prisoner is more “free” than the discontented man who has 
liberty. More draws upon Stoicism in order to support his argument that the Christian 
should assent to suffering and cooperate with the work God is doing through it by 
applying their “good will” to the situation. Although More emphasizes the will here, 
he does so as the culmination of discussion of the imagination and the affections. He 
thus embeds this Senecan counsel in the broader context of an accommodating 
approach to human fear of affliction. In addition, he attributes the ability to “quiet” 
the mind and “hold oneself content” to both wisdom and grace, giving an important 
role to divine assistance in the struggle for self-mastery (More 12:261). 
For More, the ascetic serves as a model of willing acceptance of confinement:  
Many a good man there is you wot well / which without any force at all / or 
any necessite wherfor he shuld do so, suffreth these ij thynges willingly of his 
own choyse, with mich other hardnes more / holy monkes I meane of the 
charterouse order / such as neuer passe their selles / but onely to the church 
set fast by their cells /  & thence to their celles agane/ & saynt Brygittes order 
/ & s. clares mich like / & in a maner all close religiouse howses / And yet 
Ancres & ancresses most especially / all whose whole rome is lesse than a 
metely large chamber / And yet they there as well content many long yeres 
together / as are other men (& better to) that walke about the world / And 
therfor you may see that the lothes of lesse rome, & the dore shit vppon vs / 
while so many folke are so well content thewith, & will for goddess love live 
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so to chuse, ys but an horrour enhauncid of our own fantasye. (More 12:276-
77) 
More, who spent four years in the Charterhouse, draws upon the ascetic mentality, 
the willful embrace of restriction for spiritual purposes, as an example of 
“contentment” in the midst of confinement. He thus seeks to transform religious 
persecution forced on him from without into a voluntary act of self-denial and 
submission to God. As his discussion of spiritual discipline as an experience that 
feels simultaneously hot and cold suggests, More does not seem to think that willing 
assent to suffering involves the abnegation of the physical and emotional pain it 
brings. Even as he cites Seneca, More recognizes the ambivalent nature of suffering 
and acknowledges that contrary emotions may coexist even when the will has fully 
assented to suffering.  
 As More moves from discussion of imprisonment to discussion of 
preparation for martyrdom, he emphasizes the role of the affections, arguing that 
“thaffections of menys myndes toward thencrease or decreace of dreade, maketh 
mich of the matter” (More 12:281). As More explains, the “bodily senses, movid by 
such things plesaunt or displesaunt” shape the affections by “imprinting” them with 
images (More 12:281). At the same time, More argues, the reason also works on the 
affections to “temper” the impressions of the senses (More 12:282). Rather than seek 
to mitigate passion, More argues that the right kind of affection, rather than the lack 
of affection, is essential for the endurance of martyrdom. As More points out, the 
affections are crucial to the endurance of persecution: “as the tone kynd of affeccion 
[spiritual] or the tother [sensual] berreth the strength in our hart / so be we stronger 
or febler against the terror of deth in this cause” (More 12:282). Thus, the affections 
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are the battleground on which the reason and the senses, addressed in books 1 and 2, 
vie for mastery. More presents the shaping of the affections as an extended process 
that requires the aid of the Holy Spirit, counsel, and prayer in order that “spirituall 
affections” “may be habitually radicate & surely take depe rote” in the soul (More 
12:282). At the same time, however, More acknowledges the persistence of conflict 
between divided affections, explaining that although human beings can never “clene 
avoid” affections that are “ferefull & sensuall,” we can still “bridle” them a “hed 
strong horse” (More 12:282). 
Those faced with the threat of martyrdom, More exhorts, should direct their 
affections through meditation upon Christ, the “guyde” who has gone before martyrs 
and shown the way (More 12:311). Billingsley argues that More presents Christ as 
the connection between the earthly and spiritual realms by presenting the passion as 
the ultimate act of accommodation that forges a link between this world and the next 
and makes it possible for human suffering to accrue reward. As Billinglsey asserts, 
meditation on the passion of Christ enables the sufferer to “mediate between equally 
difficult extremes: on the one hand, the ‘wrong imagination’ of worldly tribulation, 
which endangers us by wrongly focusing our minds; and on the other, the 
‘uncognitable joy’ of heaven, which neither imagination nor reason is equipped to 
summon up.”76 
In book 3, chapter 27, More argues that a “a right Imagynacion and 
remembraunce of Christes byttre passion,” which he evokes through a vivid 
description of Christ’s beaten, bleeding body, will “inflame our kay cold hartes, & 
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set them on fire in his love / that we shuld fynd our selfe not onely content, but also 
glad & desierouse to suffer death for his sake” (More 12:312-13). Again identifying 
the imagination as the faculty that shapes the experience of suffering, More argues 
that meditation upon Christ’s passion will actually diminish both fear and pain: “yf 
we had the fyfteneth part of the love to Christ, that he both had and hath to vs: all the 
payne of this Turkes perseucion, could not keep vs from hym / but that there wold be 
at this day, as many martires here in Hungarye, as haue bene afore in other countries 
of old” (More 12:315). 
In order to give this point visual immediacy, More presents a vivid triptych 
scene in which he asks the reader first to imagine the sight and sound of the Turks 
attacking with “trumpettes / taberettes, & tumbrellles” and guns. More then creates a 
juxtaposition between the Turk and the armies of hell, asking the reader to imagine 
that “sodaynly” “on the tother side” the ground were to break open and the “devilles 
rise out of hell, & shew themselfe in such vgly shape as dampnid wretchis shall see 
them / & with that hydyouse howlyg that those hell howndes shuld shrich / lay hell 
open on euery side round about our fete, that as we stode / we shuld sloke downe 
into that pestilent pitt & se the swarme of sely soules in the terrible tourmentes there” 
(More 12:315). This comparison, More argues, would make those who saw both 
scenes “scantly remembre” the Turks. After visualizing these two spectacles, 
however, More asks the reader to turn their attention to a third tableau:  
yf there might than apere the glory of god, the Trynitie in his high 
mervelouse maiestie, our savior in his glorious manhood sittyng on his Trone, 
with his Immaculate mother & all that glorious companye callyg vs there 
vnto them / & that yet our way shuld lye thorow mervelouse paynfull deth 
before we could come at them: vppon the sight I say / of that glory, there 
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wold I wene be no man that ones wold shrinke therat / but euery man wold 
run on toward them in all that euer he might, though there lay for malice to 
kyll vs by the way, both all the Turkes tourmentours, & all the devilles to / 
(More 12:315) 
The sight of this third scene of the Trinity, particularly the glorified Christ, 
visualized here for the first time in his resurrected rather than suffering state, Mary, 
and the “glorious companye” of the saints, More argues, does not diminish the 
terrors of the Turks or the devil, but rather makes these threats worth enduring in 
order to gain the glory glimpsed in this final scene.  
  As he nears the final pages of the Dialogue of Comfort, More shifts his focus 
from spiritual martyrdom to literal martyrdom, drawing upon the submission of the 
reason, imagination, and will developed in the Dialogue in order to imagine himself 
enduring his walk to the scaffold. His desire to gain the approbation of the “glorious 
company” of the church serves a goal that motivates him to endure persecution 
despite the persistence of fear. In one of the most striking visual comparisons in the 
work, More asks the reader to imagine his walk to execution as a passage between 
two worlds witnessed by the two communities that occupy these worlds:  
Now yf it were so Cosyn that ye shuld be brought throwo the brode high 
street of a greate long cytie / And that al along the way that ye were goyng, 
there were on the tone side of the way a rable of raggid beggers & mad men 
that wold despise you & desprayse you, with all the shamfull names that they 
could call you, & all the raylyng words that they could say to you / & that 
there were than all along the tother side of the same street where you shuld 
come by, a goodly company standing in a fayre range arow, of wise & 
worshipfull folke, alowyng & commendyng you / mo than fiveteen tymes as 
many as that rable of Raggid beggers & raylyng mad men are / wold you let 
your way by your will, wenyng that you went vnto your shame, for the 
shamfull gestyng & raylyng of those mad folysh wretchis / or hold on your 
way with a good chere & a glad hart, thinking your seelfe mich honoryd by 
the lawde & approbacion of that other honourable sort / (More 12:289).  
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More sets this scene on earth, on the “brode high street of a greate long city,” yet 
mingles earthly and otherworldly communities in the two “companies” that line the 
street. While drawing upon earthly notions of rank and position in society, he uses 
this earthly scene to invert societal norms, presenting the persecuted minority as the 
majority and recasting the powerful as a marginalized and insane.  Pointing to the 
example of Stephen, who saw a vision of heaven opened while being stoned to death, 
More explains the heavenly nature of this community and the special visionary 
capacity needed to see it by arguing that, as at the death of Steven, so “at the deth 
also of euery man that so dieth for the faith, god with his hevenly companye 
beholdith his hole passion & verily loketh on” (More 12:289). 
More depicts the church as an orderly community, “standing in a fayre range 
arow.” He also emphasizes the size of this community, noting that it is “mo than 
fiveteen tymes” larger than the opposing cohort. Given More’s previous discussion 
of Stephen’s vision and his later description of the group as “all the glorious 
company of hevyn,” this group seems to derive its large size from the inclusion of 
Christians from throughout time, both living and dead. He contrasts the order and 
morality of the “glorious company,” comprising “wise and worshipfull folk” with the 
disorder of the “rable,” characterized by their indecorous speech as they employ 
“shamfull names,” “raylyng words,” and “shamfull gestyng & raylyng” to insult the 
sufferer. The “glorious company,” furthermore, is of high social standing, as seen in 
More’s description of this group as “honourable sort,” and his argument that their 
“lawde & approbacion” causes the sufferer to feel “mich honoryd.” His presentation 
of the other company as a group of “raggid beggars” accentuates the contrast in rank 
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between the two groups. Vincent recognizes this contrast of rank as he responds to 
Antony: “Nay by my trowth vncle there is no dowght, but I wold mich regard the 
comendacion of those commendable folke / & not regard a rish the raylyng of all 
those Ribaldes” (More 12:289). Antony replies by presenting the difference in value 
between the words of the two groups as incommensurate, since the heavenly 
community is a hundred times bigger than the other group, and “an hundredth tymes 
more to be regarded and estemyd, than of the tother an hundredth such whole rabels” 
(More 12:290).  Through the size and rank of the community, More inverts the actual 
nature of such scenes in which the friends and supporters of the condemned make up 
a small, marginalized majority, while those who rail against the executed have the 
powerful on their side.  
More’s description of this public scene comes only after hundreds of pages of 
wrestling with the private, internal dimensions of suffering. Through an extended 
struggle with Satan and with his own fear, More becomes ready to face his accusers 
and to endure the agonizing moments leading up to his execution. For More, the 
ability to endure literal martyrdom comes through a process of spiritual martyrdom 
through which he submits himself to God in the internal dimensions of the reason, 
imagination, and will. For More, it is this private disposition of surrender despite the 
persistence of fear, rather than the public act of martyrdom, that constitutes true 
spiritual heroism.    
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Conclusion 
More identifies martyrdom as an internal spiritual struggle rather than primarily as a 
public conflict. Emphasizing practices like meditation and prayer, More presents 
preparation for martyrdom as a lifelong process of struggling with Satan and the self. 
Recognizing the complexity and ambivalence of subjective experience, More 
identifies the struggle with temptation as the underlying conflict in religious 
persecution. Looking to Christ as his model of exemplary suffering, More recognizes 
that powerful feelings of grief and fear may coexist with love for God. As a result, 
More seeks to accommodate human nature by appealing to the faculties of the reason, 
imagination, and will in turn. Through his use of dialogue form as well as through 
his integration of merry tales and visualization into the text, he seeks to draw upon 
rather than abnegate the senses and imagination. Even as More seeks to 
accommodate human nature, he also recognizes the limitations and vulnerabilities of 
the solitary sufferer and directs them to seek resources for their interior struggle by 
turning to the community of the church. At once expressing skepticism about the 
capacity of the individual to ascertain truth and confidence in the ability of the 
church to transmit truth accurately, More turns to community as a means of 
stabilizing internal conflict.  By encouraging sufferers to look outside themselves by 
meditating on Christ and the “other” world, More pushes readers to question and 
reconstruct the imagination framework they are using to interpret their affliction.  
In the next chapter, I will trace the ways in which the reformist John Bale 
both draws upon and transforms many of the Roman Catholic approaches to 
suffering embraced by More. Rather than align himself with the terrified Christ of 
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Gethsemane, Bale will associate himself with the apocalyptic visions of the book of 
Revelation. As I will argue in the next chapter, reformists argue for a church defined 
by division rather than consensus, transform religious persecution into a mark of 
membership in the “true” church, shift their exegetical focus from the passion to the 
apocalypse, and place religious persecution in the context of a historical struggle 
with the “other” church—the “false” church of the antichrist—rather than primarily 
in the context of the “other” world as More does. In Bale’s estimation, the realm of 
delusion and false appearances lies not within the imagination but in the visual 
spectacle of Roman Catholic worship.  Whereas, for More, the self is divided and 
uncertain but the church is unified, for Bale, the self is unified and confident while 
the church is divided.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Chapter 2: 
Eating a Bittersweet Book:  
Religious Persecution as a Response to the Word in John Bale’s Vocacyon (1553) 
and Image of Both Churches (1545) 
 
“Go take the little book which is open in the hand of the angel,” a voice tells the 
apostle John in Revelation chapter 10, and “take it and eat it up.” John eats, and finds 
that the taste of the book is “sweet as honey” in his mouth but “bitter” in his stomach. 
In his commentary on this passage in The Image of Both Churches (1547), John Bale 
interprets the combination of sweetness and bitterness John discovers in eating the 
book as an image of his own identity as a reformed minister, explicating the 
symbolism of Revelation 10 as emblematic of his internalization of the Word and the 
conflict that results. For Bale, the defining characteristic of members of the “true” 
church is their ability to take the Scriptures into themselves by understanding its 
mysteries through the aid of the Holy Spirit. The “bitterness” of the Word appears, 
however, in the conflict it creates between believers and the surrounding culture: 
“When the knowledge of truth is once received, and surely settled in the heart, it 
engendereth a spirit of indignation, and a zeal of God very bitter against all 
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wickedness.”77 These two sensations that result from internalization the Word---
interpretive confidence and conflict with the “other” church---shape the tone and 
structure of Bale’s response to his experiences of religious persecution. Belief in the 
legibility of the Word makes Bale an assertive interpretor of history, nature, and the 
self. At the same time, belief that accurate preaching of the Word garners the 
antagonism of the world inspires Bale to point to religious persecution as a definitive 
mark of membership in the “true” church, not only during his own time but 
throughout the history of the church.  
In contrast to More, who identifies the inner self as the site of conflict 
between flesh and spirit, Bale associates the inner self as a space transformed and 
illumined by the Word, which, he claims, believers understand clearly and without 
ambivalence. He locatesconflict outside of himself, in the struggle between the 
“true” and “false” churches on the stage of history.Thus, the contradictory 
experience suggested by the image of the bittersweet book arises does not arise from 
warring elements within the self. Rather, it arises from a dichotomy between 
application of the Word to the self, which brings confidence, and application of the 
Word to the external world, which, he believes, leads inevitably to conflict.  
For Bale, persecution functions as a means of confirming that he has 
interepreted the Word rightly. Believing that accurate reading of the Word inevitably 
provokes conflict, he regards his suffering as a sign of his legitimacy as a reader and 
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preacher of the Word. Evoking Tyndale’s argument that the “nature of the Word of 
God is to be persecuted,” Bale points to his affliction as evidence for the veracity not 
only of his own preaching, but of the reformed faith in general. His recognition of 
persecution as a sign of reformed identity motivates him to write biographies of 
reformist saints such as Ann Askew and John Oldcastle.  
In this chapter, I will examine Bale’s interpretation of suffering by first 
discussing the reformist belief that the Scripture is “open” to those who properly 
understand the relationship between law and grace. Looking at Bale’s 1545 
commentary on the book of Revelation, The Image of Both Churches, I will argue 
that Bale extends the reformist belief in the legibility of the Word to history as well. 
Within his reading of Scripture and history, internalization of the Word and the 
suffering that results from the tension between Word and world become the signs by 
which the “true” church can be recognized. In particular, Bale points to exile as a 
mark of the church’s identity as an embattled minority and as a license for a bold 
stance toward the “false” church.   
Finally, I will examine how Bale applies the historical and scriptural 
framework and rhetorical stance he develops in the Image to his reading of his own 
life in the Vocacyon. In doing so, I will explore the exegetical strategies Bale uses in 
order to substantiate his calling as a minister, including his comparison of himself 
with the apostle Paul and his attempt to situate himself in a lineage of persecuted 
truth speakers. At the same time, however, I will argue that the complicated political 
exigencies of Bale’s time in Ireland at times defy his attempts to ascribe clear 
meaning, particularly in the relationship between the “true” church and the state.  
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I. The Legibility of the Word, History, and Nature in the Image of Both 
Churches and Examinations of Ann Askew 
For Bale, the reformist redefinition of the relationship between law and gospel 
provides the basis for his claims to exegetical insight as a preacher and writer. Luther 
and Tyndale both proposed a dramatic difference between those living under law and 
those living under gospel; for these writers, ability to understand Scripture is a 
natural outcome of the shift from a law-based understanding of salvation to one 
based on the salvation by faith alone. In the Obedience of the Christian Man (1528), 
Tyndale redefines the distinction between “letter” and “spirit” outlined by Paul in 2 
Corinthians 3 as the difference not between the literal and the allegorical senses but 
between law and gospel.78 Whereas the law is external, “graven in two tables of cold 
stone,” the gospel is written on the heart. Rather than a law imposed from without, it 
transforms the believer from within, enabling them to keep God’s commands by faith 
rather than by works (Tyndale 308). For those who try to keep the law by works, 
Tyndale explains, the law functions as a hostile and threatening enemy that does 
nothing but “kill, and damn the consciences” (Tyndale 308). In contrast, for those 
who turn to Christ in faith gain the capacity to love and obey the law (Tyndale 308). 
For Tyndale, however, the movement from law to gospel involves a painful 
process of self-recognition as the individual grasps their total inability to keep the 
law and therefore their abject helplessness before God. Rather than locate spiritual 
transformation in an ongoing internal struggle between flesh and spirit as More does, 
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these writers reconceptualize spiritual change as an abnegation of self and reliance 
on the righteousness of someone external to themselves---the historical Christ. Using 
the image of a violent storm that nonetheless brings rain, Tyndale outlines the 
progression from conviction of sin provoked by law to comfort brought by the gospel:  
No man therefore can prevent the Spirit in doing good. The Spirit must first 
come, and wake him out of his sleep with the thunder of the law, and fear 
him, and shew him his miserable estate and wretchedness; and make him 
abhor and hate himself, and to desire help; and then comfort him again with 
the pleasant rain of the gospel, that is to say, with the sweet promises of God 
in Christ, and stir up faith in him to believe the promises. (Tyndale 498) 
Within Tyndale’s law-gospel progression, the thunder of law and the rain of gospel 
occur in a particular order in which thunder must come first, since the self-loathing 
evoked by the law places the person in a position to receive comfort. Furthermore, 
the experience of law, rather than encourage a person to try harder, merely serves to 
reveal man’s utter incapacity, causing the reader to “abhor and hate himself.” As a 
result of this self-hatred, Tyndale argues, the reader will “desire help,” and thus 
become prepared to receive God’s promises by faith. Whereas for Catholics like 
More recognition of sinfulness provides an occasion to accrue merit through the 
struggle with sin (albeit aided by divine grace), for reformists recognition of 
sinfulness is supposed to provoke the sinner to abandon all reliance on themselves 
and trust fully in Christ.Thus, reformists translate psychological struggle between 
warring aspects of the self into a soteriological conflict between law and gospel in 
which law represents the efforts of the self and gospel represents the abandonment 
and abnegation of the self in favor of faith in Christ. Although writers like Luther 
continue to emphasize violent internal conflict, they define the internal dichotomy in 
terms that differ markedly from the way a writer like More or Erasmus defined the 
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divided self. Sharp distinction between law and gospel, furthermore, transforms 
reformist writers’ view of accommodation, causing them to reject the strategies of a 
writer like More who seeks to appeal to rather than abnegate the human faculties of 
the imagination and senses.  
According to Tyndale, this understanding of the law/gospel relationship 
makes Scripture clear and accessible. After summarizing his doctrinal position on 
law and gospel in the Pathway to the Holy Scriptures (c. 1530), he concludes:  
These things, I say, to know, is to have all the scripture unlocked and opened 
before thee; so that if thou wilt go in, and read, thou canst not but understand. 
And in these things to be ignorant, is to have all the scripture locked up; so 
that the more thou readest it, the blinder thou art, and the more contrariety 
thou findest in it, and the more tangled art thou therein, and canst nowhere 
through. (Tyndale 27) 
Correct understanding of law and gospel, Tyndale argues, makes accurate, 
harmonious interpretation nearly inevitable (“thou canst not but understand”). For 
those who do not relate law and gospel correctly, however, Tyndale asserts that the 
Scripture only grows more and more difficult, complicated, and contradictory. For 
Bale, as for Tyndale, the shift from law to gospel provides the basis for the 
internalization of the Word and for the radical accessibility of the “literal” sense that 
both writers claim.  
 Tyndale asserts that persecution is a sign that the believer’s interpretation of 
Scripture and the self are accurate. Envisioning a world at odds with the reformists, 
he sees persecution as the inevitable outcome of this essential opposition between 
these two systems: “The nature of God's word is to fight against hypocrites. It began 
at Abel and hath ever since continued, and shall, I doubt not, until the last day. And 
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the hypocrites have alway the world on their side; as thou seest in the time of Christ” 
(Tyndale 133). Since, according to Tyndale, the “hypocrites,” or people attempting 
to justify themselves through their works, will always be at once powerful and 
resistant to the Word, “the nature of the Word of God is to be persecuted” (Tyndale 
131). Thus, Tyndale argues that persecution in particular, rather than just suffering in 
general, is a sign of true faith. Addressing nonconformists experiencing persecution 
for their reading of vernacular Scripture, Tyndale encourages them to interpret their 
suffering as an “evident token” that they possess the true Word of God (Tyndale 
131-32). Tyndale wants his readers to interpret their persecution as an encouraging 
sign and, resultantly, as a source of “comfort” and renewed boldness. This 
persecution, rather than undermining their faith, instead makes them “sure” that they 
possess God’s Word. Furthermore, Tyndale identifies suffering with the very nature 
of Christianity itself, interpreting “tribulation” as the central meaning of baptism: 
"Tribulation is our right baptism; and is signified by plunging into the water. ‘We 
that are baptized in the name of Christ,’ saith Paul, ‘are baptized to die with him’” 
(Tyndale 138). Thus, for Tyndale, suffering and “tribulation” are inherent 
characteristics of God’s true followers, as well as of his Word, throughout biblical 
history. He desires his readers to interpret their own suffering in light of this 
paradigm in order to find comfort, courage, and even assurance of salvation: "By 
suffering art thou sure” (Tyndale 139).  
 George Joye, in his 1544 A Present Consolation for the Suffers of Persecution 
similarly argues that the “true” church will inevitably suffer persecution because the 
preaching of the Word naturally provokes opposition and that, consequently, 
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persecution is a sign that the Word is being preached rightly. The connection 
between the church and persecution is so strong that “if there be no persecucion at 
any tyme in Englond, so is there nether Chryste nor any of his members.”79 As a 
result, he encourages persecuted English believers to identify their suffering as a 
source of great comfort. Because Joye sees persecution as the natural response to the 
“true” church, he sees religious conflict as inevitable and necessary: “And there is no 
toke~ so certayn manifest and euident of the worde of god arysing and cominge forth 
into syght, as when ye se a common publike discorde in, and of the religion” (Joye 
Biir). Joye argues that “publike discord” over religious issues is such a trustworthy 
mark of God’s work that argues that no other “token” compares and underscores this 
point by using three synonyms (“certain,” “manifest,” and “evident”) in order to 
emphasize the reliability of this sign.  
 He points to the reception of Christ’s message in the gospels as evidence to 
support his argument that the preaching of the word puts an end to civil harmony: 
“The Iewes were the peple of god agreinge in theyr religion, waitinge for Messias, 
kepingetheyrceremonyes rites &c. quiet1 and in peace till Chryst was comen & had 
preched his gospell, yea Christe is not so sone borne but he hath an Antichryst, as 
sone as he preched he had a Iudas” (Joye Avl). Contrasting the harmony of the 
Jewish people before the advent of Christ with the discord that arose after Christ 
came, Joye asserts the preaching of the gospel puts an end to civil and religious 
harmony. According to Joye, the “true” church naturally attracts its opposite, the 
“false” church, so that wherever Christ is, the “antichrist” will also appear. Joye 
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further underscores the violence and civil discord that he believes was integral to the 
spread of the gospel:  
So that where as is no persecucion of Christes religion but all in securite and 
reste there is that chirchelykely not to continewelonge in the trwe faithe. For 
Christe is no where borne, be he neuer so lytle without tumult & blodshedinge 
of innocents as it is wryten, Matth. i .Trowth it is that Huldrike Zwinglius sayd. 
In blode is the gospell planted, with blode therfore must it be conserued and 
defended. (Joye Bvl) 
Joye asserts that “securite and rest” quickly leads to divergence from the “trwe 
faithe.” He points to Herod’s killing of baby boys in Matthew 1 as a precedent for 
the widespread “blodshedinge of innocents” he believes accompanies the gospel, and 
his citation of Zwingli further supports this idea that the gospel and “blode” are 
inextricably connected. Conversely, peace and prosperity in the church inevitably 
lead to corruption: “when the chyrche was in moste welthe and ease, the prelats in 
idleness aspiringe for riches and honor, then entred into it, the most pestele~t poyson 
and destruccion of all godly doctrine, then encreased all ydolatry heresyes 
supersticion, and mens deuilyssh tradicions” (Joye Biiiir). “Welthe,” “ease,” and 
aspiration lead the human pride as expressed in heresies and the exaltation of 
extrabiblical traditions and superstitions.   
In the Image of Both Churches, Bale draws upon Tyndale’s view of Scripture 
as clear if read in the proper progression from law to gospel as well as Tyndale’s 
belief that the preaching of the Word provokes persecution. For Bale, ability to 
understand and receive the Scripture is one of the most significant characteristics of 
the “true” church. Like Tyndale, he frequently uses images of locks and keys in 
order to express the access to truth that he believes characterizes the “true” church. 
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Despite the notorious difficulty of the allegories in the book of Revelation, Bale 
asserts that the text is legible to “faithful believers”: “Though this heavenly treasure 
of health be under lock and key of unknown similitudes, and so be shut up from the 
untoward and wicked generation for their unbelievers’ sake; yet will it be plain 
enough to the faithful believers instantly calling upon him which hath the key of 
David to open unto them the door of his infallible verities” (Bale, Select Works, 260-
61). Although allegories serve as the “lock,” Christ holds the “key” and will open the 
text to the believer, making the text “plain enough.”   
Bale argues that because the “true” church understands Scripture, they 
understand history as well. In his preface to the Image of Both Churches, Bale offers 
justification for his application of Revelation to history:  
It is a full clearance to all the chronicles and most notable histories which 
hath been wrote since Christ’s ascension, opening the true nature of their ages, 
times, and seasons. He that hath store of them, and shall diligently search 
them over, conferring the one with the other, time with time, and age with 
age, shall perceive most wonderful causes. For in the text are they only 
proponed in effect, and promised to follow in their seasons, and so ratified 
with the other scriptures; but in the chronicles they are evidently seen by all 
ages fulfilled. Yet is the text a light to the chronicles, and not the chronicles 
to the text. (Bale, Select Works, 253) 
Bale sees himself as a writer working in the latter days of God’s revelation, in which 
it is now possible to understand history as the fulfillment of prophecy, and to 
comprehend the “wonderful causes” of events by using Scripture as a “light” to 
chronicles. The many visual terms he uses (“perceive,” “evidently seen,” “light”) 
reveal his excitement about and optimism over the legibility of history, the “true 
nature” of which he believes is now available to a degree never before possible. This 
belief that reformed interpretive methods could bring visionary insight into the 
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meaning of history---even relatively recent events like Askew’s execution---
motivates Bale’s study of history throughout his works. He approaches the study of 
the past with the relish of a man who believes that his methods will bring “full 
clearance” to the “wonderful causes” that underlie history. It also provides impetus 
for his inclusion of first-person accounts like the Examinations of Ann Askew (1547), 
as well as the writing of his own first-person account of his year as a bishop in 
Ireland, the Vocacyon. Believing himself to have insight into history, he desires to 
set right inaccurate interpretations of events which, interpretations which, according 
to him, are the result of the incorrect exegesis of Scripture. 
Bale urges his readers to collate texts for themselves as well, as seen by 
juxtaposition of text and commentary in both the Image of Both Churches and the 
Examinations of Ann Askew. He frequently enjoins readers to “mark,” “confer,” and 
“compare” Scriptures with histories or with contemporary events. For example, he 
challenges his readers to compare the actions of Ann Askew’s accusers with the 
pattern of John the Baptist and Christ’s enemies in the New Testament: "Mark here 
the fashion of these tempting serpents, Standish and his fellows, and tell me if they 
be not like unto those viper's whelps which came to John Baptist (Matth. iii.) and to 
Christ Jesus preaching (Luke xii.)" (Bale, Select Works, 172). By pressing readers to 
observe and make judgments about Askew and her accusers, Bale calls for active 
participation by the readers, asking them to make their own “examination” and 
amend the judgment made in the historical trials by arriving at a “correct” reading. 
Thus, more than just historical records, these “examinations” are hermeneutic 
challenges for readers that push them to reassess Askew’s trial and execution in light 
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of the biblical and historical paradigms that Bale develops. Bale’s belief that the 
Bible renders history legible provides motivation and method for the writing of 
autobiography and biography.  
In interpreting the book of Revelation, Bale sees the text as the story of a 
conflict between two communities of readers and therefore between two visions of 
history and of the church. For Bale, these two visions are irreconcilable, and the 
result is ongoing conflict. Regarding Roman Catholics as people who seek to be 
justified by the law, he traces the conflict between the reformed and Catholic 
communities to the antithesis between law and gospel that he finds in Scripture. Bale 
interprets the persecution experienced by reformed believers as a result of this 
conflict between faith and works. In his explication of Revelation chapter 12, Bale 
interprets the pregnant woman clothed with the sun not as Mary, but as the church 
throughout history in whom, according to Bale, Christ has been “growing” like a 
child in the womb as history progresses. Bale sees this process of Christ being 
“fashioned” in the church as an ongoing, cumulative process coming to its climax in 
tribulations, since the labor pains of the woman clothed with the sun also, for Bale, 
signify “labours, dolours, blasphemies, troubles, and terrible persecutions,” without 
which, he argues she is “never delivered” of her child, Christ (Bale, Select Works, 
406). Similarly, he asserts that “Never is Christ earnestly received, till some of her 
members do suffer” (Bale, Select Works, 406). As a result, Bale argues that believers 
should “rejoice in all adversity” and “little…esteem their pains” (Bale, Select Works, 
406), recognizing themselves as participants in the struggle to bring Christ into the 
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world in which the church has been engaged throughout its history, but which is now 
coming to a climax as the pains of persecution increase.  
Bale’s image of the church as the angel clothed with the cloud in Revelation 
10 similarly emphasizes the persecution that results from their possession of the 
Word. Bale identifies the angel as “ministers,” and interprets the cloud as a sign that 
“these godly supporters of the Lord’s truth” will be “compassed with many hard 
showers and troublous crosses of opprobrious rebukes, scorns, slanders, lies, and 
open blasphemies.”  Like the inwardness of Christ in the woman clothed by the sun, 
the cloud signifies the church and the Word’s invisibility or obscurity to the world, 
so that “to many they seem not that they are in deed” (Bale, Select Works, 368). In 
Bale’s interpretation, however, the cloud possesses positive rather than only negative 
connotations, bringing forth “the sweet dew and rain of the mysteries of God” and 
nourishing those who believe and making them fruitful, just as the woman brings 
forth Christ. A rainbow also accompanies the rain, functioning as a mark or sign of 
God’s covenant. This multi-layered image of the cloud, like the image of the woman 
clothed with the sun, indicates Bale’s ambivalent vision of the church in the world. It 
is at once hidden and persecuted, yet carries life-giving truth. 
In particular, Bale points to exile as a mark of the “true” church’s alienation 
from the Roman Catholic Church. For Bale, exile is the natural state of the church, 
which exists as an outcast society in the world. “Into the desert sendeth the Lord his 
church,” Bale explains in the preface to part 2 of the Image of Both Churches, 
referencing Christ’s own flight from danger “when occasions were given him,” as 
well as Christ’s command that his disciples “free from city to city in time of their 
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persecutions” (Bale, Select Works, 254). Situating his own writings within the 
context of exile, he asserts that exile provides a position of greater freedom from 
which to critique the established church: “Flattery, dwelling at home, and sucking 
there still his mother’s breasts, may never tell out the truth; he sees so many dangers 
on every side, as displeasure of friends, decay of name, loss of goods, offence of 
great men, punishment of body, and jeopardy of life, with other such like” (Bale, 
Select Works, 254). In contrast, exile frees the preacher from the temptations caused 
by the fear of loss that remaining in England would provoke. In contrast to More, 
who sees the temptations raised by religious persecution as an inherent part of the 
experience of martyrdom, Bale views these temptations primarily as an obstacle to 
truth-speaking. He thus embraces exile for the advantages it offers to him as a 
preacher. According to Bale, those who have already separated themselves from the 
church serve as its most effective critics: “The forsaken wretched sort hath the Lord 
provided always to rebuke the world of sin for want of true faith, of hypocrisy for 
want of perfect righteousness, and of blindness for lack of godly judgment” (Bale, 
Select Works, 255). Because Scripture is, in Bale’s reading, at odds with the Roman 
Catholic Church, Bale argues that critique of the church must emerge from a place 
outside the church. Bale thus points to the historical situation of his exile as a part of 
God’s plan: “for nought is it not therefore, that he hath exiled a certain number of 
believing brethren the realms of England; of the which afflicted family my faith is 
that I am one” (Bale, Select Works, 254). Identifying himself as part of the “afflicted 
family” of exiles, Bale ascribes meaning to his exile by identifying it as an 
opportunity for particularly bold, assertive preaching through which he hopes to 
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“admonish Christ’s flock by this present revelation of their perils past, and the 
dangers to come for contempt of the gospel” (Bale, Select Works, 255). 
Thus, for Bale, his status as an exile serves as abasis of interpretive authority 
as a preacher and historian.  In the Image of Both Churches, he presents exile as the 
original occasion of the Revelation’s inspiration, as well as the circumstance of his 
own commentary. The apostle John, Bale points out, received this vision in exile, 
and many of the finest commentators on this book have been exiles as well (Bale, 
Select Works, 254). As Bale makes clear on the title page, where he identifies 
himself as an “exile also in this life for the faythfulltestimonie of Jesu” (Bale, Select 
Works, 250), his own situation qualifies him as a visionary reader of this text, since 
“of such a nature is the message of this book with the other contents thereof, that 
from no place is it sent more freely, opened more clearly, nor told forth more boldly, 
than out of exile” (Bale, Select Works, 254). 
 In the Image Bale situates recurring patterns of conflict between the two 
churches within a progressive narrative that unfolds in seven “ages of the world” 
(Bale, Select Works, 312) signified by the seven seals and four horses in the book of 
Revelation. The seven seals signify the opening of the Word of God in each age of 
history, while the four horses signify the state of the church during the four periods. 
In Bale’s reading, the white horse represents “the apostles and first disciples of 
Christ” (Bale, Select Works, 312), the red horse signifies persecutors of believers in 
the period “immediately after the apostles’ time” (Bale, Select Works, 313), the black 
horse points to the “heretics and unpure ministers, ambitious prelates, and false 
teachers” who arose during the period of peace in the church that began with the 
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reign of Pope Sylvester, the pope who ruled at the time of Constantine I. Bale 
associates the pale horse with the rise of “the ambitious prelates” (Bale, Select Works, 
319) and the building of monasteries, the rise of the universities, the invention of 
purgatory, and the increased use of images and relics (Bale, Select Works, 320). To 
Bale, the paleness of the horse represents the “dissembling manner” in which 
prelates “shewed sad countenances outwardly to appear fasting” (Bale, Select Works, 
320). He identifies his own age with the period of the pale horse: “nor yet is the pale 
horse down,nor his iniquity ended, but still he rageth the world over. Still reigneth 
the antichrists with their hypocrisy and false doctrine, the pope here in Europe, and 
other not all unlike unto him in Asia and Africa” (Bale, Select Works, 325). Although 
Bale does identify the pope with the Antichrist, he does not point to him as the only 
antichrist. Interpreting Mohammad as another Antichrist, he argues that the pope, 
although the European antichrist, is one among several different antichrists spread 
throughout the world.  
Bale aligns the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries with the opening of the sixth 
seal and the signs in nature that accompany it, including earthquakes, falling stars, 
the darkening of the sun, and the moon turning blood-red. For Bale, the opening of 
the sixth seal represents the revelation of “hidden mysteries” from Scripture during 
this period (Bale, Select Works, 326). In interpreting the earthquake mentioned in 
Revelation 6, Bale is extremely specific: “Most lively was this fulfilled such time as 
William Courtenay the archbishop of Canterbury, with antichrist’s synagogue of 
sorcerers, sat in consistory against Christ’s doctrine in John Wicliffe. Mark the year, 
day, and hour, and ye shall wonder at it” (Bale, Select Works, 326). An earthquake 
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did occur on the day of Wycliffe’s trial. Bale, however, moves freely between literal 
identification of biblical symbols with historical events and broader, more allegorical 
exegesis. Interpreting “earthquakes” more broadlyas conflicts between the Church 
and the religious authorities, he reads them allegorically as well: “yet is not this 
earthquake pacified; but still they rise up against Christ and his word, and daily they 
consult together to condemn his truth, that we should know him to be the sign of 
contradiction, the stumbling-stone, and the rock of reproach” (Bale, Select Works, 
327). Bale, then, sees his own period as one of intense conflict between the Word 
and the world, and he saw the persecution of reformists as a sign of their possession 
of truth. For Bale, furthermore, this conflict between the two churches is evident not 
only in Scripture itself, but also recorded in the pages of history and writ large in the 
natural world.   
II. Persecution as a Mark of Ministerial Identity in the Vocacyon 
In the Vocacyon, Bale applies his interpretive method to his own life. In this 
narrative of his year as bishop of Ossory, Bale “boasts” about his own sufferings in 
order to present himself as a “true” minister of the Word characterized by definitive 
“signs” of reformist identity: persecution, opposition, and exile. In doing so, he 
contrasts himself with the Irish priests who resist his reforms. Bale looks to history 
and Scripture the means of ascribing significance to his year in Ossory. At the same 
time, however, in the Vocacyon, Bale’s apocalyptic view of history becomes mired 
in the political exigencies of his struggle to enforce the Edwardian reformation in 
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Ireland, where traditional beliefs and practices persisted much longer than in 
England.  
 Bale appeals to two primary “marks” of identity as he seeks to defend his 
calling to the bishopric of Ossory: his appointment by Edward VI and his experience 
of persecution. In the opening pages of the body of the text, Bale offers a detailed 
account of his calling, including the time, date, and circumstances of the call as well 
as a copy of the letter of appointment he received from the king’s council (Bale, 
Vocacyon, 49-50). Bale underscores his assertion that he received his calling as a 
result of the king’s choice alone rather than through his own maneuvering: “I was 
put to it [the bishopric] against my wille / by a most christen kynge / and of his owne 
mere mocion only / without sute of fryndes / mede / labour / expensis / or any other 
sinstre mean els.  By his Regall power and authorite / which both were of God / (Ro. 
13) was I both allowed and confirmed” (Bale, Vocacyon,33). Here, as elsewhere, 
Bale cites Paul’s correlation between divine power and civil authority, arguing that 
Edward’s power, and, therefore, Bale’s call, was “of God.” 
 Throughout the Vocacyon as well as his other works, Bale asserts the axiom 
that ecclesiastical authorities are corrupt while civil authorities hold the potential to 
be righteous if they are not dominated by the church: “Always have the worldly 
governors shewed more gentleness and favour to the Word of God, than the 
consecrate priests and prelates” (Bale, Select Works, 201). Similarly, in the Vocacyon, 
in his summary of a sermon he preached on Luke 10, Bale outlines his view of social 
hierarchy, taking a mixture of biblical history and parable as his basis for privileging 
kings over ecclesiastical authorities: 
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…I was occasioned to speake of certen degrees of men / as of kings / 
prophetes  /lawers / justiciaryes / & so fourth. As that the kings were 
desierouse to see Christe / the prophetes to embrace him / the swelling lawers 
to rise up against him and to temptehim / and the ambiciousejusticiaries to 
toye with him and to mocke him; the wounded man to have need of him / the 
preste to shewe no compassion / the levite to minstre no mercye / and last of 
all the contemptuous Samaritaine to exercise all the offices of pitye / love / 
benevolence / and liberallmercye  / upon the same wounded creature. (Bale, 
Vocacyon, 60) 
Bale observes little distinction between literal and figurative in Luke 10, gathering 
his axioms about “degrees of men” both from characters in the parable and from the 
historical figures in the narrative. By examining the behavior of individuals who 
represent a variety of different callings, Bale argues that various “degrees” approach 
Christ with differing “desires.” He groups “kings,” prophets, and the marginalized 
together as those most likely to respond well to Christ, whom he associates with the 
figure of the wounded Samaritan. Bale thus grounds his view of ecclesiastical 
authorities on the embattled relationship between Christ and the Jewish religious 
leaders of his time, identifying his own struggles with the religious leaders in Ireland 
as a contemporary manifestation of this paradigmatic conflict.  
Bale interprets the English political situation in light of these axioms, 
pointing out that religious, rather than civil authorities are the source of persecution 
in England: “No noble men are they / which trouble the in this age / as I toldethee 
afore. For true nobylite never yet hated the truthe of God / but hath advaunced it by 
all ages” (Bale, Vocacyon, 81). He cites the precedent of both biblical and historical 
kings, suggesting through his list a basic similarity between English monarchs and 
biblical rulers, as well implying as a lineal descent of godly kingship extending from 
Adam to Edward VI: “Examples we have in Adam, Noe, Abraham, Moyses, David, 
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Josias, Nycodeme, Joseph, Kynge Lucius, Constantine, Justinyane, Theodosius, 
kingeArthour, Alphrede, Ethelstane, Henry the seconde, Edwarde the thirde and now 
last of all that virgineKyngeEdwarde the .vi. which never was defyled with the popes 
ydolatryes” (Bale, Vocacyon, 81). Similarly, Bale compares Henry VIII to the 
Israelite King David who killed “the great Golias of Rome” and made preparations 
for construction of the temple, Edward VI to Solomon who carried out his father’s 
intentions by building the temple, and Mary to “Hieroboam” who reinstituted 
idolatry (Bale, Vocacyon, 48-49). Seeing biblical history as paradigmatic, Bale 
professes his certainty that “a faytfullAsa / shall folowe / eytherels a josaphat / an 
Ezechias / or a myghtyeJosias / which will dissolve those ydolatries again” (Bale, 
Vocacyon, 49). Thus, basing his argument on biblical history, Bale recognizes that 
bad monarchs may come to power, but expresses confidence that English history will 
conform to the pattern of Israelite history in which a period of reform is followed by 
a period of renewed idolatry finally brought to an end by reform. 
 Although Bale had previously gone into exile as a result of Henry VIII’s 
religious polices, in the Vocacyon Bale grounds his ministerial authority on the 
mandate he received from Edward to impose the Edwardian prayer book and 
religious reforms on the Irish people.Once Bale reaches Ireland, however, carrying 
out the will of the king proves complicated and difficult. During the period of Bale’s 
bishopric (from January of 1553 through late September of that same year), there 
was no English viceroy in Ireland. The previous lord lieutenant, Sir James Croft had 
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left Ireland on December 4 155280 and Ireland was ruled by two Lord Justices, Sir 
Thomas Cusack and Gerald Aylmer.81 Bale identifies Cusack as “our special good 
lode and earnest ayder in all our procedinges” (Bale, Vocacyon, 52). At the same 
time as Bale’s appointment to the bishopric of Ossory, Hugh Goodacre, another 
reformist minister, was appointed archbishop of Armagh, the seat previously held by 
the conservative archbishop George Dowdall.82 As Henry A. Jeffries explains, 
however, Goodacre “never took up residence in Armagh, nor did he enter his 
diocese” because he died in May of 1553.83 Bale claims that Goodacre was poisoned, 
an accusation that has never been confirmed. Thus, while Bale consistently defends 
his calling on the basis of his appointment by Edward VI, he lacked adequate support 
for his reform measures in Ireland itself, even in the period before the death of 
Edward VI. 
Upon his arrival, Bale finds a complicated political and religious situation 
and quickly faces barriers to his zealous vision of reform. Soon after Bale reaches 
Ireland, George Browne, the archbishop of Dublin,attempts to defer Bale’s 
consecration in hopes of continuing to receive the salary for Bale’s vacant office for 
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another six months (Bale, Vocacyon, 52).When Bale insists that the second 
Edwardian prayer book be used in his consecration ceremony, Thomas Lockwood, 
dean of Christ Church Dublin, replies that the use of the second prayer book would 
be an “occasion of tumult” because “it was not as yet consented to by acte of their 
parlement in Ireland” and receives the backing of Browne (Bale, Vocacyon, 52).Bale 
decides to take a stand on the issue and gains the support of Cusack, who prevails 
upon the archbishop to consecrate Bale using the new prayer book (Bale, Vocyacon, 
53). Later, however, once Bale goes to Ossory, he continues to face difficulty in 
enforcing use of the second prayer book, and he points to Browne as an example of 
non-conformity, asserting that the priests defend their refusal to use the new prayer 
book by pointing to “the lewde example of the Archebysshop of Dublyne / which 
was always slacke in thynges perteyninge to Gods glorie” (Bale, Vocacyon, 56).  
As seen in the example of the dispute over which of the two Edwardian 
prayer books should be used in Bale’s consecration service, the points of contention 
between Bale and the local clergy are not over doctrine as much as they are over 
church ceremony and worship practices. Bale insists that the Irish churches use the 
second Edwardian prayer book, a liturgy not yet approved by the Irish parliament 
and difficult to find in printed form (Bale, Vocacyon, 56).The leaders who opposed 
Bale had a point about the status of the Book of Common Prayer, since, as Happe 
and King point out “only the 1549 prayer book had been legally proclaimed in 
Ireland” (Bale, Vocacyon, 120). In Bale’s view, however, he is “sworne to obeye that 
ordinaunce” as part of his oath as bishop, and he insists that he will “execute 
nothing…but according to the rules of that latter boke” (Bale, Vocacyon, 53). Bale 
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seems to merge the commands of Edward VI with the “doctrine / which God charged 
his churche with / ever sens the beginning” (Bale, Vocacyon, 53), combining his 
preaching of the gospel with exhortation to submit to the monarch.He faces 
opposition from local clergy and people, who value traditional practices such as the 
use of images, processions, the veneration of the host, prayers for the dead, and the 
traditional liturgy. Although he exhorts the priests to marry, they (sensibly, in light 
of subsequent events) argue that if they marry now and changes in policy occur later, 
they will lose their positions (Bale, Vocacyon, 55).  
After the news of Edward VI’s death reaches Ireland on August 20th 1553, 
Bale suffers much greater loss of support and authority and faces threats to his life. 
Identifying the lack of an English executive in Ireland as a serious problem, Bale 
describes the response to the news of the king’s death:  
So sone as it was there rumoured abrode that the Kynge was departed from 
this lyfe / the ruffians of that wilde nacyon / not only rebelled against the 
English captaines / as their lewdecustome in suche chaunges hath bene 
always / chefely no English deputye beinge within the lande / but also they 
conspired into the very deathes of so many English men and women / as were 
left therin alive: myndinge / as they than stoughtly boasted it / to have set up 
a kinge of their owne. (Bale, Vocacyon, 58) 
In the context of such upheaval, Bale lacks political support as well as clear direction 
about his own role as a bishop serving at the command of the crown. During the 
month of September, five of Bale’s servants are killed and Bale’s horses stolen (Bale, 
Vocaccyon, 63-64). After Bale is escorted to Kilkenny by four hundred armed men, 
he is welcomed by “people in great nombre” “with candels light in their hands / 
shoughting out prayses to God for deliverynge me from the hands of those 
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murtherers,” a show of support that Henry Jeffries identifies as evidence that Bale’s 
attempts at reform had made some popular headway.84   
Once in Kilkenny, Bale’s position remains tenuous, however. After facing 
pressure to offer a mass for the dead king, Bale seeks to defer the request “tyll such 
tyme as I sende to the Quenes commissioners at Dublyne / to knowe how to be 
discharged of the othe which I made to the Kynge and hys counsel for abolyshement 
of that popish masse” (Bale, Vocacyon, 67). Bale places great weight on his oath to 
the king fears that he will commit “perjurie” if he breaks it (Bale, Vocacyon, 67). In 
the midst of regime change, however, Bale’s oath takes on uncertain meaning, 
rendering his authority as a reformist minister questionable and contingent. During 
this period, Bale hears rumors that the local priests are “conspiringe” to kill him and 
finds himself unable to prevent a rebirth of traditional piety as the priests “sodainly 
set up the aulters and ymages in the cathedral churche” again (Bale, Vocacyon, 67). 
Bale decides to flee to Dublin, and, from there, to leave Ireland.  
The “persecution” that he experiences while in Ireland takes a number of 
forms, then, from attempts to delay Bale’s consecration and pressure to perform 
Catholic services to threats on Bale’s life and the killing of his servants. From the 
perspective of the Irish priests and people, however, Bale himself could be seen as a 
persecutory figure in his insistence on reform of well-loved religious practices. 
Although Bale asserts the timelessness of his identity as a godly minister, he faces a 
rapidly shifting political situation in which he lacks adequate support to carry out the 
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reforms he feels are necessary. Describing the challenges to reform during the 
Edwardian period, James Murray notes that this period was “characterized by 
religious confusion and ambivalence” because the English viceroys “proceeded 
slowly and cautiously with the implementation of the new liturgical and doctrinal 
changes” and because “the changes themselves, given the shortness of the reign, 
made little more than a superficial impact.”85   
In the midst of this politically complicated and transitory period in which 
Bale’s appointment by Edward VI proves to be an unstable source of identity, Bale 
looks to the experience of persecution as a marker of his membership in the “true” 
church and his calling to preach. He develops this argument by comparing himself to 
the apostle Paul and by placing himself in a lineage of persecuted preachers. 
Drawing on history and Scripture, Bale asserts parallels between himself and biblical 
figures. In doing so, he looks to the experience of persecution as the link that joins 
him to a historical community of beleaguered truth-speakers.  
Bale correlates himself to Paul by arguing that he, like the apostle to the 
Gentiles, has been called to preach to pagans. While More identifies the non-
Christian Turks as the enemy of the Roman Catholic Church, Bale identifies the Irish 
people and priests as the pagan “other” with which he juxtaposes the “true” church 
and its ministers. Although Bale generally identifies Roman Catholics as pagans, as 
in the Image where he identifies both Mohammad and the pope as antichrists, in the 
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Vocacyon, the Irish become the focus of Bale’s attempt to portray Catholics as a non-
Christian other. Imagining himself as a latter-day apostle Paul bringing the gospel to 
the pagan frontier, Bale asserts that he has been called, like Paul “to preache the 
same Gospel to the Irishe heathens / which neuerhearde of it afore / to knowledge” 
(Bale, Vocacyon, 33). Bale’s statement that the Irish have never heard the gospel “to 
knowledge” suggests a belief that the Catholic Church has obscured the Word to that 
point, so that in preaching the gospel Bale is delivering a message that is new to the 
Irish.When he arrives in Waterford, he is astonished by the “heathnyshbehavers” of 
the people there, including veneration of the host and intercession for the dead (Bale, 
Vocacyon, 51). He also comments on the sexual immorality, greed, and drunkenness 
of the Irish priests, characterizing the clergy as lacking in both “discipline” and 
“doctrine” (Bale, Vocacyon, 55).  
Presenting himself as, like Paul, a missionary to those who lack knowledge of 
the Word, Bale extends his comparison to Paul by adopting Paul’s strategy in 2 
Corinthians 11 of “boasting” about suffering in order to defend his calling to preach. 
During a period when Paul’s status as a true apostle was disputed, he drew upon 
autobiographical narrative of suffering as a source of evidence for his apostolic 
identity. Appropriating Paul’s first-century rhetorical strategy and resituating it 
within the context of sixteenth-century debates about the role of persecution in 
Christian identity, Bale argues that he, like Paul, will “boast” about his hardships in 
order to defend his calling. Paul’s rhetoric in 2 Corinthians provides Bale with a 
precedent for his own aggressive, polemical style as well as with what Leslie 
Fairfield describes as “an unimpeachable precedent for ‘boasting,’” or writing about 
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his personal experiences.86 As Henk Dragstra and Sheila Ottway explain in their 
introduction to Betraying Ourselves, Paul was “the paramount model for Christian 
autobiography” because of his “intensely personal expression.”87 Bale’s citation of 2 
Corinthians 11, the central text that Bale will use to provide the rationale for his 
narrative, exemplifies this relationship:  
Saint Paule boasted muche of his perseucicions / and described them at large 
/ concluding thus in the ende / Very gladly (saith he) will I rejoice of my 
weaknesse / that the strength of Christe maye dwell in me. Therfor have I 
dilectacion in infirmitees / in rebukes / in nedes / in persecutcion / and 
anguishes / for Christes sake (2 Cor. 12). (Bale, Vocacyon, 34) 
The detailed litany of hardships Paul offers in 2 Corinthians provides an authorized 
antecedent both for Bale’s recitation of his sufferings, and also for the detail into 
which Bale goes; like Paul, he will “boast much” about his sufferings and will 
“describe them at large.” 
 In the preface, Bale thus develops an extended comparison between himself 
and Paul. Bale outlines his sufferings by adopting Paul’s repeated use of the phrase 
“I have been,” like Paul building the force of his argument through a long and varied 
litany of “perils”: 
I have bene in journayes and labours / in injuryes and losses / in peines and in 
penuries. I have been in strifes and contencions / in reukynges and 
slaunderynges / and in great daunger of poyseninges and killings. I have been 
in parell of the heathen / in parell of wicked prestes / in parell of false justices / 
in parell of trayterouse tenauntes / in parell of cursed tyrauntes / in parell of 
cruell kearnes and galloglasses. I have bene in parell of the sea / in parell of 
shypwrack / in parell of throwynge over the boorde / in parell of false bretherne 
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/ in parell of curiouse searchers / in parell of pirates / robbers and murtherers / 
and a great sort more. (Bale, Vocacyon, 34) 
Focusing especially on the opposition he received from the Irish priests and people, 
Bale compares his tenure as Bishop of Ossory to Paul’s missionary journeys by 
inserting the Irish “heathen” and “cruellkearnes and galloglasses” in place of Paul’s 
first-century enemies. His repeated us the “as he…so I” construction asserts that the 
particular instances of suffering Bale recounts, like those of Paul, hold exemplary 
power as examples of the typical plotline of a true minister’s passage through 
tribulation toward deliverance.  
 His comparison of the geographical details of Paul’s experience to those of his 
own suggests a literal and historical reading of Scripture. Bale sees continuity 
between biblical events and the events of his own day and proposes to interpret 
current history in terms of biblical history by looking for patterns and 
correspondences between the two. In the process, he elides historical distance and 
difference, proposing direct parallels between events widely separated in time and 
space. Consider, for example, Bale’s comparison of his sea voyage with that of Paul:  
As Paule against his wylle / was put into a shippe of Adramitium / coupled 
with other prisoners of Jewrie / convaied fourth into Italie / and there safely 
delivered (Act. 27 and 28), so was I & my companyon Thomas against our 
willes taken into a shippe of Zelande / coupled with frenche prisoners / 
convayed furth into Flanders / and so at the latter / safely there delivered. As 
their shippe was caught betwixt Candia and Melita / and coulde not resyste 
the wyndes / so was ours betwixt Mylforde Haven / and Waterforde. As they 
had an excedynge tempest upon the sea / so had we lykewyse. As they were 
without hope of savegarde / so were we also. (Bale, Vocacyon, 35) 
In this passage, Bale envisions events taking place at Zeland, Milford, and Waterford 
as similar in kind to those that happened 1400 years earlier in Italy, Candia, Melita, 
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and, by extension, his personal history as similar in kind to that of Paul, showing 
little regard for the millennium of tradition separating these two sea voyages.  
 Applying Paul’s rhetorical strategy to his own situation, Bale contrasts his 
“boasting” about persecution with the “boasting” of the Roman Catholic priests:  “As 
we are in most things contrarie to these papistes / so haue we reioyces contrary to 
theirs. They reioyce in helthe / prosperite / riches and worldly pleasures for their 
bellies sake. We in our infirmytees / afflictions / losses / and sorowfullcrostes / for 
Christesveritees sake” (Bale, Vocacyon, 33). Bale’s idea of inverted “boasting,” or 
boasting about suffering, is congruous with his idea that suffering and 
marginalization are counterintuitive marks of identity. In writing about his afflictions, 
he suggests that his life aligns with the paradoxical nature of God’s “backwards” 
work in the world. Thus, in addition to emulating Paul, Bale also follows Tyndale’s 
paradigm of paradoxical progress in Obedience of the Christian Man, where Tyndale 
argues that God’s “works are wonderful, and contrary unto man’s works” (Tyndale 
136) because God “worketh backwards,” bringing humiliation, poverty, and 
persecution as the means through which he accomplishes eventual deliverance and 
salvation (Tyndale 135-36). 
 Thus, as he contrasts his “boasting” about suffering with the “boasting” of the 
Roman Catholic priests about power and prestige, Bale adopts a harsh and satirical 
style that forms an important part of the identity he crafts for himself as a prophetic 
preacher characterized by outsider status and an embattled relationship to the 
religious establishment. Bale makes use of a wide range of slurs, including puns on 
names, in order to castigate his enemies. He is particularly vitriolic in his description 
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of the resistance he faced to his consecration, making a pun on the name of Thomas 
Lockwode, Dean of Christ’s Church, the man who refused to allow Bale to be 
consecrated from the new Book of Common Prayer, by calling Lockwode 
“blockheade” (Bale, Vocacyon, 52), and later referring to him as “that 
asseheadeddeane” (Bale, Vocacyon, 53). In the same passage, his marginal comment 
labels Lockwode’s supporter the Archbishop a “beast” (Bale, Vocacyon, 52). 
Epithets such as “epicurysh” (51, 52) and “heathynsh” (51) also underscore Bale’s 
assertion that Roman Catholics were not true Christians, but rather practiced pagan 
forms of religion. Bale seems to associate the term “epicure” with excess, as when he 
comments that “that greate Epicure the Archbishop” deferred Bale’s consecration 
“for his owneglottonouse use” (Bale, Vocacyon, 52), or when he comments that the 
“epicurousearchebishop” “made boast upon his ale benche with the cuppe in his 
hande…that I should for no mannis pleasure / preache in that cytie of his” (Bale, 
Vocacyon, 67).   
 Bale most likely derived his style at least in part from the broader reformed 
tradition of using “plain” or literal speech in juxtaposition to what was seen as the 
deceptive symbolism of Roman Catholics. Bale may also have learned this style 
from his own background as a Carmelite preacher engaged in satirical complaint 
against clerical abuses. Bale’s adoption of this persona is similarly an important 
aspect of his self-presentation as he strives to situate himself as a prophetic minister 
castigating the vices of the Roman Catholic Church and calling the English to repent 
in order to avoid the destruction he warns will befall those who resist the 
reformation.As Robert Kelly argues in his article “Hugh Latimer as Piers Plowman,” 
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the employment of this prophetic style was also an important means of self-
presentation for English reformist writers like Latimer, who used it as a means of 
“self-dramatization” that helped Latimer fashion an identity as “the prophet of the 
New Jerusalem to be achieved under King Edward.”88  
 In addition to aligning himself with Paul, Bale authenticates his calling by 
placing himself in a lineage of embattled truth-speakers. This genealogical descent, 
for Bale, comes about not through apostolic succession, but through the pattern of 
calling, suffering, and divine deliverance that Bale argues characterizes true 
ministers. After laying out his relationship to Paul in the preface, Bale begins the 
account of his year as bishop of Ossory by contextualizing his experience as part of 
three narratives that extend from the earliest books of the Bible to recent English 
history. First, he presents his three reasons for writing the Vocacyon, indicating his 
desire to redefine popular notions of “the office of a Christen byshop,” and arguing 
that a plotline of persecution and deliverance characterizes all true ministers: 
…men shulde wele knowe / that the office of a Christen byshop / is not to 
loyter in blasphemous papistrie / but purely to preache the Gospell of God / 
to his christened flocke. The seconde is / that they shulde also understand / 
that contynuallpersecucyons / and no bodily welthe / doeth folowe the same 
most godly office / in them which truly executeth it. The thirde is / that they 
might beholde how graciously our most mercyfullGod with hys power 
wayteth upon them / and finally delyvereth them in most depe daungers. 
(Bale, Vocacyon, 32) 
Bale asserts that the “Christen byshop”’s primary role is that of preacher, implying 
that persecution comes about as a natural result of preaching, and is a mark that the 
preacher is doing his job correctly, since, as Bale points out, those who “truly 
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execute” the office of bishop are never wealthy. In contrast, Bale identifies Roman 
Catholic ministers as rich and lazy; they fail to carry out their duty of preaching but 
instead “loyter in blasphemous papistrie,” and they pursue “bodily wealth” rather 
than spiritual profit for their congregations.   
First, Bale offers support for his argument that God tests his ministers through 
persecution by identifying Adam as the first preacher, who, after the fall, God 
“proved” through “diverse afflyctyons,” (Bale, Vocacyon, 32). Bale then identifies 
Christ as the second Adam in whom this promise of deliverance was fulfilled, then 
explains that the prophets before and the apostles after also passed through this same 
process of suffering and deliverance. Bale’s second genealogy occurs when he 
defends his calling to the ministry; once again, he starts with Adam as the first 
recipient of God’s call. In tracing the lineage of “called” ministers, Bale moves in 
great detail through the Old and New Testaments to the age of the “primitive 
churche,” and finally into the age of Constantine and the decline Bale believes 
accompanied this removal of persecution (Bale, Vocacyon, 43).  
After tracing this narrative of God’s calling of ministers to preach, he then turns 
to the history of the “Christen church of ourerealme / in those days called Britaine / 
and now named Englande” (Bale, Vocacyon, 44). Predictably, he begins this third 
narrative with Adam as well (Bale, Vocacyon, 44) in order to trace God’s plan to 
redeem the Gentiles back to the earliest instances of biblical history. After outlining 
the pre-Christian history of Britain, Bale describes the coming of Joseph of 
Arimathea, and disputes with those who argue that “we shulde have our first faythe 
from Rome” (Bale, Vocacyon, 44). Attempting to develop an alternative narrative of 
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England’s evangelization, he argues instead that Timothy came to England and 
converted King Lucius (Bale, Vocacyon, 46), providing a basis for the British church 
“without mennestradicions” (Bale, Vocacyon, 46). After establishing the biblical 
figures of Joseph of Arimathea and Timothy as the first missionaries, he then traces 
the decline of the church through the suppression of the word and the accumulation 
of “superstition” after the arrival of Augustine, whose successors “made Gods 
heavenly wurde / to seme to the people / darke / rough / harde / & unpleasant / for 
their ydlebellyes sake” (Bale, Vocacyon, 47). Finally, Bale envisions the preaching 
of the Wyclifite reformers as a sign that the end is near: “Now truly in this latter age 
and ende of the worlde God shewinge great mercy to his elected heritage / hath 
gathered them togyther from the parels of perdicion / by the voice of his 
holyeGospell” (Bale, Vocacyon, 48).  
Furthermore, he correlates the contemporary situation with other climactic 
moments in biblical history, predicting the coming of judgment: “Yea / lyke as by 
Hieremie the prophete before the exile into Babylon / by Johan Baptist / Christe / & 
his Apostles before the destruction of Hierusalem / and by the Apostles followers 
before the division and first ruyne of the Romish empire / he called his dispersed 
remanaunt / so doth he now agayne before his general comminge to judgement / 
[c]all tog[y]ther his churche of true belevers / by the godly preachers of thys age” 
(Bale, Vocacyon 48). By emphasizing the threat of judgment in his comparison of 
Tudor England to Israel on the brink of Babylonian conquest, Jerusalem before its 
fall, and the Roman Empire before its collapse, Bale presents himself as a prophet 
offering a call to repentance at a critical moment in history. His narratives thus serve 
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not only to authenticate his identity as a minister, but also to create a sense of 
prophetic urgency by demonstrating to readers his---and their---crucial placement in 
history near the end of a story that has been unfolding since the beginning of time. 
It is only after laying out these three narratives, constructed out of a combination 
of biblical and historical records, that Bale offers the details of his own story. Why 
are these contexts so important for Bale? In her book Tudor Autobiography, 
Meredith Anne Skura recognizes Bale’s interest in originary narrative, but seeks to 
explain it by uncovering the unspoken needs and desires that she believes Bale 
reveals unintentionally through his text. Through her study of the “discrepancies”---
the differences and disjunctions---between Bale and his “theological models,”89 
Skura seeks insight into Bale’s personality, arguing that his writings “convey his 
unique vision well enough that we can learn even more about him than he probably 
intended to reveal.”90 Approaching the text with this goal, Skura attributes Bale’s 
“habitual genealogies” to his “sense of abandonment and exile” and his search for “a 
lineage, a family […] a line of personal predecessors”91: “[Bale] seems to want to 
have a father more than to be one. He says he writes to prove that he is not alone in 
his trials, almost as if comforting himself.”92 While the idea that Bale’s fascination 
with historical narrative stemmed from a desire for a father provides a plausible 
motivation for Bale’s method, it fails fully to account for the massive project of 
reformed historiography in England and on the continent in which Bale took part. As 
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Skura herself recognizes, Bale’s interest in historical narrative pervades his writings, 
from his martyrologies to his biblical commentary on Revelation, making it likely 
that Bale’s interest in genealogy was an expression of a particular approach to 
history rather than just of his personal desires. Bale’s self-contextualization in the 
Vocacyon can best be understood not primarily as an unintentional expression of 
psychological need but as a complex fusion of medieval historiography and 
apocalyptic traditions with the soteriological and exegetical changes brought about 
by reformist movements.  
Bale’s historiographical method stems, at least in part, from his days Carmelite 
historian. In Carmelites and Antiquity: Mendicants and Their Pasts in the Middle 
Ages, Andrew Jotischky explains the Carmelite order was unique in its attempt to 
legitimate its existence through an extensive historical project that sought to establish 
the order’s continuous existence from the time of the prophet Elijah. Jotischky points 
out that the Second Council of Lyons, seeking to curtail the creation of new orders, 
mandated that no orders created after 1215 would receive official sanction.93 This 
ruling created a problem for the Carmelites, who, along with the Augustinians, 
“claimed, though neither could prove, that their foundation pre-dated 1215.”94 With 
their existence at stake, the Carmelites undertook the project of tracing their 
historical lineage. Accordig to Jotischky, “continuity” was the “underlying premiss 
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of all Carmelite historical apologetic”95 as the order sought to establish an unbroken 
chain of predecessors that extended all the way back to the order’s purported 
beginnings as followers of the prophet Elijah.  
In order to construct this historical narrative, Carmelite historians identified 
figures in biblical and church history and argued that they were Carmelite based on 
their characteristics. In time, their project presented an argument not only about the 
origin of the Carmelite order but of monasticism itself, since they claimed to be 
descended from the earliest monks. In order to accomplish this goal, Carmelite 
historians “appropriated” figures from biblical and early church history, including 
the Essenes,96 John the Baptist,97 St. Anne,98 St. Basil,99 and many others. The 
Carmelites’ goal was to present their order as the the “normative form of 
monasticism.”100 Carmelite histories often took a genealogical form that Jotischky 
compares to the dynastic records of rulers, designed, like dynastic records, to 
establish authority by proving ancient lineage.101   
Although scholars now remember Bale primarily for his reformist and historical 
works, Jotischky, a scholar of Carmelite historiography, names Bale “the most 
important compiler” of Carmelite historical texts, without whom many historical 
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records now preserved only in his notebooks would be lost.102 Bale traveled 
throughout the continent gathering sources for his research, and Jotischky 
summarizes his work as follows:  "Bale made lists of individual Carmelite scholars 
and priors-general, transcribed vitae in whole or in part, and made notes on the 
history of the order and its members from existing works by Carmelite writers that 
were presumably unavailable in England.”103 Bale’s interest in genealogical record 
as well as his interest in biographical saints’ lives, both of which would be important 
aspects of his career as a reformist historian, stem from his thorough training in the 
Carmelite historiographical tradition. Bale, furthermore, continued work on his 
Carmelite history after his conversion, although, as Jotischky points out, “a change is 
discernible…in Bale’s growing criticism of the Carmelites of his own day from the 
1530s onward.”104   
Bale’s departure from the Carmelite order in 1536 and his subsequent marriage 
seem to represent a clear abnegation of his Carmelite past. Jotischky, however, 
astutely recognizes the continuing influence of Carmelite historiography on Bale’s 
work, an influence often overlooked by scholars who have not assayed Bale’s 
Carmelite works, which exist only in manuscript form. Jotischky asserts the strong 
connection between Bale’s Carmelite and later work, arguing that the same 
“underlying historical sense…was common to both enterprises to which Bale lent his 
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scholarship, the Carmelite and the Protestant.”105 As he characterizes the common 
ground between these two parts of Bale’s career, “Both [the Carmelite and reformist 
projects] sought legitimation from the past: first, in establishing that the roots of their 
profession must be sought in the distant past, and second, in retelling a complete 
narrative to justify such a claim.”106 Thus, although Bale’s doctrinal affiliations 
changed substantially at the time of his conversion, his historiological methods 
changed little. Bale adapted the genealogical argument used by  the Carmelites to the 
reformist cause, asserting the legitimacy of this apparently upstart movement by 
arguing that it had a line of descent that went all the way back to the earliest 
moments of church history. As Carmelite historiographers had done before him, Bale 
appropriated figures from church history and identified them as prototypical 
reformists. Thus, Bale’s use of genealogical narratives at the beginning of the 
Vocacyon is not a mere quirk of Bale’s psychology but rather a result of Bale’s 
training and lengthy career as a Carmelite historian. The Vocacyon as a whole also 
takes on new significance when seen in light of Bale’s Carmelite research. In 
addressing the difficult question of the genre of the Vocacyon, Leslie Fairfield links 
the work to Bale’s previous biographical works, particularly his biographies of Anne 
Askew, John Oldcastle, and William Thorpe, describing the Vocacyon as “essentially 
an autobiographical saint’s life.”107 Bale’s Carmelite research locates his interest in 
biography in the period before his conversion, since Bale’s Carmelite historical 
research consisted not only of genealogies but also of hagiographical exempla. Even 
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as Bale presents himself as sharply opposed to the Catholic Church, his historical 
method and polemical strategies show continuities with rather than merely 
departures from his pre-conversion training as a Carmelite.  
Conclusion 
Bale’s method of interpreting Scripture, history, and the self is a result of a complex 
combination of traditional and reformist reading practices. Educated as a Carmelite 
historian, Bale was trained to look for historical patterns and to turn these to 
polemical ends in order to justify religious identity, whether Carmelite as a young 
monk or reformist as a Protestant minister. His obsessive labeling of Roman Catholic 
exegesis as dark, cloudy, and veiled suggests that reformed methods brought about 
an exegetical breakthrough for Bale. By changing the way he read Scripture, Bale’s 
conversion to reformist doctrine seems to have opened up history to him in new 
ways, granting him a vision of polarization within the history of the church parallel 
to the sharp distinction made by reformists between law and gospel.  
 Confidence in the legibility of Scripture, history, and self characterizes Bale’s 
writings. He frequently identifies historical events as “signs,” “tokens,” and “evident 
experiments” and urges his readers to recognize and respond to the messages he 
finds written in nature and history. As critics have pointed out, Bale has an 
ambivalent relationship to allegory; while he rejects Roman Catholic use of images 
and symbolism, he appropriates images in order to make his points. For Bale, 
however, images are not inherently bad; they are only dangerous when they fail in 
their purpose of communicating a clear message, either because the image is false or 
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misleading or because it is simply opaque and lacks accessible meaning, as in the 
case, in Bale’s view, of the Latin mass.  
Eschewing the sense of divided selfhood apparent in More’s Dialogue of 
Comfort, Bale projects the tensions found in Scripture between law and gospel out 
into the world. In Salvation at Stake, Gregory emphasizes the signatory function of 
martyrdom and religious persecution, as well as the interest in apocalyptic readings 
of history, as new directions taken by reformist writers in the interpretation of 
tribulation. For reformists, “martyrs were a sign of the end times. They would 
complete the number of persecuted victims under the altar (Rev. 6.9-11) before God 
would finally silence the raging of the Roman Antichrist.”108 Within this interpretive 
framework, religious warfare and persecution was a sign of God’s approval, since 
“opposition by Catholic authorities confirmed the conviction that persecution 
bespoke divine favor.”109 Such an emphasis on the importance of persecution led to a 
new twist on the old idea of God’s counterintuitive use of suffering as religious 
persecution took on heightened meaning as a definitive mark of religious identity 
rather than as just an extreme example of the kind of suffering all Christians 
experience. This view of religious persecution as a mark of religious identity and a 
sign of God’s work in history would remain a powerful interpretive framework for 
understanding religious persecution as “the annunciatory role of persecution and 
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martyrdom in the ‘last days’ would continue as a leitmotif in the midcentury 
martyrologies,”110 such as Foxe’s Acts and Monuments.  
The contrast between More and Bale’s approach to suffering becomes 
particularly evident in the comparison of the ways they interpret Paul’s litany of 
tribulations in 2 Corinthians 11.  In book 3 of the Dialogue of Comfort, Thomas 
More, like Bale, cites the list of Paul’s “many perelles” and “many passions” in 
detail, reciting Paul’s account of shipwrecks, beatings, hunger, cold, and prison. 
More, however, ultimately directs attention away from these particular instances of 
suffering. Instead, quoting 2 Corinthians 4:17, he places them against the backdrop 
of the rewards in heaven offered to those who endure: “This blessed apostle I say for 
all the tribulacions that hym selfe suffred in the contynuaunce of so many yeres, & 
calleth yet the trybulacions of this world, but light & as short as a moment in respect 
of the wayghty glory that yt after this world wynneth vs” (More 12:311). By 
combining these two separate passages in 2 Corinthians, More looks to Paul’s 
autobiographical account not as an end in itself, but as a means of grasping more 
fully the “weight of glory above measure” in comparison with which even these 
great tribulations become “light & as short as a moment.”  
 In the Vocacyon, as discussed above, Bale uses this passage to very different 
ends that reflect the contrasting framework for understanding religious persecution 
that Bale brings to his reading of Paul’s words. After similarly quoting the passage in 
full, Bale shifts his focus not to the next world but to himself. Looking to 2 
Corinthians as a precedent for autobiographical writing, Bale argues that if Paul 
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“rejoiced / that God had so miraculously delivered him from so manye daungerouse 
jeopardyes / and spareth not so to report them (2 Cor. 11 et 12),” then “Whie shulde I 
than shrinke or be ashamed to do the lyke?” (Bale, Vocacyon, 34). He then goes on 
to compare his own trials to those of the apostle Paul, asserting a literal, historical 
similarity between the kinds of suffering that Paul endured on his missionary journey 
to the difficulties Bale faced in his flight from Ireland.  
Bale asserts the similarity between his experiences and those of the apostle 
Paul because, for Bale, endurance of religious persecution was an important mark of 
identity. Rather than something that paled when placed in the perspective of the 
“other world,” for Bale religious persecution was a powerful piece of evidence in the 
battle with the “other” church and a source of spiritual legitimacy. By comparing 
himself to Paul, Bale argues that he is a minister who follows in the footsteps of the 
embattled truth-speakers from biblical history. For Bale, the endurance of religious 
persecution is a sure sign that he, like Paul, has a calling to preach and a significant 
role to play in the battle with Satan and the false church. 
Roman Catholic and reformist paradigms for interpreting religious 
persecution constructed during the Tudor period proved foundational to later writers 
of autobiographical texts struggling with similar questions of religious identity under 
the different conditions of the Stuart period. In my next two chapters, I will again 
contrast two writers of “spiritual autobiography,” one who was raised Catholic and 
later became dean of St. Pauls, and the the other the son of an Anglican bishop who 
later converted to Catholicism. Examination of the generic modes, rhetorical stances, 
and exegetical strategies of John Donne and Tobie Mathew as they wrestle with the 
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meaning of religious persecution will reveal a complex renegotiation of ideas found 
in the works discussed in this first section. These include the reworking of the master 
metaphors of illness and imprisonment as images of God’s painful disciplinary work, 
as well as exploration of the interplay between the universal and particular 
negotiated through the overlay of the paradigmatic and the personal. In the Stuart 
context, the challenge of situating religious persecution within larger interpretive 
frameworks remained an important but complex task. Writers employed a variety of 
generic modes and exegetical strategies in order to delineate divisions and forge 
relationships between the self, history, tradition, ecclesiastical and civil hierarchies, 
and the variously defined community of the church.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Chapter 3 
“Little Things to Signify Great”:  
Martyrdom, Illness, and Interpretative Processin John Donne’s 
Pseudo-Martyr (1610) and Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions (1624) 
 
In 1584, at the age of 12, John Donne, like “Vincent” in Thomas More’s Dialogue of 
Comfort, visited a kinsman facing death when he accompanied his mother into the 
Tower of London to visit his uncle, the imprisoned priest Jasper Heywood. Dennis 
Flynn refers to Donne’s brief mention of this visit, which occurs in Pseudo-Martyr 
(1610), as “the earliest experience of his life of which we have any personal 
testimony.”111 Donne’s early connection to the persecutions faced by Catholics 
during the 1580s and 1590s formed a vision of martyrdom to which he seeks to 
respond in Pseudo-Martyr, Biathanatos (written 1607-8),112 and Devotions.  
In this chapter, I argue that Donne reacts against the post-Tridentine vision of 
martyrdom that he encountered in his upbringing and looks backward to a view of 
martyrdom as internal crisis that he inherited from his kinsman Thomas More. Even 
as Donne redefines martyrdom as a struggle within the self, however, he strives to 
identify larger contexts in which his internal crisis takes on meaning. The Roman 
Catholic Church appears in his writings not as a stable ground of truth, but rather as a 
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source of alienation, fragmentation, and dispute. Donne looks to Scripture as the 
primary context in which to read his illness, attempting, like Bale, to decode his 
experience by reading the events of his life in the context of biblical symbolism. 
While Bale, however, makes confident assertions about the meaning of Scripture, 
nature, and the self, Donne accentuates the difficulties of interpretation. Writing in 
the context of Baconian reassessment of nature, Donne questions the legibility of the 
body and the value of the macrocosm/microcosm analogy. Donne, furthermore, 
worries about his limitations as an interpreter and employs the metaphor of the 
“perspective glass” in order to explore and seek to correct the distortions inherent in 
the human mind.  
Views of Martyrdom in Donne’s Family  
Donne’s visit to the Tower occurred at the beginning of a particularly intense period 
of persecution of Catholics. William Weston, a Jesuit priest who accompanied 
Donne and his mother to the Tower, records the visit in his Autobiography from the 
Jesuit Underground (1611). As Weston explains, the meeting occurred in 1584, at 
the opening of “the Parliament which passed the most severe and fearful laws against 
Catholics and against priests in particular.”113 The legislation passed that year would 
indeed be extraordinarily severe; as Philip Caraman explains, the act subsequently 
passed “made it high treason for any Jesuit or seminary priest to be within the 
Queen’s dominions and felony for any lay person to receive or relieve them.”114 This 
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act initiated a period of violence against Catholics; as Caraman points out, “in the 
remaining eighteen years of Elizabeth’s reign a hundred priests and fifty-three 
layfolk…were executed under this statute.”115 At the time of Donne and Weston’s 
visit to the Tower, however, the outcome of the parliament was still uncertain, and it 
seems that Heywood submitted a petition in hopes of mitigating the restrictions 
placed on Catholics.  
In the opening pages of Pseudo-Martyr, Donne points to his upbringing as 
insider in this underground culture in order to defend himself against charges that he 
is an “under-valuer of Martyrdome.” He asks the reader to “beleeve, that I have a just 
and Christianly estimation, and reverence, of that devout and acceptable Sacrifice of 
our lifes, for the glory of our blessed Saviour”116 and goes on to give reasons drawn 
from his own background: “I have beene ever kept awake in a meditation of 
Martyrdome, by being derived from such a stocke and race, as, I believe, no family, 
(which is not of farre larger extent, and greater branches,) hath endured and suffered 
more in their persons and fortunes, for obeying the Teachers of Romane Doctrine, 
then it hath done” (Donne, Pseudo-Martyr, 8). Donne’s connection to Thomas More, 
to whom he was related on his mother’s side, was particularly important, and 
included both admiration for More’s martyrdom and for reputation as a humanist: 
“Mindfulness of More became a central theme in their religious history…The 
family’s enduring sense of More’s legacy was a peculiar mixture that included a 
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natural pride in his renown as humanist scholar and officer at the Court of Henry 
VIII, overshadowed by awe and understated irony about his martyrdom.”117   
More’s memory continued to inspire members of Donne’s family to continue 
to endure religious persecution. As Flynn demonstrates,  religious persecution did 
indeed effect a large “extent” and many “branches” of Donne’s family: “By the time 
Elizabeth Heywood [Donne’s mother] married, two generations of Heywoods, 
Rastells, Clements, Ropers, and Mores were already represented among the exiles in 
Brabant, Flanders, and elsewhere on the continent.”118 These exiled family members, 
moreover, had an immediate impact on Donne’s own family life because their 
reliance on John Donne’s parents at times put Donne’s immediate family in danger. 
Donne thus grew up in a family that was in constant contact with the exile 
community abroad and worked to safeguard the interests of exiled family members 
despite the risks this posed. In 1564, Donne’s grandfather John Heywood departed 
for the Continent, leaving John Donne’s father to manage his property,119 a job that 
became risky after an act was passed in the early 1570s that confiscated the property 
of exiles and made it illegal for friends or family to collect rents on land or otherwise 
assist the exiles.120 His family hid Donne’s uncle, the Jesuit missionary Jasper 
Heywood, in their house despite a 1582 proclamation that made harboring priests a 
treasonous offense.121   
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Flynn goes on to argue that Heywood helped Donne himself leave England in 
order to give Donne the opportunity to complete his education away from Oxford,122 
where he could not finish his degree without taking the oath of allegiance.123 Rather 
than accept Isaac Walton’s explanation that Donne transferred to Cambridge in 1584, 
Flynn instead argues that Donne went to Paris in the entourage of Henry Stanley, 
Earl of Derby as a means of fleeing persecution.124 Drawing upon evidence from 
Donne’s epigrams, Flynn further speculates that Donne was present at the Duke of 
Parma’s siege of Antwerp in 1585.125 Emphasizing the culture of honor associated 
with elite Catholic families like Donne’s, Flynn argues that Donne’s participation in 
the siege was a mark of his loyalty both to his religion and to his family.126 When 
Donne claims that he has “beene ever kept awake in a meditation of Martyrdome,” 
he refers not just to abstract questions about martyrdom, but to the very real risks 
that he and his family faced and that he witnessed firsthand in his visit to Jasper 
Heywood in the tower as well as in the continual risks he saw his family undertake in 
defense of their faith.  
For post-Tridentine Catholics, as for More, the issues of the oath of 
allegiance and papal authority remained definitive. In the context of the 1580s, 
practicing Roman Catholicism was considered treasonous, and it was illegal to serve 
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as a priest, to help a priest, or to help anyone become Catholic.127 As Gregory 
explains, although “direct evidence of any conventionally treasonable activity is 
notoriously thin” in the case of most Catholics tried for treason, there were real plots 
to overthrow Elizabeth.128 While Catholicism was treason in the eyes of the state, in 
the eyes of Catholics rejection of their faith and of the Pope’s authority was a 
damnable offense.129 Thus, for many Catholics caught between religious persecution 
and apostacy, persecution seemed less dangerous than risking their souls.   
Even though Donne’s family looked back to More and resisted the oath of 
allegiance for the same reasons he had, the vision of Catholic martyrdom that Donne 
encountered as a child in the 1580s was very different from that of More and his 
contemporaries. As Gregory points out, the Council of Trent served as a turning 
point in Catholic visions of martyrdom, transforming martyrdom into a participation 
in a war to reclaim Europe for the Catholic faith: “Ecclesiastical leaders now 
concurred with their Protestant counterparts: the conflict of the age comprised no 
mere skirmish, but rather was a battle of overwhelming significance,” a battle that 
“called for a resolute plan, required warriors, and presaged casualties.”130 The Jesuit 
missions to England were a strategic part of this struggle. In his autobiography, 
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Weston uses the language of warfare to describe his mission, characterizing it as a 
“sacred conflict” in which priests serve as “the leaders of Christ’s army.”131  
While Thomas More foregrounded the interior dimensions of martyrdom, 
post-Tridentine Catholics developed an outward-looking focus. Like reformists such 
as Bale, they now saw martyrdom as a participation in a historical struggle. In 
consequence, Catholic autobiographies of the Elizabethan period tend to be primarily 
event-centered rather than introspective. Writers such as Weston describe what 
happened to them, pointing in particular to miraculous events as visible signs of 
God’s intervention in the struggle between Christ and Satan unfolding in the day-to-
day work of the Jesuit missionaries. Although Catholics of the Henrician era had 
struggled to assign meaning to the deaths of More, Fisher, and other early martyrs, 
Gregory asserts that “once the Elizabethan executions began, the Henrician martyrs 
made even more sense within a larger story” by marking the initiation of “a new era 
of Roman Catholic martyrdom.”132 
Catholic doctrines also emphasized the spiritual benefits of martyrdom not 
only for the church as a whole, but also for the sufferer. For Catholics, martyrdom 
took on literal rather than just symbolic value, functioning as a real source of merit 
and contribution to salvation.133 Martyrdom was seen as “the highest form of the 
imitation of Christ”134 and believed be “part of Christ’s continuing passion in his 
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mystical body, the Church.”135 Catholics viewed martyrdom through the lens of the 
doctrine of transubstantiation, seeing martyrdom in Eucharistic terms as a 
reenactment of Christ’s passion through which the martyr offered himself or herself 
to God as a sacrifice.136 Inspired by this view of martyrdom as imitation of Christ 
and participation in his sufferings, Catholics, Gregory argues “probably desired 
martyrdom more” than did their reformist counterparts.137   
In the preface to Biathanatos, Donne emphasizes the desire for martyrdom he 
encountered among his family members, proposing that his “sickly inclination” 
toward suicide may be explained, at least in part by the fact that he had his “first 
breeding and conversation with men of a suppressed and afflicted religion, 
accustomed to the despite of death and hungry of an imagined martyrdom.”138 Donne 
consistently interrogates the reasons for martyrdom and argues that death for a 
religious cause may reflect desire to die and escape difficulty rather than desire to 
sacrifice oneself to God. In Biathanatos, Donne sees martyrdom as an action that has 
its root in natural longing to escape life’s difficulties through death. Speaking of the 
early church, he argues that even for the revered martyrs of this period, “natural” 
desire for death played a role in their spiritual self-sacrifice: “God forbid any should 
be so malignant so to misinterpret me, as though I thought not ‘the blood of martyrs 
to be the seed of the church,’ or diminished the dignity thereof. Yet it becomes any 
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ingenuity to confess that those times were affected with a disease of this natural 
desire of such a death” (Donne, Biathanatos, 74). He goes on to describe such desire 
for martyrdom as an “inordinate,” as a “fury,” and as “inexcusable forwardness”: 
“From such an inordinate desire, too obedient to nature, proceeded the fury of some 
Christians who, when sentence was pronounced against others, standing by cried out 
‘We also are Christians’; and that inexecusable forwardness of Germanus, who drew 
the beast to him and enforced it to tear his body. And why did he this? Eusebius 
delivers his reason: that he might be the sooner delivered out of this wicked and 
sinful life” (Donne, Biathanatos 75). In situating martyrdom in the context of the 
natural human desire for escape from the difficulties of “this wicked and sinful life,” 
Donne in particular argues that those who choose martyrdom when it could be 
avoided are not sacrificing themselves to God but rather are indulging their natural 
longing for escape. In the context of Biathanatos, martyrdom is not necessarily 
wrong, since Donne argues that “self-homicide” may be lawful under some 
circumstances, but it, like suicide, is problematized; while it may be laudable under 
some circumstances, there are also situations in which martyrdom is easier and more 
desirable than continuing to live.  
 Donne makes a similar argument in Pseudo-Martyr, where he again identifies 
martyrdom as a willful act motivated by desire. In the preface, he asserts that those 
who embrace martyrdom for an unnecessary cause “pursue” their “own stubborne 
determinations” and suffer for “humane and corrupt respects” (Donne, Pseudo-
Martyr, 22). He characterizes such would-be martyrs as “hungerie of poison” and 
“Ambitious of ruine” (Donne, Pseudo-Martyr, 23). Presenting martyrdom as perhaps 
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easier than the ambivalence, challenge, and change that comes with human life, 
Donne argues that “wee are not sent into this world, to Suffer, but to Doe, and to 
performe the Offices of societie, required by our severall callings” (Donne, Pseudo-
Martyr, 27). 
 Donne also challenges Catholic doctrines that bestow particular spiritual 
merit on martyrdom.139 In Pseudo-Martyr, Donne goes into more detail about the 
doctrines that “incite” Roman Catholics to martyrdom, and he focuses in particular 
on the doctrine that good works garner reward and on the doctrine of purgatory. 
Donne’s view of human nature causes him to reject the teaching that good works 
contribute to justification. According to Donne, those who argue for the merit of 
human works “diminish CHRISTS passion, by associating an Assistant to it” (Donne, 
Pseudo-Martyr, 87). Characterizing human nature, Donne explains that “we can do 
no perfit good work; for originall sin hath poisoned the fountaines, our hearts” 
(Donne, Pseudo-Martyr, 88). He also points to the doctrine of purgatory as an 
unsubstantiated and doubtful “Mythologie of the Romane Church” (Donne, Pseudo-
Martyr, 92).   
Donne’s view of Martyrdom 
Finally, Donne differs from both More and from post-Tridentine Catholics in the 
doctrines that he identifies as worth suffering for. Defining martyrdom as death for 
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“integritie of religion,” he points out that Catholics and Protestants differ over which 
doctrines must be upheld in order to preserve this integrity: “the Church of Rome 
will call the whole totall body and bulke of the points of their profession, Integritie 
of Religion, and the Reformed Churches call, soundness, puritie, and incorruptnesse, 
integritie” (Donne, Pseudo-Martyr, 151). Thus, according to Donne, the Protestant 
definition of “integrity” stems from moral state and disposition rather than primarily 
from a body of doctrine. While Catholics, according to Donne, see integrity in terms 
of entirety, associating it with the “total body and bulke of the points of their 
profession,” Protestants are more selective, focusing only on those elements seen as 
“incorrupt.” Within that context, Donne implies that both communities’ systems of 
doctrine may contain both corrupt and “incorrupt” elements, in contrast to the 
Catholic claim that the “whole body and bulk” is “incorrupt.” Donne’s 
acknowledgement of disagreement and historical change in the church exalts the use 
of reason and discernment to a place of importance. Pointing to disagreement within 
the church as a reason that Christians cannot rely on the Roman Catholic Church as 
the arbiter of truth, he encourages his readers to recognize the controverted nature of 
most doctrines.   
Donne defines martyrdom as death for a doctrine about which there is a 
history of consensus in the church and thus bases his argument that his Catholic 
readers may take the oath without endangering their souls on a distinction between 
controverted and non-controverted doctrines: “If then to refuse this Oath, be an 
object for a Martyrs fortitude, it must be because it opposes some point of faith, and 
faith is that, which hath beene believed ever, and everywhere; And how can that be 
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so matter of faith, which is under disputation, and perplexitie with them, and the 
contrarie whereof we make account, that we see by the light of Nature and Scripture, 
and all means conducing to a divine and morall certitude” (Donne, Pseudo-Martyr, 
153). Developing at great length in the book the argument that the church has not 
had a historically consistent stand on the relationship between priests and princes, 
Donne argues that the Church’s stance on the Oath of supremacy is not a “point of 
faith.”  
In developing his argument, Donne redefines martyrdom is an internal 
disposition rather than primarily a public action. Identifying martyrdom as an act of 
“supreame Dignity,” he argues that a Christian must prepare for martyrdom by 
passing through an “Apprentisage of worldly Crosses and Tribulations” (Donne, 
Pseudo-Martyr, 32). Martyrdom is not “attained to per Saltum” but rather gradually, 
by moving through the “ranks” and “orders” of Christian service. Thus we must be 
“content to serve God first in a lower ranke and Order” before hoping to attain to the 
highest status (Donne, Pseudo-Martyr, 33).  
For Donne, even though a martyr’s death may be the outcome of a life of 
self-denial, it should not be the objective. Rather, the Christian should strive to live 
an entire life that shows reverence to God, recognizing that all aspects of such a life, 
rather than only the death, constitute a kind of martyrdom. As an example of a 
process that leads inadvertently to martyrdom, he tells the story of Tiberius, who 
“removed a Marble stone from the Pavement” “out of reverence to the signe of the 
Crosse.” For Tiberius, this one small act of reverence leads to further, unforeseen 
labor as he finds another stone under the first one, and a third stone under the second 
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one. Finally, under these three layers of labor, he discovers a “great plenty of 
treasure” that he had not intended to find beforehand (Donne, Pseudo-Martyr 32). 
This image demonstrates that Donne saw martyrdom as something accessible only 
through consistent practice of self-sacrifice. Not an end in itself, martyrdom may be 
something discovered or come across in the process of living a reverent life. Donne 
draws his conclusion from the story of Tiberius: “So is the treasure and crowne of 
Martyredome seposed for them, who take up devoutly the crosses of this life, 
whether of poverty, or anguish’d consciences, or obedience of lawes which seeme 
burdenous, and distastefull to them” (Donne, Pseudo-Martyr, 32). Like More, who 
saw martyrdom as differing in degree not kind from other forms of suffering, Donne 
also affirms the spiritual value of a wide variety of afflictions, from the internal 
(“anguish’d consciences”) to the external, such as poverty. He also points to 
obedience to “lawes which seeme burdenous, and distastefull” as a means of self-
sacrifice. He thus draws upon his broader definition of martyrdom in order to argue 
that submission to the Church of England, rather than just subversion of it, may 
function as a form of martyrdom. 
Donne’s Methods for Interpreting Martyrdom 
Biathanatos, Pseudo-Martyr, and the Devotions all draw upon a method that assumes 
the multifaceted, partial, and mediated nature of truth. At once inclusive and 
skeptical, Donne takes an accretive approach to truth by arguing that it emerges from 
an array of sources, that it is complex rather than singular, and that it comes forth 
most clearly through a process of debate. The diffuse and mediated nature of truth 
reveals the limitations of the human mind, which is capable of understanding truth 
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only in partial, reflective ways, and at the same time motivates the individual to 
undertake a rigorous personal process of investigation.   
In Biathanatos, Donne identifies investigation and debate as an important 
means of discovering the complicated and at times counterintuitive nature of truth. 
Identifying “self-homicide” as a “misinterpretable subject” (Donne, Biathanatos, 4), 
he argues that the process of argumentation will not only yield insight but also 
provide a kind of “healing”: “As in the pool of Bethsaida there was no health till the 
water was troubled, so the best way to find the truth in this matter was to debate and 
vex it—for we must as well dispute de veritate as pro veritate—I abstained not for 
fear of misinterpretation from this undertaking” (Donne, Biathanatos, 40). This 
quotation provides an important clue to Donne’s purpose in writing Biathanatos by 
revealing his desire to discover “truth” by arguing both for and against it in the 
traditional humanistic practice of exploring in utramque partem. By taking a position 
that his readers would have considered unorthodox, Donne seems to be arguing 
“against” the truth because he believes this method will yield the greatest insight. 
Donne’s comparison of this process to the healing at Bethsaida suggests, Donne 
believes the value of “debating” and “vexing” a question as a means of obtaining 
health. In the Devotions, a work concerned with illness and healing, Donne employs 
a similar method of seeking health by “vexing” the question of what his illness 
means. For Donne, interpretive process serves as a means of recovering health of 
both body and soul.  
Donne’s dilemma between remaining Catholic and conforming to the 
Anglican Church was a major epistemological crisis in his life and caused him to 
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reflect deeply on questions about the nature of truth, the proper method for obtaining 
truth, and the role of individual investigation in this process. Underlying Pseudo-
Martyr is the belief that a personal process of evaluating, weighing, and interpreting 
is crucial to the Christian life. In Pseudo-Martyr, Donne characterizes his own 
process of choosing between the Anglican and Catholic communities as one of 
lengthy consideration and comparison: 
They who have descended so lowe, as to take knowledge of me, and to admit 
me into their consideration, know well that I used no inordinate hast, nor 
precipitation in binding my conscience to any locall Religion. I had a longer 
worke to doe than many other men; for I was first to blot out, certain 
impressions of the Romane religion, and to wrestle both against the examples 
and against the reasons, by which some hold was taken; and some 
anticipations early layde upon my conscience, both by Persons who by nature 
had a power and superiority over my will, and others who by their learning 
and good life, seem’d to me justly to claime an interest for the guiding and 
rectifying of mine understanding in these matters. And although I 
apprehended well enough, that this irresolution not onely retarded my fortune, 
but also bred some scandal, and endangered my spirituall reputation, by 
laying me open to many mis-interpretations; yet all these respects did not 
transport me to any violent and sudden determination, till I had, to the 
measure of my poore wit and judgement, surveyed and digested the whole 
body of Divinity, controverted between ours and the Romane Church. In 
which search and disquisition, that God, which awakened me then, and hath 
never forsaken me in that industry, as he is the Authour of that purpose, so is 
he a witness of this protestation; that I behaved my selfe, and proceeded 
therein with humility, and diffidence in my selfe; and by that, which by his 
grace, I tooke to be the ordinary meanes, which is frequent prayer, and equall 
and indifferent affections. (Donne, Pseudo-Martyr, 13) 
Donne portrays this process as one of weighing multiple perspectives, a challenge 
that required him step back from his upbringing and training in order to seek a 
vantage from which he could use his reason to weigh the claims of both sides. First, 
he had to “blot out” the “impressions” that received their force from the authority of 
the speaker rather than from the strength of the argument, even though he 
acknowledges that the early authorities in his life possessed legitimate claims to his 
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allegiance, either by “nature” or by virtue of their own merits. Describing his 
disposition, he claims that he acted in “humility” and “diffidence,” seeking to 
consider the questions involved with “equall and indifferent affections,” or without 
personal bias on either side. To this end, he practiced “frequent prayer.” As Donne 
demonstrates, making a determination about religious belief and identity is a difficult 
and lengthy process that requires great intellectual and spiritual effort, and even 
personal risk.  His decision to go through a period of “irresolution” and investigation 
“retarded” his fortune, “endangered” his reputation, and made him vulnerable to 
“scandal” and “misinterpretation.” In searching for truth, Donne elevates personal 
judgment over reliance on authority. At the same time, however, he recognizes the 
limitations of the individual mind, identifying his “wit and judgement” as “poor” and 
accentuating the importance of “humility,” prayer, and the reliance on divine aid. 
In identifying Catholicism as a “locall religion,” Donne seeks a vision of the 
church discovered through investigation rather than readily visible in the form of the 
Roman Catholic hierarchy. While More believes that the Holy Spirit has divinely 
guided the Roman Catholic Church, keeping it from error, Donne defines the “true” 
church differently. Believing that the Roman Catholic Church and its traditions are 
fallible and subject to historical inconsistency and internal dissension, Donne defines 
the “true” church more broadly as a timeless community of believers that takes a 
variety of forms throughout history. For Donne, the English Church is a 
contemporary manifestation of the “true” church and is connected spiritually to a 
traditional inheritance that, like the church itself, contains a mixed body of teaching, 
some of it timelessly true and some of it outdated, irrelevant, and even erroneous. 
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Thus, while Donne, like More, favors dialogue as a means of discovering truth, he 
relies more fully on his individual interpretive process as the source of truth than a 
writer like More does. Even as Donne looks to church tradition and Scripture as 
sources of authority, he presents himself as a skeptical reader who is at once a 
member of an intellectual community and distinct from it, avoiding full identification 
with a single position and offering at best partial assent to his sources.  
For instance, when analyzing patristic views on suicide, he qualifies his 
adherence to Augustine, writing that while Augustine has “sharp insight and 
conclusive judgment in exposition of places of Scripture,” in the realm of “practice 
learning and moral divinity” Augustine is less reliable. Because of Augustine’s 
desire to “redeem his former licentiousness,” he is at times too “rigorous,” and St. 
Jerome is to be preferred (Donne, Biathanatos, 101-2). Donne thus places limits on 
Augustine’s authority as a result of his identification of Augustine as a human 
interpreter, who, like Donne, has biases that arise from his personal history. Donne 
thus imagines himself as a participant in dialogue about scripture who reads 
alongside past interpreters rather than under their authority. The Devotions 
demonstrates this approach, particularly in the Expostulations, where Donne 
repeatedly explores the problem of addressing God by asking how “bold” he may be 
in searching into the mysteries of Scripture. Looking to past interpreters as models 
rather than as authorities, he constructs a rhetorical stance for himself as a reader of 
Scripture who is able to ask difficult questions and craft witty interpretations and 
applications of the text.  
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 In both Biathanatos and Pseudo-Martyr, Donne looks to the combined 
resources of scripture, nature, and reason in his search for truth. His method is thus 
inclusive and cumulative rather than exclusive.  Looking to multiple sources, Donne 
considers these in relation to one another in order to arrive at the truth gradually, 
through a process of comparison, investigation, and rational analysis. Donne 
structures Biathanatos by first arguing that “self-homicide” is permissible under the 
law of nature, then by showing that it does not violate the law of reason, and, finally, 
by demonstrating its consistency with Scripture. While recognizing that these 
sources function differently, he nonetheless believes them to be in basic accord and 
uses them to test and verify one another. In Biathanatos, he uses the analogy of 
different kinds of light in order to explain differences of kind and utility among these 
sources of knowledge. Identifying Scripture as the “sun,” Donne argues that it is the 
most powerful source of knowledge and identifies nature and reason as reflective 
sources that derive their light from the sun. He compares nature to the moon and 
reason to man-made sources of the light:  
That light which issues from the moon doth best represent and express that 
which in ourselves, we call the light of nature; for, as that in the moon is 
permanent and ever there, and yet it is unequal, various, pale, and languishing, 
so is our light of nature changeable. For being at the first kindling at full, it 
waned presently, and by departing further and further from God, declined by 
general sin to almost a total eclipse, till God, coming nearer to us, first by the 
law and then by grace, enlightened and repaired it again, conveniently to His 
ends, for further exercise of His mercy and justice. And then those artificial 
lights, which ourselves make for our use and service here, as fires, tapers, and 
such, resemble the light of reason, as we have in our second part accepted 
that word. For thought he light of these fires and tapers be not so natural as 
the moon, yet because they are more domestic and obedient to us, we 
distinguish particular objects better by them than by the moon; so, by the 
arguments, and deductions, and conclusions which ourselves beget and 
produce as being more serviceable, and under us because they are our 
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creatures, particular cases are made more clear and evident. (Donne, 
Biathanatos, 145)  
Ascribing both limitations and advantages to natural law and reason, Donne 
advocates the use of both, albeit for different ends. For Donne, the light of nature is 
“unequal,” “languishing,” and “changeable,” not as a result of any inherent quality in 
nature itself, which is “permanent and ever there,” but because of the sinfulness of 
human beings. For Donne, sin has caused this light to “wane” over time until 
“repaired” by God’s revelation in the form of law and gospel. Donne identifies 
reason as “artificial” and as less “natural,” and therefore as potentially subject to 
distortion. At the same time, however, he argues that reason is more useful; because 
the methods produced by reason are the “creatures” or human beings, they can be 
shaped and controlled more readily than nature. The light they shed is limited in 
power and scope and thus may more helpful in the study of “particular objects” and 
“particular cases” than in grasping larger topics. In his discussion of these varied 
“lights,” Donne emphasizes the role of both God and man in the search for truth, as 
well as the diverse advantages and limitations of these sources of insight.  
Drawing upon reason, nature, and Scripture, Donne asserts that submission to 
the monarch is rational and biblical while granting temporal authority to the pope 
and Roman Catholic ecclesiastical hierarchy is not. Donne points to “nature and 
reason” as the basis for his argument that monarchs draw their authority directly 
from God, asserting that “God hath Immediately imprinted in mans Nature and 
Reason, to be subiect to a power immediately infus’d from him; and that hee hath 
enlightened our Nature and Reason, to digest and prepare such a forme, as may bee 
aptest to doe those things, for which that Power is infus’d; which are, to conserue vs 
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in Peace and in Religion” (Donne, Pseudo-Martyr, 168). According to Donne, God 
first “imprints” human reason to recognize the need for rulers and then “enlightens” 
human beings to choose a ruler suited to the task of protecting the kingdom both 
physically and spiritually. Reason, as well as the precedent set “since the establishing 
of the Christian Church,” Donne argues, points to the structure of “Regall 
Authoritie” along with bishops under the power of the king as the “best and fittest 
way to those ends” (Donne 168). God has established a “secret and tacite couenant” 
with man whereby he “infuses” the “Soule” of power into the body of the civil 
hierarchy constructed by man “out of rectified Reason, which is the Law of Nature” 
(Donne, Pseudo-Martyr, 168). In this argument, reason, equated here with nature, is 
the basis for monarchical authority and the grounds on which God, in response to 
man’s rational choice, “infuses” power (Donne, Pseudo-Martyr, 168). As a result, 
subjects must regard their ruler’s power “as a beame deriued from him [God]” 
(Donne, Pseudo-Martyr, 170). Thus, for Donne, submission to the ruler is a basic 
command dictated by reason and nature and is a principle so fundamental that no 
religious teachings can contradict it: “This therefore is our first Originary, naturall, 
and Congenite obedience, to obey the Prince: This belongs to vs as we are men; and 
is no more changed in vs, by being Christians” (Donne, Pseudo-Martyr, 173). In 
contrast, Donne portrays canon law as against reason because it requires believers to 
enter into an “inconsiderate & vndiscoursed” and “Indiscreete surrendering of 
themselues” to their “Prelate and Superior” (Donne, Pseudo-Martyr, 173). For 
Donne, submission to canon law causes believers to abnegate the faculty of reason 
by refusing to “consider” and “discourse” for themselves the merit of the commands 
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being given. The result of this departure from reason, according to Donne, is disorder 
in relationships to monarch, society, and God. 
When Donne turns to discussion of papal supremacy, he finds no basis for 
subverting the “natural” mandate to submit to the monarch through obedience to the 
pope: “This obedience [to the Pope] therefore which we neither find written in the 
tables of our Hearts, nor in the Scriptures, nor in any other such Record, as either our 
adversary will be tried by, or can bind us, must not destroy nor shake that obedience 
which is Naturall and Certaine” (Donne, Pseudo-Martyr, 142). Envisioning 
conscience and Scripture as “records” that he and his “adversaries” hold in common, 
he sees these as the basis for assessing doctrine.  In pointing to “the tables of our 
Hearts,” along with Scripture, as the primary “records” against which to judge 
doctrine, Donne implies that these sources of truth concur, and that, furthermore, 
even if they did not, principles that are “Naturall” would take precedence. Donne 
summarizes this fundamental role given to natural law: “no latter band of Obedience, 
can slacken this first, which was born with us” (Donne, Pseudo-Martyr, 194). 
Like Pseudo-Martyr, the Devotions functions as a public statement of 
Donne’s obedience to the Stuart monarchy. In Meditation 11, using the image of the 
human body as a microcosm of the body politic, he draws upon natural law in order 
to argue that the king, like the heart, deserves “principall care” (Donne, Devotions, 
56). Donne defends the “obligation” that subjects owe monarchs by pointing to 
natural law: “Neither doth this Obligation fall upon us, by second Dictates of Nature, 
by Consequences, and Conclusions arising out of Nature, or deriv’d from Nature, by 
Discourse….but this contribution of assistance of all to the Soveraigne, of all parts to 
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the Heart, is from the very first dictates of Nature; which is in the first place, to have 
care of our owne Preservation, to looke first to our selves” (Donne, Devotions, 56-
57). Because the sovereign is vital to the preservation of his subjects, just as the heart 
is to the health of the rest of the body, so natural law commands that all parts of the 
body politic look out for their own interests by obeying the monarch.  
 In the Devotions, Donne describes his calling into ministry, presenting it as a 
call that came from God through the “instrument” of James I by developing an 
analogy between James’s role in Donne’s recovery and James’s calling of Donne 
into ministry. Like Bale, who received his appointment to the bishopric of Ossory 
from Edward VI, Donne looks to James I as the means through which his calling into 
ministry came. In his dedicatory epistle “to the most excellent Prince, Prince 
Charles,” Donne divides his history into three “births”: his “natural” birth, his 
“supernaturall” birth into the ministry, and his “preternaturall” birth of recovery from 
illness (Donne, Devotions, 3). As Donne explains, James I became his “father” in his 
“supernaturall” birth: “In my second Birth, your Highnesse Royal Father vouchsafed 
me his Hand, not onely to sustaine mee in it, but to lead mee to it” (Donne, 
Devotions, 3). Donne elaborates on his calling into ministry in Expostulation 8. 
Comparing James’s role in his healing to his earlier role in Donne’s calling, Donne 
explains, “this his assisting to my bodily health, thou knowest O God, and so doe 
some others of thine Honorable servants know, is but the twi-light, of that day, 
wherein thou, thorow him, hast shind upon mee before; but the Eccho of that voice, 
whereby thou, through him, hast spoke to mee before” (Donne, Devotions, 43-44). 
Using the images of “twi-light” and “eccho” in order to present his physical healing 
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as an inferior copy of the earlier “healing” effected in Donne’s calling into ministry, 
Donne characterizes James as the medium through which God’s voice came to 
Donne. He continues, emphasizing, as Bale had done, the humble position he was in 
when the monarch “descended” to offer him a position in the Church of England: 
“Then, when he, first of any man conceiv’d a hope, that I might be of some use in 
thy Church, and descended to an intimation, to a perswasion, almost to a solicitation, 
that I would embrace that calling. And thou who hadst put that desire into his heart, 
didst also put into mine, an obedience to it” (Donne 44). In describing James’s use of 
“perswasion” and “solicitation,” furthermore, Donne, as Bale had done, implies his 
own reticence and hesitation in accepting this position. In addition, Donne identifies 
both James’s desire to grant this position, and Donne’s inclination to obey, as 
coming from God.  
Finally, Donne describes his calling into ministry as a “healing” from his 
earlier indecision, and, resultantly, as an important part of Donne’s process of 
seeking true religion. He refers to his years of indecision as a period of illness of 
which he has been cured: “I who was sicke before, of a vertiginous giddiness, and 
irresolution, and almost spent all my time in consulting how I should spend it, was 
by this man of God, and God of men, put into the poole, and recoverd: when I asked, 
perchance, a stone, he gave me bread, when I asked, perchance, a Scorpion, he gave 
me a fish; when I asked a temporall office, hee denied not, refused not that, but let 
mee see, that hee had rather I took this” (Donne, Devotions, 44). Whereas in Pseudo-
Martyr Donne describes the length of his period of study as evidence for the 
sincerity of his quest, here he presents his process in a more negative light, 
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characterizing it as an illness characterized by disorientation and indecision. James, 
Donne argues, provided for Donne in a manner analogous to God’s provision for his 
people as characterized in the gospel miracle of the healing at the pool and in the 
parable of the gifts of fish and bread. For Donne in the Devotions, therefore, the 
monarch is an important instrument of divine direction and provision. Following the 
Protestant pattern of associating the monarch with divine authority, Donne argues 
that disobedience to the monarch, rather than a pious act of resistance, is a sinful 
rejection of God’s will. Drawing upon an Old Testament analogy used by other 
defenders of the monarch’s leadership of the Church of England, Donne points to 
Jehoshaphat as an example of a king who held both secular and spiritual power: 
“These things, thou O God, who forgettest nothing, hast not forgot, though 
perchance, he, because they were benefits, hath; but I am not only a witnesse, but an 
instance, that our Jehosophat hath a care to ordaine Priests, as well as Judges: and 
not only to send Phisicians for temporall, but to bee the Phisican for spirituall 
health” (Donne, Devotions, 44). Using the analogies between body and soul, Donne 
asserts a connection between physical and spiritual health, presenting his experience 
of James as an agent of Donne’s physical and spiritual healing as evidence of 
James’s authority in both temporal and religious spheres.   
Self-Interpretation in the Devotions 
The views of martyrdom, interpretive process, and civil authority that Donne 
developed in his Biathantos and Pseudo-Martyr he applies to his interpretation of 
personal affliction in the Devotions. Identifying martyrdom as a disposition of 
offering the self to God rather than as an act of civil disobedience, Donne constructs 
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the Devotions as twenty-three movements toward prayer and the surrender of the will. 
In doing so, he strives to turn his sickbed into an “altar” and to identify himself with 
the suffering, death, and resurrection of Christ. Donne reaches surrender, however, 
through an interpretive process that encompasses the imagination and understanding 
before moving to the will, and which draws upon nature and Scripture before turning 
fully to meditation on Christ and the sacraments. Nature, Scripture, and sacrament 
thus serve as contexts in which Donne seeks to contextualize the particulars of his 
illness. In doing so, however, he encounters exegetical difficulties and analogical 
mismatches that make it difficult for him to ascribe stable meaning to his experience. 
Finally, in the prayers, he must surrender even his interpretive process to God by 
accepting the limits of his interpretive abilities and turning to the paradoxes of the 
sacraments and of the passion of Christ to which they point.  
Donne finds the source of his tripartite structure140 in the tripartite nature of 
the soul, which, in turn, he traces to the Trinitarian nature of God.141 As he explains 
                                                             
140 Interpretations of Donne’s tripartite structure in the Devotions differ according to scholars’ view 
of Donne’s relationship to Catholic meditative practice. Morrissey argues for a more general, broad‐
based relationship between the Devotions and meditative tradition. He argues that the tripartite 
structure“signals a dependence on Donne’s part on the principle of the three powers of the soul 
upon which all of the systems [of meditation] rest” (32). In contrast, in his article “John Donne’s 
Devotions and the Jesuit Spiritual Exercises” (Studies in Philology 60 [1963]: 101‐202) Thomas F. Van 
Laan establishes detailed correlations between Donne’s structure and Ignatius Loyola’s Spiritual 
Exercises. Herelates Donne’s chapter titles to Ignatian “representation of place” (197), Donne’s 
meditations to the Ignatian meditation section (198), Donne’s Expostulations to the Ignatian 
“colloquy” (199), and Donne’s Prayers to the Ignatian Pater Noster” (200). 
 
141As Jeffrey Johnson argues in his work The Theology of John Donne, Donne’s belief in the plural 
nature of God’s work stems from the centrality of the doctrine of the Trinity to his theological 
perspective (Johnson 4‐5). As Johnson argues, the combination of distinctiveness and unity in the 
Trinity provides an example for the church to follow. Donne applies his doctrine of the Trinity to his 
contemporary situation in order to “move the Church from divisive quarreling and towards a 
unifying dialogue that reflects the creative action of the Trinity” (16). Donne’s belief in the variety 
and diversity of God’s design results in a very different view of religious persecution and religious 
conflict than that found in the works of either More or Bale. 
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in his second sermon on Psalm 38, “As the three Persons of the Trinity created us, so 
we have in our one soul, a threefold impression of that image, and as saint Bernard 
calls it, A trinity from the Trinity, in those three faculties of the soul, the 
Vnderstanding, the Will, and the Memory.”142 (Donne, Sermons, 72-73). While he 
asserts that “for rectifying the will, the understanding must be rectified” (Donne, 
Sermons, 73), he recognizes the “great difficulty” in “rectifying” the understanding.  
As a result, he asserts that the memory should come first since it is “so familiar, and 
so present, and so ready a faculty” (Donne, Sermons, 73).143 Donne thus seeks to 
accommodate the human mind by beginning with what is “familiar,” “present,” and 
“ready” and proceeding to faculties that may be harder to persuade. Like More, 
Donne presents surrender to God as a process that encompasses all three faculties 
and involves accommodation.  
As Donne proceeds from meditation to prayer, however, he does not leave 
behind earlier stages, but rather incorporates them into a cumulative whole. Rather 
than privilege one faculty or one source of revelation above others, Donne argues 
that both human faculties and divine means of revelation work best when they work 
together, and are more likely to malfunction when operating separately. As he 
                                                             
142 John Donne, Sermons of John Donne, ed. George R. Potter and Evelyn M. Simpson, 10 vols. 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1955), 2:72‐73. Subsequent quotations are from this edition 
and will be cited in the text by page number. 
 
143Relating memory to the senses, to experience, and to natural law in his sermon on Psalm 38.3, 
Donne writes, “he that hears no Sermons, he that reads no Scriptures, hath the Bible without book; 
He hath a Genesis in his memory; hee cannot forget his Creation; he hath an Exodus in his memory; 
he cannot forget that God hath delivered him, from some kind of Egypt, from some oppression; He 
hath a Leviticus in his memory; hee cannot forget, that God hath proposed to him some Law, some 
rules to be observed” (Donne II.74). As a result, Donne begins each section of the Devotions by 
drawing on the resources of memory as he focuses his reflections on the natural world and the 
evidence perceived by the senses. 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explains in Expostulation 19, “meanes are not meanes, but in their concatenation, as 
they depend, and are chained together” (Donne, Devotions, 102). In the Devotions, 
Donne “concentenates” a variety of “means,” asserting that the combination, the 
artful linking together of various sources of revelation is the process through which 
humans gain insight. During life, however, such insight is gradual and timebound, 
while in heaven it will be instantaneous and complete. Although, as Donne points out 
in Prayer 1, God is in himself “a Circle, first and last, and altogether,” yet in his 
“working upon us” he is a “direct line, and leadest us from our beginning, through all 
our wayes, to our end” (Donne, Devotions, 10). Thus, Donne sees God’s work in his 
life as sequential and various (encompassing “all our wayes”), consisting of a 
combination or “concatenation” of a variety of means all of which lead toward a 
single end. Such “concatenation” calls for art in the interpreter, who must gather 
together a variety of sources of truth and integrate them into a coherent whole.   
Since Donne imagines God’s revelation as multiple, varied, and cumulative, 
he sees the enforced solitude caused by his illness as a particularly detrimental effect 
of his illness. As Donne explains in the opening lines of Meditation 5, “As sicknesse 
is the greatest misery, so the greatest misery of sicknes is solitude; when the 
infectiousness of the disease deters them who should assist, from coming” (Donne, 
Devotions, 24-25). Throughout the Devotions, Donne associates solitude and the 
intensified sense of individuality that it creates with disorder, disconnection, divine 
judgment, and loss of meaning. For Donne, whose Trinitarian theology is central to 
his view of God and of the church, solitude is a dangerous departure from divine 
design: “God himself wold admit a figure of Society, as there is a plurality of persons 
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in God, though there be but one God; & all his external actions testifie a love of 
Societie, and communion” (Donne, Devotions, 25). Donne thus presents his illness as 
an image of the atomizing effects of sin.  
Particularly in the Meditations, Donne imagines his diseased state in terms 
associated with Catholicism in the early seventeenth century: his illness separates 
him from the public worship of the church, places him in the “prison” and on the 
rack of physical suffering, and is described in terms of metaphors of sedition against 
the state. Donne’s literal separation from public worship as a result of his illness 
evokes a broader connotation of recusancy. While he is able to hear the bells calling 
his neighbors to worship, but he is unable to attend public services himself; he can 
hear the Psalm being sung, but is too far away to hear the sermon (Donne, Devotions, 
84). This exclusion evokes thoughts of past reasons for abstinence from public 
worship. In his confession of sin in Prayer 15, he includes “wilfull abstaining from 
thy Congregations, and omitting thy service” among his past offenses (Donne, 
Devotions, 81) and may refer to the years before his conformity to the Church of 
England. Donne makes a more direct reference to recusancy Expostulation 3, where 
he explains that his absence from worship “is not a Recusancie, for I would come, 
but it is an Excommunication, I must not” (Donne, Devotions, 17). Insisting on the 
involuntary nature of his separation, he presents his isolation as a punishment rather 
than as a personal choice.  
In Meditation 5, he intensifies this comparison between illness and 
punishment, “it is an Outlawry, an Excommunication upon the patient, and separats 
him from all offices not onely of Civilitie, but of working Charitie” (Donne, 
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Devotions, 25). This “excommunication” comes about as a result of the danger his 
illness poses to the community. Donne expresses concern about contagion, reflecting 
that even if his friends did visit him, they would carry the disease, becoming 
“instruments, and pestiducts, to the infection of others” (Donne, Devotions, 25). 
Thus, for Donne, illness reverses the typical patterns of human relationships; while 
healthy humans are the “instruments” of divine grace, communicating God’s image 
and design to others, the sick human is a “pestiduct” of disease and disorder. As a 
result of the danger that he poses to his community, he once again, as in his 
childhood, is an outsider looking in on the worship of his neighborhood church.  
Donne consistently disassociates himself from his Catholic past by presenting 
voluntary separation, including not only recusancy but also ascetic isolation, as 
unhealthful behavior. For instance, he imagines the behavior of hermits as a form of 
disease, as when he compares his confinement to bed to the lives of “Anchorites that 
barqu’d themselves up in hollowe trees, and immur’d themselves in hollow walls” 
(Donne, Devotions, 15). Similarly, in Meditation 5, Donne critiques monastic 
practices by comparing ascetic retreat to disease: “Now, a man may counterfeit the 
Plague in a vowe, and mistake a Disease for Religion; by such a retiring, and 
recluding of himself from all men, as to doe good to no man, to converse with no 
man” (Donne, Devotions, 26). By comparing a vow of solitude to the “plague,” 
Donne underscores the harmful effects of isolation. Presenting monastic practice as 
the result of “mistaken” understanding, he traces such practices not to Scripture but 
to “a Codicill” found “not in the body of his Testaments, but interlind, and 
postscrib’d by others” (Donne, Devotions, 26). Donne thus rejects this practice as 
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extrabiblical and as the result of erroneous, humanly devised commentary on 
Scripture. In contrast to writers like More, who praise the Catholic Church for its 
unity, Donne associates Catholicism with separation and isolation rather than with 
community.  
Identifying illness as a source of alienation and loss of meaning, Donne 
strives to find contexts that render his suffering as a source of connection to 
community. As Donne seeks contexts that will bring meaning to his suffering, he 
looks to nature, Scripture, and the church. In each case, however, he faces 
interpretive limitations and difficulties. In evaluating his body in light of nature in 
the meditations, he draws upon Francis Bacon’s critique of the 
microcosm/macrocosm analogy in order to explore the incoherence and complexity 
of the diseased human body. Turning to Scripture in the expostulations, he wrestles 
with the multivocality of the biblical text and struggles with problems of personal 
application. As Donne negotiates both nature and Scripture, he seeks instruments and 
tools that will correct the inherent distortions of the individual mind. Again evoking 
Baconian thought, Donne develops the metaphor of the mind as a reflective glass and 
seeks to correct misprision through processes of reflection and magnification. 
Similarly, Donne looks to translation and collation as metaphors for the process of 
harmonizing the multivocal and at times conflicting signs that he discovers in his 
body as well as in Scripture. Finally, in the prayers, Donne reaches the limits of his 
interpretive process. Instead of continuing to ask questions, he surrenders himself to 
sacramental paradoxes, choosing to surrender his restless mind and subsume his 
painful individuality in shared but mysterious signs.   
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Reading the Self in the Context of Nature   
In the meditations, Donne looks to nature as a context for understanding his illness. 
In this section, he focuses on the details of his physical experience, tracking the 
changes in his body and the sights and sounds he encounters in his immediate 
environment. As a he seeks to ascribe meaning to these bodily sensations, he 
employs microcosm/macrocosm analogies in which he compares the human body to 
the world and to the state. In both cases, however, he encounters mismatches and 
discordances rather than the correspondences he seeks.  
In Francis Bacon’s discussion of medicine in the Advancement of Learning 
(1605), he rejects the Paracelsan concept of man as “as abstract or model of the 
world.”144 At the same time, however, he retains the idea contained in the 
microcosm/macrocosm metaphor of man’s complexity: “But thus much is evidently 
true, that of all substances which nature hath produced, man’s body is the most 
extremely compounded” (Bacon 104). Both the variety of man’s food, as well as the 
“infinite variations” of man’s passions, make the human body more complicated than 
the bodies of either plants or animals. For Bacon, this complexity leads not to 
coherence through correspondence, but rather makes the human body particularly 
susceptible to illegible disorders: “this variable composition of man’s body hath 
made it as an instrument easy to distemper….So then the subject being so variable, 
hath made the art by consequence more conjectural” (Bacon 105).  
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 In his meditations, Donne employs the microcosm/macrocosm metaphor in a 
manner that reflects Bacon’s rejection of analogy but affirmation of the complexity 
of man. His use of the microcosm/macrocosm thus reflects the difficulty of looking 
to nature as a context for ascribing meaning to his disease. Like Bacon, who 
emphasizes the “variable” nature of man, Donne begins Meditation 1 by lamenting 
the “variable, and therefore miserable condition of Man” (Donne, Devotions, 7). 
Invoking the macrocosm/microcosm analogy to reinterpret it as a source of 
disadvantage in the same way that Bacon does above, Donne asks, “Is he a world to 
himself onely therefore, that he hath inough in himself, not only to destroy, and 
execute himself, but to presage that execution upon himselfe?” (Donne, Devotions, 
8). Through his use of the word “only,” Donne limits the application of the metaphor 
to negative uses, suggesting that man’s complexity gives him all of the disorders and 
irregularities of nature but none of the coherence-granting correspondences.   
 In meditation 4, Donne extends his critique of the macrocosm/microcosm 
analogy by arguing that man contains “pieces” that have no parallel in nature at all.  
Suggesting an idea similar to Bacon’s argument that man’s complexity leads to the 
generation of “infinite” variations, Donne argues that “man consistes of more pieces, 
more parts, then the world” (Donne, Devotions, 19), and that, as a result humans 
have “many pieces of which the whol world hath no representation” (Donne, 
Devotions, 19). Comparing illnesses to the “monstrous” creatures nature produces 
through the combination and mixture of species, he argues that the human body is 
even more productive of “manifold and entangled disease, made up of several ones” 
(Donne, Devotions, 20). Evoking Bacon’s argument that the “compounded” nature of 
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the body makes it “easy to distemper,” Donne asserts that the human body produces 
so many new diseases that many of them do not even have names (Donne, Devotions, 
20). The unintelligibility of disease cuts man off from nature, making it impossible to 
find remedies through correspondence. Thus, while animals can find natural 
remedies, human beings lack the ability to find “naturall medicines” apart from the 
assistance of the physician. The variety and illegibility of human illness thus 
intensifies man’s individuality by separating him from healing correspondences. At 
the same time, it drives human beings to seek aid from others by emphasizing their 
total inability to discover a cure on their own: while man’s “diseases are his own,” 
“the Phisician is not” (Donne, Devotions, 21).   
Throughout the meditations, Donne points to the human body as the source of 
its own disorders. Drawing upon a second microcosm/macrocosm analogy of the 
correspondence between the human body and the body politic, Donne identifies the 
human body as self-divided, in a state of sedition against itself. As in the case of the 
analogy between man and the world, Donne draws upon the comparison of man to 
the state in a negative sense, in order to argue that man’s composition makes him 
particularly vulnerable to internecine conflict. He compares, for instance, the 
disease-causing vapors in his body to the “home-bredd vapours” in the form of 
seditious rumors (Donne, Devotions, 64). Because such rumors emerge from within, 
they are more destructive than threats from without: “as the vapours most pernitious 
to us, arise in our owne bodies, so doe the most dishonorable rumours, and those that 
wound a State most, arise at home” (Donne, Devotions, 64).  
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 In discussing sedition that emerges from within, Donne revisits the idea of 
natural inclination toward death that he examines at length in Biathanatos. In his 
discussion of the disease-causing vapor in Meditation 12, Donne points to his own 
body as the origin of this poisonous “breath” in order to argue that we “kill our 
selves with our owne vapors”: “our selves are the Well, that breaths out this 
exhalation, the Oven that spits out this fiery smoke, the Myne that spues out this 
suffocating, and strangling dampe” (Donne, Devotions, 62). Developing this idea, 
Donne argues that humans hasten their own destruction through the active choices 
they make to indulge disordered desires. Donne lists self-inflicted causes of illness: 
“Fevers upon willful distempers of drinke, and surfets, Consumptions upon 
intemperances, & licentiousnes, Madnes upon misplacing, or over-bending our 
naturall faculties, proceed from our selves, and so, as that our selves are in the plot, 
and wee are not only passive, but active too, to our owne destruction” (Donne, 
Devotions, 63). Further extending the comparison between illness and suicide, he 
lists examples of people that have gone to great lengths to be “their own 
executioners” (Donne, Devotions, 63), including those who carry poison in a ring or 
pen, those who “beat out their braines,” those who eat fire, those who strangle 
themselves with their knees. Both differentiating himself from these examples and 
identifying himself with them, he explains, “I doe nothing upon my selfe, and yet am 
mine owne Executioner” (Donne, Devotions, 63). Donne points to his own humoral 
makeup, calling, and abilities as causes of illness. Inquiring into the reasons for his 
particular disease, Donne points to his melancholy as a potential causes for his 
disease and then explores the irony of disease emerging from within his God-given 
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identity: “they tell me it is my Melancholy [that causes the disease]: Did I infuse, did 
drinke in Melancholly into my selfe? It is my thoughtfulnesse; was I not made to 
thinke? It is my study; doth not my Calling call for that?” (Donne, Devotions, 63).  
 When Donne considers his body in the context of nature and seeks coherence 
through comparison to the macrocosms of the world and the state, he finds that these 
analogies only intensify his concern and leave him with “parts” and “pieces” of the 
self to which he can ascribe no name or meaning but which nonetheless threaten to 
destroy him. All he discovers as he considers his body in light of nature is the 
powerful impulse toward sin and destruction that emerges from within, bending one 
faculty against another and producing “monstrous” combinations of disorders that 
individuate him in the worst possible sense by alienating him from sources of 
remedy. 
Reading the Self in the Context of Scripture 
In the Expostulations, Donne turns from nature to Scripture in order to seek contexts 
that render his affliction meaningful. Traditionally, the idea that nature and Scripture 
were God’s “two books” motivated exegetes to decode the world using Scripture as a 
guide. The microcosm/macrocosm analogy, furthermore, extended this legibility not 
only to nature but to man himself, rendering the human body decipherable in light of 
Scripture. The distinctions drawn between God’s “two books” by thinkers like Bacon 
challenged the link between Scripture and nature, and thus between the human body 
and the Word. In The Word of God and the Languages of Man, James Bono traces 
the gradual replacement of a “bookish culture” that relied on reading texts as a 
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means of ascribing significance to the world to a “scientific culture” that relied upon 
observation of nature itself.145 He asserts, however, that these cultures overlapped in 
the early modern period.146 Donne’s Devotions demonstrates such overlap between 
these two modes of thinking about the body; on the one hand, in the meditations 
Donne employs what Stephen Pender refers to as “medical semiotics” and attempts 
to study his symptoms in order to identify relationships of cause and effect, 
particularly in the meditations.147 In the expostulations, however, Donne turns to the 
idea that the body’s signs take on meaning in light of a network of Scriptural 
symbols. As an individual attempting to relate Scriptures to himself, however, he 
struggles with the challenges of applying this multivocal text to a complicated and 
often divided self.  
 As Donne, faced with the isolation and sense of singularity forced upon him 
by his illness, struggles to interpret his situation in a way that forms connections 
between himself and his community, he looks to reading and quotation as means of 
linking himself to others. Quotation is a means of overcoming solitude, entering into 
dialogue with God and with the community of the church, and ascribing meaning to 
his illness.  
 Donne links parts of God’s revelation by connecting nature to Scripture and 
by connecting biblical passages to one another. Following the pattern common to 
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patristic and medieval exegesis, he gathers together disparate Scriptural passages that 
contain a shared symbol. Peter Harrison describes this technique: “links were 
constructed on the basis of resemblances between certain words or phrases, or even 
resemblances between the narrative ‘shape’ of passages.”148 Often, individual words 
become the points of connection that exegetes use to join passages that are otherwise 
diverse in genre, historical context, and message. Bale’s exegesis of thunder provides 
an example of this kind of reading. While Bale distinguishes between positive and 
negative instances of thunder by connecting the positive connotations to the 
members of the “true” church and the negative connotations to their persecutors, 
Donne applies both sides of these images to himself. 
Donne draws upon the symbolic system of Scripture in order to pose 
connections between experience and Scripture. In the sermons, Donne often begins 
with a particular passage of Scripture and uses a key word or phrase in that verse as 
the basis for creating a network of texts that share the same key word. In doing so, he 
explores the many symbolic resonances of that symbol and broadens the potential for 
his readers’ application of the text. In contrast, in the Devotions Donne’s own 
experience generates the key words that Donne uses to construct a network of 
biblical texts. He often, although not always, derives these terms from the Latin 
poem that he includes at the beginning of the Devotions. The poem provides the 
basis for the headings of each the 23 sections of the work and outlines the narrative 
shape of his illness and recovery. As Mary Papazian has pointed out, the Latin poem, 
rather than the English headings, serves as the source of the key words and images 
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that Donne develops in the Devotions.149 As Joan Webber explains, networks of 
repeated words and phrases unify the sections of the Devotions, providing a verbal 
focal point for Donne’s reflection.150 Such words and phrases also, however, serve as 
the headings under which Donne groups collections of Scripture passages. The poem 
thus represents the “text” of Donne’s experience, a text that he desires to interpret in 
light of biblical symbolism. Although in some Devotions the link is somewhat 
strained, as in Devotion 7, in which the physician’s call for other doctors to assist 
him inspires meditation on the role of angels as helpers, in other Devotions the links 
are more direct and sustained. Particularly in Devotions 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 
and 18 ,where he investigates the scriptural resonances of the terms “bed,” 
“physician,” “alone,” “fear,” “heart,” “vapor,” “spots,” “days,” “sleep,” and “dead,” 
Donne develops strong symbolic links between a key word in the poem and the use 
of that key word in Scripture. In a few cases, Donne also develops thematic rather 
than verbal links, as in Devotion 23, where he gathers Scriptural passages that 
demonstrate the concept of “relapse,” even though they do not contain this precise 
term.  These terms from his experience thus serve as the rubrics Donne uses as he 
searches his memory (or, perhaps, a concordance) for disparate passages of Scripture 
that contain the same word, phrase, or thematic element. 
In De Doctrina Christiana, Augustine points out that a single symbol, such as 
a lion or serpent, may take on contrasting meanings in different parts of Scripture. 
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Drawing on this idea that the same symbol may hold antithetical meanings, Donne 
structures his “concatenation” of biblical passages around contrasts. Donne, 
furthermore, builds on this Augustinian paradigm by triangulating his personal 
situation, expressed in the poem that serves as the matrix of his quotation, with the 
contrasts found in the biblical text. Donne inserts the “text” of his own life into the 
web of contrasts he finds in Scripture, searching for relationships of similarity and 
difference between himself and the biblical passages. Above all, he wants to know if 
a given “occasion,” such as the appearance of spots on his body or his confinement 
to his bed, is a mark of judgment or salvation. In doing so, Donne engages in 
dialogue with Scripture, citing Scripture “questioningly” or “problematically,”151 in a 
way that seeks to hold opposites in tension rather than to choose one or the other.  
The images of “voice” and “breath” are important aspects of Donne’s 
Scriptural dialogue.  Identifying his soul as the “breath of God,” Donne desires to 
“breath back” “pious expostulations” to God (Donne, Devotions, 8). Donne imagines 
himself as a participant in a dialogue of voice and spirit through which he both 
receives and “breathes back” the words of God. Donne presents “breath” or spirit as 
the connecting force that joins together nature and Scripture, body and soul, man and 
God, individual and community. The “breath” of the Holy Spirit, moreover, contrasts 
with the “vapor” of disease and sin that dissolves the bonds of order that unite 
creation. While the Holy Spirit joins, connects, and orders the world, the “vapor” of 
disease unmakes the world, “bending” both the microcosm and the macrocosm 
toward “annihilation,” “ruin,” and nothingness (Donne, Devotions, 51). Thus, for 
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Donne, the process of dialogue with God is a means of resisting disintegration and 
alienation and participating in the creative, unifying work of the Trinity.    
Donne uses Scripture in a variety of ways as he constructs his “dialogue” 
with God. For instance, Donne imagines himself speaking along with biblical figures 
by appropriating their words and making them his own. Donne regularly integrates 
quotation directly into his syntax and differentiates quotations from the surrounding 
prose only through his use of italics and through marginal Scripture references. For 
example, in Expostulation 2 Donne explains, “I am fallen into the handes of God 
with David, and with David I see that his Mercies are great” (Donne, Devotions, 13). 
At times, however, Donne asserts the difference between his own voice and the 
voices of biblical figures. For instance, Donne draws upon a quotation in order to 
emphasize his failure to hear and respond to God’s voice: “we do not say with Jacob, 
Surely the Lord is in this place, and I knew it not: but though we might know it, we 
do not” (Donne, Devotions, 9). For Donne, increasing ability to join his voice to the 
voices of past biblical figures signals increased awareness of and participation in 
dialogue with God and communion with the church. As seen in the above quotations, 
in which Donne switches back and forth between “I” and “we,” Donne also 
negotiates his relationship to the church as a whole through shifts in his use of 
pronouns.  
Just as Donne imagines himself speaking to God by using biblical quotations, 
so Donne imagines God speaking to him through quotation as well. Most of the time, 
Donne presents this as a mediated voice that comes through human authors that 
Donne describes using epithets such as “thy Messenger,” “thy prophet,” or “thy 
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apostle.” Through these human authors speaking in their particular contexts, Donne 
imagines himself addressed by God. For instance, as Donne gathers together 
passages containing the word “bed,” Donne applies words spoken by the Prophet 
Amos to himself: “when thou chidest us by thy Prophet for lying in beds of Ivory, is 
not thine anger vented?” (Donne, Devotions, 16). Despite the vast historical distance 
between himself and ancient Israel, Donne imagines God “chiding” him through 
Amos. 
While believing that biblical symbols are relevant to him personally, Donne 
still faces the question of whether the positive or negative aspects of these symbols 
apply most fully to him. Papazian, quoting a 1622 sermon of Donne’s, explains that 
Donne makes a distinction between the “Literall, the Historicall sense of the words” 
of scripture and the “emergent, collaterall,” and “occasionall sense of them.”152 In 
expostulation 15, for instance, Donne, reflecting on the meaning of his sleeplessness, 
raises questions of application. Citing positive biblical examples of sleep such as 
“Thou givest thy beloved sleepe” (Donne, Devotions, 79), Donne asks, “Shall I lacke 
that seale of thy love?” (Donne, Devotions, 79). Pointing to Jonah and to Christ, both 
of whom slept during violent storms, Donne asks “Shall I have no use, no benefit, no 
application of those great Examples?” (Donne, Devotions, 79). Finally, citing the 
story of Lazarus, Donne asks, “And shall there be no roome, for that Argument in me? 
Or shall I bee open to the contrary[?]” (Donne, Devotions, 79).  
Donne overcomes this dilemma by reading in the “occasional” and personal 
rather than “literal” and “historical” mode. Rejecting what he calls a “precise” or 
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“literal” interpretation, Donne turns to a spiritual reading of sleep. After expressing 
concern that sleeplessness is a mark of divine punishment, Donne changes course 
and prays, “Let me not, O my God, take this too precisely, too literally.” In his final 
analysis, he actually modifies the words of Scripture in order to make them express 
his own situation: “Give me leave, O my blessed God, to invert the words of thy 
Sonnes Spouse; she said, I sleepe, but my heart waketh; I say, I wake, but my heart 
sleepeth: My body is in a sicke wearinesse, but my soule in a peacefull rest with 
thee” (Donne, Devotions, 80). Donne is able to interpret his sleeplessness by 
distinguishing between physical and spiritual, literal and figurative sleep. Although 
he is physically awake, he finds comfort in the fact that his soul is “asleep” in Christ 
and thus, like Lazarus in the grave, awaits resurrection by Christ.  
Reading the Self in the Context of Christ and the Sacraments  
In the prayers, Donne reaches the limitations of his interpretive method as his 
expostulations give way to surrender and his attempts at interpretation give way to 
the acceptance of paradox. Like More, Donne looks to Christ as the one who brings 
together in himself the painful contradictions of suffering. In doing so, Donne turns 
from the signs and remedies found in nature, characterized by their incoherence and 
limited effectiveness, to the divine signs found in the sacraments. Similarly, Donne 
resolves the multivocality of Scripture by taking up the words of Christ, words that 
express both human fear and perfect surrender.  
 The Prayers bring about a decisive shift in tone as Donne ceases to ask 
questions of God and instead submits himself to God’s as yet unknown will. In 
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Prayer 11, for instance, Donne resigns “Curiositie of Mind” in favor of “a silent, and 
absolute obedience, to thy will, even before I know it” (Donne, Devotions, 61). “I see 
thine hand upon mee now,” Donne states, “and I aske not why it comes, what it 
intends” (Donne, Devotions, 61). Similarly, in Prayer 13, Donne expresses openness 
to God’s purposes: “I limit not I condition, not I choose not, I wish not” (Donne, 
Devotions, 70). Donne’s focus is no longer on understanding God’s work but rather 
on seeking God’s presence in either life or death: “Thou killest and thou givest life: 
which soever comes, it comes from thee; which way soever it comes, let mee come 
to thee” (Donne, Devotions, 85).  
 In the prayers, Donne resolves the tension between sickness as a mark of 
judgment and sickness as a mark of salvation through his embrace of the paradoxes 
associated with Christ’s dual nature. Like More, Donne explores the distress of 
Christ and finds in Christ’s humanity a source of consolation. In Prayer 6, Donne 
observes that “many of thy blessed Martyrs, have passed out of this life, without any 
showe of feare; But thy most blessed Sonne himselfe did not so” (Donne, Devotions, 
34). Donne, like More, sees in Christ’s fear the mark of his humanity; through it, 
Christ demonstrated that he was not only God but “Man also, in the weakness of 
man” (Donne, Devotions, 34). Looking to Christ’s example, Donne sees his own 
trepidation as an occasion for offering himself to God: “Let mee not therefore, O my 
God, bee ashamed of these feares, but let me feel them to determine, where his feare 
did, in a present submitting of all to thy will” (Donne, Devotions, 34). Pointing to 
Christ’s surrender as a “cordial” against fear, Donne quotes the words of Christ in 
Prayer 11: “Thy Sonne himself had a sadnesse in his Soule to death, and hee had a 
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reluctation, a reluctation, a deprecation of death, in the approaches thereof; but hee 
had his Cordiall, too: Yet not my will, but thine be done” (Donne, Devotions, 61).  
By meditating on Christ’s fear and “sadnesse,” Donne, like More, becomes able to 
see his own feelings of dread and fear as a source of spiritual advantage. He 
confesses that “thou art able to make this present sicknesse, everlasting health, this 
weaknes, everlasting strength, and this very dejection, and faintnesse of heart, a 
powerfull Cordiall” (Donne, Devotions, 61).  
By joining his own voice to that of Christ through quotation, Donne is able to 
express both his fear and his faith, his suffering and his surrender. In Prayer 17, 
Donne takes up Christ’s last words, “into thy hands, O my God, I commend my 
spirit” (Donne, Devotions, 89). In doing so, he aligns himself both with David, “who 
put himself into thy protection for his life” (Donne, Devotions, 89-90) and Christ, 
who “delivered up his soule at his death” (Donne, Devotions, 90). Furthermore, 
through quotation of Christ’s words, Donne finds a means of moving from solitude 
to community by uniting himself to the body of Christ, the church. For example, in 
Prayer 17, Donne quotes the words of Christ, “My God, my God, Why hast thou 
forsaken me?” and concludes that, when saying these words, Christ “spake not so 
much in his owne Person, as in the person of the Church, and of his afflicted 
members, who in deep distresses might feare thy forsaking” (Donne, Devotions, 90). 
Again, Donne argues that Christ’s fear demonstrates his deep identification with 
human suffering. Presenting himself as a member of the church, as one of Christ’s 
“afflicted members,” Donne takes up Christ’s words and seeks to be united with 
Christ in death and resurrection. He asks that God, through Donne’s quotation, 
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“heare thy Sonne crying to thee” and prays that God will “unite him (Christ) & us in 
one Communion of Saints” (Donne, Devotions, 90). While the other paradigms 
Donne uses for relating part to whole in the Devotions—the tropes of the body as a 
microcosm of nature and of the body politic—break down as a result of the disorder 
and decay that emerge from within these systems, Donne presents Christ as the 
macrocosm that will unite the disparate voices in Scripture and the singular 
experiences of Christians into a coherent text. 
Metaphors for Donne’s Interpretive Process  
As Donne moves from the physical details of his illness to an apprehension of 
Christ’s passion, he employs the metaphor of the “reflective glass” as a means of 
moving from the small to the great but also as a means of critiquing his own 
tendency to “magnify” personal experience through pride.  Like the image of 
reflective glasses, translation also serves as a metaphor for the interpretive process in 
which Donne engages as he attempts to ascribe meaning to experience. Translation, 
in the Devotions, functions as a process through which obscure or inaccessible 
meanings become comprehensible as well as a process through which the multiple 
meanings inherent in a single word or image become apparent.153 Like the image of 
reflective glasses, translation accentuates the multivocal nature of truth by presenting 
it as something that emerges through an artistic process of comparison and 
transformation. 
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Throughout the Devotions, the image of human perception as a “glass” is a 
prominent metaphor for the mediated nature of human knowledge, for the limitations 
of the senses, for the importance of art in correcting the natural distortions of the 
mind. In Prayer 8, Donne uses the idea of the mind as a glass in order to emphasize 
the mediated and partial nature of man’s perception: “As we see thee here as in a 
glasse, so we receive from thee here by reflexion, & by instruments” (Donne, 
Devotions, 44). Donne presents this image in the context of comparison between the 
“instantaneous” apprehension of God in eternity with the timebound, mediated, and 
piecemeal apprehension of God during human life. God, Donne argues, uses multiple 
“instruments” of revelation because of the human being’s inability to grasp God’s 
nature all at once. As the image of the glass implies, however, human knowledge is 
always partial and incomplete, a reflection not an identical match. As a result, Donne 
emphasizes not only similarities among the varied “reflections” of God that he finds, 
but differences and disjunctions as well.  
Through the image of the glass, Donne also addresses problems of self-
perception and self-presentation, striving to see God at work in the small details of 
his life while avoiding charges that he is “magnifying” his personal experience in a 
boastful or self-aggrandizing way. In Meditation 11, he reflects on the paradoxical 
combination of greatness and vulnerability in human beings: “O how little a thing is 
all the greatnes of man, and through how false glasses doth he make shift to multiply 
it, and magnifie it to himself?” (Donne, Devotions, 57). Donne seeks to counteract 
this use of “false glasses” by considering the negative aspects of, for instance, the 
metaphor of man as a microcosm of the world, demonstrating how this image reveals 
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not only man’s “greatnes,” but his great vulnerability as well. Similarly, his 
comparison of the human being to the body politic also emphasizes the vulnerability 
of the ruler to disorder in the state. Assuming that humans tend to see themselves out 
of proportion to their actual scale, Donne seeks to correct the images created by 
“false glasses” by experimenting with the scale and proportion of human beings, 
shifting rapidly between images of man’s greatness and man’s weakness in the 
meditations. 
For Donne, the problem of scale holds implication for his project of writing 
about himself, a project that he recognized could open him to charges of 
“magnifying” himself in a boastful way. For instance, in Donne’s discussion of 
James I sending his physician, Donne worries that recounting this event will make 
him look like he is bragging about his relationship to the monarch. Considering how 
his readers may receive his narrative, he pauses: “But let me stop, my God, and 
consider; will not this look like a piece of art, & cunning, to convey into the world an 
opinion, that I were more particularly in his care, then other men? And that herein, in 
a shew of humilitie, and thankefulnesse, I magnifie my selfe more then there is 
cause?” (Donne, Devotions, 43). In writing about himself, Donne faces the challenge 
of self-presentation as he opens himself up to accusation that his account of himself 
is a “shew,” a “piece of art, & cunning” designed to produce a self-promotional 
effect. Donne attempts to deflect this charge by presenting himself and his 
circumstances as one example of a common, repeating pattern: “This which hee doth 
now, in assisting so my bodily health, I know is common to me with many; Many, 
many, have tasted of that expression of his graciousness” (Donne, Devotions, 43). 
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Furthermore, Donne presents the monarch’s “graciousness” as an instance of God’s 
mercy, which Donne argues is merely “exhibited” by James (Donne, Devotions, 43), 
who is himself a “glass” who reflects God (Donne, Devotions, 41).  
Even as Donne expresses concern about “magnifying” himself, he believes 
that the small details of human life, if read artfully, do hold significance 
disproportionate to their apparent size.The belief that God may contain the vast 
within the small and the community within the individual pervades the Devotions 
and provides impetus for Donne’s attention to the details of his own experience. For 
instance, Donne develops his metaphor of “glasses” in Expostulation 21 in order to 
explore the “art” of discovering meaning in the details of human life. Again, he 
points to the comparison of multiple sources of revelation as the means of gaining 
insight into the meaning of experience. Donne compares the vision of the future 
gained through the collation of the physical and spiritual realms to the visual 
magnification made possible through the magnifying effect made by “casting” an 
image into multiple “glasses” in a telescope:  
My God, my God, how large a glasse of the next World is this? As wee have 
an Art, to cast from one glasse to another, and so to carry the Species a great 
way off, so hast thou, that way, much more; wee shall have a Resurrection in 
Heaven; the knowledge of that thou castest by another glasse upon us here; 
we feele that wee have a Resurrection from sinne; and that by another glasse 
too; wee see wee have a Resurrection of the body, from the miseries and 
calamities of this life. This Resurrection of my body, shewes me the 
Resurrection of my soule; and both here severally, of both together hereafter. 
(Donne, Devotions, 112) 
First of all, Donne’s assertion that this world is a “glass” of the next world reiterates 
his belief in the significance of natural events as legible signs of God’s work. The 
image of the telescope further develops this image by presenting the idea that the 
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world contains multiple “glasses,” which, if placed in artful relation to one another, 
bring the far away near, “carrying” the image of resurrection from “a great way off” 
and making the seemingly small details of human life means of glimpsing God’s vast 
design. In contrast to Meditation 11, where Donne imagined human self-perception 
as a distorted glass that falsely “multiplied” and “magnified” the greatness of man, 
here Donne imagines an “art” that magnifies the “next world.” Through the image of 
the telescope, furthermore, Donne emphasizes the idea of unity emerging from 
multiplicity. Comparison of multiple perspectives intensifies and magnifies the 
image of resurrection, uniting what is seen on earth “severally,” in a scattered and 
diffuse way, into a single powerful vision of resurrection that brings together both 
body and soul. 
As an example of the telescopic vision Donne discovers through reflection on 
his illness, consider Expostulation 13, whereJohn Donne imagines something very 
small and minute, the spots on his body, as means of gaining a much vaster vision. 
Through consideration of his spots in light of Scripture, he seeks a point of insight in 
which “these spots upon my Breast, and upon my Soule, shal appeare to mee as the 
Constellations of the Firmament, to direct my Contemplation to that place, where thy 
Son is, thy right hand” (Donne, Devotions, 70). With this image, Donne transforms 
the small and personal scale of the spots into an expansive and impersonal image of 
divine design. For Donne, contemplation of his illness leads from focus on the 
idiosyncratic and seemingly random toward apprehension of divine design not only 
in his own life, but on a large scale that includes but goes beyond the stars 
themselves, ultimately pointing to the resurrected Christ. In the Prayer, Donne 
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continues to this idea that the seemingly random manifestations of his disease carry 
legible meaning. “These spots,” he concludes, “are but the letters, in which thou hast 
written thine owne Name, and conveyed thy selfe to mee” (Donne, Devotions, 70). 
As in his comparison of the spots to constellations, here Donne finds in his illness 
God’s legible signature. Since, furthermore, his own body and its suffering is the 
medium through which these manifestations of God come, the message is distinctly 
personal; through his spots, God has “conveyed” himself “to mee.” Donne’s belief 
that divine design underlies the apparent disorder and insignificance of personal 
suffering motivates an arduous process of self-exegesis in the Devotions. His method 
of gathering together various means of revelation and comparing them to one another, 
furthermore, structures his interpretive process as he considers Scriptures in light of 
one another, the body in light of the soul, and the future in the light of the present. As 
Donne moves from meditation through expostulation to prayer, he uses comparison 
and collation in order to create a telescopic reading of his circumstances, moving 
from the physical, personal, and minute to the spiritual, universal, and vast. 
 For Donne, the sacraments provide the prototype for his belief that small, 
mundane, and natural things carry spiritual significance. In prayer 21, Donne praises 
God for containing the “great” within the small, ordinary objects of the sacraments, 
addressing God as the one who “hast made little things to signifie great, and convaid 
the infinite merits of thy Sonne in the water of Baptimse, and in the Bread and Wine 
of thy other Sacrament, unto us” (Donne, Devotions, 114). For Donne, God’s use of 
sacramental signs authorizes Donne’s own reading of his own experience as replete 
with spiritual significance, as when, for instance, he interprets his rising from bed as 
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an “earnest of a second resurrection from sinne, and of a third, to everlasting glory” 
(Donne, Devotions, 114). In reading from the “little” to the “great,” Donne traces a 
movement from the sign to the “more reall” spiritual significance to which it points. 
In his discussion of bread, for instance, Donne asks God to “continue to mee the 
bread of life; the spirituall bread of life, in a faithfull assurance in thee; the 
sacramental bread of life, in a worthy receiving of thee; and the more reall bread of 
life, in an everlasting union to thee” (Donne, Devotions, 115). “Bread,” like the other 
symbols Donne attempts to read in the Devotions, carry at the same time a “perfect” 
and complete meaning in the will of God, and an unfolding, progressive meaning in 
the timebound experience of the individual. God thus “manifests” his “good 
purposes” “in thy seasons,and in thy measures and degrees”(Donne, Devotions, 115). 
Like the image of reflective glasses, metaphors of translation also serve as a 
means of exploring the movement from physical to spiritual through which the 
particulars of Donne’s life take on meaning. In Prayer 8, Donne asserts that events in 
the natural world have multiple “names” that reflect the different registers or 
“languages” in which they event may be interpreted: “Even causal things come from 
thee; and that which we call Fortune here, hath another name above” (Donne, 
Devotions, 44). The multilingual metaphor emphases both the unity of the concept 
and the multiplicity of the ways God expresses that concept in human experience.  
Envisioning movement between these registers as “translation,” he seeks to 
move from a human or natural perspective of a world in which there are more 
diseases than there are names for those diseases to a spiritual perspective in which he 
asks God to “translate” his illness by giving it spiritual significance: 
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Let me think no degree of this thy correction, casuall, or without signification; 
but yet when I have read it in that language, as it is a correction, let me 
translate it into another, and read it as a mercy; and which of these is the 
Originall, and which is the Translation, whether thy Mercy, or thy 
Correction, were thy primary, and original intention in this sicknes, I cannot 
conclude, though death conclude me; for as it must necessarily appeare to bee 
a correction, so I can have no greater argument of thy mercy, then to die in 
thee, and by that death, to bee united to him, who died for me. (Donne, 
Devotions, 40) 
Donne begins by expressing certainty that his illness has a meaning: it is not “casuall, 
or without signification,” but he goes on to acknowledge the complexity of that 
meaning. For Donne, there is more than one language or mode in which he can 
interpret his experience. Imagining “correction and “mercy” as two languages, he 
“reads” his experience in both, continually switching between the two as if he were a 
bilingual speaker; for Donne, these two modes154 or languages of thinking about his 
relationship to God continuously define the movement of the work, and represent for 
him the interplay or constant translation back and forth between law and gospel. 
Suspended between these two “versions” of the text of his illness, Donne expresses 
uncertainty; he “cannot conclude” which represents God’s primary meaning. Making 
a pun on “conclude,” Donne sees “conclusion” as something, ultimately, to be 
accomplished by God as he brings about Donne’s death. Christ, however, resolves 
the two “languages” God speaks through suffering.  
Finally, Donne uses translation as a metaphor for the transformation of soul 
and body through death: 
All mankinde is of one Author, and is one volume; when one Man dies, one 
Chapter is not torne out of the booke, but translated into a better language; 
and every Chapter must be so translated; God emploies serverall translators; 
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some peeces are translated by Age, some by sicknesse, some by warre, some 
by justice; but Gods hand is in every translation; and his hand shall binde up 
all our scattered leaves againe, for that Librarie where every booke shall lie 
open to one another. (Donne, Devotions, 86) 
 By imagining “mankinde” as a single work with a single author that is, nevertheless, 
in a scattered and incomplete state, Donne brings together the tension between unity 
and multiplicity that he develops throughout the Devotions. Contrasting translation 
with destruction, Donne resists his earlier concern that sickness unmakes and 
destroys the divine design of the human body. Chapters are not “torn out”—
destroyed, dispersed, separated— Donne argues, but rather translated into a unified 
language that will render all books “open” to one another, reuniting the “scattered 
leaves” into “one volume” once again. Within this context, illness becomes a process 
of transformation rather than dissolution. Furthermore, despite the different causes of 
death described in the passage above, Donne presents the basic process of 
“translation” from human into heavenly language as the same.   
Furthermore, Donne’s idea of “translation,” of the same word signifying on 
different registers, leads Donne to compose in a style that unfolds many meanings of 
a single word.  As Webber argues, Donne structures his prose sections around 
repeated terms, a style that she argues brings unity of focus on the level of sentence, 
paragraph, and section, as well as across the work as a whole.155 Within Devotions, 
terms recur in all three sections, taking on new layers of meaning as Donne moves 
from meditation to expostulation, and, finally, to prayer. For instance, in Devotion 6, 
the word “fear” recurs almost obsessively in the Meditation and Expostulation 
(Donne, Devotions, 29-33), beginning as fear of death in the Meditation, and taking 
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on new layers of meaning as fear of man as well as fear of God in both positive and 
negative senses in the expostulation, until Donne gradually balances fear by 
introducing the terms “love” and “joy” (33). Furthermore, as Webber points out, the 
repetition of key words unites the Devotions as a whole; as she argues, for instance, 
that the key word of the meditations is “misery”156 and the key word of the 
Expostulations is “murmuring.”157 As the word remains the same but new meanings 
accumulate, Donne “translates” the term from a physical context into a spiritual one. 
Mueller, applying the metaphor of translation to the work as a whole, characterizes 
the Devotions as an “an attempted translation of a segment of experience into 
spiritual terms.”158   
The metaphors of translation and reflective glasses both function for Donne 
as images of the multivocal and layered nature of truth. For Donne, this perspective 
enables him to take a conciliatory and flexible stance on contested issues like 
transubstantiation, images, and the relationship between faith and works. For 
instance, in his discussion of faith and works, Donne rejects polemical wrangling as 
Characterizing debate as “uncharitable” and casts this argument as a “rivalrous” 
struggle over which of the two will “take place.” In contrast to this model of 
competition, Donne proposes an image of cooperation based on the interdependence 
of parts in the human body: “The head and the hand too, are required to a perfit 
naturall man; Counsell and action too, to a perfit civill man; faith and works too, to 
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him that is perfitly spirituall” (Donne, Devotions, 106). Repeating the word “perfit,” 
Donne again underscores the importance of combination, or bringing together 
opposites or disparate parts in order to form a more complete and balanced whole. 
Donne’s recognition of the multivocal and multifaceted nature of truth causes 
him to adopt a speculative and conciliatory tone in the Devotions. Unlike Bale, who 
helped to establish the identity of the English protestant as embattled, persecuted, 
self-confident, and assertive, Donne and other Anglican writers of the early 
seventeenth century departed from this earlier pattern: “The majority of holy men 
celebrated in Tudor/Stuart lives–Andrewes, Donne, Herbert, Hooker, Ferrar, 
Whitgift–conspicuously do not denounce the abuses of power; Walton’s saintly 
clerics are men of ‘quiet and meek spirits,’ who overcome ‘their opposers by … a 
blessed Patience and long Suffering.’”159 This view of spiritual heroism evokes the 
earlier tradition of “spiritual martyrdom,” which foregrounds the virtue of patience 
rather than the act of resistance. Shuger explains this shift, at least in part, by 
pointing out that “there no longer existed any social consensus on who counts as the 
lord’s prophet.”160 The loss of agreement, the difficulty of interpretive process, as 
well as the sense that “prophetic” voices were a danger to the fragile consensus and 
peace of the state, cause Donne to take a moderate, conciliatory stance in the 
Devotions. 
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Conclusion  
Reacting against the definitions of martyrdom he learned in his upbringing in a 
Catholic community that valued martyrdom as a participation in the struggle between 
the “true” and “false” churches, Donne returns to a spiritualized interpretation of 
martyrdom as a process of offering the self to God. For Donne, as for More, this 
process of surrender involves the total person, including the imagination, 
understanding, and will. It involves, furthermore, an arduous process of weighing 
multiple perspectives and seeking meaning not through a single, authoritative source, 
but rather through a comparative process of examining nature, Scripture, and 
sacrament.  
 Even as Donne recognizes the value of this process, he also underscores its 
difficulty by identifying not only correspondences but also lack of connection 
between self and nature and between self and Scripture. These mismatches serve as 
disturbing reminders of Donne’s individuality and alienation. Like More, Donne 
looks to Christ’s experience of internal conflict as a means of finding significance in 
the midst of his experience without necessarily resolving the paradoxes involved. 
Instead, the tension itself becomes a means of identifying himself with Christ. This 
resolution, however, comes through the surrender of interpretive process rather than 
through its completion. 
As Robert Parker Sorlein argues in his article “Apostacy Reversed: John 
Donne and Tobie Mathew,”161 Mathew and Donne followed opposite trajectories in 
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their choice of religious identities. Mathew, although raised as the privileged son of 
an Anglican archbishop, chooses to convert to Catholicism. He does so, furthermore, 
in 1606, the year after the discovery of the Gunpowder Plot. In making the decision 
to convert, Mathew chooses to embrace religious persecution because he believes 
that his salvation depends on his membership in the Roman Catholic Church. In 
contrast to the cyclical structure of the Devotions, Toby Mathew will present his 
conversion to the Catholic faith as a linear process that first inspires investigation 
and then ends it by calling for total commitment to the Roman Catholic Church. For 
Mathew, the ambivalence and difficulty of the Christian tradition becomes 
externalized as he engages in polemical debate with Anglican friends, including 
Donne himself. While in the True Historical Relation, however, he employs a 
confident, assertive tone, in his later Missive of Consolation he qualifies his earlier 
confidence by recognizing the mysterious and paradoxical nature of religious 
persecution.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 4: 
Martyrdom as a Mark of the Visible Church in Toby Mathew’s True Historical 
Relation (1640) and Missive of Consolation (1647) 
 
In the years 1599-1604, Toby Mathew and John Donne belonged to the same coterie 
of young men educated at Gray’s Inn, involved in the last Elizabethan parliament, 
and eager to gain patronage and position at court. The son of an Anglican archbishop, 
Mathew counted as his friends many of the aristocratic and brilliant young men in 
Donne’s circle, including Henry Goodyer, Richard Martin, and Francis Bacon. While 
Donne, however, moved from a Roman Catholic background to conformity to the 
Church of England, Mathew went the opposite way, converting to Catholicism in 
1606, just months after the discovery of the Gunpowder Plot.162 In that turbulent year, 
Mathew’s decision was an extremely risky and, from some perspectives, self-
destructive act. The questions of the identity of the church and the significance of 
religious persecution that kept Donne “awake” in a “meditation of a martyrdom” 
similarly compel Mathew to wrestle with difficult questions about the identity of the 
church, the meaning of persecution, and his own relationship to the community in 
which he was raised. In this chapter, I argue that while Mathew, like Donne, engages 
in epistemological questions about the basis for religious knowledge, Mathew turns 
his attention away from study of himself as interpreter and focuses instead on the 
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object of his interpretation: the “visible” Catholic church. For Mathew, religious 
persecution functions as a vivid, visual sign of the “true” church’s veracity. Using 
images of painting, imprinting, and carving, as well as on sacramental images of 
transubstantiation and incarnation, Mathew looks to suffering as visual evidence for 
the truth of the Catholic faith. This belief in the evidentiary power of suffering 
motivates Mathew to undertake a variety of life-writing projects, from his translation 
of Augustine’s Confessions to biographies of saints to the writing of his own 
autobiography. I will trace Mathew’s response to suffering first by examining the 
view of persecution that he develops during his conversion by considering his 
autobiography, The True Historical Relation, in the context of his other works of 
life-writing.I will then turn to his more detailed discussion of the significance of 
affliction in his later Missive of Consolation (1647). Whereas Mathew’s earlier 
works of life writing convey a sense of certainty about the significance of suffering, 
in the Missive Mathew cautions his readers against excessive “curiosity” about the 
meaning of persecution and challenges them instead to accept the mystery of God’s 
paradoxical work in the church, a mystery he compares to the sacramental fusion of 
sign and signified in the Eucharist and incarnation.   
Conversion, Life-Writing, and Polemic in Jacobean England 
When Tobie Mathew converted, leading men in church and state, including James I 
himself, took note. They did so because of the importance of Mathew’s family within 
the Anglican establishment, as well as because of Mathew’s connections to the court. 
Mathew was born in 1577, and in the year before his birth, his father, also named 
Tobie Mathew, became dean of Christ’s Church, Oxford. He would become dean 
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and eventually bishop of Durham, and, finally, archbishop of York. The elder 
Mathew was known for his Calvinist doctrinal stances and for his aggressive 
punishment of Catholics in the more rigorous period of persecution under Elizabeth I.  
During his tenure in Durham, he was, as William Joseph Sheils explains in his DNB 
article on Tobie Mathew, Sr., fiercely anti-catholic and “assiduous” in his 
prosecution of recusancy; he “employed a network of spies to hunt down priests” and 
oversaw the execution of several priests.163 His rise to the position of archbishop of 
York occurred in the same year (1606) as his son’s conversion.  The elder Mathew 
achieved significant financial gains as a result of his successful career in the church. 
As Sheils points out, the financial transactions involved his ascension to the 
bishopric of Durham have been called by Patrick Collinson, “one of the most 
patently documented cases of simony in the Elizabethan Church.”164 The elder 
Mathew’s success led to privileges for his family, as in 1604 when he “secured a 
lease of the extensive Episcopal manor of Tunstall for his son Toby.”165 As a result, 
in 1606 when the younger Toby Mathew converted to Catholicism, his change of 
religion constituted a radical repudiation of the values, goals, and privileges of his 
family. Throughout Mathew’s writing, he presents the religious dilemma faced by 
English Christians as one heavily tinged by financial and temporal concerns, a 
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perspective perhaps influenced by his experience of his father’s financial successes 
as well as Mathew’s own financial losses as a result of his conversion.  
 Mathew’s conversion, however, took on significance not only against the 
backdrop of his family history but also as part of period characterized by high-profile 
conversions on both Catholic and Protestant sides. In his book King James I and the 
Religious Culture of England, James Doelman argues that the battle for converts 
“reached a period of intensity from about 1607 to 1618.”166 A number of factors 
contributed to the role of conversions as “a central part of the theological and 
political controversies that were raging at the time.”167 Debates by both sides over 
the oath of allegiance were “most intense from 1608 to 1614.”168 In addition, the 
papacy of Paul V, “known for his militant stance towards Protestantism and his 
strong assertion of papal authority,” made it difficult for Catholics to hide their 
identities or work out compromises.169 Within this context, high-profile conversions 
like that of Mathew held political import as “spoils” in the spiritual and political 
battle between the Roman Catholic and Anglican churches.170 The efforts made to 
reconvert Mathew by leading Anglicans such as George Bancroft and Lancelot 
Andrewes attest to the political significance of his conversion. 
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As evidence of the importance of Catholic lives in general and conversions in 
particular in this struggle, Doelman points to the 1612 “A catalogue 
of diuers visible professors of the Catholike faith,” originally appended to a 
polemical work but also published separately. This work, a historical table that 
extends from Christ to the year 1600, serves as an argument for the unbroken lineage 
of Catholic consensus throughout the Church’s history by asserting that one of the 
“special marks” of the church is “visible succession” of believers.171 Comprised of 
three tables---the list of popes on the far left, famous Catholics in the middle, and 
counsels on the far right---the work asserts the historical continuity of the church 
through a three-pronged approach, emphasizing its hierarchy, its notable individuals, 
and its history of consensus. At the end of the table, which stops around the year 
1600, the author identifies the recent conversions occurring throughout the world as 
current evidence for the veracity of the church: “As in Italy, France, England, Spaine, 
Germany, Polonia, and other Christian Countryes: besides innumerable people in the 
Indies, Japonia, China, Brasilia, and other places lately converted to the Faith, by 
Religious men of the Roman Faith.”172 Mathew’s conversion, occurring as it did in a 
time of particularly intense political and polemical tension, held “symbolic 
importance”173 as part of a struggle between the two churches as well as part of 
political controversy within England itself.  
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Mathew recognized the importance of Catholic lives as evidence for the 
veracity of the Roman Catholic Church and actively embraced life-writing as a 
means of defending the church. Very much aware of the value of the lives he writes 
about as arguments for the Catholic faith, Mathew places great emphasis on 
historical accuracy in his texts in order to make the arguments implicit in these 
accounts difficult to dismiss or refute. The historical and national range of the works 
he translated, furthermore, likely demonstrates a desire to assert the historical 
continuity and cross-cultural unity of the church. In 1619, he translated The life of 
the holy and venerable mother Suor Maria Maddalena De Patsi a Florentine lady, & 
religious of the Order of the Carmelites, a work written by her Vicentio Puccini, her 
“ghostly father.”174 Next, in 1620, he completed the first English translation of 
Augustine’s Confessions175 as well as another biography of a recent life, A relation 
of the death of the most illustrious lord, Sigr. Troilo Sauelli, a Baron of Rome who 
was there beheaded, in the castle of Sant-Angelo, on the 18.of April, 1592.176 In 1640, 
he completed his own autobiography, the True Historicall Relation, a work that was 
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not published during his lifetime. In 1642, Mathew completed his translation of The 
flaming hart, or, The life of the gloriovs S. Teresa.177 
A central tenet of Mathew’s translations of biographies is that the behavior 
and life of a Christian reveals their true religious identity. Underlying these works is 
a polemical argument that the comparison of Protestant lives to Catholic lives will 
reveal that Protestants are “libertines” who are more interested in temporal comfort 
than eternal salvation. Arguing that the moral law has not been abrogated but 
intensified by Christ, Mathew specifically attacks Protestants on the basis of their 
behavior, arguing that they lack the kind of rigorous holiness exemplified in the life 
of Maddalena.  In the preface to the Life of the holy and venerable mother, Mathew 
points to Maddalena’s life in order to offer a defense of the disputed doctrine of 
penance. In addressing Protestants, he characterizes them as unwilling to suffer.178 
For Matthew, as for More, penance functions as image of the difficulty of the 
Catholic life and of the central place of suffering, whether imposed from without or 
from within, in Catholic piety.  
As in the Life of the holy and venerable mother, Mathew points to suffering 
as a crucial marker of identity for Catholics and a point of contrast with Protestants. 
In this case, he interprets Savelli’s death sentence and execution as the “purgatory” 
through which Savelli not only made “satisfaction of diuine Iustice” but obtained 
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“merittes (all grounded vpon the mercy of Iesus Christ our Lord)” as well.179 
Arguing that God saved Savelli through “contrary” means by inflicting a death 
sentence on him, Mathew presents this plotline of salvation through suffering as an 
inversion of natural human values. Temporary comfort, Mathew argues, leads to 
destruction later on, making a “course of felicity,” in the end a pitiable rather than 
enviable state. In contrast, a life of affliction is “more safe” and makes the sufferer 
less prone to misprision about the course of his life.180   
Mathew’s Social Milieu in England and Abroad 
Mathew’s conversion and its aftermath unfolded in the context of two communities: 
the privileged class of young men close to the court in which Mathew spent his early 
years and to which he returned as he sought to protect his freedom, his property, and 
his career; and the Roman Catholic community abroad, which guided him in his 
conversion and continued to serve as a source of support during extended periods of 
exile. Throughout his life, however, Mathew moved back and forth between these 
two communities and sought to maintain ties of patronage to the world of his 
upbringing even as he repudiated its values. He also engaged his friends at court in 
ongoing polemical debate about the nature of the church, repeatedly offering 
arguments he hoped would convince his them to follow him in conversion.  
When Mathew returned to England in 1607, he recognized the political 
danger and sensitivity of his conversion and sought to use his connections in order to 
petition for leniency. First, he asked Bacon to deliver a letter to Robert Cecil, the 
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future Lord Salisbury and then Secretary of State (Mathew, True Historical Relation, 
58). Although Bacon delivered the letter, he expressed his dismay at Mathew’s 
conversion, exhorting Mathew in a 1607 letter to “receive yourself back from these 
courses of perdition” and pointing to the Gunpowder Plot as a cautionary example of 
the “extreme effects of superstition” (Spedding 4.10).181 In the letter, Mathew seeks 
to preempt rumors by acknowledging his conversion and asking for “compassion and 
favour” from Cecil (Spedding 4.59).  Cecil responded by promising that “from him I 
might safely expect, and assuredly should find, all effects of favour and good will” 
(Spedding 4.60). 
Next, Mathew went to the archbishop of Canterbury, George Bancroft, and 
similarly acknowledged his conversion in hopes of explaining his decision and 
asking for advice. He asked Bancroft for his opinion of how he might “address” the 
court in a way that will “give the least offense to his Majesty, and the least disgust to 
my friends” (Mathew, True Historical Relation, 61). In response, Bancroft accused 
Mathew of converting without considering both sides of the question and entered 
into the first of many debates with Mathew about the Catholic faith (Mathew, True 
Historical Relation, 62). In the meantime, however, he promised to “speak well” of 
Mathew “to the King” and to do Mathew “good offices with my friends” (Mathew, 
True Historical Relation, 64).  
After a series of conversations in which Bancroft attempted without success 
to change Mathew’s mind, however, Bancroft responded to queries from James I 
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about Mathew by stating that Mathew is an “obstinate man” (Mathew, True 
Historical Relation, 76). In response, the James told Bancroft to ask Mathew to take 
the Oath of Allegiance, which Mathew refused (76). As a result of his rejection of 
the oath, Mathew was imprisoned in the Fleet prison in 1607 and remained there for 
six months until his release in February of 1608.182 While incarcerated, Mathew 
received many visitors, including Edwin Sandys, Richard Martin, John Donne Jr., 
Henry Goodyear, Maurice Berkely, Thomas Morton, Edmund Whitelock, and his 
father’s friend Albericus Gentili, Oxford doctor of law, and others who were eager to 
argue with him about religious matters. He also was allowed to visit Bacon under the 
supervision of his “keeper” during this period (Spedding 4.8).  
In February of 1608, Mathew appeared before the privy council, and, 
according to a letter by Chamberlain, was given “six weeks’ space to set his affairs 
in order and depart the realm” (Spedding 4.11). Mathew traveled on the Continent 
for the next nine years until his return to England in May 1617.183 Mathew attributes 
his return in part to Bacon’s assistance (Spedding 6.215). In a letter to Bacon, 
Mathew points to Bacon’s “favour” towards him as the reason that “my Lord of 
Canterbury hath been drawn to give way” and asks Bacon to be “present” when the 
archbishop presents the request for Mathew’s return to the king: “That motion I trust 
will be granted howsoever, but I should be out of fear thereof if, when he moves the 
King your Honour would cast to be present; that if his Mjaesty should make any 
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difficulty, some such reply as is wont to come from you in such case may have 
power to discharge it” (Spedding 6.215). Mathew knew he could rely on Bacon to 
serve as an advocate for him in the presence of the king. Upon Mathew’s return, he 
stayed at Gorhambury for an extended period (Spedding 6.216).  After again refusing 
to take the Oath of Allegiance, however, he went into exile again in 1619.  Again as 
the result of intercession by a powerful friend, this time John Digby, earl of Bristol, 
Mathew returned to England. Mathew attributed this success both to Bristol’s power 
and favor with the king and to a change in the political atmosphere, writing that “the 
times grew a little more easy” (Mathew, True Historical Relation 122).  
The network of English exiles on the Continent was the other major 
community in which Mathew’s career unfolded. Mathew had contact with leading 
English Catholics in Europe, such as Robert Persons, who was integral in his 
conversion, and Robert Bellarmine, who ordained Mathew to the priesthood in 1614. 
During his years of exile, Mathew traveled throughout Europe, forming relationships 
across national and cultural lines. In 1609, for instance, he traveled to Spain, and 
“joined the entourage of Sir Robert Shirley, who was commissioned by the shah of 
Persia to negotiate with Philip III a military alliance against the Turkish empire.”184 
In 1611 he lived in Paris, and in subsequent years traveled throughout Italy and also 
spent time in Leipzig.185 Mathew’s experience as an exile confirms Mark Netzloff’s 
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identification of the life of English Catholics abroad as one characterized by hybrid 
identity shaped by the experience of travel.186 
For Mathew, letter-writing and translation were means of moving between 
the two worlds.  Throughout this period, Mathew and Bacon remained in close 
correspondence. Bacon repeatedly sent copies of his writings to Mathew. Around the 
time of Mathew’s conversion, Bacon, at this point unaware that Mathew was 
contemplating a change of religion, sent him a copy of the newly published 
Advancement of Learning (Spedding 3.256). Along with this text, Bacon also 
included a brief account of the “discovery of the Gunpowder plot” (Spedding 3.256), 
a combination that demonstrates the simultaneity of intellectual and religious 
developments during the year of Mathew’s conversion. During Mathew’s exile, 
Bacon sent Mathew sections of the Instauratio Magna and other works. In a 1609 
letter with which he included “a leaf or two of the Preface,” (Spedding 6.132) he also 
seems to have sent a copy of his cipher to Mathew, perhaps for Mathew to use in 
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and 
Diasporic Nationalism,” in Catholic Culture in Early Modern England, ed. Ronald Corthell (Notre 
Dame, IN: Notre Dame University Press, 2007), 239. A fascinating record of Mathew’s hybrid identity 
as both courtier and Catholic appears in the play Hierarchomachia: Or, the Anti‐Bishop, a work of 
uncertain authorship written at the English College in Rome in 1629 or 30 (Suzanne Gossett, ed. 
[Cranbury, NJ: Associated University Press, 1982], 20), in which the character of Bittomatus 
represents Matthew. This play, which addresses the controversy over ecclesiastical authority in 
England, presents Mathew as a figure who retains the habits of speech, dress, and conduct, as well 
as the attempts to gain favor at court, that characterized his pre‐conversion life. In the account of 
himself in the play, Bittomatus explains that “were you to judge me by my outward garb / You’d 
swear I were a wanton or a knight / Of most affected vanity; but look / Within me further, madam, 
you shall see / Such tokens of a mortified mind, / As few or none have ever known the like” (Gossett 
165). Later, she inquires about his constant search for patronage, an element of Mathew’s behavior 
doubtless true to life: “Further I would know /  Why you are so officious in the court? / So fawning 
on the great ones? So extreme / In visiting ambassadors, as some / Do call you troublesome, 
intruding rude / Importune, nay imprudent?” (Gossett 167). This charge of “impudence” reflects 
Mathew’s continued and persistent attempts to gain favor within the political system from which he 
had alienated himself through his conversion. 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writing coded letters (Spedding 6.134). In 1618, during Mathew’s brief return to 
England, he translated Bacon’s Essays into Italian. Jardine and Stewart summarize 
the relationship between Mathew and Bacon in Hostages of Fortune: “Matthew… 
stood for connections across religious divides, for connections across national 
boundaries.”187  
Mathew’s skill with languages and his international connections eventually 
did prove to be a source of political advantage when James sought to negotiate a 
marriage between Charles and the Infanta of Spain, Anna Maria. As a result of his 
diplomatic efforts, Mathew was knighted in 1623. Mathew’s knighthood led to 
greater acceptance and opened the way for rapprochement with his family and 
friends, although religious differences remained sources of tension in these 
relationships. Pointing to Mathew’s shifting fortunes, Doelman asserts that “his case 
demonstrates well the way in which changing circumstance affected the politics of 
conversion.”188 Although Mathew wrote the True Historical Relation in 1640 and 
ended it by describing his increased freedom and safety, political upheaval in 1641-
43 would lead to another exile. It was during this later exile, during the period of the 
Civil War, that Mathew would write the Missive of Consolation (1647)189 from 
Flanders, a work addressed to English Catholics.   
True Historical Relation 
                                                             
187 Lisa Jardine and Alan Stewart, Hostage to Fortune: the Troubled Life of Francis Bacon (London: 
Victor Golancz, 1998), 520. 
 
188 Doelman, King James I, 111. 
189 Tobie Mathew, A missive of consolation sent from Flanders to the Catholikes of England, At 
Louain : [s.n.], 1647. 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Mathew tells the story of his own life in the True Historicall Relation, a work that 
recounts Mathew’s conversion to Catholicism and the difficulties that followed in the 
aftermath of that decision. The visibility of the church and its continuity through 
time provides the basis for Mathew’s decision to convert. Although he engages in an 
extended search for truth, he ultimately looks outside himself for meaning, regarding 
personal impressions and singular ideas as prone to distortion. His distrust of 
individual interpretation extends to his view of Scripture; in the True Historical 
Relation Scripture takes its place within the larger framework of God’s revelation 
through the church over time. Miracles also take on an important role for Mathew as 
signs that validate the veracity of the church, even though he subjects claims to 
miraculous events with careful scrutiny. 
As he does his translations, Mathew directs his autobiography to members of 
the English Catholic community living on the continent, a community that, as he 
explains in his autobiography, played a major role in his conversion. As he states in 
the opening pages of the True Historicall Relation, Mathew wrote the text at the 
“request, or rather…commandment” of his “dear friend” Mary Gage (Mathew, True 
Historical Relation, 1), a nun of the Benedictine order living in Brussels at the time 
(Mathew, True Historical Relation, xvi). Mary Gage was also the sister of Mathew’s 
close friend George Gage. He did not intend for his work to read a wide readership 
and asked Mary Gage to “remember…the faithful promise, which you have made me 
of keeping it wholly to yourself” (Mathew, True Historical Relation, 2). As A. H. 
Mathew, the editor of the published version of the text explains, the work remained 
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in manuscript until 1904 and was kept in the possession of the Mathew family in the 
intervening years.  
Mathew’s preface to his translation of the Confessions provides clues to the 
rationale for Mathew’s writing of his own autobiography. Above all, Mathew 
identifies Augustine’s understanding of providence as a notable aspect of 
Augustine’s self-perception, a view that also motivates Mathew to record the details 
of his own life. Mathew explains that Augustine’s text is “full of consideration of 
Gods prouidence; and of reducing the effects euen of the least, and meanest things, 
to the first, and vniversall cause of all things, which is our Lord; and to acknowledge 
them as coming from his hand; and to thanke him for them” (Mathew, Confessions, 
20). Exhorting believers to pay attention to detail, Mathew notes the tendency of 
Christians to disregard small matters:  “Sometyms, because the things which see, are 
so small, that we know not how to find God in them, who is yet immense, & most 
great, euen in the least things; Somtymes, because they are so naturall, and so 
ordinary, and, euen as it were, so in our very eyes, though the custome we haue to be 
still seeing them, as that we remayne fixt theron, without ascending, by their meanes, 
to the consideration of God” (Mathew, Confessions, 22). Augustine, Mathew 
explains, recognized the value of everyday providences as “means” through which to 
“ascend” to “the consideration of God.” Thus, Mathew exhorts all Christians to trace 
the workings of providence in their own lives:  “This is a point of great substance, 
and sequence, wherin a Christian that desires to please God, & to proceed the way of 
hauen, & to lieu on earth in peace and rest, ought to exercise himself” (Mathew, 
Confessions, 21).  
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Mathew’s preoccupation with tracing the work of providence in his life forms 
one of the closest connections between his translation of the Confessions and his 
account of his own life in the True Historicall Relation. In the opening pages, for 
instance, Mathew observes that God used his desires and his disobedience as the 
“occasions” for his conversion, writing that God “afterward, with much power and 
goodness, called my soul to the knowledge of his truth, by occasion of this 
dissimulation of my tongue, and of the curiosity of my vain and curious mind” 
(Mathew, True Historical Relation, 3). Mathew similarly interprets a letter he 
received from his father as an example of providence at work in his life. His father, 
having heard rumors that Mathew has already converted when in fact this was not 
yet the case, writes his son to dissuade him. The gunpowder plot had happened in 
November of the previous year and the letter, like the elder Mathew’s interdiction 
against travel to Italy and Spain, demonstrates the fear and suspicion with which the 
English regarded Roman Catholicism. For Mathew, however, the letter has effects 
contrary to those intended by his father and, retrospectively, becomes for Mathew an 
example of God’s providential work in his life.  Even in the seemingly contrary 
means of a letter warning Mathew against Catholicism, Mathew sees a “token” of 
God’s providence. In saying that the letter “bespoke” Mathew to be God’s servant 
(Mathew, True Historical Relation, 6), Mathew asserts that, through the letter, God 
claimed him as a Catholic before he had in fact converted. This identification with a 
faith he had scarcely even considered prompts Mathew to examine this identity that 
has been mistakenly attributed to him, and to discover what made Catholicism so 
alluring that his family members assumed that he would convert so quickly.  
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Likewise, in an episode loosely reminiscent of Augustine’s Confessions, in 
which the chanting of children at play providentially becomes, for Augustine, a call 
to take up Scripture and read it,Mathew tells the story of a “certain odd encounter” 
that occurred during his stay in Rome:  
Every day there passed once, and sometimes oftener, under my window, near 
a certain hour, a procession of little boys, singing the litanies of our B. Lady. 
And  I know not by what chance, or rather Providence of Almighty God, the 
tune of that sweet verse, Sancta Maria, Ora pro nobis, came so often in at 
mine ears, and contented me so much that at length my tongue took it up: not 
indeed as a prayer (such was my misfortune at that time; for it is a misery to 
have been, at any time, other than our B. Lady’s most humble servant) but as 
a song, whose ditty fell not unpleasingly to that air, and so, when I found 
myself alone, my usual entertainment would be to sing Sancta Maria, Ora 
pro nobis, in the tune of those babes and sucklings, who showed forth her 
praise. (Mathew, True Historical Relation, 14) 
Again, as in his account of the letter from his father, Mathew finds himself 
associated with aspects of Catholic identity before he has actually become Catholic. 
These encounters with Catholicism are, at the time, external, superficial, and 
apparently haphazard, but they presage later internalization of Catholic identity. Just 
as desire to travel prompts Mathew to go to Italy or curiosity about his father’s letter 
inspires him to investigate Catholicism so interest in the beauty of the song leads him 
into an unintended encounter with Catholic piety. The tune was “sweet,” with words 
and music “not unpleasingly” matched to one another, and makes for good 
“entertainment” when he is alone. The transformation from “song” to “prayer” had 
not yet occurred for Mathew, yet, in retrospect, he sees the song as a premonition of 
the prayers he would pray in the future: “And though I pronounced them, at that time, 
like a parrot, yet those words made me grow into some few thoughts; and I 
considered now and then what hurt there might be, or not be, in desiring the Mother 
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of God to pray for us; and at least I was enured thereby to pronounce them, not long 
after, as now I do” (Mathew, True Historical Relation, 14). Like his father’s letter, 
the song prompts Mathew to investigate Catholicism and teaches him to take up, in a 
“parrot”-like fashion at first, an identity that he will later internalize and make his 
own. 
In a story of providential preservation similar to those found in Protestant 
spiritual autobiographies, Mathew recounts his survival of a dangerous fall into the 
river, an even the describes as a “demonstration of so extraordinary a mercy of 
Almighty God” that it was “wondered at by all who beheld the spectacle, and they 
were very many” (Mathew, True Historical Relation, 12-13). In regarding this 
preservation as a “demonstration” and “spectacle,” he may be moving beyond 
discourses of providence to identify this as a miracle or sign designed to convince 
and convert onlookers.190 
Reports of miracles play an important role in Mathew’s investigation of the 
Roman Catholic faith. As Jane Shaw explains in her book Miracles in Enlightenment 
England, Catholics and Protestants differed sharply over the value of miracles as 
evidence for the church’s veracity. While Protestants argued for the cessation of 
miracles after the establishment of the canon and looked to Scripture as the primary 
source of revelation, Catholics affirmed the value of miracles as signs.191 Elizabethan 
Catholic autobiographies, such as that of William Weston, highlight miracles, such 
                                                             
190 For a discussion of the similarities and differences between providence and miracles in the 
Roman Catholic worldview, see Shaw 30.  
191 Shaw, Jane, Miracles in Enlightenment England (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2006), 22. 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as for instance, exorcisms, as particular signs of the truth of the Catholic faith.192 In 
addition, Justus Lipsius’s 1604 and 1605 publication of treatises that asserted the 
evidentiary power of several miracles that had occurred in the Netherlands193 likely 
intensified Mathew’s interest in the status of miracles as evidence.   
After hearing a report of a miracle, Mathew makes careful inquiry into the 
reliability of the witness’s account, interrogating him about the details of the event: 
“I asked twenty questions, whether or no he saw all that which passed, very perfectly 
well? Whether others made the same judgment of it, when they saw it? Who the 
spectators were? What actions were performed? What words they used?–and the 
like” (Mathew, True Historical Relation, 8-9). When the witness offers credible 
evidence, Mathew feels at once convinced and resistant to persuasion; while he 
clearly sees this story as a “piece of evidence” for the Catholic faith, and sees its 
“historical part” as a strong indicator of its evidentiary strength (Mathew, True 
Historical Relation, 10). Describing himself as convinced against his will, Mathew 
remembers that he “abhorred” what he heard, “was sorry” with his “whole heart” 
that his curiosity led him to evidence he did not want to accept, and “rebelled and 
chafed like a madman” against it.  
In his investigation of the Roman Catholic Church, knowledge gained from 
experience is an important aspect of his conversion. Through his encounters with the 
city of Rome, with both English and Italian Catholics, as well as through reading and 
discussion, Mathew comes to believe in the antiquity and reliability of the “visible” 
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Autobiography, 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church he sees with his eyes. The city of Rome functions for Mathew as a “text” in 
which he “reads” about the history and antiquity of the church. At the advice of 
Cardinal Pinelli, a leading Catholic official Mathew visits in order to request 
protection during his time in Rome (Mathew, True Historical Relation, 20), Mathew 
observes the architecture and history of the city. Pinelli asks that  
since I was a stranger, and a traveller, and had suffered my curiosity to lead 
me thither, I would be careful not only to view the antiquities of the old 
decayed Roman Empire, but also of the not decayed Catholic Roman Church, 
where were there to be read in a fair letter, and in a large volume; that if men 
should endeavour to conceal the antiquity and excellency of that Church, the 
very stones might serve for preachers; and not only the buildings above 
ground, but even the very vaults and caves under it; and in conformity hereof, 
he recommended to me very particularly those of St. Sebastian and St. 
Pancratius, to which I went soon after, with an extraordinary kind of curiosity. 
(Mathew, True Historical Relation, 21-22) 
At once accommodating the curiosity that brought him to Rome and challenging 
Mathew to apply that curiosity to study of the church and its history, Pinelli presents 
the city itself as evidence for the Catholic faith. Comparing the city to a book printed 
in a “large volume” with “fair letters,” he encourages Mathew to read the 
architecture, which, Pinelli explains will reveal the “antiquity and excellency of that 
Church.” Thus, rather than try to persuade Mathew through his own arguments, 
Pinelli asks Mathew to do his own investigation, to use the evidence of his senses 
and his natural curiosity to gain an understanding of the Roman Church. For Pinelli, 
the identity and history of the church is inextricable from the structure of the city; the 
very stones act as “preachers,” and even the “vaults and caves” underneath the city 
corroborate the identity of the church as ancient yet still vital: the “not decayed 
Catholic Roman Church.”  
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Driven by “an extraordinary kind of curiosity,” Mathew follows Pinelli’s 
advice and is struck by the present Roman Catholic Church’s connections to the 
persecuted early church. In particular, Mathew identifies the oldest monuments of 
the church, those “planted there in the persecution of the primitive Church” (Mathew, 
True Historical Relation, 21) as most persuasive, perhaps because Protestants 
identified so closely with the persecuted early church and claimed its history as their 
own. By seeing the continuity between the early church and the contemporary 
Roman church, Mathew begins to question his prior assumptions. For Mathew, these 
“marks,” because at once ancient and evidence of the church’s endurance of 
persecution, prove especially powerful. Because he sees these monuments in Rome 
and connects them to the continued existence of the church there, Mathew begins to 
construct a narrative that emphasizes the continuity of the Roman Catholic Church, 
captured for him in the architecture of Rome itself. This discovery of the antiquity 
and continuity of the church fills him with a “kind of reverent awe” that puts an end 
to his “insolent discourse” against the church (Mathew, True Historical Relation, 21). 
In addition to evidence gained through observation, Mathew also begins to read the 
writings of contemporary Catholic apologists as well as those of the church fathers. 
Mathew’s reading this corroborates his experience of the architecture of Rome itself; 
rather than see devolution away from the purity of the early church, Mathew sees the 
Roman Church as consistent through time and faithful to its earliest teachings and 
ideals.  
A “demonstration” offered by Persons also provides Mathew with a logical 
framework in which to place his varied experiences in Italy, enabling him to see 
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Catholicism not as a series of isolated doctrinal questions, but as one larger question 
about the identity and authority of the church. Mathew relates how Persons “proved 
to me” using “a most evident demonstration out of St. Thomas…that whosever 
believes not all the points of Catholic doctrine hath no supernatural faith at all in any 
one of them” (Mathew, True Historical Relation, 26). Persons explains this 
“demonstration” by arguing that the same “formal reason of faith” underlies all of 
the church’s teaching. That “formal reason” is “the revelation of God’s truth, 
propounded by the Catholic Church to be believed” (Mathew, True Historical 
Relation, 26). Because “the same authority extends alike to all” the church’s 
teachings, disbelief in one doctrine is equivalent to disbelief in all of them. Mathew 
contrasts this “formal reason” for belief with other bases for faith, explaining that 
those who fail to believe in the revelation given by God through the church choose 
idiosyncratic approaches that are prone to error. Such a person believes  
either upon the discourse of his own reason, or spirit, which he will miscall 
the Holy Ghost, or upon his own ideal interpretation of Holy Scripture, which 
he will not stick to call the Word of God; or else upon the credit which he 
gives to some modern sectary, or other, which he will needs conceive to be, 
forsooth, the Congregation of the elect or faithful; or, in a word, upon some 
such fallible and false motive as one of these; which is a foundation so 
slippery or so sandy as no article of faith (which must needs be certain, or 
otherwise it can be no true faith at all) is ever to be established thereupon. 
(Mathew, True Historical Relation, 26)  
Reliance on individual reason and interpretation, underscored through Mathew’s 
repetition of the phrase “his own,” according to Mathew, leads to “miscalling” or 
misidentification of the Holy Spirit, the Word of God, and the Church. Such 
believers, Mathew argues, mislabel their own reason as the Holy Spirit, their own 
interpretations as the word of God, and their sectarian groups as the “Congregation 
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of the elect.” For Mathew, these varied and individual bases for belief are 
dangerously unreliable (“slippery” and “sandy” foundations). In Mathew’s 
epistemology, faith must be “certain,” or, in this context, built on fully reliable 
grounds, or it “can be no true faith at all.” Mathew’s desire for certainty and his 
search for a basis of faith that would grant him that sure knowledge in all matters of 
faith is a major part of his rejection of Protestantism, which he sees as founded on 
shifting, individualistic, and uncertain grounds.  
Because of the importance placed on consensus as the means of confirming 
and denying doctrine, Persons explains to Mathew, the early church, like the 
contemporary Catholic Church, see all who dissent from the teachings of the church 
as “incapable of salvation” (Mathew, True Historical Relation, 29). Persons 
demonstrates from the example and writings of the fathers that “not only heretics but 
even schismatics also (who only refuse Church discipline) can never be saved except 
they do penance for that sin, although they should sell and dispose of al their 
substance to the poor, yea, and sacrifice their very lives for the exaltation and honour 
of the name of Christ our Lord, in contradiction of the impiety of the Pagans” 
(Mathew, True Historical Relation, 29-30). Mathew thus denies that salvation is 
possible outside the visible, institutional church. By arguing that even those who die 
defending the faith against pagans (a definition of martyrdom widely agreed upon) 
cannot be saved without submission to the authority of the church, Mathew 
privileges consensus and communion with the visible church above all other aspects 
of religious identity. Mathew’s eventual acceptance of Person’s “demonstration” 
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provides the basis for the firm, uncompromising stance that becomes so central to his 
identity as a Catholic once he returns to England.  
Throughout the True Historicall Relation and his other works, Mathew shows 
an abiding interest in the role of the passions in religious belief. His view of the 
passions proves central to his critique of Protestantism, since he feels that individuals 
are liable to misprision and inaccuracy unless guided by the clarifying authority and 
community offered by the Roman Catholic Church. Mathew thus offers a detailed 
account of his own struggle with the conflicted and “clouded” state of his own 
understanding.  
Upon arriving in Italy, Mathew describes his inner and outer faculties as in a 
state of conflict with one another, making it difficult for him to receive evidence for 
Catholicism that he encountered: “For whatsoever might chance to pass these mine 
eyes and ears of flesh and blood, they of my soul were directly blind and deaf, 
through the noise of vanity and sin” (Mathew, True Historical Relation, 10-11). As a 
result of this interior deafness, Mathew finds himself ultimately impervious to any 
empirical evidence for the Catholic faith offered to him. He imagines “vanity and 
sin” as distracting noises of the mind that block out the evidence that he takes in with 
his eyes and ears. He describes his outward senses, furthermore, as distracted by 
“insatiable desire of the perfection of the Italian tongue” (Mathew, True Historical 
Relation, 11, 35). Although, he points out, his “understanding” was nearly convinced, 
he had “drawn the curtain between it [the understanding] and my will” and made 
himself “more incapable of God’s great mercy by so dissolute and careless a life as I 
led” (Mathew, True Historical Relation, 33).  
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When Mathew finally does come to believe the evidence offered in favor the 
Roman Catholic Church, he describes his apprehension of the true nature of 
Catholics and Protestants in strikingly visual terms. Once Mathew finds both his 
understanding “convinced” and his will “inclined” toward the Catholic Church 
(Mathew, True Historical Relation, 39), he experiences a moment of religious 
perception marked by striking clarity and certainty. Reflecting on a list of Protestant 
teachings he now considers irrefutably erroneous, he describes his mental state in 
visual terms:  
These, and many other particulars did offer themselves at this time, so clearly 
to my understanding and consideration, that, if ever my soul were satisfied in 
discerning the direct falsehood, and extreme absurdity of their grounds, it was 
chiefly and most expressly then. For then I did conceive myself to see them 
even, as it were, more distinctly with my understanding than I could visibly 
have seen any sensible object with mine eye. For I saw them not discursively 
one by one, but they were represented to me all together, as in a most bright 
glass, in such a manner  as really I am not able to express how very, very 
exact I found the thing to be. And I saw, with extreme horror and 
abomination, of how unequal and deformed parts that the other monstrous 
body of heresy did consist. (Mathew, True Historical Relation, 43) 
Mathew’s view of Protestantism becomes entirely unambiguous, and, after the unrest 
and anxiety that has accompanied his religious investigations up to this point, he now 
arrives at a polarized and absolute view of Protestantism as full of “direct falsehood” 
and “extreme absurdity.” Describing himself as “satisfied” by this sense of certainty, 
Mathew seems to take pleasure and comfort in the absence of ambiguity. Rather than 
envision the unity of the Catholic Church, Mathew instead focuses his interior vision 
on the identity of the Protestant church, and suddenly gains the ability to see all the 
Protestant doctrines at once, not “discursively” as in debates about particular issues, 
but “all together.” Comparing his mind to a “most bright glass” that contrasts with 
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his earlier descriptions of his understanding as “clouded” and “darkened,” he 
expresses great confidence in his ability to perceive the Protestant faith for what it is. 
So intense is his certainty that Mathew struggles to articulate a sense of vision that 
transcends the verbal, repeating the word “very” in an attempt at emphasis: “really I 
am not able to express how very, very exact I found the thing to be.” Mingled with 
his “satisfaction” at the clarity of his vision Mathew also experiences revulsion of the 
highest degree (“extreme horror and abomination”). The process through which 
Mathew reaches this point combines evidence gained through experience and study 
with gradual transformation of the Mathew’s desires and fears. Despite Mathew’s 
heavy emphasis on the value of historical veracity, visual evidence, and logical 
demonstration, he recognizes the important role of the passions throughout the 
process of conversion. Whereas earlier in the book, passions “clouded” and 
“darkened” his perception, as Mathew undergoes conversion, his perception becomes 
clear and precise.  
Mathew continues to struggle with fear, however, and again expresses his 
apprehension in visual terms. Satan, Mathew argues, in opposition to Mathew’s clear 
vision of the “monstrous body” of heresy, now places in his mind contrary visions of 
the persecution he will suffer as a result of his conversion: “These things, I say, he 
laid before me, and set them out in so fresh and lively colours that they seemed 
rather bodies than pictures in the eyes of my imagination” (Mathew, True Historical 
Relation, 45). He goes on to describe the intensity and immediacy of these mental 
images: “For I take the Blessed Trinity and all the glorious Court of Heaven to 
witness that, through the mighty and most powerful impressions which were made 
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upon my perplexed mind by these temptations (though partly also they proved to be 
predictions) I verily thought myself and that at several times (through the 
uncontrolled progress of my imagination) not to be as I was then, at Florence, and at 
liberty, but at London and in prison; and that from thence I was to be carried at 
Tyburn, there to suffer death for the confession and profession of my faith” (Mathew, 
True Historical Relation, 45). Characterizing these “impressions” as “mighty” and 
“powerful,” Mathew describes them as so vivid, driven by such “uncontrolled 
progress” that he mistook them for reality. He goes on to describe the physical 
effects of these visions: “I was wont to find myself all overgrown with sweats, and 
overlaboured with extreme and most discomfortable palpitations of the heart” 
(Mathew, True Historical Relationk, 46). Despite the extremity of Mathew’s fears, 
Mathew experiences comfort and gradually “reintegrate[s]” his “former resolutions,” 
now filled with “desire” rather than “dislike” for persecution (Mathew, True 
Historical Relation, 46).  
Mathew returns to discussion of the role of the passions in religious 
perception in his discussion with Lancelot Andrewes during his 1607 imprisonment. 
Andrewes, explaining that he, despite his learning, has not found any reason to leave 
the Anglican Church, asks Mathew to explain the causes of his conversion. In 
response, Mathew explains that it was not so much the reasons themselves but his 
“disposition” that led him to convert:  
it depends not always upon a man’s wit or learning that he either admits or 
resists such considerations or reasons, as may import to the good or ill of his 
soul, in order either to salvation or damnation; but rather that the disposition 
of the party may be either better or worse; or the interest or passion either 
more provoking or less; or the degree of God Almighty’s grace either more 
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intense or remiss, which may make very much to the matter, whether such a 
motive may work more or less with such a man, at such a time. (Mathew, 
True Historical Relation, 94-95). 
 Mathew thus identifies “disposition,” here including an amalgam of individual 
passion and divine grace, as a more compelling motive to conversion than learning 
or rational argument. Thus, Mathew implies that it may be possible for Andrewes’s 
studies to be insufficient means of evaluating the question of religion; that, without 
the proper disposition, learning may be insufficient to lead a seeker to truth.  
Mathew continues to discuss the role of passion in understanding, again 
drawing upon the visual metaphor that frequently appears in his account of his own 
conversion:  
And as we see it is in visible objects, that if the eye look through a green 
glass the object will seem green to the eye; and red, if the glass be red, and so 
in the rest; so also doth it occur with the eye of the mind; for if that eye look 
through a passion, the object will have a tincture thereof, and it will hardly 
see anything as indeed it is. (Mathew, True Historical Relation, 95)  
Drawing on a renaissance commonplace about the role of the passions, Mathew 
argues that the disposition of the perceiver is more important than the object of 
perception in determining what the individual sees. Mathew thus expresses 
skepticism about the ability of people to “see anything as indeed it is,” arguing 
instead that most people simply see the “tincture” of their own passion when they 
consider arguments about religion. He then justifies his own choice but suspends 
judgment about that of Andrewes:  
But that, for my part, I conceive myself to have seen those things so very 
clearly which concerned me in the way of religion, that my conscience would 
inexcusably have condemned me if I should have refused to admit them. As 
for him, perhaps he thought that he had no reason to conceive himself to be 
bound to change upon these motives; and whether he did well therin or no, it 
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was not my business to consider, and much less to judge, I being far from so 
dangerous an ambition as to take God’s office out of his hands. (Mathew, 
True Historical Relation, 95) 
The conversion narrative presented in the preceding section of the book does record 
a process through which Mathew became convinced of the truth of the Catholic faith 
despite his previously strong disposition against it. Mathew, however, seems hesitant 
to impose this same perception on Andrewes, acknowledging that perhaps Andrewes 
perceives religious questions differently.  
Mathew’s accounts of his conversations with other English protestants 
confirm this view of human nature; although he acknowledges the learning of these 
men, he nonetheless highlights the personal vanities and vices that make them 
resistant, not only to Mathew’s arguments, but to the words of authorities like Paul 
and Augustine. Above all, he presents the “disposition” of English Protestants as 
inclined toward temporal comfort, an inclination that blunts their perception of the 
spiritual realities of heaven and hell and blinds them to the visibility of the Roman 
Catholic Church in which Mathew so strongly believes. Mathew’s account of these 
conversations underscores his belief in the role of the passions in religious belief; he 
depicts each interlocutor as resistant to his arguments for Catholicism not because of 
any logical inconsistency or weakness of demonstration on Mathew’s part, but rather 
because of personal moral failings and distracting passions that cause Mathew’s 
conversation partners to reject his arguments without good reason. Donne Jr. and 
Martin were, according to Mathew, “mere libertines in themselves,” and unwilling to 
hear Mathew’s arguments primarily because they did not want to listen to his advice 
(Mathew, True Historical Relation, 86). Sandys, too, Mathew describes as brilliant 
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and kind but marked with moral flaws, writing that “the tediousness of his discourse, 
the solemness of his understanding, the visible delight which he had to be extremely 
admired, and his resolution to reduce all religion to human reason, made me apt to 
fear him a little, and to like him less” (Mathew, True Historical Relation, 87). Others, 
like Cooper and Whitelock reject the textual evidence Mathew offers from Scripture 
and the writings of Augustine, dismissing Paul as a “widgeon” (Mathew, True 
Historical Relation, 91) and Augustine as a “villain” (Mathew, True Historical 
Relation, 92). Mathew thus characterizes his Protestant friends as excessively 
concerned with personal comfort and reputation. Furthermore, he presents logical 
argumentation as an insufficient strategy for changing their minds, since his 
interlocutors respond dismissively and even illogically to his arguments.  
Mathew presents himself as utterly immovable in his adherence to Catholic 
orthodoxy. Such constancy of faith and refusal to compromise stem from his belief 
that departure from the Catholic Church even in small matters would lead to 
damnation. The True Historicall Relation is a story of conversion followed by a 
story of refusal to change his mind. For Mathew, such constancy was an important 
aspect of Catholic identity. He ends his “large preface” to the Confessions by 
pointing out that Augustine did not change his mind again after his conversion. In the 
“An Advertisement to the Reader Concerning the Retractions of S. Augustine, in 
order to these Confessions,” Mathew takes pains to demonstrate that Augustine did 
not retract any of the substantial doctrinal content of the Confessions. Mathew 
exhorts his readers to “know assuredly withal, that whatsoeuever, he hath delieured, 
in proofe of the Catholique faith, against the Protestants opinion, either in this, or 
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any other of his books, and which he hath not retracted, (as indeed he hath retracted 
nothing, of this nature) was faithfully belieued, by him, both in life, and death” 
(Mathew, True Historical Relation, 108). Although Augustine, like Mathew himself, 
was a man known for undergoing conversion, once converted, like Mathew himself, 
demonstrated consistency and resolution of mind despite intense debate with 
“heretics.”  
Polemical aims, communal context, desire to present himself as certain, and 
the value placed on historical and textual accuracy may all contribute to the plain, 
factual style of Mathew’s True Historicall Relation. Such style is common in 
Catholic biography and autobiography. As Paul Delaney points out in British 
Autobiography in the Seventeenth Century, Catholic autobiographies tend to be less 
introspective than Protestant autobiographies, focused more on external challenges 
and tasks faced by Catholics than by their internal struggles with sin.194 As Delaney 
explains, “the Jesuit autobiographers…stressed their roles in the ‘holy war’ of the 
Counter-Reformation, rather than their individual wrestlings with the Holy Spirit.”195 
Characterizing Mathew’s text as consistent with this tradition of Catholic 
autobiography, Delaney describes it as “basically a calm and factual narrative whose 
emphasis is on apologetics rather than on spiritual transformation.”196   
The communal context and purpose of Roman Catholics life writing may also 
explain the emphasis on historical veracity. Rather than individual accounts of 
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singular lives, such texts were often the property of religious communities, verified 
by witnesses and authorized by the church hierarchy. As evinced by Mathew’s 
distrust for the passionate nature of individual perception, Mathew valued the ability 
of the Roman Catholic community to safeguard truth through a process of 
verification based on consensus and authority. For example, in the Life of the holy 
and venerable mother,  Mathew thus presents this account not as a singular narrative, 
but rather as a life conducted in the presence of a community that later recorded, 
verified, and authorized it. He goes on to explain that Puccini, as Maddalena’s priest, 
was bound by oath to tell the truth about her life (Mathew, Life, **1r) because lying 
could have led to the priest’s excommunication. Furthermore, Mathew explains, 
Puccini verified the account by interviewing the other nuns at the convent (Mathew, 
Life, **2v). The women confirmed the accuracy of the text not only by signing their 
names at the end of the book, but by signing “at the end of euery Chapter” “with 
their owne hand writing” (Mathew, Life, **3v). Later these women underwent “a 
most rigours examination of particulars” by the “congregation of Cardinals” 
(Mathew, Life, **6v). Such structures of authority and community provide a 
framework for verifying and authorizing accounts, making them the property not of 
the individual priest or community, but of the Catholic Church. This emphasis on 
verifiability may explain why Mathew, in contrast to many Protestant 
autobiographies of the time, focuses on historical events rather than on personal 
interpretation of Scripture.   
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Mathew’s Last Exile and the Missive of Consolation 
Mathew finished the True Historicall Relation in 1640, and in it seemed to present a 
finished story, a completed account of suffering and deliverance. Although he h ad 
feared persecution before his conversion, due to the “extraordinary mercy, which 
Almighty God showed towards me,” his sufferings were “partly diminished, partly 
altogether removed, and partly changed into their contraries by growing to be my 
comforts in a high degree” (Mathew, True Historical Relation, 55). At the end of the 
True Historical Relation, Mathew presents his return to England as permanent, 
writing that once the “times grew a little more easy,” he returned to England and 
“continued” there “ever since,” with the exception of his diplomatic journey to Spain 
(Mathew, True Historical Relation, 122). This was not, however, the end of the story. 
As Loomie explains in his Oxford Dictionary of National Biography entry on 
Mathew, in 1641 Mathew “suffered demonization as a court papist in parliament and 
fled to Flanders.”197 It was from Flanders that he wrote the Missive of Consolation 
(1647), his most extended discussion of religious persecution and its meanings.  
In the Missive, Mathew, like More in the Dialogue of Comfort, considers 
religious persecution in the context of a variety of different kinds of suffering. Even 
as he identifies persecution as a special means through which God imprints his image 
on the church, he also turns to biblical typology in order to present a broad view of 
tribulation in both the Old and New Testaments, looking to Christ’s death as the 
central event in history from which all suffering before and after takes on meaning. 
Above all, Mathew meditates on the ways that suffering connects the Christian to 
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Christ. Affliction “conjoins” and “consociates” the Catholic to Christ, bringing about 
union and fellowship with him impossible otherwise and demonstrating to all that the 
sufferer belongs to Christ.   
Although Mathew identifies suffering as a powerful mark of identity for 
Christians, he argues that suffering, like the Old Testament sign of circumcision, 
does not guarantee that the sufferer is truly a Christian. Instead, he argues that the 
patience that suffering produces is the true “mark” of the Christian, and that 
suffering is merely the “matter” upon which the Spirit of God works to create the 
“form” of patience. As More had done, Mathew points to patience as the primary 
virtue gained through suffering, and identifies Job as the biblical figure who, with the 
exception of Christ, most exemplifies this virtue.   
Thus, for Mathew, suffering is not inherently good in itself; it must be 
transformed, or, to use his term “translated” into its opposite. Developing a series of 
paradoxes from Scripture, Mathew characterizes affliction as an evil that can be 
transformed into good, and emphasizes the mysterious nature of this process, arguing 
that Catholics, more than Protestants, are able to grasp the mysteries inherent in 
affliction.  Mathew develops metaphors for the process through which Catholics turn 
the evils of suffering into good, comparing it to translation, metallurgy, drawing, the 
operations of an “engine,” and even transubstantiation itself.  
In the Missive, Mathew shows exhibits less certainty about the legibility of 
providence than he had shown in the True Historicall Relation and underscores the 
mysterious nature of affliction. Remarking on the human desire to understand and 
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interpret suffering, he advises caution. Mathew reflects on the natural tendency of 
humans to “collate” their sufferings with their sins:  
It is the nature of man, in any private affliction, presently to look over the 
single table-book of his own conscience, to try, if by the collation of his 
actions with his sufferings, he can make a congruous connexion of the sense 
of Gods justice out of his faults, and his penalty put together. (Mathew, 
Missive, viiv-r) 
The goal of doing so is to “make a connexion of the sense of the antecedent causes, 
with the emergent consequences.” Such a search, however, is at once difficult and 
ill-advised: “we are so fond, to satisfie our reason in this…as we are apt to admit 
great incongruities, in the collations of times, to make good our sorting of causes to 
their effects, thereby to joyn any probable coherence between our provocations, and 
our punishments.” According to Mathew, these attempts at “collation” fail because 
of the limitations and biases of the interpreter. Desire for information that will make 
sense of a painful situation may make a Christian “fond” and cause him or her to 
“admit great incongruities” in order to justify a particular way of construing the 
relationship between cause and effect.  
The reason for these distortions is pride: “it is some recreation to the pride of 
man, even in the time of his penance, to be able, as he presumeth, to read the hand 
writing on the wall (though it be his owne sentence) after the after the weighing of 
Gods  provocation” (Mathew, Missive, viii). Thus, Mathew seems to be arguing, the 
attempt to interpret God’s work may bring a false sense of consolation and control to 
the sufferer as he “presumeth” to understand God’s actions toward him. Although, 
Mathew points out, it is possible to make this inquiry “sincerely,” like David in the 
Psalms, those who seek to understand the workings of providence out of “curiosity” 
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only become more and more confused by their research, and experience “agitation” 
and “perplexity” (Mathew, Missive, viii). He describes the increasingly confused 
nature of such thought: “thus we intricate our minds the more, by this turning and 
winding our thoughts about, in this maze of co-ordination of causes and 
consequences in the changes of times, and dazzle our selves very commonly in that 
inaccessible light, where Gods providence resides inseparable from his essence” 
(Mathew, Missive, viii). In contrast to the preface to the Confessions, where Mathew 
identified the attempt to understand God’s providence as a beneficial exercise for 
Christians, here he presents God’s providence as forbiddingly intricate and 
“inseparable” from high theological mysteries. Mathew points to Job as an example 
of patience in the face of suffering despite inability to understand God’s plan. 
Exhorting his readers to take a similar approach, Mathew seeks to “silence 
curiosity.”  
Comparing affliction to a field given to Christians must cultivate in order to 
gain good from it, Mathew warns against “venturing to plough up the ground of 
Gods Providence, and sowing it with his owne reason” (Mathew, Missive, 45). 
Attempts to understand affliction using reason will fail, Mathew argues, because of 
the fundamentally paradoxical and difficult nature of suffering. Continuing the 
metaphor of cultivation, Mathew argues that God gives a “stone,” rather than bread, 
to the person who asks “to feed his scruple, or his curiosity” (Mathew, Missive, 45). 
In contrast, the person who does not ask but merely submits himself to God’s will, 
paradoxically, does gain insight into the “riddle” of suffering:  
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whereas a Christian, by an humble acquiescence simply to Gods inscrutable 
order and providence in all events, may turne even stones into bread, his 
afflictions into spirituall aliments, and draw oyle out of the rocks he is cast 
upon: while he studieth not to solve Gods riddles, the intricacies of his 
Providence, he shall have Sampsons riddle explained, and applied to him, for 
Out of the eater shall come forth meat, and out of the strong shall issue 
sweetnesse. (Mathew, Missive, 45-46) 
Mathew emphasizes the difficulty of interpreting suffering, describing God’s 
providence as “inscrutable,” full of with “intricacies,” and as puzzling as “Sampsons 
riddle.” The way a Christian responds to their suffering determines whether or not 
they are able to solve this puzzle. Submission to God enables the sufferer to “turne” 
deprivations into their opposites so that they find “bread,” “aliments,” “oyle,” 
“meat,” and “sweetnesse” within stony and terrifying exterior of affliction.  
Mathew points to Christ’s passion as the paradoxical event that unlocks the 
mystery of suffering: “Afflictions seem not onely Parables, but even Paradoxes to 
such as have not the key of the Crosse of Christ wherewith to open them; for the 
Word of the Crosse to them that perish will be foolisheness, but to them that are 
saved, that is to us, it is the power of God” (Mathew, Missive, 304). Underscoring 
the difficult and mysterious nature of suffering, Mathew argues that, apart from the 
“key” of the cross, suffering remains “foolishness,” its meaning locked up in 
parables and paradoxes. In his explication of Samson’s riddle, Mathew directs the 
reader to meditation upon Christ’s passion rather than on God’s providence:  
they…who will finde the suavity of persecution, must suck it out of Christs 
Passion, where it lyes ready made, and not amuse themselves to work it out 
of the order of Gods providence, wherein it rests implicated in the folds of 
many mysteries, and our curiosity in seeking it, will return us rather Sauls 
anxiety upon his enquiry of Samuels ghost, then Sampsons sweetnesse in the 
Lyons jawes, which he found when he looked not for it. (Mathew, Missive, 
46).  
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While God’s providence is inscrutable, “implicating” the meaning of affliction “in 
the folds of many mysteries,” the benefit of suffering “lyes ready made” in Christ’s 
passion. Contrasting Samson’s surprised discovery of the lion with Saul’s desperate 
attempt to seek God’s will through necromancy, Mathew characterizes those who are 
too curious about providence as practitioners of witchcraft and warns them that 
“anxiety” rather than consolation will result from such inquiries.  
According to Mathew, suffering is the means through which the body of 
Christ, the church, joins to its head, Christ. Suffering is a “marke of our filiation, and 
fraternity with Christ” (Mathew, Missive, 23). Because Christ suffered, Christians 
must suffer if the body is to match the head: “the pressures and pungencies of this 
life, make the symmetry and proportion of the body of Christianity to the Head, 
Christ Jesus” (Mathew, Missive, 23). He describes Christ’s death, the separation of 
Christ’s soul from his body, as, paradoxically, the means of “reuniting the body to 
the head.” Thus, Mathew explains, “the Crosse is left in his Church, to conjoyne and 
consociate the members unto their suffering head Christ Jesus” (Mathew, Missive, 
33). Mathew frequently uses visual and artistic metaphors to describe the 
relationship between Christ and the church, arguing that, through suffering, God 
“draws” and “paints” the image of Christ in his church.  
Explaining the passage in Colossians where Paul claims that he “fills up in 
his body what is still lacking with regard to Christ’s sufferings,” Mathew explains 
the difference between the sufferings of the church and the sufferings of Christ:  
all the passions were completed that belonged to the head, there remaineth 
the sufferings of the body, which is the Church, to render it suitable to the 
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head, and the Apostle as a principall member of that body might well say he 
was to fill up his share of what was required therof. So as it is not the 
insufficiency of Christs passions that needs a supplement of his Churches 
pressures, but the order of God, who hath designed the application of Christs 
passions and merits to his Church by this her conformity to his passive 
peregrination through this world. (Mathew, Missive, 80-81)  
While affirming the completeness of Christ’s work, Mathew nevertheless identifies 
suffering as a means God has “designed” in order to bring about “conformity” 
between the body and the head. The church receives the benefits of Christ’s “passion 
and merits” by living a life like his.  
Mathew explicitly compares the church’s literal reenactment of Christ’s 
sufferings to the ceremony of the mass, arguing that, just as, according to the 
teaching of the Roman Catholic Church, symbol and reality coalesce in the Eucharist, 
so, similarly, suffering Christians become the body of Christ. Comparing the 
suffering of Christians to the offering of Old Testament sacrifices, Mathew asks:   
For if all the sacrificed bodies of the Synagogue; and all the blood of 
irrational creatures effused in the Temple, were figures of his naturall body, 
why may not these sacrificed bodies which are themselves Temples of God, 
well be said now to be an admirable manner of somewhat more than 
representing Christs living body? (Mathew, Missive, 81) 
Christians have an even greater typological function than the Old Testament 
sacrifices possessed, Mathew argues, because they represent Christ’s resurrected 
(“living”) body rather than his dying (“naturall”) body. Emphasizing logical 
progression through his use of another rhetorical question, Mathew inquires:   
And may we not say, that to unite his Church the more firmly to him, he hath 
left her fastened to the Crosse upon earth, that this his body might seeme to 
be so much his owne, as it might appear rather his naturall body crucified, 
then onely a mysticall signification thereof? (Mathew, Missive, 81).  
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Mathew imagines the sufferings of the church as a literal reenactment of Christ’s life 
and death that causes the church to “seeme” and “appear” visually to be Christ’s own 
body.  
Mathew goes on to emphasize the visual aspect of the similarity between 
Christ and the church, explaining,  
Therefore it seemeth that Christ, to have a continuall view of the glory of his 
suffering body, hath left his Church in a bleeding posture, to present God his 
Father with a perpetuall show not only of a picture or image, but as it were a 
reall exhibition of himself suffering in his Church. (Mathew, Missive, 81-82) 
Mathew presents the suffering church as a spectacle: the church provides a 
“continuall view” and “perpetuall show” of Christ’s sufferings. Again emphasizing 
the literal rather than metaphorical nature of this display, Mathew points out that the 
church’s suffering is more than just a “picture or image”: it is a “reall exhibition” of 
Christ’s sufferings.  
Mathew makes this Eucharistic imagery even more explicit in the preface, 
where he argues that the persecution of English Catholics substitutes for the scarcity 
of priests and therefore of actual masses offered in England:  
in these times wherein the want of Priests among you is none of your least 
afflictions, I will tell you, there is none of you which have not a kind of 
character of Priesthood upon you, being all obliged to offer up spirituall 
hoasts of resignation and self-relinquishment, and to lay all your naturall 
senses and apprehensions of your sufferings upon the Altar of the Crosse, in 
adoration of Gods designe upon you; and thus in conformity to Christ, you 
are to become your selves both the Priests, and the oblations….by this 
consecrating of your sufferings, they who would exterminate Priesthood in 
England, shall consecrate as many of these Priests, as they lay their 
persecuting hands upon; and as they despoile you of your fortunes, they 
furnish you with the fatter victimes, in the function of this your holy 
Priesthood, by offering up these spirituall hoasts, acceptable to God by 
JESUS CHRIST.  (Mathew, Missive, vii(v))  
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Mathew imagines the idea of the priesthood of all believers, invoked by the 
Protestants in order to defend personal reading of Scripture and prayer, in order to 
present suffering as an enactment of the Eucharist. According to Mathew, offering of 
self and goods substitutes for the offering of the host. Suffering Catholics, by 
willingly relinquishing themselves, thus become both the priest and the offering. By 
“consecrating” Catholics through suffering, Protestant persecutors, by implication, 
take on a priestly role as well, and enact “masses” even as they attempt to eradicate 
them.  
In addition to comparing the relationship between Christ and his church to 
the mystery of the Eucharist, Mathew also compares it to another famous biblical 
mystery that involves the joining of unlike substances: the incarnation. Comparing 
the blood of the martyrs to the blood of the Virgin Mary, he describes the Holy Spirit 
working similarly on both to incarnate Christ:  
It seemeth Gods unsearchable Wisdome, designed Christs mysticall body to 
be formed on the face of the earth, as his naturall body was in the wombe of 
the Virgin, in the composition whereof, there was onely the Spirit of God, 
working upon the pure blood of the Virgin, and in like manner, the virtue of 
the holy Ghost came upon the blood of the Martyrs, forming and animating 
the Primitive church. For in those times we find the vertue of the Spirit 
working most upon blood, to forme and procreate the body of the Church. 
(Mathew, Missive, 48)  
Imagining Christ’s “mysticall body” created in the same way as his “naturall body” 
was, Mathew compares the early martyrs to Mary and envisions the Holy Spirit 
using the blood as the matter that the Holy Spirit “formed” and “animated” in order 
to give life to the church. 
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 Mathew develops this metaphor further in order to argue for the lineal 
descent of the Roman Catholic Church from the original blood of the martyrs:  
And thus by the admirable virtue of Christs Passion, it seemed not an 
effusion, but rather a transfusion of all the blood was drawne, conveying it 
into other veynes, and the same spirits seemed to be carried in it, into other 
bodies, which successively making the same use of it, might make one think, 
it had been the very same blood infused into other veyns, which, like 
channels rather then owners of it poured it out againe so freely; and in this 
way of generation, the Saints and Martyrs procreated the descent of the 
family of Christ, for above three hundred yeeres. The Apostles seemed to 
poure out their blood into the veynes of their Disciples and Successors, and 
they in like manner to transfuse theirs into those that descended from them, 
by this successive transmission, Progeny of the Church was deduced through 
the Primitive Persecutions. (Mathew, Missive, 49-50) 
Imagining Christ’s blood passed on (transfused) into the martyrs rather than simply 
poured out (effused) at Calvary, Mathew imagines Christ’s blood entering the bodies 
of the early Christians. As they in turn gave their blood in martyrdom, this blood 
entered the next generation of Christians. He thus describes the growth of the church 
in familial terms and gives martyrdom a central role as the means by which the early 
Christians “procreated the descent of the family of Christ,” bringing about “Progeny” 
through the “successive transmission” of Christ’s blood.  
Similar to the experience Mathew describes of exploring the city of Rome 
and finding in it the monuments to the early martyrs, so here Mathew asserts the 
connection of the Roman Catholic Church to the early Christian martyrs, a legacy to 
which Protestants also attempted to lay claim. Mathew draws upon transubstantiation, 
incarnation, and procreation in order to underscore the direct relationship between 
Christ and the Church, emphasizing the real rather than merely symbolic nature of 
this union. 
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In a context where both Catholics and Protestants could claim martyrs, it was 
important for Mathew to distinguish between suffering that was meritorious and 
suffering that was not. In order to do this, he privileged the internal disposition of the 
sufferer over the experience of outward affliction. Mathew goes on to distinguish 
between the material and spiritual aspects of suffering: “The materiall part of 
affliction, doth not sanctifie, no more than the same part in alms, or charity, doth 
expiate: they are both but Egena elementa, of themselves; the heat, and the spirit 
wherewith they are designed, animateth and enliventh them” (Mathew, Missive, 117). 
Out of these elements, Mathew argues, the Holy Spirit produces patience, which, he 
argues, is the “spirit, or form” of the “holy disposition” that may be shaped out of the 
“matter” of affliction (Mathew, Missive, 118).  
Continuing the identification of suffering with sacramental signs that he 
develops throughout the Missive, Mathew compares affliction to the Old Testament 
sign of circumcision in order to argue that, just as not all Israelites were true 
followers of God, so suffering is not always a reliable mark of religious identity: 
nor be deluded by this supposition that they are all the spirituall children of 
Abraham, who have this marke of the Covenant of suffrances upon their 
bodie , or their fortunes, for it is not this moral circumcision, or 
uncircumcision, that intitles us to the promises, but the spirituall signature of 
Christ upon the heart; it is not the exterior infliction of misery, that qualifies 
for the reward proposed, nor a present immunity and quiet, that ejects us out 
of the society of Christs passions; it is the interior disposition in both cases, 
that constituteth the rightfull title to remuneration. (Mathew, Missive, 115-16) 
While affirming that suffering is indeed a “mark” of the Christian’s relationship with 
God, he nonetheless argues that it loses value if the outward mark is not 
accompanied by an inward sign as well, the “spirituall signature of Christ upon the 
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heart.” Because the “interior disposition” matters more than the outward 
circumstances, even those who are not experiencing suffering, those enjoying 
“present immunity and quiet” may bear this mark as well. Thus, Mathew, like More, 
privileges the inward response to suffering over the precise nature of the suffering 
itself. Also like More, he argues that self-inflicted suffering like penance and fasting 
may function in the same way as persecution imposed from without (97). In the 
passage above, furthermore, Mathew not only emphasizes the role of suffering as a 
“mark” of identity but also as a source of reward, arguing that all kinds of suffering, 
if received rightly, constitute “the rightfull title to remuneration.”  
Comparing Protestant suffering to their view of the Lord’s Supper in order to 
identify both as “bare figures,” he asserts that Protestants lack the sacramental union 
with Christ that the Catholics enjoy:  
And this draught you are making, hath more of the cup which Christ 
promised his Disciples should pledge him in, then the Sacrament of the 
Novellists hath of the cup of the last Supper, since they receive it but as a bare 
figure, and simple commemoration of the blood of Christ; so as you may 
comfort your selves, that even in the interdiction of your Religion, there 
appeareth as good an image of the passion of Christ, as in the highest 
exercise of theirs. (Mathew, Missive, 160-61) 
While acknowledging that “Novellists” or Protestants do suffer for Christ, he 
compares their suffering to their enactment of the Lord’s Supper: both, he argues, are 
“commemorations” rather than actual realizations of the thing signified. Again 
referring to the idea that the recusants are Eucharistic sacrifices, Mathew argues that 
in persecuting Catholics, Protestants ironically perform their “highest exercise” of 
the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper. 
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Pointing to the mysterious nature of suffering, Mathew argues that Catholics, 
because of their belief in transubstantiation, are better able to apprehend its 
paradoxes than Protestants are. Again underscoring the paradoxical nature of 
suffering, Mathew explains that it, like transubstantiation and the incarnation, is 
“contrary to our reason” and “averse to our senses” (Mathew, Missive, 163). He 
parallels the incarnation with the experience of affliction, characterizing both as 
mysteries hidden under unlikely guises: “Shall we believe, that under the sordid and 
despicable veyle of flesh and blood, the Creator of heaven and earth was covered, 
and shall we not easily accord, that under the dark and obscure covers and cases of 
temporary miseries & afflictions, there remain reall glories and benedictions?” 
(Mathew, Missive, 163). Both affliction and the incarnation involve the secreting of 
something immeasurably valuable under veils, “covers” and “cases.” These outward 
covers appear worthless: they are “sordid and despicable,” “dark and obscure.”  
Mathew argues that belief in transubstantiation prepares the Catholic to find 
good in their sufferings, which, like the body of Christ in the bread and wine, hides 
under unlikely exteriors:  
Me thinks this sense of Crosses should easily be accepted by Catholikes, who 
are imbued with the beleefe of so high mysteries, when they believe, that 
which appears Bread in the blessed Eucharist, to be really the glorious body 
of the Sonne of God, there should be little difficulty, to allow those 
sufferances, which seeme ills to our sense, to be really such goods as they are 
asserted by our faith; for surely, if they have but necte so much patience, to 
make this conversion, as they must have faith to believe the other, all crosses 
and adversities in this life, are really converted into blessings, while they 
remaine under unhappy and unlikely apparencies, after such a manner as the 
body of Christ is truly present in the holy Sacrament, though covered from 
our senses under the veyles of no way resembling species. (Mathew, Missive, 
164)  
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Underscoring the mysterious nature of both processes, Mathew characterizes the 
outward appearance of affliction and of the sacrament as unlike the spiritual 
meanings they carry: tribulations “seeme ills to our sense,” and appear “under 
unhappy and unlikely apparancies,” just as the sacrament appears “covered from our 
senses” under “veyles.” Mathew’s repetition of the word “really” in describing 
suffering and the sacrament underscores the idea that both carry “true” meanings 
beneath these outward appearances, and Mathew describes the ability to recognize 
the “true” meaning of suffering and sacrament as a process of “conversion.” For the 
sufferer, this conversion comes about through “patience,” just as belief in 
transubstantiation is accomplished through “faith.” Mathew continues, “Since then 
God covereth…the greatest blessing he can confer upon his Church, (it being even 
his own Sonne) under so improbable appearances, we may easily believe his 
corrections, though they are overcast with never so unlikely outsides, to have interior 
goodnesse, and benediction” (Mathew, Missive, 164). Opposing “interior” reality to 
outward appearance, Mathew underscores the difficulty of interpreting affliction by 
characterizing its “outsides” as “improbable” and “unlikely.” In contrast to Mathew’s 
emphasis on the visibility of the church elsewhere, Mathew here draws attention to 
the esoteric and mysterious nature of faith, which requires the “conversion” of 
sensory evidence into “improbable” spiritual meaning. When interpreted in this way, 
Mathew argues, suffering carries “interior goodnesse, and benediction.”  
 Mathew goes on to expand on the disjunction between appearance and reality, 
extrapolating from the tension between sign and signified in the Eucharist to make an 
argument about the nature of reality:  
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Besides, most of the things of this world, which seeme to us never so 
veritable, and sincere, are but veyles and cases of somewhat else than is 
extant in their superficies. For we see the substances and essentiall forms of 
nothing, onely the figure, colour, and other accidents of all things sensible; 
and so the colours and shapes of evils in this life, cover and infold eternall 
goods, and the specious figures and appearances of pleasures, shadow over to 
us everlasting miseries. (Mathew, Missive, 164)  
Mathew diminishes the value of sensory experience, arguing that it consists of 
nothing more than “veyles and cases of somewhat else” that “cover’ and “infold” the 
“essentiall forms” of reality. According to Mathew, moreover, these “superficies” are 
misleading, presenting the opposite of their true nature: apparent evils “cover and 
infold goods,” while pleasure “shadows over” the “everlasting miseries” of hell. As 
More, had done, Mathew emphasizes the ironic nature of reality, which, if taken at 
face value, will delude the individual about the true significance of the pleasure and 
pain they experience. Imagining a world at odds with the natural desires of human 
nature to avoid pain and embrace pleasure, Mathew sees suffering as an important 
means through which humans become aware of the counterintuitive nature of reality.  
Conclusion 
Mathew’s account of his spiritual life is outward-looking. Unlike Donne, who 
focuses on the interpretive process itself as he struggles with the ambivalent and 
multilayered marks of God’s work in his life, Mathew focuses his attention outward, 
on the external “signs” that demonstrate the truth of the Catholic faith. Thus, in both 
the True Historical Relation and the Missive of Consolation, Mathew emphasizes on 
the visible nature of religious identity, pointing to the sufferings of Catholics as the 
means through which the image of Christ is clearly and vividly “imprinted” on them. 
Molly Murray distinguishes between Catholic and Protestant conversion narratives 
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by arguing that unlike Protestant conversion narratives, which focus on the internal 
experience of the individual, Catholic narratives look outward to the social structures 
in which they find truth embodied. Speaking of Roman Catholic accounts of 
conversion, she explains that 
the narratives of early modern religious experience were not necessarily 
records of the solitary soul in relation to God and Scripture but could be, 
instead, stories of individual’s negotiation with human institutions: 
confessional communities, families, political systems, nations, colleges, 
circles of friends.198  
Mathew’s conversion unfolds through his contact with the visible Roman Catholic 
Church, seen not only in its architecture but also in Catholics both English and 
European with whom Mathew develops friendships along the way. His decision to 
change religions brings him into a complex and often conflicted network of social 
relationships, from the English college at Rome to the Fleet prison, where he 
received as his visitors many of the brightest and most successful young courtiers of 
his day. For Mathew, his relationships, both in England and on the Continent, tell a 
clear story of the superiority of the Catholic faith.  
The outward-looking nature of Mathew’s faith causes him to express concern 
about the unreliability of the reason and passions. Originally driven to Italy by his 
“curiosity,” Mathew’s desire to know drives him to investigate the Roman Catholic 
Church. Paradoxically, this intellectual journey leads him to the surrender of 
personal reason through to the teachings of the church, which become the 
epistemological foundation for his beliefs and actions. In the Missive, Mathew 
presents God’s methods of working in the church as paradoxical and inaccessible to 
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reason. Drawing upon images of the Eucharist and incarnation, he points to faith as 
the mode of vision through which he apprehends the veracity of the Roman Catholic 
Church. By comparing suffering to the Eucharist and incarnation, he emphasizes its 
nature as at once visible and mysterious.  
While early Catholic martyrs like More did not regard persecution as a 
special mark of idenity, post-Tridentine Catholics responded to the Protestant 
identification of suffering as a sign by claiming their own martyrs as evidence for the 
veracity of their church. Mathew interprets his own suffering in the context of this 
vision of persecution as a participation in the battle between the two churches. Like 
Bale, who compiled Protestant and proto-Protestant lives in order to writing about 
his own experiences, Mathew looks to life-writing as a means of defending his 
church. In a period when both Roman Catholics and Protestant groups regarded 
suffering as a sign, however, Mathew draws upon the older definition of martyrdom 
as a disposition in order to argue that only in Catholic sufferers do the external act 
and the internal disposition coalesce to make for true martyrdom.  
  
  
 
 
 
 
  
Chapter 5: 
Altar Work and Temple Work: 
Suffering and the Sixteenth Century in John Bunyan’s Grace Abounding (1666) 
and Other Works 
 
While Donne and Mathew write within the milieu of the Stuart court and navigate 
the tensions between Catholic and Anglican religious communities, John Bunyan 
writes from a very different social vantage point. As a young man, he was awestruck 
at the sight of Anglican ministers and desired to rise above what he saw as his mean, 
uneducated, and unsavable state through moral reformation. Through his conversion 
into the nonconformist community, however, Bunyan gains a new way of 
interpreting his identity, a way that enables him to transform not only his poverty but 
also the other forms of affliction he experiences into sources of spiritual advantage. 
As a result of his unlicensed preaching, Bunyan experienced twelve years of 
imprisonment. Despite this protacted period of persecution, Bunyan dwells at greater 
length in his autobiography, Grace Abounding, on his internal struggles with 
temptation and despair. Like More, he locates the central battleground within the self 
and identifies the imagination as particularly vulnerable to diabolical temptation. 
Like both More and Donne, Bunyan describes internal and external affliction in 
similar terms, drawing upon imprisonment and torture as images to describe his 
internal state.  
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In making meaning of both his internal and external affliction, Bunyan looks 
back to sixteenth century for texts and paradigms. In doing so, he applies the 
language of sixteenth-century Protestant-Catholic conflict to internecine conflict 
within the Church of England, applying the language of law and gospel, “true” and 
“false” church to himself as well as to groups within the English church. Both the 
writings of Martin Luther and John Foxe provide Bunyan with resources for at once 
asserting his own Protestant orthodoxy while also launching an assault on the 
religious groups of his own day—both the Restoration Church of England and 
radical sects like the Ranters and Quakers. At once criticizing the Restoration Church 
as merely “notional” or external and resisting the ahistoricism of Quaker and Ranter 
theology, Bunyan looks to Luther and Foxe both as he interprets his conflicted inner 
life and as he situates himself as an actor on the stage of history.  
 Galen Johnson has pointed out the complex relationship between 
conservatism and radicalism in Bunyan’s work, arguing that Bunyan at once 
advocates for the liberty of the individual conscience while at the same time arguing 
for submission to the monarch.199 I argue that Bunyan develops this complicated 
blend of public and private identity through his appropriation of Luther and Foxe. 
While John Knott and Freeman demonstrate the central role of Foxe’s text in 
Bunyan’s vision of church history,200 and Dayton Haskins and Vera Camden have 
argued that Luther’s text enabled Bunyan to make meaning of his private 
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experiences,201 no scholar has examined the interrelationship of these two works in 
Bunyan’s view of religious persecution. As I argue, Bunyan develops a double-sided 
vision of suffering in which public persecution and private torment are interrelated 
parts of his religious identity, and he derives both sides of this vision through a 
carefully constructed relationship to England’s sixteenth-century past.  
 Even as Bunyan claims strong affinities to the past, he also recognizes the 
historical changes that separate him from the world of the sixteenth-century 
reformers and martyrs. Bunyan’s use of church history thus involves a complicated 
blend of identification and transformation as he recognizes the distance between his 
own time and the previous century while at the regarding texts from the past as 
interpretive keys for understanding his own experience. As foundational texts 
claimed by a variety of groups, Luther’s Commentary on Galatians and Foxe’s Acts 
and Monuments were part of a shared but contested legacy. In the turbulent years of 
the Interregnum and Restoration, reading Luther and Foxe carried controversial 
overtones as Luther came to be associated with antinomianism and as a variety of 
groups debated the political implications of Foxe’s text. Thus, Bunyan’s use of 
sixteenth-century texts is no simple matter; rather, it requires him to negotiate mid-
seventeenth-century tensions between antinomianism and legalism, public and 
private, internal and external.   
I will begin with a study of Luther’s theology as Bunyan encountered it in the 
1575 English translation of the Commentary on Galatians. Reading of Luther, I 
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argue, enables Bunyan to ascribe meaning to, and, ultimately, to place limitations on, 
the shifting subjective states he recounts in Grace Abounding. Luther’s text thus 
provides a paradigm for translating private doubt and uncertainty into bold and 
confident defense of the faith through preaching and suffering.Finally, I will argue 
that Bunyan draws upon John Foxe’s Acts and Monuments to ascribe meaning to his 
public work of preaching and suffering in the years beyond the internal crisis 
described in Grace Abounding. Drawing upon and transforming Foxe, Bunyan 
situates himself in relation to the Restoration Church and state, by placing his own 
work in the context of a progressive narrative of reform influenced by Foxe. As I 
argue, the tension Luther outlines between grace and works remains integral to the 
vision of history Bunyan develops. Finally, I will argue that at the end of Bunyan’s 
career the tension between stasis and sequence, grace and works found in Grace 
Abounding reemerges in Bunyan’s interpretation of history as he begins to question 
the narratives of historical progress he had developed in earlier works.   
Both Luther’s Commentary on Galatians and Foxe’s Acts and Monuments 
are texts central to Bunyan’s identity as a preacher and prisoner. Bunyan seldom 
cites sources, and Luther and Foxe are among a very few authors that Bunyan 
publicly acknowledges as influences. Of Luther’s text, Bunyan writes in Grace 
Abounding, “I must let fall before all  men, I do prefer this Book of Mr. Luther upon 
the Galathians, (excepting the Holy Bible) before all the Books that ever I have seen, 
as most fit for a wounded Conscience”202 (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 38). Bunyan 
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draws on Luther’s theology of law and grace, his view of human nature, and his 
doctrine of imputation in his treatise on justification, the Doctrine of Law and Grace 
Unfolded (1659) as well as in other works.  
An anonymous biographer of Bunyan who claims to have visited him in jail 
identifies Foxe’s Acts and Monuments as the only other work besides the Bible that 
Bunyan had with him in the Bedford jail.203 This writer, who first met Bunyan “by 
making him a Visit in Prison” (126) writes, “There also I survey’d his Library, the 
least and yet the best, that e’er I saw, consisting only of two Books, Bible and the 
Book of Martyrs” (128). Since Bunyan’s writings include citations of the third 
volume, he must have had the three-volume edition of either 1632 or 1641.204 Study 
of Bunyan’s citation of sources demonstrates Bunyan’s singularly high regard for 
Foxe’s book. As Freeman points out, “The Acts and Monuments is the only work, 
other than the bible, to be used as a proof-text in Grace Abounding.”205 Not only in 
Grace Abounding, but also in other writings, Bunyan cites Foxe and Scripture 
together, and his joint use of Foxe and Scripture reveals that he saw them as related 
parts of the same historical narrative of the affliction and deliverance of God’s 
people. In A Few Sighs from Hell (1658), for instance, Bunyan cites Hebrews 11 and 
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Foxe’s Acts and Monuments as paired sources of evidence that martyrs value 
Scripture over the promises and threats “of all the men in the world.”206 As he writes, 
this pattern of faith “is clearly found and to be seen in Heb. 11 and also in Mr. Fox’s 
Records of their Brethren” (Bunyan, A Few Sighs, 186). Hebrews 11 contains the 
famous chronological list of men and women whose faith motivated them to choose 
lives of suffering. Bunyan imagines Foxe’s text as a continuation of this biblical 
litany of the faithful by identifying the martyrs in the Acts and Monuments as the 
“brethren” of these biblical heroes. Thus, for Bunyan, Hebrews 11 and the Acts and 
Monuments tell the same story: the story of men and women who “did most really 
believe the Scriptures” and were willing to obey Scripture rather than the “promises 
and threats of all the men in the world,” including civil and religious authorities.    
Bunyan looks to both works as resources for ascribing meaning to his 
experiences of affliction and suffering. While Bunyan draws upon Luther primarily 
as a source of comfort for the internal anguish of a “wounded conscience,” he looks 
to Foxe in order to understand his public struggles as a preacher and prisoner. 
Bunyan’s use of the two works overlaps, however, as Bunyan asserts that internal 
struggle precedes and underlies public persecution. Thus, Bunyan continues to look 
to Luther not only during the turbulent years of his conversion but throughout his life 
as he seeks to understand the underlying causes of persecution and the nature of 
spiritual struggle by looking to Luther’s doctrine of grace and works.  
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Luther’s Commentary on Galatians and internal affliction 
The young John Bunyan’s spiritual life was wracked with internal affliction that he 
describes these psychological experiences in terms of imprisonment, physical 
violence, and torture. From his earliest years, he suffered nightmares about hell, 
demons, and the Day of Judgment. So intense were the feelings of dread evoked by 
religion that he writes, “when I have but seen some read in those books that 
concerned Christian piety, it would be as it were a prison to me” (Bunyan, Grace 
Abounding, 8). After his marriage, when he seeks to reform his behavior, he 
oscillates between attempts at moral improvement and despair at the impossibility of 
salvation. Even once he begins to recognize that salvation comes by faith alone, he 
continues to fluctuate between periods of comfort and periods of guilt and despair.  
In his times of despair, Bunyan feels a deep sense of isolation.  He worries that 
his sins exclude him from the community of the church, and his fear of eternal 
punishment blunts his interest in the events unfolding in the world around him. For 
instance, when Bunyan thinks that he lacks “that understanding, and wisdom that 
other Christians had” he fears that he this lack has shut him “out of all the blessings 
that other good people had given them of God” (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 17). His 
vision of the people of Bedford “on the Sunny side of some high Mountain” 
impresses upon him his own isolation from this community and the difficulty of 
passing through the wall that surrounds the mountain (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 
18). In his state of fear, Bunyan feels entirely isolated: “Thus being afflicted and 
tossed about by my sad condition, I counted my self alone, and above the most of 
men unblest” (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 27).  
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As a result of his morbid introspection and his fear of eternal punishment, 
Bunyan feels excluded from any redemptive historical narrative. As Dayton Haskin 
points out, Bunyan continually suffers from the fear that the “day of grace” has 
passed, that God has already saved everyone he is going to save in Bedford, and that 
he is too late.207 Wracked with such fears, Bunyan fantasizes about going back into 
biblical history and gaining an immediate encounter with Christ: “I could seldom 
read of any that Christ did call, but I presently wished, Would I had been in their 
cloaths, would I had been born Peter, would I had been born John, or would I had 
been by, and had heard him when he called them” (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 23-
24).  
Absorbed by his inner world, he finds it impossible to relate to others who mourn 
the external events of their lives, such as “outward losses,” including the deaths of 
family members (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 26). During such times, Bunyan’s inner 
world seems to eclipse his outer world, and he feels displaced from his surroundings, 
from the church, from a meaningful “station” in the world. For instance, he writes of 
his reflections on his “fearful state”: “after long musing, I lifted up my head, but 
methought I saw as if the Sun that shineth in the heavens did grudge to give me light, 
and as if the very stones in the street, and tiles upon the houses, did bend themselves 
against me. O how happy now was every creature over I was! For they stood fast, 
and kept their station, but I was gone and lost” (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 54). 
Bunyan feels so utterly alienated that he projects his inner state onto the physical 
details of his surroundings such as the “stones in the street” and “tiles upon the 
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houses.” Bunyan’s lament of his loss of a “station” also reflects his feeling that he 
has lost any orderly or coherent place in society. So intense are Bunyan’s fears of 
damnation that they eclipse his outer world; he feels alienated from both community 
and from history.  
Bunyan uses images of entrapment and stasis to describe his experiences of 
despair, describing himself as imprisoned, restrained, weighted down, and sinking.  
The Scriptural passages that describe Esau’s sale of his birthright evoke in Bunyan a 
feeling of imprisonment: “These words were to my Soul like Fetters of Brass of my 
Legs, in a continual sound of which I went for several months together” (Bunyan, 
Grace Abounding, 40). The continuous nature of his meditation on this scripture 
appears in his comparison of his obsession with Esau to the “continual sound” of 
chains on the feet of a prisoner, a sound he hears whenever he walks or works. 
Elaborating on the relentless oppression this passage caused him, Bunyan writes that 
it “would lie all day all day long, all the week long; yea, all the year long in my mind, 
and hold me down, so that I could by no means lift up my self, for when I would 
strive to turn me to this Scripture, or that for relief, still that sentence would be 
sounding in me” (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 41). He also compares his experience 
to torture in several places, writing that he felt as if “racked upon the Wheel” when 
considering his loss of grace (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 42). Similarly, he describes 
the physical pain that he experiences as a result of his terror and compares himself to 
biblical reprobates. For instance, he compares the “clogging and heat” in his stomach 
and his feeling that his “breast-bone” is about to “split in sunder” to Judas’s burst 
bowels (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 46). In the same way, he expresses concern that 
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the “continual fear and trembling under the heavy load of guilt” that he experiences 
are evidence of the mark of Cain on his body (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 46).  
Luther’s doctrines help Bunyan to move from fear that his suffering is a mark of 
alienation from the community and history to belief that his suffering actually joins 
him to the historical community of the church. Through his reading of Luther, 
Bunyan recognizes his affliction as part of the arduous movement from law to grace 
that characterizes the plotline of Scripture as a whole, as well as part of the struggle 
between the soul and Satan that characterizes biblical history. In Grace Abounding, 
Bunyan describes his encounter with Luther’s text as a much-longed for connection 
to a distant, more authentic period:  
I did greatly long to see some ancient Godly man’s Experience, who had writ 
some hundred of years before I was born; for, for those who had writ in our 
days, I thought (but I desire them now to pardon me) that they had Writ only 
that which others felt, or else had, thorow the strength of their Wits and Parts, 
studied to answer such Objections as they perceived others were perplexed 
with, without going down themselves into the deep. (Bunyan, Grace 
Abounding, 37-38) 
Developing a sharp sense of contrast between past and present, Bunyan presents the 
writers of his “own time” as having lost the personal authenticity of Luther’s text. 
For Bunyan, the experience of contemporary writers is social, and therefore arises 
from imitation of and response to others rather than from personal struggle with sin, 
Satan, and the law of God.  As he writes, Although the age and fragility of the book 
also underscores the distance between Bunyan and Luther (he describes the book as 
“so old that it was ready to fall piece from piece, if I did but turn it over” (Bunyan, 
Grace Abounding, 38)).  
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Once Bunyan begins to read, however, he is surprised at the relevance of this 
“old” book to his current situation: “I found my condition in his experience, so 
largely and profoundly handed, as if his Book had been written out of my heart; this 
made me marvel: for thus thought I, this man could not know any thing of the state 
of Christians now, but must needs write and speak the Experience of former days” 
(Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 38). The book is at once strange to Bunyan, an artifact 
of a distant time, and extremely familiar, as if it had been “written out of” his “own 
heart.” As a result, Bunyan “marvels” at Luther’s ability to capture Bunyan’s own 
experience, which Bunyan finds very different from the experience of the other 
Christians around him.   
Luther’s account of spiritual conflict gives Bunyan the key to deciphering his 
own spiritual turmoil. Earlier, Bunyan had seen his temptations as a mark of his 
alienation from the community of faith, but now he is now able to reconceptualize 
his experiences as a point of connection between himself and the historical 
community of the church. Luther explains the origins of “temptations” by casting 
them as part of spiritual conflicts between law and gospel and between the soul and 
Satan: “Besides, he doth most gravely also in that Book debate of the rise of these 
temptations, namely Blasphemy , Desperation, and the like, shewing that the Law of 
Moses, as well as the Devil, Death, and Hell, hath a very great hand therein; the 
which at first was very strange to me, but by considering and watching, I found it so 
indeed” (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 38). After reading Luther, Bunyan becomes 
able to attribute his internal afflictions to the “Law of Moses” as well as to Satan. 
Luther characterizes encounter with the law of God as a violent experience, 
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comparing the painful self-knowledge the law brings to severe injury, imprisonment, 
and death. For instance, he compares the law to a “maule” designed to “beat in 
peeces” the “beast” of self-reliance” (148l), to a “spirtiuall prison, and a very hell” 
(160r), and as an experience that brings the sufferer “even to the brinke of 
desperation” (69r).208 Luther, furthermore, correlates Satan with the law, arguing that 
Satan may use the law in order to accuse and tempt the Christian. By testing Luther’s 
conclusions by “considering and watching” his own experience, Bunyan comes to 
agree, and, as a result, finds comfort by discovering that he is not alone.   
Luther’s commentary helps Bunyan orient his internal experiences within a 
historical narrative by enabling Bunyan to situate his despair as part of a process of 
moving from law to gospel. As Haskin points out, Bunyan’s reading of Luther helps 
him to overcome his fear that he is too late to be saved. Instead, Luther’s 
conceptualization of both salvation history and personal history as a progression 
from law to gospel enables Bunyan to make chronological sense of his experience.209 
Luther does so by ascribing an important role to temptation, guilt, and internal 
conflict in the process of salvation by comparing personal experience of guilt and sin 
to the Old Testament period of biblical history, a period that Luther refers to as the 
“time of the law.”  Thus, for Luther, the pain caused by the law serves a very 
necessary purpose in the life of the believer by destroying their confidence in self 
and preparing them to trust in Christ. As he writes, “Whene the lawe so opresseth 
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thee that all things seeme to be utterly desperate, and thereby driueth thee unto Christ, 
to seeke helpe and succor at his hands, then is the law in his true use, and through the 
Gospell it helpeth to justification” (Luther 148r). Luther thus assigns the agonizing 
experience of law an important role in justification. According to Luther, the 
individual believer reenacts salvation history by living under law until the law “hath 
done his office sufficiently” and the “time of grace” arrives (Luther 149l). Explicitly 
paralleling this personal process with biblical history, Luther argues that each 
believer “spiritually” reenacts the plotline that that unfolds historically in the 
progression from Old Testament to New Testament (149L).  
As Luther makes clear, however, the struggle with law is both part of a 
progression and something that recurs throughout the life of the believer. Bunyan 
finds particularly comforting Luther’s ability not only to describe shifting subjective 
states but also to superimpose sequence onto what feels like mere oscillation. In 
Grace Abounding, Bunyan recounts his rapidly shifting subjective states, describing 
himself as “in divers frames of Spirit,” and explains that “these frames were still 
according to the nature of the several Scriptures that came in upon my mind; if this 
of Grace, then I was quiet; but if that of Esau, then tormented” (Bunyan, Grace 
Abounding, 60). , these Scriptures seem to bring with them alternate identities as 
either a member of the church or as an outsider who has “sold” Christ and now faces 
eternal punishment. As he writes, he wants to know whether the “Scriptures could 
agree in the salvation of my Soul” (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 60). Following 
Luther, Bunyan recognizes that passages that proclaim the law and passages that 
preach the gospel create a state of internal tension and conflict within Scripture. 
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Speaking of the antithesis between human sin and divine grace, Luther writes, “Here 
one of them must needes be overcome and give place to the other, seeing they fight 
together with so great force and power” (Luther 132l). Similarly, Bunyan seeks 
resolution through conflict and desires that the two conflicting Scriptures will 
converge in his mind at the same time. He describes the encounter as follows,  
Well, about two or three days after, so they did indeed; they boulted both 
upon me at a time, and did work and struggle strangely in me for a while; at 
last, that about Esaus birthright began to wax weak, and withdraw, and 
vanish; and this about the sufficiency of Grace prevailed, with peace and joy. 
And as I was in a muse about this thing, this Scripture came home upon me, 
Mercy rejoyceth against Judgment [Jas. 2. 13]. (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 
61) 
In language that evokes the struggle of the twins Jacob and Esau in their mother 
Rebecca’s womb, Bunyan presents himself as the site of struggle between the two 
scriptural narratives of election and reprobation. In the process of this struggle, 
Bunyan moves from an exegetical perspective in which election and reprobation 
appear as two contrasting and immutable categories to a perspective in which law 
leads to gospel and mercy triumphs over judgment. The conflict between the two 
passages enables him to recast rigid categories into a dynamic progression, and, as a 
result, to see himself as a sinner whose very sinfulness makes him eligible for mercy. 
The vision of Esau, a figure of static, irreversible exclusion, begins to “wax weak, 
and withdraw, and vanish,” and the verse about God’s grace, presented here as active 
and triumphant, “prevails.” Bunyan becomes able to translate what he previously 
saw as signs of reprobation into a stage in the ordo salutis rather than as a static and 
permanent state. As a result, he becomes able to see his sin as like the sins of others 
rather than as singularly unforgivable. Bunyan thus harmonizes the two narratives 
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that had been “struggling” in his mind by placing the “Word of the Law and Wrath” 
in subjection to the “Word of Life and Grace” (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 61).   
For Luther, as for Bunyan, personal experience of the movement from law to 
gospel is necessary for salvation. It is not enough merely to give intellectual assent to 
the concepts involved in relating law to gospel; Bunyan, like Luther, claims to have 
gone down “into the deep” himself. As Vera Camden points out, “It is feeling, or 
authentic inward experience, that Bunyan can recognize in Luther but not in his 
contemporaries.”210 As Haskin points out, Luther claims authority as an interpreter of 
Paul on the basis of his personal experience of the doctrines Paul teaches.211 Citing 
the introduction to the 1575 edition of the Commentary on Galatians, Haskin shows 
that the author of the introduction saw Luther’s personal experience as the basis of 
Luther’s authority as an interpreter of Paul.212 The author of the introduction goes 
further, however, and extends this logic by asserting that personal experience of 
temptation and spiritual conflict is “required” for profitable reading of Luther’s text. 
The reader must “bring such a mind with him to the reading, as the author him selfe 
did to the preaching therof,” which means that the reader “had neede to haue his 
senses exercised somewhat in such spirituall conflictes, and to be well humbled 
before with the feare of God and inward repentance” (Luther *vjr). Luther’s text thus 
grants value to personal experience, particularly the experience of affliction and 
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conflict, while at the same time placing such subjective experiences in the context of 
biblical history and presenting them as characteristic of the community of believers.  
Luther also helps Bunyan make meaning of his sufferings by envisioning 
them as part of the conflict with Satan. As a result, Bunyan becomes able to see his 
struggles with what he calls “temptations” as part of a larger story unfolding in 
history. Bunyan derives his idea of “temptation” at least in part from Luther’s 
Commentary on Galatians, in which Luther emphasizes the difficulty of 
distinguishing between the conviction of Holy Spirit and the condemnation of Satan. 
Luther identifies the “false persuasions” as a regular part of the Christian experience 
and explains that it is possible for a believer to be so bewitched by the Devil that 
they find it extremely difficult to distinguish between the voice of Satan and the 
voice of Christ. Since, as Luther explains, people naturally see Christ as a lawgiver 
and judge, such an error plays into the human tendency to seek justification by law. 
At the same time, however, Luther emphasizes the legerdemain of Satan in 
disguising himself as Christ in order to deceive the Christian. For such oppressed 
individuals, Luther points out, the delusions of Satan become “a most certain truth” 
and may even lead to “desperation” and suicide.   
In reading Luther, then, Bunyan comes to recognize the value of his personal 
experiences. As Camden explains, Luther “permits” Bunyan to write about his 
anguished private experience213 by providing a precedent and by giving Bunyan “a 
language to describe and resolve his terror”214 and a framework in which such 
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experiences take on meaning. In Grace Abounding, Bunyan argues that his sufferings 
have brought him experiential knowledge:  
In general he was pleased to take this course with me, first to suffer me to be 
afflicted with temptation concerning them, and then reveal them to me; as 
sometimes, I should lie under great guilt for sin, even crushed to the ground 
therewith, and then the Lord would shew me the death of Christ, yea and so 
sprinkle my Conscience with his Blood, that I should find, and that before I 
was aware, that in that Conscience, where but just now did reign and rage the 
Law, even there would rest and abide the Peace and Love of God thorow 
Christ. (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 37)  
Within this plotline, affliction precedes revelation, and being “crushed to the ground” 
precedes visionary insight into the death of Christ. Bunyan’s own experience thus 
reenacts salvation history and biblical sequence as law prepares the way for and is 
ultimately assuaged through the gospel.  
At the same time, however, Luther’s text enables Bunyan to place limits on 
their power to define him by seeing them as a part of a process outside of himself 
and as an experience shared by others. By looking back to Luther, Bunyan is able to 
turn his private affliction into an important part of his public persona as a preacher 
who has internalized the fundamental elements of the Christian faith. Indeed, in 
describing the origins of his preaching career, Bunyan explains that his messages 
came directly from the arc of personal experience that he describes in Grace 
Abounding and that he found so similar to Luther’s account. Drawing upon his 
personal struggle with law, Bunyan’s externalizes his experience through the work of 
ministry. Like Luther, whose internal struggle to move from law to gospel gave him 
insight into the writings of Paul, Bunyan looks to his experiences as a source of 
authority and insight. In his “brief Account of the Authors Call to the Work of the 
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Ministery” toward the end of Grace Abounding, Bunyan argues that the experiences 
described in Grace Abounding provide the content of his messages as he began to 
preach in 1555-56.215 Citing Galatians 1:11-12, in which Paul asserts that he received 
the gospel he preaches not from man but “by revelation from Jesus Christ,” Bunyan 
hints that he, like Paul, has received his message directly from Christ (Bunyan, 
Grace Abounding, 80).  Of Bunyan’s use of this verse, Beal writes, “Like Paul, 
Bunyan presents a doctrine not man-made, not bound to his era, but a doctrine 
concerning the divine revelation of God’s grace, manifested in Christ, mediated by 
Scripture, proven in the author’s own life.”216 In particular, Bunyan seeks to 
“awaken” his listeners to their sin through the preaching of the law. As he writes, “In 
my preaching of the Word, I took special notice of this one thing, namely, That the 
Lord did lead me to begin where his Word begins with Sinners, that is, to condemn 
all flesh, and to open and alledge that the curse of God by the Law doth belong to 
and lay hold on all men as they come into the World, because of sin” (Bunyan, 
Grace Abounding, 78). As Bunyan explains, his experiences of guilt and conviction 
make him particularly qualified to preach this message: “Now this part of my work I 
fulfilled with great sence; for the terrours of the Law, and guilt for my transgressions, 
lay heavy on my Conscience.  I preached what I felt, what I smartingly did feel, even 
that under which my poor Soul did groan and tremble to astonishment” (Bunyan, 
Grace Abounding, 78). Bunyan’s painful encounters with the law thus not only aid 
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him in his personal faith but also equip him to preach to others. Emphasizing the 
affective elements of his experience, Bunyan points to its intensity as a basis for his 
authority; he felt the pain of the law “with great sence,” “smartingly” and “to 
astonishment.” Describing himself as “one sent to them from the dead,” and as a 
messenger “in chains” sent to preach to “them in chains” (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 
78), he asserts that his feelings of death and imprisonment under the law equip him 
to reach other sufferers. Bunyan, furthermore, draws upon his ongoing struggles with 
guilt and fear in addition to his past experiences. His “guilt and terror” continues, he 
writes, both before and after preaching (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 78).  
According to Bunyan, after preaching about conviction of sin for “the space 
of two years” (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 78), he “altered” his message to reflect his 
more recent experiences of “staid peace and comfort thorow Christ” (Bunyan, Grace 
Abounding, 78). As he writes, however, his message was still based on experience: 
“still I preached what I saw & felt” (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 78). Instead of 
directing his listener’s attention primarily to their sin, he instead exhorts them to 
abandon self-reliance and look to Christ: “now therefore I did much labour to hold 
forth Jesus Christ in all his Offices, Relations, and Benefits unto the World, and did 
strive also to discover, to condemn and remove those false supports and props on 
which the World doth both lean, and by them fall and perish” (Bunyan, Grace 
Abounding, 78). After about two years of preaching in this way, Bunyan again adapts 
his preaching to reflect new insights he gains into the “mystery of union with Christ” 
(Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 78). The development of Bunyan’s preaching follows 
the same basic structural arc as his autobiography as he begins by preaching the law 
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and shifts to the gospel, seeking to instill in his listeners an experience of personal 
insufficiency, a recognition of Christ’s sufficiency, and an understanding of how 
these “contraries” meet through union with Christ.  
Bunyan asserts that his personal experiences render his message authentic 
and original in a way analogous to the message of the apostles. Paraphrasing Paul’s 
words in Romans 15:18, Bunyan states that he “never endeavoured to, nor durst 
make use of other men’s lines” (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 80), and even goes so 
far as to hint that he received his message by direct inspiration from God (Bunyan, 
Grace Abounding, 80). Instead, he writes, “I verily thought, and found by experience, 
that what was taught me by the Word and Spirit of Christ, could be spoken, 
maintained, and stood to, by soundest and best established Conscience” (Bunyan, 
Grace Abounding, 80).  Bunyan points to both the Word and the Holy Spirit as the 
sources of his knowledge. Like Luther, whose commentary Bunyan praises for its 
originality and contrasts with the works of Bunyan’s contemporaries, whom, Bunyan 
claims “had Writ only that which others felt” (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 38), 
Bunyan attributes his knowledge to the immediate teaching of the Spirit and Word 
rather than to his emulation of “other men’s lines.” Bunyan also identifies his 
experience as the basis for his certainty in preaching; Bunyan identifies his 
experience as the basis for certainty. Such personal knowledge results in the 
“soundest and best established Conscience” and enables Bunyan to “maintain” and 
“stand to” the words he speaks.  
As a preacher, Bunyan draws upon Luther’s doctrines as resources for 
critiquing both Quakers and the Restoration Church of England. In his 1656-57 
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debate with the Quaker William Burroughs, Bunyan distinguishes himself from 
Quakers by arguing that subjective experience of Christ can lead to error if not 
placed in the context of the “Christ without”—the Christ of history who exists 
outside the believer. On the one hand, Bunyan rejects faith that is merely external 
and argues that all believers must have the “Spirit of Christ” within them. On the 
other hand, those who emphasize Christ within to the extent that the external, 
historical Christ and his work become unimportant “sleight and reject Christ.” For 
Bunyan, “justification” comes from the external work of Christ “received through 
the operation of the spirit which dwels in them.” The work of the Holy Spirit, 
furthermore, works its way outward as Christians externalize their faith by “daily 
living in the spiritual sence and feeling” of the “truths of the Gospel.” Outlining a 
complex interaction between internal and external processes, Bunyan envisions a 
process that begins with Christ’s external work, moves to the internal application of 
this work through the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, and ends with the externalization 
of the gospel through the lived behavior of the believer.  
Bunyan’s engagement with the Quakers seems, in particular, to have raised 
questions about Christ’s nature as both God and man—a point of contention between 
Quakers and more orthodox Protestant groups. Bunyan’s desire to understand this 
doctrine leads to insight into the historical life, death, and resurrection of Christ. As 
he writes, his “Soul” was “led” “even from the birth and Cradle of the Son of God, to 
his ascention and second coming from Heaven to judge the World” (Bunyan, Grace 
Abounding, 35). He continues, describing his personal, experiential grasp of the life 
of Christ:   
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Truly I then found upon this account the great God was very Good unto me, 
forto my remembrance there was not any thing that I then cried to God to 
make known and reveal unto me, but he was pleased to do it for me, I mean 
not one part of the Gospel of the Lord Jesus, but I was orderly led into it; me 
thought I saw with great evidence, from the relation of the four Evangelists, 
the wonderful work of God in giving Jesus Christ to save us, from his 
conception and birth, even to his second coming to judgement: me thought I 
was as if I had seen him born, as if I had seen him grow up, as if I had seen 
him walk thorow this world, from the Cradle to his Cross, to which also when 
he came, I saw how gently he gave himself to be hanged and nailed on it for 
my sins and wicked doings. (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 35)  
Bunyan’s insight is at once intensely personal in nature yet objective I content. He 
“sees” the historical life of Christ as a whole narrative that proceeds “orderly” from 
beginning to end. His experience has its basis in scripture: the content of what he 
“sees” comes from “the relation of the four Evangelists.” At the same, however, 
Bunyan’s experience is internal; these images come to his “remembrance” and they 
constitute a personal revelation of Christ dying for Bunyan’s own sins.  
Finally, this vision is spiritual; even though its content comes from Scripture, 
Bunyan makes it clear that the vividness and insight that accompany the vision come 
from the Holy Spirit. Instead of reading words on a page, he experiences the gospels 
as a mystery play unfolding in front of him. Bunyan characterizes this sensory 
immediacy as “great evidence,” referencing Bedford minister Gifford’s teaching that 
Scripture is ineffective unless reading is accompanied with “evidence from heaven” 
(Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 35). Going on to recount in more detail his 
apprehension of Christ’s resurrection and second coming, Bunyan describes his 
insight as “in the spirit,” suggesting the agency of the Holy Spirit in giving him this 
insight into the Word (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 35). Bunyan glosses the phrase 
“in the Spirit” more fully in The Holy City (1665) in his discussion of John’s visions, 
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which take place “in the Spirit.” As he writes, “When he [John] saith “He carried me 
away in the Spirit, he means he was taken up into the Spirit, his Soul was greatly 
spiritualized: Whence take notice, That an ordinary frame of Spirit is not able to 
comprehend, nor yet to apprehend extraordinary things: Much of the Spirit, 
discerneth much of Gods matters; but little of the Spirit, discerneth but little of them 
(Bunyan, The Holy City, 76).”217 By identifying his experience as occurring “in the 
spirit,” Bunyan asserts special, immediate knowledge of biblical history. It is as if 
Bunyan’s earlier desire to live in the world of biblical event has been granted 
through the Holy Spirit, who is able to take Bunyan, as he did the apostle John, into 
“another World” (Bunyan, The Holy City, 77).   
Bunyan looks to the Lutheran doctrine of imputation as a means of 
harmonizing the “Christ within” and the “Christ without.” Recognizing that he is at 
once distinct from yet united with Christ enables Bunyan to stabilize the vicissitudes 
of his subjective experience. He describes his discovery of this distinction as follows:  
But one day, as I was passing in the field, and that too with some dashes on 
my Conscience, fearing lest yet all was not right, suddenly this sentence fell 
upon my Soul, Thy righteousness is in Heaven; and methought withal, I saw 
with the eyes of my Soul Jesus Christ at Gods right hand, there, I say, as my 
Righteousness; so that wherever I was, or whatever I was a doing, God could 
not say of me, He wants my Righteousness, for that was just before him. I 
also saw moreover, that it was not my good frame of Heart that made my 
Righteousness better, nor yet my bad frame that made my Righteousness 
worse: for my Righteousness was Jesus Christ himself, the same yesterday, to 
day, and for ever, Heb. 13. 8. (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 65-66)  
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By looking to Christ, who possesses the quality of immutability that Bunyan lacks, 
Bunyan seeks deliverance from the constant changeability of his own “frames” of 
heart. He then becomes able to locate his righteousness outside of himself and to see 
it as something that remains consistent as Bunyan experiences the vicissitudes of life.   
Questions of the relationship between internal experience and external action 
led to conflict not only with Quakers, but also with the Restoration Church of 
England. As Wayne J. Baker points out, Bunyan’s association of himself with Luther 
provoked charges of antinomianism.218 Not only a product of the 1530s, the English 
translation Bunyan read was also an artifact of Elizabethan Protestantism. Bunyan 
read the Commentary on Galatians in the 1575 English translation by Thomas 
Vautrollier. This worn volume connected Bunyan not to a moment in English church 
history in which Luther’s soteriology represented mainstream religious doctrine. In 
the introduction, the anonymous writer identifies Luther’s theology as fundamentally 
harmonious with official English theology, despite differences over 
transubstantiation. As the author writes, “And though his doctrine as touching a little 
circumstance of the sacrament can not be thoroughly defended, yet neither is that any 
greate maruell in him, who being occupied in weightier pointes of religion, had no 
leisure to trauell in the searching out of this matter” (Luther *ivjr). In this 
introductory epistle, then, the author distinguishes between Luther’s soteriology, 
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which he identifies as consonant with the doctrines of the Church of England, and 
Luther’s view of the sacraments, which he regards as less “weighty.”  
By the 1650s, when Bunyan encountered Luther’s text, however, Luther’s 
soteriology could no longer be so easily be equated with orthodoxy. Instead, as J. 
Wayne Baker points out, Luther’s teachings carried antinomian connotations in the 
wake of the controversies of the 1630s and 40s. Identifying the English translation of 
Luther’s Commentary on Galatians as a contested text for controversialists debating 
justification by faith alone, Baker writes, “Throughout the seventeenth century 
English preachers enlisted Luther’s support for justification sola fide, sola gratia. 
Invariably they appealed to his Galatians commentary. They were accused of being 
Antinomians.”219 For instance, as Baker explains, the antinomian writer John Eaton 
drew extensively on Luther in his Honey-Combe of Free Justification by Christ 
Alone (1642), “citing him 106 times” and “often quoting long passages from 
Luther’s Galatians commentary.”220 Baker also points out that Richard Baxter 
“asserted that Luther had been careless in expressing himself on justification” and 
identifies the Commentary on Galatians as a particularly objectionable text.221 For 
mid-seventeenth century readers, then, Luther’s Commentary was no longer an 
expression of reformed orthodoxy; rather, it was a text seen by some as a text that 
offered an extreme, overstated, and potentially dangerous reading of Paul’s doctrines 
of law and grace.  
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Bunyan’s account of his reading of Luther appeared for the first time in the 
third edition of Grace Abounding (1674?) and is therefore an interpolation added to 
earlier versions of the text. Given that Bunyan engaged in polemical disputation with 
the Anglican Divine Edward Fowler in the years 1672-73 over the nature of law and 
gospel, Bunyan’s decision to reveal his indebtedness to Luther may reflect his desire 
to provide a historical grounding for his beliefs. In 1672, Bunyan wrote a rebuttal to 
Fowler’s Design of Christianity (1671) in which he characterizes Fowler’s teachings 
as a departure from orthodox doctrine.222 Not usually someone associated with 
defense of the English Church, Bunyan in this work argues that Fowler, although a 
bishop and a representative of that church, nonetheless subverts its traditional 
teachings. As Bunyan asserts, Fowler “overthroweth the wholesome Doctrine 
contained in the 10th, 11th. and 13th. of the Thirty Nine Articles” in The Design of 
Christianity (title page). These articles, first published in 1563 as a doctrinal 
expression of the Elizabethan settlement, deal with free will, justification, and good 
works, respectively. By looking back to this period, as well as through his 
association of himself with Luther in Grace Abounding, Bunyan develops a 
historical argument that his doctrine is orthodox while the English church has drifted 
away from its previous orthodoxy on matters of soteriology.   
While Fowler argues that the goal of Christianity is the actual holiness of the 
believer, Bunyan rejects Bunyan’s premise that human nature is improvable. For 
instance, whereas Fowler defines holiness as the ability to live a life “under the 
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government of all those Good Practical Principles that are made known either by 
Revelation, Nature, or the use of Reason,” Bunyan denies that humans can become 
holy through adherence to law of any kind, whether natural or revealed. In contrast, 
Bunyan argues that human nature is entirely sinful, arguing that “There is no man by 
nature, that hath any soundness in him, no, neither in Soul or Body; his 
understanding is darkened, his Mind and Conscience is defiled, his will perverted 
and obstinate: There is no judgment in his goings” (Bunyan, Defence, 13). In 
particular, Bunyan resists the idea that the reason can aid human beings in their 
pursuit of holiness, denying that humans possess the natural capacity to become 
righteous. Thus, Bunyan argues that even the most righteous deeds of human beings 
are inadequate in the sight of God, particularly those performed in adherence to 
natural laws: “The righteousness therefore, that is our own, that ariseth from matter 
and principles of our own…justifieth us not before God from the curse” (Bunyan, 
Defence, 23). Luther draws a stark contrast between righteousness gained through 
human effort and righteousness gained through faith in Christ, exhorting his readers 
to “to put as greate difference betwene the righteousnes of the gospell and of the law, 
as God hath made betwene heauen and earth, between light and darknesse, betweene 
daye and night” (Luther, 55r-56l). Luther, furthermore, grounds his rejection of 
human righteousness on his denial that human nature, and, particularly, of reason, 
can contribute to salvation in any way. As he writes, “in spirituall matters man hath 
nothing but darknes, errours, ignoraunce, malice, and peruersenes both of wil and 
vnderstanding. How then should he worke well, fulfill the lawe, and loue God?” 
(Luther 82l). Luther associates reason with the law and opposes both to faith. In his 
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gloss on the term “flesh,” Luther correlates flesh with reason: “Flesh therfore is here 
taken for the very righteousnes and wisedome of the flesh and the iudgement of 
reason, which goeth about to be made righteous by the law. Whatsoeuer then is best 
and most excellent in man (as the wisedome of reason, yea, and ye righteousnes of 
the law it selfe) the same here Paule calleth flesh” (Luther 101l).   
Bunyan quarrels with Fowler not only over questions of human nature but 
also over the doctrine of imputation. Fowler defines imputation as “dealing with 
sincerely righteous persons, as if they were perfectly so, for the sake and upon the 
account of Christ’s righteousness.”223 Bunyan quarrels with Fowler’s definition of 
imputation, arguing that imputation involves God’s granting of Christ’s righteous to 
sinful human beings, rather to the “sincerely righteous”: “The righteousness then by 
which a man must stand just in the sight of God from the curse, is not to be found in 
men, nor in the law, but in him, and him onely, who is greater, and also, without the 
Law” (Bunyan, Defence, 24). Luther points to the doctrine of imputation as 
particularly foreign to human reason because it joins together the “contraries” of the 
totally sinful human being and the perfectly righteous Christ: “So long as sinne, 
death and ye Curse do abide in vs, sinne terrifieth, death killeth, and the Curse 
condemneth vs. But when these are translated and laid vpon Christes backe,  then are 
these euils made his owne, and his good thinges are made ours” (Luther 137l).   
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In their argument over these doctrines, Fowler and Bunyan both accuse one 
another of departing from the orthodox teachings of the English Church. Bunyan 
accuses Fowler of what he calls “papistical Quakerism,” and he supports this 
argument by comparing Fowler’s statements to those of the Jesuit Campion and the 
Quaker William Penn (Bunyan, Defence, 109). According to Bunyan, Fowler’s 
beliefs resemble those of the Quakers because Fowler locates human capacity for 
righteousness within the individual rather than outside the self, in Christ (Bunyan, 
Defence, 21). He compares Fowler to a Roman Catholic as a result of Fowler’s belief 
that God grants righteousness to those who have made a “sincere resolution of 
obedience” to the law, thus associating Fowler with the traditional Catholic doctrine 
that God justifies those who do what is in them (Bunyan, Defence, 115). In his 
response to Bunyan, Dirt Wipt Off (1672), Fowler in turn labels Bunyan a “Ranter” 
and an “antinomian.” Characterizing Bunyan’s attack on the Design of Christianity 
as a defense of antinomianism, Fowler writes (referring to himself in the third person 
because Dirt Wipt Off was published anonymously),  
And who can be so blind as not to see, that the only provocation I B. could 
have to exclaim at such a rate is this, that the design of Mr. F's book is utterly 
to root out that doctrine which is the grand support of wretched hypocrites, 
and which doth infinitely disparage our Blessed Lord Jesus and his glorious 
Gospel: I mean that filthy doctrine of Antinomianism, with which this man 
hath stuffed his sad Scrible; and it appears not only by that but by his other 
lamentable writings, that he is as rank and Ranting an Antinomian as ever 
foul'd paper. (Fowler, Dirt Wipt Off, 17) 
Just as Bunyan combines epithets by accusing Fowler of “Papistical Quakerism,” so 
Fowler responds by calling Bunyan a “rank and ranting Antinomian”; each identifies 
the other as beyond the pale of orthodox English Protestantism. Each also accuses 
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the other of hypocrisy, or of manifesting the appearance, but not the reality, of true 
faith. 
 Despite Bunyan’s attempts to align himself with sixteenth-century orthodoxy 
and to distance himself from groups like the Quakers, Bunyan still faced charges of 
sedition from the English church and state. Fowler, for instance, in Dirt Wipt Off, not 
only regards Bunyan as heterodox, but also as a danger to the stability of the realm. 
Commending Bunyan to the attention of the authorities, Fowler portrays Bunyan as 
an enemy to the hierarchy and order of the church:  
I now appeal to Authority, whether this man ought to enjoy any interest in his 
Majesties Toleration, who is so far from being satisfied with his own liberty, 
that he falls thus fouly upon not only one Minister of the Church of England, 
and a Book licensed by Authority, but also upon all the Ministers of the 
Church together, and likewise the Discipline and Rites establish't? And 
whether the letting such Fire-brands, and most impudent malicious 
Schismaticks go unpunish't, doth not tend to the subversion of all 
Government. I say, let our Superiours judge of this. (Fowler, Dirt Wipt Off, 
70) 
Referencing the Act of Toleration, which in the previous year had led to Bunyan’s 
release, Fowler asserts that Bunyan’s heterodox views disqualify him from the 
benefits of the Act. In Fowler’s eyes, Bunyan is a threat to order and hierarchy in the 
church.  
 Fowler conflates Bunyan’s denial of the law a role in salvation with civil 
lawlessness. Bunyan, however, draws upon Luther’s distinction between the two 
uses of the law in order to exclude the law from justification while granting it a place 
in civil life. Galen Johnson argues that Bunyan observes a distinction between public 
and private in order to harmonize his claims to be both a loyal subject to the king and 
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a dissident willing to disobey if the king’s commands if conscience requires it.224 
Johnson points to The Saints’ Knowledge of Christ Love (posthumous, published 
1692),225 where Bunyan draws upon the distinction between law and gospel in order 
to explain his relationship to civil law. Bunyan advocates “keeping of these two 
doctrines (law and gospel) at an everlasting distance as to the Conscience” while 
allowing the law “to rule but over my outward man” (Bunyan, Saints’ Knowledge, 
392). Bunyan continues, explaining that “When Christ dwells in my heart by Faith, 
and the Moral Law dwells in my Members, the one to keep peace with God, the 
other to keep my conversation in a good decorum: then am I right, and not till then” 
(Bunyan, Saints’ Knowledge, 392). This is a more explicit statement of ideas implicit 
in Bunyan’s earlier discussions of good works, including his 1663 Christian 
Behaviour, 226 where he argued faith justifies before God, but works serve to justify 
“before men” (Bunyan, Christian Behaviour, 9). For Bunyan, discussion of good 
works is inseparable from discussion of social order, and in both Christian 
Behaviour and his much later A Holy Life, Bunyan points to harmonious 
relationships within the family and community as the outward mark of internal 
justification.  
While denying the law any role in the justification of the conscience while 
granting it a role in social interaction, Bunyan draws heavily on Luther’s view of the 
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two purposes of law, a view expounded upon in the Commentary on Galatians. 
Indeed, in Bunyan’s distinction between the effect of law on the internal and external 
person in The Saints’ Knowledge of Christ’s Love, Bunyan directs his readers to 
“Paul to the Galatians” as an epistle “indicted by the Holy Ghost, on purpose to 
direct the soul” on the difference between law and gospel (Bunyan, Saints’ 
Knowledge, 392). As Bunyan made clear in Grace Abounding, it is Luther’s reading 
of Galatians that influenced Bunyan most heavily. In the Commentary on Galatians, 
Luther distinguishes between the two uses of law, one “politike,” and the other 
“spirituall” (Luther, fol. 128r), a distinction that is fundamental to Bunyan’s own 
conceptualization of the relationship between inner and outer, private and public. 
The first use of the law is “Ciuill,” it lies under the jurisdiction of magistrates and 
other authorities, such as parents, teachers, and masters, and its purpose is “to 
restraine sinne” (Luther, fol. 139r). Thus, the first use of the law’s primary purpose is 
to limit evil rather than to justify the wicked. The law thus protects sinners from 
themselves and enables the society to function. Luther makes it clear, however, that 
this use of the law “is in deede very necessary, but it iustifieth not” (Luther, fol. 
139r). Bunyan, like Luther, seems to have maintained belief in the civil value of the 
law even as he denied the ability of the law to play any role in justification. In 
developing his vision of his relationship to the monarch and to history, however, 
Bunyan looks to Foxe.  
John Foxe’s Acts and Monuments and external conflict 
Bunyan uses to Luther’s Commentary on Galatians as a means of understanding and 
placing limitations on his interior struggles with doubt and temptation as well as a 
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means of situating himself in relation to the religious debates of the 1650s and 60s. 
While Bunyan draws on Luther’s doctrine of grace and works in order to discover a 
metanarrative for understanding religious conflict both past and present, internal and 
external, he looks to Foxe for a more specific framework for understanding  how this 
conflict develops on the stage of history. As William Lamont points out, Foxe’s 
millenarian vision of the defeat of Antichrist and the inauguration of godly rule 
under a Christian monarch had been a mainstream aspiration in the Jacobean and 
Stuart periods.227 As Lamont explains, however, this aspiration of godly rule 
diminished after the failure of the revolution and became associated with 
radicalism.228 Bunyan continued to believe in the ideal of godly rule after it fell out 
of fashion, and thus continued to identify with Foxe’s narrative of history. Just as 
Bunyan adapts Luther to suit the social and religious context of his own time, 
however, so Bunyan appropriates and changes elements of Foxe’s text to suit his 
own historical situation. Bunyan’s vision of English history, moreover, fluctuates as 
he moves from the period of his imprisonment from 1660-72 into the intermittent 
persecutions in the years that follow. In this latter period, Bunyan’s optimism about 
the progress of the church becomes mix with concern about the moral decline in the 
English Church, a failure that causes him to modulate from his earlier emphasis on 
the danger of works in personal justification to an emphasis on the importance of 
works in bringing about the purification of the church within history.     
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 During his imprisonment and in the subsequent years, Bunyan continues to 
look back to the Tudor period as a model for his own time and persists in presenting 
himself as a prisoner and preacher following in the footsteps of sixteenth-century 
heroes. In doing so, he insists that the Reformation Church of England has drifted 
away from its Tudor heritage. For instance, even though Bunyan is arrested under an 
Elizabethan statute, the Act for Retaining the Queen’s Subjects in their Due 
Obedience (1593),229 Bunyan argues that his arrest goes against the spirit of that 
legislation. Bunyan himself felt that the Restoration authorities had misinterpreted 
the statute and accusing them of “wresting” it to carry meanings not intended by 
“that parliament in the 35th of Elizabeth, or of the Queen herself” (Bunyan, Grace 
Abounding, 112). Bunyan thus retains a favorable stance toward the policies of the 
Elizabethan church, including the legislation under which he himself is being 
indicted, by claiming that the Restoration authorities have misinterpreted the 
intentions of both Queen and parliament. Bunyan draws upon Foxe as a major means 
of presenting himself as a loyal adherent to the traditions of the sixteenth-century 
Church of England.   
 William Lamont points out the “ambivalent” use of John Foxe’s martyrology 
in the seventeenth century as a text that provides models of dissent while at the same 
time upholding the Elizabethan settlement.230 Similarly, Freeman identifies the high 
regard in which Foxe’s text was held by both dissidents and authority figures as an 
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“under-appreciated paradox.”231 As Damian Nussbaum points out, however, 
additions to the 1632 edition of the Acts and Monuments “wrestled the text from its 
conformist moorings, and left it susceptible to far more radical interpretations.”232  
Nussbaum argues that additions at the end of the Acts and Monuments “altered the 
conclusion of Acts and Monuments, and consequently reoriented the direction of 
Foxe’s work as a whole”233 by suggesting the application of Catholic/Protestant 
conflict to the struggles within the Church of England. In 1632, the editors added a 
“Treatise of Afflictions” that encouraged readers to prepare for future sufferings, 
thus modifying the original thrust of Foxe’s book. Islip, however left the identity of 
the future persecutors ambiguous; as Nussbaum writes, “Whether the resistance 
would be to the Continental forces of Catholicism, or to the measures of the English 
authorities, was left unresolved.” John N. King concurs, stating that the text’s 
“functional ambiguity does invite readers to understand the text as a warning against 
a resumption of persecution by members of the religio-political establishment” and 
arguing that “as such, it appears to align the seventh edition with increasingly 
vociferous protests against prelatical abuses.”234 Bunyan’s use of Foxe thus 
contributes to a tradition of nonconformist use of Foxe that dates from the 1630s and 
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at once celebrates the Elizabethan Settlement while recognizing its historical 
distance and the continued threats to the church, both from without and from within.  
As Bunyan explains in Grace Abounding, Foxe’s Acts and Monuments was a 
major source of inspiration as he began his preaching ministry. Citing several 
Scriptures that motivate him to preach, he writes “I have been also incouraged from 
several other Scriptures and examples of the Godly, both specified in the Word and 
other ancient Histories. Act. 8.4 &18.24, 25,  &c. 1 Pet. 4.10, Rom. 12.6. Fox Acts 
and Mon.”(Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 78). Bunyan identifies both Scripture and 
Foxe’s text as “ancient Histories” and connects biblical events such as the scattering 
of Christians during Paul’s persecution of the church (Acts 8.4) and the preaching of 
Apollos (18.24,25) to the accounts found in the Acts and Monuments. This historical 
lineage of preachers who exercised their gifts through public preaching, despite the 
dangers this posed, inspires Bunyan to externalize his own experiences through 
ministry. Reading Luther helps Bunyan to understand his internal afflictions, while 
Foxe’s text inspires Bunyan to preach and suffer persecution for his message.  
 As he records in his Relation of the Imprisonment, Bunyan cites Foxe’s Acts 
and Monuments in his trial, citing Foxe’s account of Wycliffe’s trial as support for 
Bunyan’s own civil disobedience. When urged to quit preaching or face 
imprisonment, Bunyan responds, “Wycliffe saith, that he which leaveth off preaching 
and hearing of the word of God for fear of excommunication of men, he is already 
excommunicated of God, and shall in the day of judgment be counted a traitor to 
Christ” (Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 114). As Freeman argues, the only way Bunyan 
could have accessed this statement of Wycliffe’s is through Foxe’s Acts and 
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Monuments.235 Bunyan thus cites Wycliffe, presumably a hero of English reformed 
tradition that his accusers would also have respected, as a precedent for his own 
refusal to submit to the law on this matter.   
Although Bunyan identifies Foxe’s text as a formative work in his own life, 
Bunyan diverges from Foxe’s historical narrative in several ways as he seeks to 
apply it to his own historical context. In contrast to Foxe’s five ages, Bunyan divides 
church history into three major periods: the age of the “primitive” church, 
characterized by purity of doctrine, the age of antichrist, and, finally, the age of the 
New Jerusalem in which Antichrist is defeated and the church is purified. For 
Bunyan, the reign of Constantine marks the beginning of the period of the Antichrist. 
In presenting the reign of Constantine as a negative turning point in church history, 
Bunyan both draws upon and departs from Foxe. Foxe praised Constantine as the 
ruler who brought the first period of persecution to an end, bound Satan, and ushered 
in 1000 years of peace. In contrast, Bunyan identifies the reign of Constantine as the 
beginning of corruption in the church.  Even in the sixteenth century, however, 
Constantine was a complex figure whose reign could be interpreted as either a 
positive or negative development. While Foxe praises Constantine as a second 
Moses, later readers of Revelation, including Brightman and Milton, identify 
Constantine’s rule as the beginning of corruption in the church.236 This view also has 
its roots in the sixteenth century, however. In the Vocacyon, John Bale marks the end 
of persecution as a dangerous turning point in church history. As he writes, “But 
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whan great Constantine the Emperour had given peace to the Christen churche / that 
all persecucion ceased / than came in ceremonie upon ceremonie / & none ende was 
of them” (Bale, Vocacyon, 43). The way the reign of Constantine was depicted, 
however, carried important political implications. Foxe compared Queen Elizabeth to 
Constantine, and Constantine was often seen as a model of the Christian prince.  
In Of Antichrist (unpublished during Bunyan’s life; written in the early 
1680s),237 Bunyan cites the Acts and Monuments as his source for a negative 
interpretation of the reign of Constantine, thus reading against the grain of Foxe’s 
overall positive presentation of Constantine. Describing the corruption of the church 
he writes, “for then indeed they began to be high, when they had so inveigled 
Constantine, that he bestowed upon them much Riches and Honour; and then it was 
cried by an Angel, and the Cry was heard in the City, Constantinople! Wo, wo, wo! 
This day is venom poured into the Church of God! (as both My Lord Cobham and 
Mr Fox witness in the Book of Acts and Monuments.)” (Bunyan, Of Antichrist, 497). 
Freeman argues that Bunyan’s quotation is “a conflation of two separate passages in 
the Acts and Monuments: one from Foxe’s reprinting of the second examination of 
Sir John Oldcastle….the other from a section of the Acts and Monuments on the 
‘Proud primacie of the Popes.’”238 The source for Foxe’s account of Cobham’s trial 
is Bale’s narrative, and the idea may reflect Bale’s views more accurately than those 
of Foxe. In his history, Bale cites Randulph Higden’s Polychronicon as his source 
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for the story of the angel pronouncing “woe” on Constantinople. In this passage, 
Higden assumes the authenticity of the Donation of Constantine and presents the 
angel’s pronouncement as a response to that gift. Citing Jerome, Higden reiterates 
the idea that as the church grew wealthier, it also grew more corrupt.  
Although Foxe repeatedly asserts that the Donation of Constantine is 
fraudulent, Foxe does repeat the same general narrative in which the church grows 
corrupt as it gains wealth and power. As Freeman points out, Bunyan not only cites 
the passage from Cobham’s trial but also Foxe’s section on the “Proud primacie of 
the Popes.” In this section, Foxe presents the corruption of the church as a gradual 
process of decline that began with the reign of Constantine but was not caused by 
Constantine himself. Thus, while Bunyan’s correlation of Constantine’s reign with 
corruption in the church is not without precedent in Foxe’s text, Bunyan reads 
against the overall grain of the Acts and Monuments by linking Constantine to the 
decline of the church more directly than Foxe had done.  
Throughout his writings, however, Bunyan presents himself as an obedient 
subject, encourages others to submit to monarchs, and envisions rulers as important 
vehicles of reform. As he makes clear, his enemy is not, ultimately, the civil 
authorities, but Satan. In the opening lines of The Relation of the Imprisonment, 
Bunyan states that his arrest came about because “The Devil, that old enemy of mans 
salvation, took his opportunity to inflame the hearts of his vassal against me” 
(Bunyan, Grace Abounding, 98). Going into more detail about the relationship 
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between Satan and persecution in Seasonable Counsel,239 Bunyan presents a two-
layered view of persecution; while human authorities may persecute for a variety of 
reasons, motivated, perhaps by personal animosity or greed, they are ultimately 
being used by Satan, who desires the souls of the godly (Bunyan, Seasonable 
Counsel, 13). As he explains, Men when they persecute, are for the stuff, but the 
Devil is for the soul nor will any thing less than that, satisife him” (Bunyan, 
Seasonable Counsel, 14). At the same time, however, Bunyan adds a third layer to 
situations of persecution; through the persecutors, God is disciplining and teaching 
his people. He goes so far as to refer to persecutors as “messengers” sent by God to 
teach the people of God (Bunyan, Seasonable Counsel, 8). Thus, in instances of 
persecution, God and Satan are both at work in the attempt to obtain mastery over 
the soul of the Christian.  
By locating the ultimate agency in persecution with God and Satan rather than 
with civil authorities, Bunyan is able to identify himself as an obedient subject. For 
Bunyan, civil authority is a good, God-ordained institution that holds great potential 
for good. As he writes, “Magistracy is God’s Ordinance, appointed for the good of 
Society, and for the peace and safety of those that are good” (Bunyan, Seasonable 
Counsel, 495). In Of Antichrist, Bunyan identifies as “one of the old-fashion 
Professors, that covet to fear God, and honour the King” (Bunyan, Seasonable 
Counsel, 489).240 In characterizing such an attitude as “old-fashioned,” Bunyan looks 
back to an earlier period, likely the age of Foxe, in which these two allegiances were 
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in harmony with one another. He continues, describing his response to the 
persecution he has experienced as peaceful, “I also am for blessing of them that 
curse me, for doing good to them that hate me, and for praying for them that 
despitefully use me, and persecute me” (Bunyan, Seasonable Counsel, 489). In 
following his self-identification as an “old-fashioned professor” with a statement of 
his nonviolent intentions, he suggests that in the post-Restoration years the only way 
both to “fear God” and “honour the King” is to submit himself to rulers who “curse,” 
“hate,” “despitefully use,” and “persecute” him. As Bunyan makes clear, furthermore, 
even in the 1680s Bunyan’s contemporaries continue to see him as a potential danger 
to the peace of the realm; he states that his intention in describing his loyalty to the 
king; “I only drop this,” he writes, “because I would shew my Brethren that I also am 
one of them; and to set them right that have wrong Thoughts of me as to weighty 
Matters as these” (Bunyan, Seasonable Counsel, 489).   
Although Bunyan believes that the monarch’s power comes from God, he also 
believes that the monarch is susceptible to the wiles of the Antichrist, who, Bunyan 
believes, perennially attempts to preempt the power of the state in order to increase 
the wealth and power of the false church. As he writes, “this Antichrist has, where 
she rules, put all out of order; and no wonder, for she has be-puddled the Word of 
God; no wonder then, I say, if the Foundations of the World be out of course. ‘Tis 
She that hath turned the Sword of the Magistrate against those that keep God’s law” 
(Bunyan, Seasonable Counsel, 495). Arguing that civil laws may be “Ordinances of 
Antichrist,” he writes, “Now by Ordinances of Antichrist, I do not intend things that 
only in respect Matters of Worship in Antichrist’s Kingdom, but those civil Laws 
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that impose and enforce them also; yea, that inforce THAT Worship with Pains and 
Penalties, as in the Spanish Inquisition: For these must, as the other, be overthrown 
by Christ, by the Spirit of his Mouth, and the Brightness of his Coming: For these 
Laws, as the other, took their Being, and have their soul and Life by the Spirit of 
Antichrist” (Bunyan, Seasonable Counsel, 439). Bunyan implies, furthermore, that 
when kings allow persecutory laws to remain on the books, it is primarily because 
they do not “see” or perceive what these laws were doing (Bunyan, Seasonable 
Counsel, 440). Thus, for Bunyan, state-enforced persecution is a result of the 
influence of Antichrist, who disorders the rightly ordained rule of monarchs. Here, as 
elsewhere, Bunyan envisions the rule of monarchs as wrested or misdirected away 
from its original design through the influences of the Antichrist.  
Because monarchs can either make or overthrow laws that Bunyan identifies with 
the Antichrist, they thus have the potential either to aid or to harm the cause of 
reformation. Thus, while acknowledging that monarchs may collude with the 
Antichrist, he also recognizes them as potential allies in the battle against the false 
church. Developing a typological interpretation of Ezra’s reconstruction of the 
temple, Bunyan points to the important role played by Artaxerxes in this building 
project (Bunyan, Seasonable Counsel, 424), praising Artaxerxes combination of 
generosity and non-interference in the building project: “He added not any law 
therefore of his own, either to prescribe Worship, or to enforce it upon the Jews” 
(Bunyan, Seasonable Counsel, 425). At the same time, Bunyan points out, 
Artaxerxes had the power to punish those who “rebelled against the Law of the 
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Lord” “by the King’s laws, whether unto Death, or unto Banishment, or unto 
Confiscation of Goods, or to Imprisonment” (Bunyan, Seasonable Counsel, 424). 
Bunyan envisions kings and preachers as collaborators in the process of 
destroying the Antichrist. As he writes, “the Preacher then kills her Soul, and the 
King kills her body” (Bunyan, Seasonable Counsel, 462). For Bunyan, the killing of 
Antichrist’s body seems to come about through state-enforced violence. As he writes, 
“the destruction of her Flesh shall come by the Sword, as managed in the Hands of 
Kings, who are God’s Ministers for the Punishment of evil Deeds, and the Praise of 
them that do well” (Bunyan, Seasonable Counsel, 485). At the same time, he 
observes separation between the work of the church and state: “The Church therefore, 
as a church, must use such Weapons as are proper to her as such; and the Magistrate, 
as a Magistrate, must use such Weapons as are proper to him as such” (Bunyan, 
Seasonable Counsel, 485).    
Bunyan sees the past five hundred years as a dynamic period marked by progress 
and development in which monarchs aid in the process of overthrowing the beast. As 
he writes, “I believe that by Magistrates and Powers we shall be delivered and kept 
from Antichrist; and because God has already begun to do it by such, by which she 
also shall be destroyed” (Bunyan, Seasonable Counsel, 488). For instance, in Of 
Antichrist and his Ruin, he encourages readers to look back at history in order to 
discern progress in the church’s battle with the Antichrist:  
do but look back and compare Antichrist four or five hundred years ago, with 
Antichrist as he is now, and you shall see what work the Lord Jesus has begun to 
make with him, even with the Spirit, and Soul, and Life of Antichrist; both in 
confounding and blasting of it by this Spirit of his Mouth, as also by forcing of it 
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to dishonourable Retreats, and by making of it give up to him, as the Conquerour, 
not only some of his superstitious Rites and Ceremonies, to be destroyed; but 
many a goodly Truth, which this vile One had taken from his church, to be 
renewed to them: Nay, further, he hath also already began to take form him both 
Kingdoms and Countries, ‘tho as to some not so absolutely as he shall do by and 
by. (Bunyan, Of Antichrist, 435-36) 
Bunyan envisions the Antichrist losing ground on several fronts: in worship as 
“superstitious Rites and Ceremonies” cease; in doctrine as the Antichrist yields back 
“many a goodly Truth” that had been “taken from the church”; and on the political 
level as nations separate from the Roman Catholic Church. Bunyan, however, 
continues to look ahead to further reform, imagining the continuation of these 
changes that have already been going on.  
Bunyan points to the Protestant Tudor monarchs as examples of monarchs 
aiding the cause of reformation by killing the “body” of Antichrist through their 
policies. As he writes in The Holy City (1665),241 “we have seen by Experience here 
in England” the defeat of Antichrist through the dissolution of “Masses, Prayers for 
the Dead, Images, Pilgrimages, Monkish Vows, sinful Fasts, and the beastly Single-
life of their Priests” (Bunyan, The Holy City, 438). Encouraging his readers to look 
back on English history, he argues that it provides an example of the slow death of 
the “spirit of the Antichrist” at the hands of Christian rulers: “As the Noble King, 
King Henry VIII did cast down the Antichristian-Worship; so he cast down the Laws 
that held it up: So also did the good King Edward his Son. The brave Queen also, the 
Sister to King Edward, hath left of things of this nature, to her lasting Fame, behind 
her. And if one such Law of Antichrist hath escaped the hand of one, another hath 
taken it, and done that execution on it that their Zeal and Piety prompted them to” 
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(Bunyan, Seasonable Counsel, 438). Bunyan imagines Henry, Edward, and Elizabeth 
working progressively to destroy the antichrist by dismantling the worship and laws 
instituted in solidarity with the Roman Catholic Church. As Galen Johnson points 
out, however, “Bunyan rather obviously omitted the Stuart kings from his praise.”242 
Reasoning from this passage, Johnson writes, “Since he argued in Of Antichrist that 
the Protestant Tudors each did successively more to resist ‘Antichristian-Worship,’ 
one can deduce that Bunyan expected any future Protestant kings to move even 
further toward supporting what he believed to be the full development of 
Protestantism.”243 Even as Bunyan looks back to the work of the Tudors in the 
sixteenth century, he recognizes the different needs of his own age. In The Holy City, 
He articulates the differences between these two periods through a distinction 
between what he calls “altar-work” and “temple-work.”  
  Bunyan identifies his own period as in the penultimate stage before the 
building of the New Jerusalem. Describing the process of return from exile and 
rebuilding of the temple, Bunyan writes that “altar-work,” or the reformation of 
worship, will come first, followed by “temple-work,” which he describes as the 
building of a purified church, culminating in “city work,” or the construction of a 
sanctified church-state. Bunyan identifies the reformation of the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries as the stage of “altar-work.” Glossing “altar-work,” he points to 
the reformers and martyrs of the reformation as those who completed this work:   
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Wherefore these Altar-men, or these men in their Altar-work, do figure-out for us 
our famous and holy Worthies, that before us have risen up in their place, and 
shook off those Reliques of Antichrist that intrenched upon the Priestly Office of 
our Lord and Saviour, even worthy Wickliff, Hus, Luther Melanchthon, Calvin, 
and the blessed Martyrs in Q. Maries days, &c. with the rest of their companions: 
these in their day were stout & valiant Champions for God, according to their 
light, and did upon the Altar of God, which is Christ our Lord, offer up many 
strong cries, with groans and tears, as every day required, for the compleat 
recovering of the Church of God; the benefit of whose Offering we have felt and 
enjoyed to this day. (Bunyan, The Holy City, 134)  
Bunyan compares the work of these “famous and holy Worthies” to the work of Ezra 
and the other Jews who returned from exile and began by building the temple and 
reinstituting sacrifices in keeping with the Law of Moses. For Bunyan, these early 
reformers did similar work in restoring the “priestly Office” of Christ. Interestingly, 
Bunyan focuses on the intercessory role these reformers. On the “altar” of Christ, 
they “offered up” prayer marked by expressions of suffering—“strong cries, with 
groans and tears.” In describing the groans and tears of these sufferers, he seems to 
be referring to both spiritual and physical forms of suffering. The image of the altar 
also strongly suggests self-sacrifice and martyrdom, perhaps implying that these 
sufferers reformed worship by offering themselves on the “altar” of Christ in order to 
purify worship.  
By stating that these sufferers were “stout & valiant Champions for God” 
“according to their light,” Bunyan indicates that they had less “light” than later 
believers. Drawing upon the image of the book with seven seals in Revelation, 
Bunyan envisions a progressive revelation that will take place during the age of 
conflict with the Antichrist. As he writes, “The Book also, at the recovering the 
Church from under Antichrist is to be unlocked and unsealed gradually, first one 
Seal, and afterwards another, and last of all the seventh, before which time the book 
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will never quite be opened” (Bunyan, The Holy City, 15). He identifies those of his 
own age as reformers engaged in “temple-work” and explains that they differ from 
the earlier “worthies’ not “with respect to Christianity, but with respect to further 
light” (Bunyan, The Holy City, 135). Emphasizing the idea of increasing light, 
Bunyan argues that he and his contemporaries possess more light than the martyrs of 
the previous centuries had. As he writes, “through Grace, the Saints of God have 
attained to more Light and Knowledge in the Mysteries of the Kingdom of God, than 
heretofore they had” (Bunyan, The Holy City, 154). Elaborating on this progress, he 
writes  
We see it is so in some measure at this day; what Light, and with what 
clearness do the Saints in this day see the things pertaining to the Kingdom of 
God, beyond what the holy and goodly Martyrs and Saints did in the days 
that were before us, Hus, Bilny, Ridley, Hooper, Cranmer, with their Brethren, 
if they were now in the world, would cry out & say, Our light and knowledge 
of the Word of the testament of Christ, was much inferior to the Light that at 
this day is broken forth, and that will yet daily, in despite of men and devils, 
displays its Rayes and Beams amongst the sons of men! (Bunyan, The Holy 
City, 153) 
With the exception of Hus, all the other martyrs listed are bishops. In pointing to 
these reformers as men who would particularly marvel at the difference of “light” 
between their time and that of Bunyan, Bunyan may be suggesting that the new 
“light” is particularly evident in matters of church government.  
In contrast to the earlier of “altar-work,” Bunyan points to his own time as the 
era of “temple-work.” In contrast to the earlier “altar-work,” the time of “temple-
work” involves the purification of the church. Describing those engaged in “temple 
work,” Bunyan writes,     
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These men, though they keep the continual Offerings upon the altar, as the other 
did, yet they are men also that are for Temple-work, wherefore these begin to 
search out the Foundations of the Temple of God, that they may rear up the 
House, as well as build up the Altar: these be they that are for having the Church 
a select company of visible Believers, walking in the Faith and Holiness of the 
Gospel; which Believers are for separating from the unconverted and open 
prophane, and for building up one another an holy Temple in the Lord, through 
the Spirit. (Bunyan, The Holy City, 135)  
For Bunyan, “temple-work” involves separation from what he saw as the nominal 
faith of the Church of England in order to create a “select company of visible 
Believers” characterized by their holiness of life. Bunyan imagines this community 
as “separate,” as a community distinguished from other groups, and as a community 
engaged in building the temple through the aid of the Holy Spirit. As a 
nonconformist minister, Bunyan certainly saw himself as participating in this 
“temple-work.”  
 Bunyan identifies his own age as particularly characterized by internal 
division. Looking ahead to the New Jerusalem, he reflects that its unity will make a 
sharp contrast with the current state of conflict: “It shall not be then as now, a Popish 
Doctrine, a Quakers Doctrine, a Prelatical doctrine, and a Presbyter, Independent, 
and Anabaptist, thus distinguished, and thus confounding and destroying: but the 
Doctrine shall be one, and that one the Doctrine where you finde the Names of the 
twelve Apostles of the Lamb” (Bunyan, The Holy City, 115). In the House of the 
Forest of Lebanon,244 a work in which Bunyan focuses on the church its 
“wilderness” state during the its battle with the Antichrist, Bunyan offers a more 
detailed discussion of why the church is experiencing so much internecine conflict. 
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Again drawing on the image of light, Bunyan interprets the description of the house 
as having “light against light in three rows” as an image of disagreement within the 
church. Identifying the windows as Scripture, he points to “light against light” as an 
allegory for disagreement about the interpretation and application of Scripture within 
the church: “They differ also about the authority of the Word, and Ordinances, about 
the Offices, Officers, and Executions of office, in the Church, &c. There is an 
opposition every where, even round about the House” (Bunyan, House of the Forest, 
141). The disagreements Bunyan identifies are primarily issues of church 
government and structure rather than issues of doctrine. Differentiating these 
conflicts from earlier struggles, Bunyan asserts that the disagreements of his day are 
among “the godly” rather than between Christians and the Antichrist. As he writes  
Now therefore, we have light against light among the godly, as afore there 
was Antichristian against the Christian light. Not that light against light is 
now godly in the all of it. ‘Tis Antichristian that opposes the Christian light 
still. But, as before, the darkness that opposed the light, was in the 
Antichristians, now that darkness is got into the Christians, and has set them 
against one another. Light therefore against light, now, is in the Christians, 
truly prefigured by that which was in the House of the Forest of Lebanon. 
Witness the jars, the oppositions, the contentions, emulations, strifes, debates, 
whisperings, tumults and condemnations that like Cannon-shot have so 
frequently on all sides been let fly against one another. (Bunyan, House of the 
Forest, 147)  
By identifying this as a struggle “among the godly,” Bunyan suggests that this 
conflict is taking place not with the Roman Catholic Church, which he typically 
identifies with the Antichrist, but between Protestant groups. Bunyan provides 
further evidence that he is talking about conflict among reformed communities by 
explaining that this conflict arises over the interpretation of Scripture and by 
asserting that “this opposition lies not so much in fundamentals, as in things of a 
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lesser import” (Bunyan, House of the Forest, 147). While pointing to this 
disagreement among Protestants as new, he nonetheless argues that the “darkness” of 
the Antichrist has “got into” the Christians. Thus, even though the combatants are 
different, Bunyan argues that the forces of darkness against which the godly must 
fight are the same. In particular, Bunyan points to the “contests” waged “in Print” as 
examples of the divisions among Christian groups. Thus, in Bunyan’s reading of 
church history, the conflicts he faces differ from those faced by sixteenth century 
reformers because he battles an Antichrist hidden in the “light” of reformed 
communities, while the Antichrist of the sixteenth century was more blatantly 
“Antichristian.” In addition, Bunyan identifies matters of church government and 
scripture interpretation rather than of doctrine as the source of these conflicts. For 
Bunyan, such struggles characterize the period of “temple work” in which the church 
becomes purified and the godly are separated from the ungodly in order to form a 
“select company of Visible believers.”     
 In his reading of Foxe, Bunyan appropriates narratives of Catholic/Protestant 
conflict and applies it to the internecine conflict within the Church of England, 
taking accounts of “altar work” and adapting them to the “temple work” of his own 
day. In I Will Pray with the Spirit (1662),245 for instance, Bunyan cites Foxe in order 
to critique the Book of Common Prayer. While Foxe praises Edward and presents the 
Book of Common Prayer as an important aspect of Edward’s reform of English 
worship, Bunyan’s uses Foxe’s text in order to link the Book of Common Prayer to 
the Catholic Mass. In I Will Pray with the Spirit, Bunyan argues that “A good sence 
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of sin, and the wrath of God, with some encouragement from God to come unto him, 
is a better Common Prayer-Book, than that which is taken out of the Papistical Mass-
Book; being the Scraps and Fragments of the devices of some Popes, some Friars, 
and I wot not what” (Bunyan, I Will Pray, 238-39). In a marginal note, Bunyan 
writes, “See Mr. Fox his citation of the Mass, in the last Volumn of the Book of 
Martyrs” (Bunyan, I Will Pray, 239).  
Bunyan directs his readers to the preface to the third volume, in which Foxe 
offers a detailed account not of the origins of the Book of Common Prayer, but rather 
of the Catholic mass. Bunyan applies Foxe’s critique of the mass to the Book of 
Common Prayer, asserting that it, like the mass, came about the through the 
accretion of extrabiblical traditions over time. Bunyan echoes language that Foxe 
uses to describe the Catholic mass. While Bunyan characterizes the Book of 
Common Prayer as made up of the “Scraps and Fragments of the devices of some 
Popes, some Friars, and I wot not what,” Foxe describes the mass in similar terms as 
“clouted and patched up of divers additions” (Foxe 6.357)246 as made up of “parts 
and parcels,” and as “clampered and patched together with so many divers and 
sundry additions” (Foxe 6.368). Whereas Foxe directs his critique only against the 
Catholic mass, however, Bunyan applies this anti-Catholic criticism to the Book of 
Common Prayer, a text that Foxe praises in volume 2 as an important reform 
measure of Edward VI’s reign. Later in I Will Pray with the Spirit, Bunyan reiterates 
the idea that the Book of Common Prayer, like the mass, is a text that has 
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accumulated over time, perhaps referring not only to the pre-reformation accretions 
that led to the mass but also to the multiple revisions of the Book of Common Prayer, 
including the recent 1660 revision, undertaken over the past century. He describes 
the Book of Common Prayer as “a thing since the Scriptures were written, patched 
together, one piece at a time, and another at another; a meer man[s] invention and 
institution, which God is so far from owning of, that he expressly forbids it” (Bunyan, 
I Will Pray, 249).  
In support of his assertion that God “forbids” the writing of prayer books, 
Bunyan cites Jesus’s indictment of the scribes and Pharisees for honoring God “with 
their lippes” while their “heart is farre away from me” (Mark 7.8),247 Paul’s rejection 
of religious “traditions” in Colossians 2, as well as numerous scriptural injunctions 
against adding to God’s words. In a less likely exegetical move, Bunyan also cites 
Deuteronomy 12:30-32, a passage in which God warns Israel against adapting the 
customs of their pagan neighbors, particularly their practices of child sacrifice. In 
making this connection between liturgy and sacrifice, Bunyan may have in mind the 
opening lines of volume 3, the beginning of the “indictment of the mass” that he 
cited earlier in I Will Pray with the Spirit. Here Foxe points to the Catholic mass as 
the source of contention that led to the death of the Marian martyrs. He explains that 
in the Marian period “so many were put to death for the cause especially of the Mass, 
and the Sacrament of the Altar” (Foxe 6.357). By associating the Book of Common 
Prayer with the mass and citing Foxe, Bunyan may be suggesting that the Book of 
Common Prayer, like the mass, leads to the persecution of dissenters. In doing so, he 
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appropriates Foxe’s anti-Catholic language and applies it to his own situation, in 
which he is imprisoned not for his resistance to the mass, but because of his rejection 
of the Book of Common Prayer.   
 Bunyan references Foxe’s discussion of the origins of the Book of Common 
Prayer later on in I Will Pray with the Spirit. Here he moderates his critique of the 
Book of Common Prayer by arguing that since Paul did not institute a prayer book, 
no one who comes after him has the right to do so. As he writes, “Surely there is no 
man but will confess, that Paul and his Companions were as able to have done any 
work for God, as any Pope or proud Prelate in the Church of Rome, and could as 
well have made a Common-Prayer-Book, as those who first composed this; as being 
not a whit behind them, either in grace or gifts” (Bunyan, I Will Pray, 247). In a 
marginal note, he directs readers to “See Mr. Fox’s Acts and Monuments. Volumn 2,” 
the volume in which Foxe describes the origins of the Book of Common Prayer 
(Bunyan, I Will Pray, 247). Bunyan here offers an oblique criticism of Cranmer and 
the others who authored the Book of Common Prayer by paralleling them with 
Roman Catholic popes and prelates. At the same time, though, he tempers his 
critique by making the uncontroversial statement that the authors of the Book of 
Common Prayer are less qualified than Paul would have been to write a prayer book. 
Bunyan does not suggest that the English authors of the Book of Common Prayer 
lacked “grace or gifts,” but rather that even the extraordinarily gifted Paul did not 
deem it appropriate to write a prayer book. Thus, he suggests that the English authors 
showed hubris in taking on such a project. Instead, he asserts that both the “matter” 
and “manner” of prayer come from “by the help and assistance of the Spirit.”  
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Bunyan thus argues that it is presumptuous to claim to know both the matter and 
manner of prayer in advance and have planned out the prayers to be used for the next 
twenty years. As he writes, the apostles “came short” of this ability to mandate the 
form and matter of prayer. Writing facetiously, he explains that  
but here now, the wise men of our days are so well skill’d, as they have both 
the Manner and Matter of their Prayers at their fingers ends; setting such a 
Prayer for such a day, and that twenty years before it comes. One for 
Christmass, another for Easter, and six days after that. They have also 
bounded how  many syllables must be said in every one of them at their 
public Exercises. For each Saints day also, they have them ready for the 
generations yet unborn to say. They can tell you also, when you shall kneel, 
when you should stand, when you should abide in your seats, when you 
should go up into the Chancel, and what you should do when you come there. 
All which the Apostles came short of, as not being able to compose in so 
profound a manner. (Bunyan, I Will Pray, 247) 
Shifting his focus from the reign of Edward VI to “our days,” he identifies the same 
presumption at work. For Bunyan, the composition of a prayer book goes beyond the 
practice of the apostles and the early church, interferes with the work of the Spirit, 
and should be rejected.  
For Bunyan, both the history of the Book of Common Prayer as a composite 
text made up of past traditions and its reach into the future as a predetermined pattern 
for prayer render the book suspect. In contrast, Bunyan identifies the painful 
experience of conviction under the law of God as the basis for genuine prayer. He 
advocates the immediacy of personal prayer inspired by the Holy Spirit’s work in the 
heart of the believer and envisions prayer as timeless and personal rather than 
external, communal, and historical. As he writes, the best way to learn to pray is “by 
conviction for sin” (Bunyan, I Will Pray, 267). As he explains, the Holy Spirit puts 
the Christian in a “posture of prayer” by showing their “misery by nature,” or the 
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utter extent of their sin and guilt in God’s sight (Bunyan, I Willay Pray, 251). 
Describing the genesis of prayer in the afflicted heart, he writes, “The soul, I say, 
feels, and from feeling, sighs, groans, and breaks at the heart. For right Prayer 
bubleth out of the heart when it is over-pressed with grief and bitterness, as blood is 
forced out of the flesh, by reason of some heavy burthen that lyeth upon it, I Sam. 
I.10” (Bunyan, I Will Pray, 247). Bunyan associates true prayer with suffering, 
arguing that it emerges from the affective experience of sorrow. Using an image of 
prayer “bubbling” out of the heart that resembles a similar image of sin “bubbling” 
out of the heart in Grace Abounding (see above), Bunyan imagines the human heart 
productive not only of sin but also of repentance and grief over that sin. Citing 
Hannah’s distraught prayer for a son in Samuel chapter 1, a prayer misunderstood by 
Eli the Priest as a maudlin display of drunkenness, Bunyan implies that true prayer is 
often misunderstood or marginalized by the religious establishment. In a striking 
comparison of praying to bleeding, Bunyan imagines prayer as a response “forced 
out” of the sufferer as the result of the “heavy burthen” of grief and affliction lying 
on it.  
For Bunyan, tensions between grace and works and between the soul and 
Satan remain central to his vision of persecution within history just they had in his 
vision of suffering in his personal life. In Seasonable Counsel (1684), a late work on 
religious persecution, Bunyan reflects on the multifaceted causes of persecution. 
Again, he points to Luther as a paradigmatic example of a preacher whose message 
of salvation by faith alone brought upon him charges of seditious behavior.  Among 
the stratagems employed by “carnal men” against the “gospelmen,” Bunyan points to 
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the “perverting, forcing, stretching, and dismembering” of the preachers’ words. As 
Bunyan writes, this distortion of words also happened to Christ and to Martin Luther 
and led to more violent forms of opposition: “thus they served our Lord; for, not 
being able to down with his Doctrine, they began to pervert his words, and to make 
(as also they said of afterwards of Luthers) some offensive , some erroneous, some 
Treasonable, and that both against God and Caesar, and so they hanged him up, 
hoping there to put an end to things” (Bunyan, Seasonable Counsel, 45). According 
to Bunyan, it is the message of Christ, Luther, and contemporary preachers that 
garners opposition, rather than any material threat to the safety of the realm. Even 
though he argues that doctrine rather than politics that causes dissension, Bunyan 
asserts that the enemies of Luther and Christ used political reasons as a pretext for 
persecution. They thus “perverted” their words in order to portray them as 
“Treasonable” against “both God and Caesar.” As Bunyan makes it clear, however, 
the fundamental issue is not political but spiritual: from Bunyan’s perspective, 
accusations of treason or disobedience to the ecclesiastical authorities are simply 
pretexts for persecution driven by a deeper resentment for the attack on human 
rituals and hierarchies preached by nonconformists.  
Bunyan insists, however, that the root of this conflict lies in the opposition 
between human and divine righteousness in the individual. Religious conflict thus 
begins within a person and then works outward into the community by consequence. 
As he writes, “He [the Christian] fell out with sin at home, in his own house, in his 
own heart before he fell out with sin in the world, or with sin in publick worship” 
(Bunyan, Seasonable Counsel, 56). For Bunyan, issues of human nature and 
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righteousness serve as the root of both internal and external religious conflict; on the 
individual level, rejection of one’s own attempts at moral righteousness results in 
self-condemnation and internal conflict. On the communal level, the believers’ 
rejection of human righteousness causes them to condemn the attempts others make 
to please God and thus places them in antagonistic relationships to their neighbors, to 
the Restoration Church of England, and to the government. 
Bunyan also, however, points to the moral failures of believers as a cause of 
persecution. While in the early years of Bunyan’s career, Bunyan’s personal 
struggles with legalism cause him to emphasize the sharp distinction between law 
and gospel, in his later years Bunyan shows increasing concern about the 
development of good works as a response to faith. In particular, Bunyan’s 
apocalyptic longings for a purified church lead him to feel frustration at what he sees 
as the moral lassitude of the church in the 1680s, and, near the end of his life, 
Bunyan voices pessimism about the progress of the church. For instance, in A Holy 
Life (1683),248 Bunyan identifies the “last times,” in which he believes himself to be 
living, as a period characterized by immorality. In discussing the moral decline of his 
own time, he points both to the “Puritans” and to the Marian martyrs as superior to 
contemporary believers in the holiness of their lives. As he writes, “Were but our 
times duly compared with those that went before, we should see that which now we 
are ignorant. Did we but look back to the Puritans, but specially to those that but a 
little before them, suffered for the word of God, in the Marian days, we should see 
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another life than is now among man, another manner of conversation, than now is 
among professors” (Bunyan, A Holy Life, 182-83). Similarly, in Of Antichrist, 
written in the same period as A Holy Life, Bunyan laments what he sees as a decline 
over the last twenty years since the Restoration. Calling for the further reform of the 
church, he writes, “This twenty years we have been degenerating, both as to 
Principle, and as to Practice; and have grown at last into an amazing likeness to the 
World, both as to Religion, and civil Demeanour” (Bunyan, Of Antichrist, 427). In 
particular, Bunyan argues that the churches show decline in that ministers fail to 
instruct members and members fail to live differently from the world around them 
(Bunyan, Of Antichrist, 427). 
Bunyan’s message in A Holy Life is doctrinally similar to his much earlier 
statement on good works in Christian Behaviour (1663). In both works, he 
distinguishes between “justification before God,” which he identifies as completely 
separate from works, and “justification before men,” which, he asserts, involves 
works (A Holy Life, 9; Christian Behaviour, 251). In both works, he makes it clear 
that works are the result of faith and compares good works to the fruit that the tree of 
faith will necessarily produce if it is alive (A Holy Life, 12; Christian Behaviour, 
251). He differs, however, in his emphasis on persecution as a judgment sent as 
punishment for the failure of believers to live godly lives. Although in the 1680s 
Bunyan also identifies conflict between law and gospel as a reason that the “world” 
persecutes Christians, he also argues that persecution may be a means God uses to 
punish immorality.  
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A Holy Life evinces greater concern with the consequences of immoral living 
as well as greater emphasis on the problem of merely “notional” faith. Discouraged 
by the return of persecution in the 1680s, Bunyan points to the moral failure of the 
“godly” as one of its causes. Bunyan does not envision the “godly” as guilty of the 
crimes of which they are accused; instead, he imagines their unjust punishment at the 
hands of the monarch as the means God uses to punish them for their moral failings. 
Whereas earlier in his career, Bunyan had primarily criticized the Church of England 
for its focus on externals, he now directs that criticism toward other “professors,” 
arguing that “works” such as attending sermons, participating in the ordinances of 
the church, and reading Christian books (Bunyan, A Holy Life, 254) substitute for 
real transformation. As a result of the merely “notional” faith of “professors,” 
Bunyan argues, God is angry and will bring judgment. As he writes, “what is God so 
angry with this Land, but for the sin of the Professors that dwell therein” (Bunyan, A 
Holy Life, 256). In Bunyan’s view, one result of such moral failure is “temporal 
Judgments” in the form of persecution; as he writes, “all that God has done to us 
already, has been ineffectual as to cause that Humility and Reformation, by which 
his judgments must be turned away” (Bunyan, A Holy Life, 257). According to 
Bunyan, such lack of repentance has led to further “hurt” in the form of 
imprisonment, injury, fear, and distressed, such that the church has been “fed with 
Gravel, Gall, Wormwood, and with the Water of astonishment for days, yea, years 
together” (Bunyan, A Holy Life, 265). 
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Conclusion 
For Bunyan, both internal and external affliction form central aspects of religious 
identity. In Grace Abounding, Bunyan describes the process through which he 
became able to contextualize his internal battles with despair and fear as part of 
larger narratives of progression from law to gospel and conflict between Christ and 
Satan. Bunyan thus transforms formerly alienating experiences into means of 
identifying himself with the community and history of the church. Even as Luther’s 
Commentary on Galatians helps Bunyan ascribe meaning to his subjective 
experiences, Luther’s text also enables Bunyan to place limits on the value of private 
experience by embracing public action in the form of preaching and suffering. In 
interpreting his experiences of public persecution, Bunyan continues to draw upon 
Luther’s doctrine of grace and works, identifying the fundamental conflicts between 
human and divine righteousness as well as between Christ and Satan as the 
unchanging, underlying causes of both internal and external suffering. At the same 
time, though, Bunyan looks to John Foxe’s Acts and Monuments as he attempts to 
situate his personal experience within a historical framework and as he articulates his 
relationship to the English church and state. By drawing on Foxe, Bunyan becomes 
able to identify himself with the Tudor Church of England while critiquing the 
Restoration church for drifting from its sixteenth-century foundations.  
Bunyan’s use of Luther and Foxe is complex and multifaceted. In particular, 
his conception of the relationship between law and grace, while doctrinally 
consistent throughout Bunyan’s life, takes on differences of emphasis as his 
historical situation changes. As a young man tempted by the ceremonies of the 
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Church of England, Bunyan ascribes the law value only as a means of driving the 
sinner to Christ. As Bunyan develops his public preaching career, however, he gives 
the law a role in the civil life of believers. Drawing upon this distinction between the 
inner and outer uses of the law, Bunyan presents himself as an obedient subject to 
the king whose goal is reform of the church rather than overthrow of the government. 
As Bunyan makes clear, he sees the Antichrist (defined primarily as the Roman 
Catholic Church and secondarily as “romish” tendencies exhibited within the English 
church), rather than the monarch, as his enemy. In fact, Bunyan persists in the 
Foxean belief that the monarch carries an important role in defeating the Antichrist 
and bringing reform to the church. When this fails to happen, Bunyan blames the 
church, rather than the monarch, for the failure of this vision of godly rule, arguing 
that the church has failed to externalize its faith through good works. 
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Epilogue 
Bunyan’s vision of religious persecution as something that begins with internal 
conflict and works its way outward is in many was similar to More’s view of 
persecution as primarily an internal struggle. While More looks to the two wills of 
Christ as a paradigm for his personal battle with temptation, Bunyan sees the 
antagonism between law and gospel as the basis for his internal division. Unlike Bale, 
who projected the antagonism between law and gospel outward into the historical 
conflict between the two churches, Bunyan locates it within, identifying the 
movement from law to gospel as a process of unmaking rather than accommodating 
the self. Bunyan does look back to Bale’s generation, however, for narratives of 
Catholic/Protestant conflict that he applies to the Church of England, a community 
he believes has lapsed into law-based righteousness. In looking back to the reformers 
of the sixteenth century, Bunyan adopts their bold, assertive stance and looks to his 
experience of persecution as a source of authority.  
While for More grace and works, human effort and divine assistance work 
together, for Bunyan they are sharply opposed. Thus, More seeks to accommodate 
the faculties of the mind while Bunyan seeks to abnegate his imagination, passions, 
and reason as faculties utterly corrupted by sin.Bunyan, like Donne, looks to 
Scripture as a means of interpreting his experience. Also like Donne, he encounters 
contrasts and antitheses in Scripture that raise difficult problems of application. 
Encountering both positive and negative examples in Scripture, Bunyan agonizes 
over the question of which paradigm applies to him. While Donne employs 
humanistic strategies of debating Scriptural problems in utramque partem, Bunyan 
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presents himself as a more passive recipient (and at times victim) of a mysterious 
and otherworldly Word. 
Bunyan, like all of the writers considered in this dissertation, however, 
ultimately stabilizes his shifting internal worlds by looking outside himself to Christ. 
The ways in he relates to Christ differs, however, from the sacramental and 
participatory relationships to Christ articulated by More, Mathew, and Donne. 
WhileMore seeks to imitate and participate in Christ’s passion through his own 
suffering, Bale looks to the doctrine of imputation as the means through he entirely 
abandons his own efforts at moral transformation and receives the “alien 
righteousness” of Christ. 
The contrast between the ways in which More and Bunyan envision their 
execution scenes reveals much about the differences in the way the two writers 
interpret their experiences of religious persecution. In contrast to More’s vision of a 
walk to the scaffold witnessed by two large crowds—one of his enemies and another 
of the saints throughout time who cheer him on—Bunyan envisionsa solitary leap 
“off the ladder even blindfold into eternity.” Whereas More imagines himself in a 
space populated by people, Bunyan imagines himself falling through empty space in 
hopes of being “caught” by Christ. Unaccommodated by the institutional church and 
its structures, Bunyan relies on faith, choosing to “venture” for Christ despite his 
persistent doubt and fear.  
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